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The Hidden Mechanisms of Prejudice: Implicit Bias and Interpersonal Fluency 
Alex Madva 
 
This dissertation is about prejudice.  In particular, it examines the theoretical and ethical 
questions raised by research on implicit social biases.  Social biases are termed “implicit” when 
they are not reported, though they lie just beneath the surface of consciousness.  Such biases are 
easy to adopt but very difficult to introspect and control.  Despite this difficulty, I argue that we 
are personally responsible for our biases and obligated to overcome them if they can bring harm 
to ourselves or to others.  My dissertation addresses the terms of their removal.  It is grounded in 
a comprehensive examination of empirical research and, as such, is a contribution to social 
psychology.  Although implicit social biases significantly influence our judgment and action, 
they are not reducible to beliefs or desires.  Rather, they constitute a class of their own.  
Understanding their particular character is vital to determining how to replace them with more 
preferable habits of mind.  I argue for a model of interpersonal fluency, a kind of ethical 
expertise that requires transforming our underlying dispositions of thought, feeling, and action. 
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The associations in our heads belong to us… The selves that we are and the selves we intend to 
be are both us, and sometimes they do not agree.  One might say that humans are large, 
containing multitudes.  Full recognition of this fact raises serious questions for important issues 
of responsibility, culpability, and intentionality. 
      
      ~ Brian Nosek and Robert Hansen (2008, 553, 591) 
 
A 2004 study found that, after attending an all-women’s college for one year, female 
undergraduates’ implicit attitudes regarding gender and leadership qualities were completely 
overhauled.1  Beforehand, participants were quicker to associate female names like “Emily” with 
attributes stereotypical of female leaders, like “nurturing,” whereas they were quicker to 
associate male names like “Greg” with attributes stereotypical of male leaders, like “assertive.”  
After one year, these implicit biases vanished; they were no more likely to associate “Emily” 
with nurturance than with assertiveness.  The same study also found that attending a coed 
university had the opposite effect on female undergraduates.  After one year, they were even 
more likely to associate “Greg” with assertiveness.  What accounts for the difference?  The 
mediating factor was not, the evidence suggests, a supportive or encouraging atmosphere.  The 
difference evidently boiled down to the total number of classes that students had taken with 
female math and science professors, that is, with female professors in historically male-
dominated fields.  In fact, a closer look at the data showed that this was true regardless of which 
institution they attended.  What’s just as striking is the fact that neither group showed any 
changes in their reflective, self-reported beliefs about women, nurturance, and leadership.  
Before as well as after, at both schools, participants consistently claimed that women possess 
more supportive qualities than leadership ones. 
                                                 





Findings such as these are philosophically puzzling as well as socially important.  How is 
it that in both contexts, participants’ explicit beliefs remained fixed, while their implicit attitudes 
changed dramatically?  Psychologists use the term “implicit attitude” to refer to automatic 
associations between social groups (such as race, gender, and sexual orientation) and positively 
or negatively valenced behaviors or traits (such as being dangerous or weak).  Implicit attitudes 
are studied indirectly, most commonly by measures like the Implicit Association Test (IAT), 
which tests how quickly individuals associate pairs of items, such as male and female names 
with leadership traits.2  Implicit attitudes contrast with explicit attitudes, which are 
paradigmatically expressed in individuals’ reflective judgments and self-reported commitments.  
How are we to understand cases such as these in which our automatic, intuitive responses come 
apart from our considered commitments?   
The 2004 study is particularly striking in that the automatic, virtually unconscious 
tendencies of students in the women’s college seem to have been in some sense getting it right 
while their reflective judgments persisted in getting it wrong.  Students failed to recognize 
explicitly what they detected implicitly, namely how the prevalence of counterstereotypical 
exemplars undermines gender stereotypes.  Although the implicit attitudes got it right in this 
case, however, they very often don’t.  Implicit attitudes shape a wide range of pivotal decisions 
and actions without our ever realizing it.  They influence our judgments about whom to trust and 
whom to ignore, whom to promote and whom to imprison.  While it would be a mistake to think 
that implicit attitudes are intrinsically bad or regrettable features of human psychology, our 
failure to appreciate what they are and how they affect us can cause serious and pervasive harm.  
                                                 
2 Try it for yourself: http:/implicit.harvard.edu.  For discussion of what the IAT measures, see, e.g., Nosek and 





In the paradigmatic cases I consider in this dissertation, the challenge is what to do about the 
implicit attitudes that get it wrong. 
For example, while fewer and fewer Americans openly avow racist and sexist beliefs, 
subtle but pervasive forms of disparate treatment on the basis of race and gender persist.  Some 
researchers have suggested that part of the explanation for this state of affairs is that many 
Americans have egalitarian explicit attitudes—in that they sincerely embrace anti-racist and anti-
sexist commitments—but nevertheless harbor a range of biased implicit attitudes.  In one study, 
participants evaluated two hypothetical candidates for a job as chief of police.3  One candidate 
had extensive “street” experience but little formal education; the other had extensive formal 
education but little street experience.  When the street-smart candidate was male and the book-
smart candidate was female, participants said that street smarts were the most important criteria 
for being an effective police chief, and recommended promoting the man.  However, when the 
street-smart candidate was female and the book-smart candidate was male, participants said book 
smarts were more important, and, once again, recommended the man.  They unwittingly tailored 
their judgments about the tools necessary to be a successful police chief to match their gut 
feeling that the man was better suited than the woman for the job. 
The police-chief study is one of many on the pernicious influence that implicit biases can 
have on hiring and promotion decisions.  The reach of these unwitting social biases extends more 
broadly, to decisions in medicine and law, to voting preferences, and much more.4  For example, 
evidence suggests that doctors are less likely to give the same quality of medical care to black 
patients than to white patients,5 and a recent study reveals similar patterns in the medical care of 
                                                 
3 Uhlmann and Cohen (2005). 
4 See Jost et al. (2009) for a review.  Also see Bertrand and Mullanaithan (2003). 





children who enter the ER with abdominal pain.6  Although black children tend to receive the 
same tests as white children, black children tend to receive significantly less pain medication and 
wait significantly longer in the ER. 
In addition to influencing these significant decisions, implicit biases also shape the tenor 
of our social interactions.  Suppose you have a brief conversation with a new colleague, who 
happens to be a member of an “outgroup”—that is, a member of a different social category from 
you, perhaps of another gender, race, or religion.  Suppose you endorse egalitarian commitments 
and, accordingly, the content of your remarks are suitably friendly.  You think you’re just having 
an everyday exchange.  Your unreflective conduct, however, may tell a different story.  If you 
are white and your interlocutor African-American, you may make less eye contact, blink more, 
and stand further away than you otherwise would.7  If you are male and your interlocutor female, 
you may be more likely to interrupt her or less likely to defer to her testimony.8  In other words, 
despite your egalitarian commitments and innocuous intentions, your unreflective responses may 
be pervaded with prejudice.  These responses, in turn, can exert a range of subtle but distinctive 
harms.  If you tacitly anticipate aggression, your interlocutor is more likely to be aggressive—
whether either of you are aware of your expectation or not.9  Evidence suggests that women, and 
especially women of color, are more likely to report being rudely interrupted or condescended-to 
at work; unsurprisingly, these same individuals are also more likely to report the intention to 
quit.10 
                                                 
6 Johnson et al. (2012 April 28).  Hispanic children also wait longer in the ER than white children. 
7 McConell and Leibold (2001) and Dovidio et al. (2002). 
8 Dovidio et al. (1988a,b) and Cortina et al. (2008, 2011).  See Fricker (2007) for philosophical discussion of similar 
points. 
9 Chen and Bargh (1997). 





In these cases, many individuals seem to have relatively little awareness of their 
prejudiced behaviors and decisions, but even when individuals do observe overtly prejudiced 
behavior, they may still fail to react appropriately.  While individuals are likely to report that 
they would feel upset and intervene upon witnessing a racist act, one study found that most 
participants responded with indifference after another person uttered an extreme racial slur.11  
Even if the participants had tried to react, their efforts to be unbiased might have backfired.  In 
one study, trying to “avoid race bias” enhanced its expression on an implicit measure.12  
Sometimes trying to control it only makes it worse. 
As these examples make clear, the effects of implicit biases are multifarious.  I doubt that 
there is any unified way of characterizing the many injustices and harms they create and sustain.  
They will, I think, be morally problematic on just about any normative theory one might adopt: 
they lead us to treat others unfairly, they bring about negative consequences, and they seem to 
express deficiencies in our moral character.  Some of their effects might, considered in isolation, 
seem relatively minor.  As researchers put it, “Awkward body language is hardly in and of itself 
actionable. That said… Summed over large populations engaged in daily interactions and 
evaluations, the aggregate impact on individuals and groups may be substantial.”13  Virginia 
Valian characterizes this phenomenon in terms of the gradual accumulation of advantage for 
some and disadvantage for others.14  Subtle acts of rudeness, for example, are micro-behaviors 
that cause micro-inequities, which, iterated often and widely enough, aggregate into macro-level 
injustices.  The accumulation of these microinequities limits the actual opportunities individuals 
have, as well as their perception of which opportunities are open to them. 
                                                 
11 Kawakami (2009). 
12 Payne et al. (2002). 
13 Lane et al. (2007, 441) 





What ought we to do to address the harms caused by implicit bias?  The complete answer 
must address both structural causes—regarding the role that the rules and practices of 
governments, businesses, and schools play in creating and sustaining these harms—as well as 
individual causes, regarding the role that each of us plays in reinforcing and reproducing these 
structures.  In this dissertation, my focus is on the individual.  There is good reason to believe 
that each of us is, in our own way, likely to contribute to these harms.  How can we do better? 
Although this question is normative, the answer is clearly subject to empirical constraints.  
Principally, how we ought to ameliorate the harms of implicit bias is constrained by what we can 
do.  Before we can properly address the ethical challenges associated with implicit bias, we must 
better understand what it is.  Combating implicit bias requires that we know what we are up 
against.   
In the first part of the dissertation, I advance a novel account of the psychological nature 
of implicit attitudes.  This account is grounded in a comprehensive examination of empirical 
research and, as such, is a contribution to social psychology.  I argue that implicit attitudes are 
members of a distinctive psychological kind.  They stand in profoundly different patterns of 
causal relations from beliefs and other more familiar psychological kinds.  By patterns of causal 
relations, I mean the psychological-behavioral processes in which these attitudes are situated, 
such as their: 
 modes of formation (where they come from),  
 modes of operation (how they work, e.g., how they interact with other mental states),  
 modes of manifestation (how they are expressed in thought, feeling, and action), 





Understanding these features of implicit attitudes is vital for determining what we ought to do, 
and in the second part of the dissertation, I draw on these findings to argue for a new way 
forward in the struggle against prejudice.   
Chapter 1 
Chapter 1 begins to address the underlying nature of implicit attitudes by focusing on 
their modes of operation (how they interact with other mental states) and modes of manifestation 
(how the behavioral expression of implicit attitudes can be restrained).  Researchers in 
philosophy and psychology agree that implicit attitudes involve a psychological association 
between social categories (e.g., age, race, or gender) and traits (e.g., being forgetful, athletic, or 
nurturing).  Researchers disagree about how best to model the structure of this connection.  Some 
argue that, due to their influence on judgment and action, implicit attitudes should be understood 
as unconscious beliefs.  I argue, however, that implicit attitudes fail to meet a minimal necessary 
condition for belief.  This minimal condition, which I call sensitivity to logical form, is exhibited 
when belief-like states interact with other states.  A state is sensitive to logical form only if it is 
sensitive to the content of the states with which it interacts.  Specifically, sensitivity to logical 
form requires sensitivity to the logical constituents of the content (e.g., logical operators like 
negation and conditional).  I argue that belief-like cognitive states are, and implicit attitudes are 
not, sensitive to logical form. 
To illustrate the notion of logical form, consider an example.  Psychologists Deutsch and 
Strack propose an explanation for how individuals come to implicitly associate “Arab” with 
“terror” in response to frequent media exposure, regardless whether they would reflectively 
agree that, “Most Arabs are terrorists.”15  Individuals may consciously agree when they hear, “It 
is wrong to identify Arabs with terrorism.”  At the same time, Deutsch and Strack predict that 
                                                 





simply hearing the conjunction of the terms “Arabs” and “terrorism” in that very claim will 
reinforce an implicit attitude that associates Arabs with terror.  The effects on the implicit 
attitude reflect a sensitivity to the linguistic tokens “Arabs” and “terrorism,” but an insensitivity 
to the logical form of the thought as a whole. 
I offer an alternative account of how implicit attitudes respond to other mental states.  
Specifically, I propose that implicit attitudes are sensitive to relations of mere spatiotemporal 
contiguity in thought and perception, i.e., the spatial and temporal orders in which people think, 
see, or hear things.  With a better understanding of the role that spatiotemporal contiguity plays 
in shaping implicit attitudes, we are better poised to grasp just what implicit attitudes are. 
Chapter 2 
Building on the conclusions drawn in the first chapter, Chapter 2 investigates how 
implicit attitudes form and change over time (their modes of formation and malleability).  Some 
argue that such change is best modeled on inductive belief revision.  Others argue that implicit 
attitudes and beliefs change in fundamentally different ways.  Most notably, Tamar Gendler 
claims that, while beliefs respond to changes in evidence, implicit attitudes (which she calls 
“aliefs”) only respond to changes in habit.16  Her account parallels a widely held view within 
social psychology, namely that while explicit attitude change depends on rule-based, “fast-
learning” mechanisms, implicit attitude change depends on associative, “slow-learning” 
mechanisms.  Recent research suggests, however, that implicit attitude change can be either 
gradual and incremental or sudden and dramatic.  If so, then the dichotomy between fast-learning 
and slow-learning has been substantially overdrawn, which, in turn, poses problems for orthodox 
theories of implicit attitude change.  Belief-based models fail to capture cases of gradual 
transformation, in which implicit attitudes stubbornly resist the evidence.  Habit-based models, 
                                                 





on the other hand, fail to capture cases of sudden overhaul, in which implicit attitudes rapidly 
form or transform.  I argue that we can explain both sorts of phenomena by drawing on the 
thesis, which I advance in Chapter 1, that implicit attitudes are sensitive to the spatiotemporal 
order in which people perceive and think things, but insensitive to logical form. 
A complete account of a psychological kind includes an account of its intentional content 
and structure.  In the Appendix to Chapter 2, I take stock of the research analyzed so far and 
offer an account of the intentional content of implicit attitudes, which I originally developed in 
collaboration with Michael Brownstein.17  I argue that this account of their intentional content 
brings out what is distinctive about implicit attitudes, and helps to explain why they stand in the 
particular patterns of causal relations that they do.  That is, it helps to explain where they come 
from, how they interact with other mental states, how they change over time, and how they are 
expressed in thought, feeling, and behavior. 
Chapter 3 
Chapter 3 marks the turn to the practical implications of discovering a psychological state 
that drives so much behavior, but differs so much from belief and desire.  Given the ease of 
adopting and difficulty of controlling implicit biases, are we as individuals morally responsible 
for them?  I argue that we are.  Moral responsibility requires that an agent is, or ought to be, 
aware of what she is doing.  Research suggests that agents are often unaware of their biased 
behaviors in some senses and aware of them in other senses.  This leads to a more general 
question underexplored in the philosophical literature: what kind of awareness is necessary for 
responsibility?  Although implicit biases are relatively inaccessible to introspection, I argue that 
individuals are often sufficiently aware of them to be responsible for their harmful expression 
and therefore obliged to change them.  Individual responsibility for implicit bias, however, takes 
                                                 





on a peculiar character.  In effect, my account relegates individual responsibility for subtly 
biased behavior to the level of so-called “social graces,” but simultaneously elevates social 
graces to the level of genuine moral significance.  Given the harms and injustices that biased 
social interactions create and sustain, the “art of conversation” is of greater moral importance 
than often recognized.  Appreciating how each of us contributes to the harms and injustices of 
implicit bias will be vital for bringing about meaningful change. 
Chapter 4 
The fundamental ethical concern surrounding implicit bias is not, I take it, the backward-
looking question of how we got into this mess, but the forward-looking question of how to get 
out of it.  Chapter 4 addresses the question how to move away from social biases and toward 
more preferable habits of mind.  I begin Chapter 4 by reviewing three proposals for addressing 
implicit bias at the psychological level.  I discuss both the pitfalls and the promise of these 
proposals, and argue in each case that, to the extent that a certain strategy is worth pursuing, it is 
because it promotes progress toward what I call interpersonal fluency.  As the virtuous opposite 
of implicit bias, interpersonal fluency is an ideal state of social know-how, in which an agent’s 
social dispositions are automatically egalitarian and unprejudiced.  In identifying interpersonal 
fluency with know-how or skill, I mean that it is primarily a matter of procedural knowledge of 
how to feel and act in the world, rather than declarative knowledge of, e.g., the biological facts 
about race and gender, or the psychological facts about our tendencies toward stereotyping and 
prejudice.  Treating others and ourselves fairly requires that we transform our underlying 
attitudes by reconfiguring our automatic dispositions of thought, feeling, and action, rather than 






I conclude Chapter 4 by explaining the nature of interpersonal fluency in greater depth.  I 
explain it in part via analogy with obtaining fluency in a second language.  As things stand, most 
of us are already accustomed to certain styles of thinking about and interacting with members of 
different social groups.  But research suggests that these styles of interaction—in a sense, our 
first language of social identity—may be pervaded with prejudice; we have acquired automatic 
social dispositions to treat others in biased ways.  The ethical imperative is for us to revise our 
standing social dispositions, and to begin to learn the basic skills necessary for our second 
language of social identity, in which our reflective egalitarian commitments are embodied in our 
unreflective dispositions of thought, feeling, and action. 
Chapter 5 
The virtue of interpersonal fluency is an idealized state, and it is unlikely that we will 
ever fully reach it.  But can we as individuals do anything to work toward this transformation?  
In Chapter 5, I argue that we can.  I address concerns about the practical feasibility of making 
serious progress toward interpersonal fluency as well as concerns about the normative legitimacy 
of interpersonal fluency as an ideal.  In particular, I consider recent arguments that implicit 
biases put us in a kind of tragic normative dilemma, such that we cannot jointly satisfy both our 
epistemic and ethical requirements.18  These arguments are, in part, responses to alarming 
evidence suggesting that the strength of implicit biases correlates merely with the knowledge 
individuals have of prevalent stereotypes, regardless whether they reflectively reject or endorse 
the content of those stereotypes.19  Roughly, this research purports to show that simply knowing 
                                                 
18 See Gendler (2008b, 2011) and Egan (2011).  By “normative legitimacy,” I mean whether interpersonal fluency 
really is normatively ideal or not. 
19 See, for example, Correll et al. (2002).  Arkes and Tetlock (2004) argue that indirect measures of psychological 
associations, such as the IAT, reflect nothing but cultural knowledge of prevalent stereotypes, but this is not 
empirically well supported (see Nosek and Hansen (2008) and Jost et al. (2009) for further discussion).  Still, there 





what others believe about a group leads individuals to act in some respects as if they believed it, 
too.  If mere knowledge of stereotypes leads individuals to act in ethically undesirable ways, it 
seems that they have to make a forced choice between sacrificing some of their social knowledge 
or resigning themselves to acting somewhat unfairly.  In that case, interpersonal fluency could at 
best be an ethically ideal but epistemically suboptimal state. 
I argue, however, that fluent interpersonal agents can escape this moral-epistemic 
dilemma.  There is reason to be optimistic that we can improve along this ethical front, and do so 
without compromising our epistemic aims.  Meeting our egalitarian aims is not, for example, a 
matter of completely forgetting about stereotypes and prejudice, but maintaining cognitive access 
to that knowledge for specific purposes in specific contexts.20  In psychology, cognitive 
accessibility refers to “the ease with which a particular unit of information is activated or can be 
retrieved from memory.”21  I describe a number of concrete strategies that individuals can 
employ to regulate the accessibility of their social knowledge, such that they can think of and 
attend to potentially problematic social categories and stereotypes when it is appropriate to do so, 
and ignore them when it is not.  I conclude that interpersonal fluency is an ideal toward which 
we can make meaningful progress, and that we ought to pursue it. 
Interpersonal fluency is not, however, just the antidote for our undesirable implicit biases.  
In the Appendix to Chapter 5, I suggest that it is a more general and fundamental ethical aim, 
                                                 
20 I agree with Valian (1998, 103-4) that the term “stereotype” can be problematic and misleading.  A more neutral 
term to refer to our implicit belief-like, cognitive states is “schema” (Fiske and Taylor 1991).  However, my concern 
in this dissertation is not to get at the underlying nature per se of the cognitive states we often refer to as 
“stereotypes.”  For my purposes, the negative connotation of “stereotype” is useful.  When I use the term in what 
follows, I refer to a class of somehow undesirable or problematic cognitive states.  I say more about schemas in 
Chapter 2 (§IV) and about the epistemic accuracy of stereotypes in Chapter 4 (§II.A) and Chapter 5 (§II). 





that would be worth pursuing even in a world devoid of prejudice.22  To get a better sense of 
interpersonal fluency and what it entails, I consider how this ideal might differ from the virtuous 
traits of character as traditionally conceived in moral philosophy, and how interpersonal fluency 
might promote broader ethical goods over and above the reduction of prejudice.  I also suggest 
that working toward interpersonal fluency is an ongoing project that we will never fully 
complete.  We must, therefore, eschew the notion of “graduation” from our moral education.  
This does not mean we should be defeatist or pessimistic about the possibility of change in the 
long term, but it forces us to radically reconsider where to locate the appropriate source of our 
optimism. 
Getting Started 
Many of us already recognize the ethical demands to be unbiased and to treat others 
fairly.  Working towards interpersonal fluency is, I submit, necessary for meeting these demands.  
Conventional attempts to address the harms of prejudice come up short, because they fail to 
appreciate how implicit bias really works.  A better understanding of the nature of implicit bias 
can help us determine what to do instead.  There remains much about the workings of implicit 
bias that we do not yet know.  That said, we already know quite a bit, and we have for some 
time.  We know enough, in fact, to start acting, and to do so with confidence that our efforts will 
bring us closer to living the way we should, and the way we already want.  It is time to get 
started. 
 
                                                 
22 To say it is more general and fundamental is not to say that it is the most general and fundamental.  I do not claim 
that this ideal is the sole “source of normativity.”  It might itself be justified by some other more basic ideal, be it 
deontological, consequentialist, virtue-theoretic, or otherwise. 
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Chapter 1: The Structure of Implicit Social Attitudes 
 
 




Imagine Madeleine seated at a computer in a psychology lab.  She is learning about a fellow 
named Bob.  She sees photos of Bob and reads about his pastimes and habits.  Bob volunteers at 
an orphanage, assists the elderly, and fights against discriminatory laws that make it difficult for 
minorities to vote.  When asked what she thinks of him, Madeleine says that Bob is agreeable.  
She is, apparently, pro-Bob.1  Unbeknownst to Madeleine, however, the computer has been 
flashing words such as “death,” “hate,” and “disgusting” before each photo.  These words appear 
too quickly for Madeleine to recognize them consciously but long enough to register them 
subliminally.  Given these subliminal perceptions, Madeleine has acquired a set of anti-Bob 
dispositions.  Were she to interview him for a job, she would sit farther away and make less eye 
contact with him than she would another candidate.2  Were she to read Bob’s résumé, she would 
dwell longer on his deficiencies than on his accomplishments.  She would be less likely to 
consider him a good candidate for hire and more likely to think that he would end up in jail.   
 The case of Madeleine and Bob foregrounds a tension in our understanding of belief.  On 
the one hand, beliefs are thought to reflect what an agent takes to be true of the world.  
According to this view, Madeleine believes that Bob is agreeable.  On the other hand, beliefs are 
thought to guide actions, together with an agent’s desires and ends.  According to this view, 
                                                 
1 This is assuming Madeleine doesn’t resent Bob for being too much of a goody two-shoes.  In Rydell et al. (2006), 
participants who were given a scale from 1 (very disagreeable) to 9 (very agreeable) were more likely to judge that 
a person (allegedly named Bob) was closer to 9 than 1, after hearing a slew of positive information about him.  
Participants’ attitudes were subsequently reversed according to both explicit measures as well as implicit measures.  
I say more about attitude change over time in Chapter 2.  
2 Rydell et al. (2006) only measured the influence of the subliminal conditioning on a timed association task (the 
Implicit Association Test; IAT) and not on the approach-avoidance behaviors I mention here.  For studies that 
measured the influence of subliminal conditioning on both approach-avoidance behavior and IAT performance, see 
Kawakami et al. (2007, 2008), which I discuss in Chapter 5 (§VI). 
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Madeleine does not believe that Bob is agreeable.  In the example of Madeleine and Bob, the 
roles of truth-taking and of action-guiding come apart.  Does Madeleine believe that Bob is 
agreeable, given what she judges to be true in light of the evidence?  Or does she “really” believe 
that Bob is not agreeable, given how she unreflectively acts toward him?  Does she believe both?  
Or perhaps neither? 
Madeleine’s ambivalence toward Bob shares a common structure with more troubling 
cases.  Madeleine resembles someone who, like many Americans, sincerely embraces anti-racist 
commitments while exhibiting predictable patterns of subtle racial bias in her thought and 
behavior.3  In these instances of “aversive racism,” as in Madeleine’s ambivalence toward Bob, 
agents’ reflective judgments seem to track the evidence properly while their unreflective states 
pull them in undesirable directions.  Psychologists refer to these unreflective states as “implicit 
attitudes,” which they contrast with “explicit attitudes.”  Madeleine has pro-Bob explicit attitudes 
and anti-Bob implicit attitudes; aversive racists have egalitarian explicit attitudes and prejudiced 
implicit attitudes.   
It is clear that aversive racism helps sustain racial disparities in the United States.4  But 
what can we do about it?  In the second part of this dissertation, I discuss the nature and locus of 
our responsibility for our prejudiced implicit attitudes (Chapter 3) and what we ought to do to 
address their harms (Chapters 4 and 5).  But before we can properly address the ethical and 
political challenges associated with implicit prejudice, we must better understand what it is.  
                                                 
3 For a review of aversive racism, see Pearson et al. (2009).  The term was originally coined by Kovel (1970). 
4 Indeed, it is sometimes characterized as the primary form that racism takes in the contemporary United States.  A 
related psychological construct to “aversive racism” is “modern racism,” which is explicitly contrasted with “old-
fashioned racism” (McConahay 1986).  For an attempt to give a unified psychological account of the various forms 
racism has been alleged to take, see Gawronski et al. (2012). 
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Combating implicit prejudice requires that we know what we are up against.  This makes it 
pressing to ask just how belief-like implicit attitudes are.5 
In this chapter, I argue that, contrary to many views, these unreflective rogue dispositions 
are not expressions of a belief-like attitude, but of a different psychological kind altogether.6  
Implicit attitudes are responsive to an agent’s thoughts, but, unlike beliefs, they are insensitive to 
the logical form of those thoughts.  A state is sensitive to logical form only if it is sensitive to the 
content of the states with which it interacts.  Specifically, sensitivity to logical form requires 
sensitivity to the logical constituents of the content (e.g., logical operators like negation and 
conditional).7  I argue that belief-like cognitive states are, and implicit attitudes are not, sensitive 
to logical form.   
In what follows, I explain sensitivity to logical form and argue that it is a necessary 
condition for belief (§II).  Then I appeal to two areas of research to show that implicit attitudes 
fail spectacularly to satisfy this condition (§III, §IV).  I offer an alternative account of how 
implicit attitudes respond to other mental states.  Specifically, I propose that implicit attitudes are 
sensitive to relations of mere spatiotemporal contiguity in thought and perception, i.e., the spatial 
and temporal orders in which people think, see, or hear things.  With a better understanding of 
the role that spatiotemporal contiguity plays in shaping implicit attitudes, we are better poised to 
                                                 
5 My interest is not primarily in what we choose to call “belief,” but in understanding the nature of implicit attitudes, 
with an eye towards determining how to address the harms and injustices they bring about.  Sensitivity to logical 
form marks an important distinction, and we would be remiss in grouping states that have and lack this sensitivity 
together.  Using terms like “belief1” and “belief2” would not suffice to convey the difference.     
6 For philosophical arguments that implicit attitudes are belief-like, see, e.g., Egan (2011), Gertler (2011), 
Huddleston (2011), Huebner (2009), Hunter (2011), Kwong (2012), Mandelbaum (2011), Muller and Bashour 
(2011), Rowbottom (2007), and Schwitzgebel (2010). 
7 For my purposes, it does not matter whether one takes the constituents of mental content to be properties and 
objects (a Russellian view) or modes of presentation of properties and objects (a Fregean view).  I take for granted in 
this essay that the contents of mental states like belief have some internal structure, but much of what I say could be 
reformulated to address views that do not attribute structure to mental content.  The features of implicit attitudes 
which I discuss here are puzzling enough to require special explanation on just about any view. 
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grasp just what implicit attitudes are.  I discuss the implications of my account for future 
research (§V), and address possible objections (§VI). 
 
II. Logical Form and Belief 
 
One view holds that implicit attitudes are obviously not beliefs, because they fail to meet certain 
sophisticated cognitive criteria, such as being readily revisable with the evidence, readily 
available for conscious reflection, or readily assimilable with other beliefs, desires, and 
intentions.8  Such criteria are, however, too demanding, insofar as they rule out the possibility 
that infants and non-human animals ever have beliefs.  Another view holds that implicit attitudes 
obviously are beliefs, because they seem to meet certain very generic criteria, such as being 
“states of taking the world to be a certain way.”9  But such criteria are too permissive (not to 
mention vague), insofar as they fail to differentiate beliefs from other sorts of intentional states, 
from the most primitive perceptions to complex imaginings.  I say more about alternative 
                                                 
8 Theorists who place these higher-order cognitive constraints on belief arguably include Davidson (1982), 
Shoemaker (2009), and Velleman (2000).  Gendler’s (2008a,b) pathbreaking work on implicit attitudes (which she 
calls “aliefs”) makes similar claims about the relative sophistication of states of belief, as do Zimmerman’s (2007) 
and Levy’s (2012) discussions of implicit attitudes.  I say more about these views of implicit attitudes in Chapter 2.  
The failure of implicit attitudes to meet the condition of assimilating with other states is emphasized specifically in 
Levy (2012), but see Egan (2011), Mandelbaum (2011), and Schwitzgebel (2010).   
Another reason to think implicit attitudes are obviously not beliefs is that they inherently include an 
affective or motivational component (Valian, p.c.).  On this sort of view, beliefs proper (whether conscious or 
otherwise) are fundamentally distinguished by being purely “cold” cognitive states.  However, many philosophers 
and psychologists defend the view that emotions and likings (and sometimes even desires) are essentially cognitive, 
belief-like attitudes.  Some motivational states, such as intentions, are arguably also sensitive to logical form, so my 
argument shows how implicit attitudes would differ from them as well.  In the context of psychology, de Houwer 
(e.g., 2011) is an outspoken proponent of the view that these subtle, valenced attitudes change in fundamentally 
“propositional” ways, which is roughly to say that they are judgments that form and change in recognizably 
inferential, belief-like ways—and they just also happen to include an affective or evaluative component.  I will 
return to these questions in Chapter 2. 
9 For example, see Sommers (2005, 2009).  Sommers (2005, 117) writes that, “Acts of belief are acts of taking or 
mistaking something to be so and so.” Sommers does not discuss implicit attitudes specifically but he discusses 
related cases of dissonance between dispositions.  For more philosophical arguments that implicit attitudes are 
belief-like, see the authors cited in note #6. 
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theories in Chapter 2, but the correct criterion will fall between these two extremes.  Sensitivity 
to logical form (or form-sensitivity) is a good fit for this purpose. 
To get a handle on form-sensitivity, let us return to Madeleine, who is daydreaming while 
her friend Theo tells her the latest gossip.  Due to her distraction, Madeleine only recalls that 
Theo’s utterance included the words “Mason” and “John.”  Without letting on that she wasn’t 
really listening, she tries to piece together what he was saying: “Did he say that John is a mason 
or that Mason is a john?”  What she comes to believe depends not just on the words passing 
through her “inner monologue,” but also on the logical form of her thoughts about Theo’s 
utterance.  Now consider some variations of this example.  The first two cases involve 
interactions among psychological states that are sensitive to logical form, whereas the latter cases 
involve interactions among states that fail to respect logical form. 
(1) Suppose Madeleine comes to think that Theo meant to break the bad news to her 
about Mason.  Her mind starts reeling: “Mason is one my closest friends… Mason is a john?!… 
Ugh, one of my closest friends is a john!”  This psychological transition is evidently rational, and 
the operative mental states are sensitive to logical form. 
Take Madeleine’s prior belief that Mason is one of her closest friends, which interacts 
with the thought that Mason is a john.  The outcome of this interaction is the formation of the 
new belief that one of her closest friends is a john.  In this case, truth is preserved from the prior, 
premise-like states to the subsequent conclusion-like states.  In order for transitions of this sort to 
be reliably truth-preserving, Madeleine’s prior belief that Mason is one of her closest friends 
must be sensitive to the logical form of the thought that Mason is a john, and vice versa.  One 
state must do more than respond to the fact that the other state also refers to Mason or includes 
the linguistic token “Mason;” it must respond to what the other state is saying about him.  A 
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mental state must respond this way, in very simple and straightforward cases like this, in order to 
be a belief.10 
 (2) Now imagine that Madeleine’s attachment to Mason distorts her reasoning.  Her 
thoughts continue: “… One of my closest friends is a john!  Ugh, I can’t believe it!  I can’t 
believe one of my friends does that.  There is no way that Mason does that.”  Madeleine then 
jumps to Mason’s defense and accuses Theo of spreading rumors.     
Take Madeleine’s prior belief that Mason is one of her closest friends.  Suppose that, in 
this case, this state interacts with the belief that none of her friends is a john.  The outcome is, 
inter alia, that Madeleine fails to adopt the belief that Mason is a john.  Madeleine’s response 
may not be fully rational.  Perhaps she knows Theo to be trustworthy, and so should believe his 
testimony, but simply cannot bring herself to do it.  Nevertheless, her failure to revise her 
attitudes toward Mason is entirely consistent with those attitudes being beliefs, because the 
operative states are appropriately sensitive to logical form.  In this case, Madeleine responds by 
rejecting a premise (that Mason is a john) instead of accepting the conclusion (that one of her 
closest friends is a john).  Whether her reaction is fully rational depends on the quality of her 
reasons for responding one way or another.11  Whether her reaction involves interactions 
between beliefs, however, depends on whether those states are sensitive to logical form. 
                                                 
10 What role does the agent play in these sorts of psychological transitions?  Which sensitivities and abilities must an 
agent, or a cognitive system, have for these psychological transitions to take place?  These are important questions 
that require a separate treatment.  My focus here is specifically on implicit attitudes rather than agency or cognition 
in general.  For the purposes of this argument, I remain neutral as to which sorts of properties the operative cognitive 
systems must possess, and whether these sorts of psychological transitions are full-fledged intentional actions, 
passively unfolding reactions, something in between, or a complex mish-mash of both.  I say more about the 
relationships between implicit attitudes and the agents who have them in Chapters 3 (on agents’ moral responsibility 
for implicit attitudes) and 4 and 5 (on interpersonal fluency, an ideal state with respect to one’s implicit attitudes).  
See also Brownstein (manuscript) for a discussion of the importance of implicit attitudes and unreflective behavior 
to philosophical conceptions of agency. 
11 This relates to a criticism of “wide-scope” interpretations of rational requirements, raised by, e.g., Schroeder 
(2004) and Kolodny (2005), that there are often palpable “asymmetries” between different ways of resolving 
cognitive inconsistencies.  For example, if Madeleine intends to drink a beer and believes that there is beer in the 
fridge, it seems better, rationally speaking, to resolve the situation by going to the fridge to get the beer than by 
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(3) Next imagine that Madeleine responds to Theo’s utterance by thinking, “Mason is a 
john.  John is one of my friends.  One of my friends is a mason.”  Now something has gone 
wrong.  Madeleine replies by asking whether Theo meant that John is a Freemason or a masonry 
worker.  “What?” Theo says, “John is not a mason!”  Madeleine suddenly realizes that she has 
made a mistake, perhaps due to her distraction.  She thinks through what he said again and her 
thoughts follow the original pattern of case (1): “Mason is one my closest friends.  Mason is a 
john.  One of my closest friends is a john.” 
In this case, Madeleine succumbs to an isolated “performance” error due to a momentary 
cognitive lapse, which is quickly corrected when she turns her full attention to the task.  Such 
isolated departures from form-sensitivity are common and unremarkable.12  Her prior attitude 
that Mason is one of her closest friends displays sensitivity to the logical form of other states 
when she is undistracted.  It is still clearly a belief. 
(4) This case begins like (3).  Theo breaks the bad news about Mason, then Madeleine 
puzzlingly asks what sort of mason John is.  In this case, however, after Theo exclaims that John 
is not a mason, Madeleine thinks, “John is not a mason. John is one of my friends.  One of my 
friends is a mason.”  She repeats, “But what sort of mason is he?”  Madeleine started out by 
                                                                                                                                                             
abandoning her belief that there is beer in the fridge.  But both responses are acceptable from the perspective of 
form-sensitivity.  I suggest in Chapter 2 that most states of belief that are not prone to immediate change, such as 
strong convictions or unconsciously persevering beliefs, still exhibit form-sensitivity.  Agents’ persistence in these 
beliefs will, when they become occurrently aware of an inconsistency, lead them to reject other inconsistent beliefs, 
or to consider ways in which their apparently inconsistent beliefs might be jointly true after all.  Such responses 
require that the operative mental states be sensitive to logical form. 
12 Some studies claim to show “conflicts between belief and logic” (e.g., De Neys 2006).  When participants are 
distracted or tired, their background beliefs lead them to make logical errors.  For example, participants are more 
likely to judge that the following inference is bogus: “All mammals can fly; whales are mammals; therefore, whales 
can fly.”  That participants reject this inference might seem to suggest that their beliefs are not properly sensitive to 
logical form.  However, the conflict here is not between belief and logic, but between two inferences.  Agents who 
reject the conclusion that whales can fly are making a different inference, along these lines: “If this syllogism is 
valid, then whales can fly.  Whales cannot fly.  Therefore this syllogism is invalid.”  Or they might just be following 
a rule of thumb that any inference that results in a conclusion known to be false is itself bogus.  My claim about 
logical form is meant to hold in “normal” conditions and obvious cases, when an agent’s cognitive capacities are not 
undermined in this sort of way.  Idealize the conditions all you want; implicit attitudes will still be insensitive to 
logical form.  To change this, one would have to idealize the agent in some ad hoc or cybernetic way. 
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thinking that John is not a mason, but ends up wanting to know just what sort of mason he is.  
These psychological transitions are not just responding to logical form in an objectionable way, 
as in cases (2) and (3), but failing to respond to logical form at all.   
Concerned, Theo exclaims, “John is no mason of any kind!”  But to no avail.  Madeleine 
responds each time by asking him how their friend John developed a propensity for masonry.  
She is, for whatever reason, systematically unable to properly think through what Theo is saying.  
Although she seems to be sensitive to some part of the meaning of Theo’s assertions, and 
although there is some sort of effect on her beliefs, the intervening psychological transitions fail 
to respect the logical form of her initial, premise-like mental states.  At least one of the operative 
mental states is not appropriately sensitive to the logical form of the others.  As a result, her 
responses are becoming unintelligible.13 
The difference between cases (3) and (4) brings out an essential component of form-
sensitivity.  In (3), Madeleine’s confused inference is corrected once it is brought to her 
attention.  In (4), the potential for correction is lost. 
Moreover, this difference would remain even if the error had not been brought to 
anyone’s attention.  Imagine cases (3*) and (4*) in which Theo happens to actually say, “John is 
a mason.”  Madeleine’s response remains the same: “What kind of mason is he?”  In (3*) and 
(4*), Madeleine’s behavior would seem to indicate that she had made inferences in good logical 
standing, and Theo would not have thought anything amiss.  Nevertheless, in (3*) Madeleine’s 
response was open to potential correction in a way it was not in (4*).  In (4*), as in (4), 
                                                 
13 Another interpretation of (4) would be that there is something wrong with Madeleine, rather than with one of her 
mental states.  Perhaps there is something amiss in her cognitive machinery.  This reflects a limitation in the analogy 
between my toy example and the research I discuss in (§III) and (§IV).  The participants in those psychological 
studies are healthy, cognitively normal adults.  But the broader worry that I am focusing too much on the mental 
states rather than on the agents or cognitive systems who have them requires further thought (see note #10).  Thanks 
to Katie Gasdaglis for pressing this concern. 
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Madeleine would have responded in the same way whether Theo had said that John was a 
mason, that John was not a mason, or that Mason was a john.  But even a broken clock tells the 
right time twice daily.14 
Cases (4) and (4*) exemplify how a mental state fails to be form-sensitive if, in simple 
and unambiguous cases, it responds to states with differing logical form as if they were the same, 
e.g., responds in the same way to “John is a mason” and “John is not a mason.”15  We have 
arrived at a first important condition for form-sensitivity: 
 
(DIFFERENT-DIFFERENT) (DD) A mental state is sensitive to logical form only if it 
responds to states with differing logical form in different ways.16   
 
(DD) is a weak condition.  Sensitivity to logical form requires that a state be sensitive to the 
content of the states with which it interacts, but (DD) does not specify how that sensitivity should 
be manifest on particular occasions.  There may not be any uniquely best way for one mental 
state to respond to another in a given case; however, to respond in the same, or very similar, 
ways to states with blatantly diverging contents is decidedly wrong.  It is to fail (DD).17   
A second important condition for form-sensitivity is brought out by a different sort of 
example.  Imagine that Madeleine is having a conversation with her granddaughter and detects a 
                                                 
14 In (4) and (4*), Madeleine is a little better off than a broken clock, perhaps more like the frog who endlessly laps 
its tongue at things that look like flies and never learns any better.  Because the frog’s responses are not 
counterfactual-supporting, Fodor (1990) and McDowell (1998b) conclude that the frog’s perceptual states only refer 
to little, moving, black specks, rather than to the flies themselves.  Madeleine’s psychological transition in (4*) fail 
to be full-fledged inferences because they, too, fail to be counterfactual-supporting; their inadequacy is revealed in 
case (4).   
15 Note that it is not enough that the state, like the broken clock, fortuitously happens to respond in the right way in 
certain circumscribed contexts.  It must also be counterfactual-supporting: it would have responded in the right way 
to other states in different contexts. 
16 Of course this only holds ceteris paribus: the interaction between psychological states must take place in a mind 
unclouded by fatigue, drugs, or brain lesions; the concepts involved cannot be unfamiliar or difficult; the thoughts 
cannot be especially complex, etc.  This condition is only meant to apply in extremely obvious cases. 
17 By “respond,” I mean the set of psychological-behavioral processes in which the state is situated, including its 
signature modes of malleability (how it changes over time) and manifestation (how it is expressed in thought and 
behavior).  I elaborate on these signature modes in (§VII) and Chapter 2. 
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hint of sarcasm.  Madeleine exclaims, “A comedian, my granddaughter!”  She could just as well 
have said, “My granddaughter is a comedian!”  These utterances differ in a trivial grammatical 
way but express much the same thought.  They share logical form.  Similarly, her granddaughter 
will demonstrate sufficient understanding whether she replies by saying, “I’m not kidding you,” 
or “Granny, I kid you not.”  Genuine form-sensitivity requires ignoring such grammatical 
superficialities and differences of word order.  The mental states of an agent who putatively 
understood both expressions but responded to them as if they differed radically in cognitive 
significance would fail to be form-sensitive. 
A state fails to be form-sensitive if it responds to states with the same logical form as if 
they were different.  It thereby fails a second condition for form-sensitivity: 
 
(SAME-SIMILAR) (SS) A mental state is sensitive to logical form only if it responds 
to states with the same logical form in similar ways.18  
 
In particular, I mean to rule out cases like those above, in which the ordering of words, concepts, 
or phrases can be rearranged without affecting the content of the state. 
Form-sensitivity demands that a mental state responds to the content itself of the mental 
states with which it interacts, and not to grammatically superficial properties.  Whether a type of 
psychological state meets these conditions is testable.  A state fails (DD) if it responds to states of 
differing logical form as if they were the same (e.g., responding in the same way to “John is a 
mason” and “John is not a mason”).  A state fails (SS) if it responds to states with the same 
logical form as if they were different (e.g., responding in different ways to “I’m not kidding you” 
and “I kid you not”). 
                                                 
18 Satisfaction of this condition might require that the agent be equally familiar with the two distinct formulations, 
but it is not clear how much prior familiarity is necessary.  A lot of very bad, all-too-easily intelligible poetry 
rearranges words in this sort of way.  Garbled as his syntax may be, Master Yoda’s sage advice is often too easy to 
understand (“Strong is Vader.  Mind what you have learned.  Save you it can!”). 
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In the next two sections I describe research in which implicit attitudes fail to meet these 
conditions.  In one case (§III), implicit attitudes are flagrantly insensitive to differences in logical 
form; in the other (§IV), they are overly sensitive to trivial differences that are plainly irrelevant 
to logical form.  The first case involves testing how implicit attitudes interact with other mental 
states while the second involves curbing the expression of implicit attitudes in behavior.  Both 
are important for understanding what implicit attitudes are as well as for figuring out what we 
can and cannot do about them.   
 
III. Treating Different as Same 
 
According to (DD), a state fails to be form-sensitive if it responds to states with differing logical 
form in similar ways.  Research on how implicit attitudes respond to other mental states suggests 
that implicit attitudes fail (DD), because, like Madeleine’s responses in cases (4) and (4*), they 
are insufficiently sensitive to the logical operator of negation.  In one study, participants either 
repeatedly “negated” or “affirmed” stereotypical associations.19  They saw images of racially 
typical white or black faces paired with potentially stereotypical traits.  In one condition 
(“negation training”), participants pressed a button labeled “NO” whenever they saw a 
stereotypical pairing, e.g., a black face paired with the word “athletic.”  In the other condition 
(“affirmation training”), participants pressed a button labeled “YES” whenever they saw a 
counter-stereotypical pairing.  Researchers found that, in isolation, affirmation training chipped 
away at implicit measures of racial bias, whereas negation training enhanced them.  Their 
                                                 
19 Gawronski et al. (2008). 
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implicit attitudes responded in the same way regardless whether they intended to reject or affirm 
what they saw.20   
If implicit attitudes were belief-like, one would predict that they would respond 
differently to such dramatic differences in the content of the participants’ intentions.  Indeed, this 
study was a follow-up to an earlier one in which researchers made precisely this prediction.  In 
the original study, participants performed both tasks, repeatedly negating stereotypes and 
affirming counter-stereotypes hundreds of times.21  Researchers found that implicit measures of 
racial bias were substantially reduced, overturning previous thought that implicit attitudes were 
rigid mental structures that, once formed, could not subsequently be influenced by conscious 
thought.  They took the findings to indicate that implicit attitudes could be weakened as a result 
of repeatedly negating stereotypes.  If it were true that, as they suggest in their paper’s title, one 
could “Just Say No (to Stereotyping),” such a finding would be evidence that implicit attitudes 
possessed a minimal sensitivity to logical form.  It would indicate that they are belief-like.   
But the separation of the two tasks in the subsequent study suggests that negation training 
per se has no such effect, and in fact the opposite effect.  Implicit attitudes fail to respect the 
dramatic difference in logical form between whether something is being asserted or denied, and 
thus fail (DD).  Of course, in both conditions, subjects were engaging in quite a bit of high-level 
cognitive activity.  They had to identify social group membership, recognize a stereotype or 
counterstereotype, and act on that basis.  The presence of all this cognitive activity might lead 
                                                 
20 The researchers did not test the effects of repeatedly affirming stereotypes or negating counter-stereotypes.  There 
is, of course, independent reason to think that repeatedly affirming stereotypes would enhance measures of bias 
(unless those biases are already at or close to ceiling), but it would be interesting to observe the effects of repeatedly 
negating counter-stereotypes.  If these attitudes are truly insensitive to logical form, we should predict that 
repeatedly negating counter-stereotypes will have the same direction of effect as repeatedly affirming them, namely, 
reducing bias. 
21 Kawakami et al. (2000).  I say more about the implications of these and similar findings for combating prejudice 
in Chapter 5 (§VI). 
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one to think that there are relevant processes of belief formation and revision afoot.22  The full 
content of all this cognitive activity was, however, peripheral to the outcome.  “That’s a 
stereotype: negate it!” had much the same effect as “That’s not a stereotype: affirm it!”  Both 
cognitive exercises reinforced the participants’ tendency to associate whichever face-word 
pairing they perceived.   
The best explanation for this finding does not make reference to belief revision but to an 
entirely different psychological mechanism.  The perceived spatiotemporal contiguity of the 
words and faces drives the effect, independently of the logical form of participants’ thoughts and 
beliefs about those faces and words.  Specifically, the effect was likely driven by increased 
attention to one rather than another type of (spatiotemporally contiguous) face-word pairing, 
since both groups of participants saw the same set of faces and words (Gawronski et al., 2008, 
375).  By contrast, the high-level cognitive activity does exert appropriate effects on agents’ 
beliefs.  Participants are well aware that they are negating stereotypes, and that the researchers 
are trying to influence their racial attitudes.23 
 
IV. Treating Same as Different 
 
Different evidence that implicit attitudes are insensitive to logical form emerges from research 
on a type of implicit attitude known as “weapon” or “shooter” bias.  Research began in response 
to a series of tragic cases in which police shot unarmed black men.  Among the many causes 
                                                 
22 Perhaps the implicit attitude change here is following a sort of inductive pattern, and so should be conceived as a 
type of tacit inductive belief.  I discuss this question at length in Chapter 2. 
23 See Kawakami, Dovidio, and van Kamp (2007), who found that participants reacted to a similar kind of training 
by acting more biased immediately after the training.  Researchers accounted for this by giving participants a 
preliminary opportunity to express their bias and then testing their implicit biases again.  Only after participants had 
a chance to “compensate” for the perceived influence of the training did they subsequently show no biases in 
choosing male versus female job candidates.  This is a striking example of the sort of backlash we can expect from 
counter-prejudicial training, which will be important to bear in mind in figuring out what we ought to do. 
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behind such tragedies, one is thought to be an automatic tendency to associate black men with 
weapons.  In one laboratory measure, participants are instructed to press a button labeled “shoot” 
when they see an image of a person holding a gun, and to press “don’t shoot” when they see a 
person holding a cell phone.  Many participants, including African Americans, are faster and 
more likely to “shoot” unarmed blacks than unarmed whites, and faster and more likely to “not 
shoot” armed whites than armed blacks.24  Here are a few sample images25: 
 
                                                 
24 Payne (2006).  When participants can take as long as they want, their judgments become accurate, but even then 
they are faster at identifying armed blacks and unarmed whites.  Participants are also more likely to “shoot” 
unarmed people with Muslim headdress, such as a turban or hijab (Unkelbach et al. 2008). 









It initially seemed that trying to control shooter bias only made it worse.  In particular, 
when participants consciously intend to “avoid race bias,” their bias increases.26  However, one 
peculiar class of intentions, called “implementation” or “if-then” intentions, seems to effectively 
curb the expression of this implicit bias.  If-then intentions specify a concrete cue or situation in 
which the agent will perform an action, such as, “the next time I see Bob, I shall tell him how 
much I like him.”  Other examples are, “If I feel a craving for cigarettes, then I will chew gum,” 
or “When I leave work, I will go to the gym.”  These contrast with “simple” intentions, which do 
not refer to any specific cue, such as, “I’ll tell Bob how much I like him,” “I’m planning to cut 
back on smoking,” or “My New Year’s resolution is to work out more.”  Research suggests that 
concrete intentions specifying when, where, or how an action will be performed are far more 
successful and efficient means for making good on our plans than just having abstract goals to 
perform some action some time.27  The idea that making our intentions concrete will help us 
reach our goals sounds intuitive enough, but the documented effects of implementation 
intentions on automatic reactions like shooter bias are striking. 
In one study, participants were given additional instructions to form a plan to curb their 
shooter bias: 
You should be careful not to let other features of the targets affect the way you 
respond. In order to help you achieve this, research has shown it to be helpful for 
you to adopt the following strategy…  
 
Some participants were instructed to rehearse a simple intention: 
 
(SI) I will always shoot a person I see with a gun. 
 
Others rehearsed an if-then intention: 
                                                 
26 Payne et al. (2002). 
27 See Gollwitzer & Sheeran (2006) for a meta-analysis.  I discuss the use of these if-then plans for combating 




(IF) If I see a person with a gun, then I will shoot.28 
 
Although the two intentions were, as the researchers noted, “semantically parallel,” the results 
were strikingly different (518).  Participants who rehearsed the simple intention (SI) performed 
no better than participants with no plan at all, while participants who rehearsed the if-then 
intentions (IF) were significantly more accurate.  As the researchers say, “The observed results 
are striking, given that the basic instructions for completing the task were essentially the same 
for each condition” (519).  Somehow the sheer phrasing or word order of one’s plan can make 
the difference between going on to act in egalitarian or prejudiced ways. 
The best explanation for the difference is the order in which the words “gun” and “shoot” 
are thought.  The shooter task involves (roughly) two steps: to perceptually identify a stimulus 
and to press a button, in that order.  The temporal order of these steps corresponds to the 
temporal order in which participants in the (IF)-condition think about those steps.  (IF) causes the 
participants to form an automatic association between the cue (guns) and the behavior (shooting), 
in that order, while (SI) does not.  The temporal order of words as they figure in the participants’ 
cognition of the intention explains their differential effects.29 
This difference in word order has nothing to do with the logical form of the rehearsed 
intentions.  For these agents in this context, (SI) and (IF) share the same content and logical form.  
Although we can call (SI) a “simple” intention, it specifies precisely the same cue for action as 
                                                 
28 “Participants were instructed to mentally repeat the strategy three times using inner speech and then, after the 
strategy was removed from the screen, to type it into an open-ended response box to ensure that the strategy was 
processed” (Mendoza et al. 2010, 515). 
29 If the temporal order is driving the effect, then one wonders how important the actual grammar of the mentally 
rehearsed plan is.  I asked David Amodio (p.c.), one of the authors, how genuinely “grammatical” implementation 
intentions needed to be.  Perhaps rehearsing even more spare thoughts such as “if gun, then shoot” or “see gun, press 
shoot” or even just “gun—shoot” might be effective.  With less verbal baggage, they might even be more effective.  
To Amodio’s knowledge, no studies had yet been done on such questions.  Looking into this might shed further light 
on how agents could best use these sorts of if-then plans to curb the expression of their implicit biases.  
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(IF).  Both (SI) and (IF) express the participants’ intention to shoot in the condition when they see 
a person with a gun.  Both only fail to be fulfilled when participants see a person with a gun, but 
do not shoot.  Hence when participants in both groups come to believe that they will fulfill their 
intentions, their beliefs share truth conditions.30  Moreover, both intentions play the same 
inferential roles in practical syllogisms.  Employing one rather than another intention in 
otherwise identical bits of practical reasoning, would, other things equal, make no difference to 
an agent’s deliberation.  Given the shared features of these intentions, it is clear that they also 
share logical form.  Even if, despite the extensive similarities between (SI) and (IF), their 
underlying logical form did differ in some subtle respect, it is mysterious how such a difference 
could explain the fact that one intention significantly influenced the manifestation of shooter bias 
in action, while the other intention had no effect at all.  A state, like shooter bias, that treats such 
clearly similar intentions as if they were utterly dissimilar fails to be form-sensitive.  It is not a 
belief. 
There are, however, alternative explanations for the differential effects of (IF) and (SI) 
worth exploring.  A particularly germane alternative, which might be more hospitable to a form-
sensitive construal of the operative mental states, is that (SI) fails to influence performance 
because it is a more difficult construction for participants to parse.31  The role of parsing 
                                                 
30 Perhaps participants merely come to believe that they will try to follow through on their intentions, and do not 
necessarily believe that they will succeed (e.g., because the task might be difficult).  This issue is peripheral.  
However the connection between beliefs and rehearsed intentions is spelled out, it is safe to say that the beliefs for 
both groups will not differ in a significant respect.  (Of course, the intentions of each participant will refer only to 
that participant’s actions.)  The point is not that there is no reasonable way of prying apart the logical forms of (SI) 
and (IF), but that none of these differences plausibly explains why one intention was effective and the other was not.   
31 Other possible explanations include that (SI) could be more “off-putting” because it says to “shoot a person” 
whereas (IF) just says to “shoot” (although in both cases, the actual planned action is the same: pressing a button 
labeled “shoot”).  Another difference is that (SI) contains the extra word “always” and does not explicitly contain the 
conditional “if”, although I maintain that it still has a conditional logical form.  (Compare “I will always look both 
ways before crossing the street” and “Before I cross the street, I’ll look both ways!”)  A further possible 
complicating factor, which Katie Gasdaglis suggested, is that (SI) might be ambiguous between two readings 
regarding who is with the gun: “I will always shoot [a person with a gun]” or “I will always shoot [a person] with a 
gun”—as opposed to shooting them with a bow and arrow.  In a follow-up to this study, it would be preferable for 
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difficulty could be investigated by testing whether if-then intentions with awkward constructions 
are still effective, along the lines of: “If a person with a gun I see, then shoot will I!” or “If I see 
a gun with a person, then will I shoot!”  If participants who rehearse these awkward 
constructions still outperform those with simple intentions (as I predict they would), that would 
suggest that the temporal structure of the if-then formulation really is driving the effect.  If, 
however, these awkwardly constructed intentions do not influence performance (or harm it), then 
the upshot might simply be that (SI) is too complex for participants to think through in the 
moment.  In that case, this study would not furnish evidence that shooter bias fails to be form-
sensitive, but rather that participants who are cognitively taxed and time-constrained cannot 
properly think through the relevant inferences.  This would then amount to a kind of exceptional 
case, like Madeleine’s performance error in (3).  Ultimately, whether implicit attitudes are form-
sensitive is an empirical question.  I have discussed a sample of research that speaks against it, 
but, whether or not implicit attitudes do in fact meet this criterion, they must meet it in order to 
qualify as beliefs.  Much more research remains to be done on these questions, and my hope is 
that form-sensitivity will be a useful concept for pursuing them. 
 
V. Implications for Philosophy of Mind and Empirical Research 
 
The research discussed in (§III) and (§IV) suggests that implicit attitudes respond to mental 
states with differing logical form in similar ways, and states with the same logical form in 
different ways.  Beliefs would be sensitive to these similarities and differences in the content of 
the mental states with which they interact.  Instead, the best explanation for the results appeals to 
                                                                                                                                                             




a psychological mechanism that is not at all belief-like.  The effects depend on relations of 
spatiotemporal contiguity in the agents’ thoughts and perceptions, which is to say, sensitive to 
the spatial and temporal order in which people see, hear, and think things.  In this section (§V), I 
draw out consequences of the foregoing considerations for further empirical research and the 
philosophy of mind more generally.  In (§VI), I address possible objections. 
Introducing sophisticated cognitive criteria is a familiar pitfall of philosophical 
approaches to belief.  Some have argued that beliefs must be readily revisable with the evidence, 
readily available for conscious reflection, or readily assimilable with other beliefs, desires, and 
intentions.  But these arguments seem to rule out the possibility that an otherwise belief-like state 
could fail to meet the standards of ideal rationality and still qualify as a belief.  I say more about 
such proposals in Chapter 2, but form-sensitivity is a significantly less demanding condition.  It 
allows for an agent’s mental states to be, for example, less than ideally responsive to the 
incoming evidence, while being robustly responsive to the logical form of other mental states.  
This is just the difference between Madeleine’s responses to Theo in cases (1) and (2) above.  In 
the first, Madeleine’s attitudes about her friend Mason adjust appropriately; in the second, they 
fail to adjust at all.  Her attitudes in case (2) can still qualify as beliefs because they are 
responsive to the logical form of the states with which they interact. 
   However, form-sensitivity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for belief.  One 
reason for this is that other mental states, like intentions, are also sensitive to logical form.  My 
view is strictly neutral as to what the further conditions for belief might be.  Perhaps a mental 
state must be somehow available for conscious self-ascription or assimilable with other beliefs, 
desires, and intentions.  Arguably, form-sensitivity is a necessary condition for such 
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sophisticated properties.  If so, it constitutes an important cognitive benchmark between 
extremely primitive and sophisticated intentional states. 
Countenancing such a cognitive benchmark would fill a persisting gap in theories of 
belief and intentionality.  Take Fred Dretske’s view, for example.  Dretske sets the bar for 
intentionality rather low, such that primitive forms of associative learning meet it, but grants that 
there might be higher-order conditions necessary for a state to be a full-fledged belief.  In 
particular, a state might have to be assimilated into a larger nexus of beliefs and desires.  
Precisely how much assimilation is necessary is, he insists, just a “terminological boundary 
dispute of negligible philosophical interest.”32  Even if Dretske is right that there is no definitive 
point at which a state becomes sufficiently belief-like, we can nevertheless say something 
informative about the intermediate conditions between primitive and sophisticated  forms of 
intentionality.  Form-sensitivity is, plausibly, necessary for a state to assimilate with other states, 
regardless whether it does or not.  A state has to be at least sensitive to logical form in order to 
interact with sufficiently many other states in the right way.  For the purposes of understanding 
implicit attitudes, we can set aside debates about precisely what it takes to be a belief.  Implicit 
attitudes are not even in the ballpark of belief, and it is natural to suppose that the mind is 
populated with many other comparably primitive psychological kinds. 
A related way in which form-sensitivity makes for an attractively minimal condition is 
how little it requires in terms of cognitive consistency.  Full rationality plausibly requires a high 
degree of cognitive consistency, such that, for example, an agent who believes that P and that if 
P, then Q also believes that Q.  An agent who has standing beliefs that P and that if P, then Q, 
                                                 
32 Dretske (1988, 107). 
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but also has a standing belief that not-Q would thus be less than fully rational.33  But of course 
ordinary human agents often fail to, as the saying goes, put 2 and 2 together.  Cognitive work is 
often required to make our standing beliefs internally consistent, and form-sensitivity is well-
suited for capturing this.  A standing mental state could be perfectly form-sensitive without ever, 
as an empirical matter, having interacted with other psychological states, and thereby never 
taking part in processes of belief formation, revision, or extinction.  Such a state would be ready 
or available to interact with other form-sensitive states, even if it happened to remain in splendid 
isolation.34  This creates a significant wedge between form-sensitivity and full rationality.  And it 
shifts our empirical focus to a different question: what prompts states to interact?  What are the 
conditions under which mental states, which may or may not be form-sensitive, interact?  The 
most familiar condition is when an apparent inconsistency is explicitly pointed out to an agent, 
but there are many others.  This taps into broader fields of research regarding the activation and 
application of mental states and categories, as well as work on cognitive dissonance and 
consistency.35  The question of the rationality of our beliefs and other attitudes should be broken 
up into different questions: Is a given type of state form-sensitive?  When does it interact with 
other states?  Which other states?  Is the state malleable in any way?  And so on. 
Form-sensitivity is an empirically tractable notion.  As I showed in (§III) and (§IV), we 
can inquire into whether a type of state meets this condition.  Form-sensitivity also has the virtue 
                                                 
33 The failure I have in mind occurs when the cognitive inconsistency goes unrecognized, e.g., because it has not 
been brought to the agent’s attention.  The inconsistency has not been occurrently thought by the agent.  This 
contrasts with the kind of occurrent endorsement of inconsistency captured in Moorean-paradoxical expressions, 
such as, “Bob is agreeable, but I don’t believe it.”  Errors of the latter sort approximate the kind of unintelligibility 
reflected in case (4) when Madeleine seemed to infer, “John is a mason,” from “John is not a mason.”  Thanks to 
Katie Gasdaglis for pushing me to clarify this. 
34 See Chapter 4 (§III.B) and especially 5 (§V, §VI) for more on exactly what it means for a bit of information in 
memory to be “available” or “accessible.” 
35 See, e.g., Kunda and Spencer (2003) on the role of goals in mediating the activation and application of 
stereotypes.  For the claim that cognitive dissonance and consistency is a “fundamental principle of social 
cognition,” see the collection of papers edited by Gawronski and Strack (2012). 
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of leaving a great deal of room between ideal rationality and the actual rationality of finite 
agents.  In this way, research into form-sensitivity can assist in the empirical investigation of 
belief without making unrealistic demands on human cognitive capacities.  It does, however, 
place something like a lower limit on human rationality.  The cases discussed above seem to 
involve interactions of mental states that are unintelligible when construed in an inferential light.  
Just as we cannot make natural sense of how Madeleine could infer “John is a mason,” from 
“John is not a mason,” we cannot make proper sense of how implicit attitudes interact with other 
states in form-sensitive ways.  Implicit attitudes respond to other mental states in ways that 




One might object that form-sensitivity is still problematic.  In effect, form-sensitivity demands 
that a mental state responds to the content, the whole content, and nothing but the content of 
other states.  The requirement of (SS), that a state respond to states with the same logical form in 
similar ways, might seem particularly strong.  Of course, psychological responses to states that 
share content but differ in some superficial way can themselves differ.  An agent might find one 
turn of phrase more lyrical or memorable than another.  Compare “The spoils go to the victor!” 
and “To the victor go the spoils!”  The phrases share logical form, but only the latter is in 
trochaic tetrameter.  However, if Madeleine tries to persuade Theo that the winner of the next 
poker hand should get the whole pot, it does not much matter whether she says one phrase or the 
other.  Theo is apt to make similar inferences and prepare similar replies, regardless whether “the 
spoils” or “the victor” crosses his mind first.  Even if, for example, hearing the phrase “Spoils to 
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the victor!” puts Theo in a bad mood because he associates it with political cronyism, it is not as 
if the activation of this negative association disables his capacity to think through the content and 
respond in an intelligible way. 
Beliefs are not magically exempt from these sorts of associative connections, but neither 
do these associative connections truly prevent beliefs from responding to the logical form of 
other states.  Recall case (3), in which a momentary cognitive lapse leads Madeleine to ask Theo 
what sort of mason John is, but the error is quickly corrected.  For my purposes, the source of the 
error does not matter, but suppose that some sort of idiosyncratic association is responsible.  
Perhaps, while Theo was talking, Madeleine was occupied trying to remember the lyrics to 
“Unforgettable” as sung by Nat King Cole, who, she recently learned, is alleged to have been a 
Freemason,36 leading her to wonder whether any of her acquaintances might secretly be 
Freemasons, too.  In her state of distraction, merely hearing the word “Mason” reminded her of 
all this, leading her to wonder whether John might be a member of that fraternity.  However, 
once her mind stops wandering, she can think through these inferences in the right way, and the 
operative states are still form-sensitive in the relevant sense.  They still respond to states with the 
same logical form in sufficiently similar ways. 
Moreover, if Madeleine’s beliefs about Mason happened not to stand in any such 
associative connections with other states, they would not thereby be disqualified from 
beliefhood.  Standing in these associative relations does not make beliefs what they are.  
Whatever does make beliefs what they are, it also makes it the case that they are sensitive to 
logical form.37  Implicit attitudes, by contrast, do not respond to the logical form of an agent’s 
                                                 
36 Karg and Young (2009). 
37 On inferentialist (Brandom 1998) or more broadly dispositionalist (Ryle 1949, Schwitzgebel 2010) views, beliefs 
are what they are in virtue of their standing in certain inferential or causal relations (also see Stalnaker 1984).  Other 
views that do not take these inferential relations to be constitutive of belief still seek to explain why beliefs stand in 
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thoughts and perceptions; they are irredeemably yoked to relations of spatiotemporally 
contiguity. 
One might also worry that form-sensitivity is too strong because it is overly linguistic.  
My examples refer to negations and grammatical features in English.  Obviously, the cognitive 
states of non-human animals and infants will be largely insensitive to many of these linguistic 
features, as will many of the unconscious cognitive states of adults.  One might think that 
sensitivity to logical form rules out that such states are beliefs, much like the kinds of 
sophisticated cognitive conditions mentioned above. 
While it is true that the examples I use are linguistic, my argument does not presuppose 
that logical form has to be cashed out in terms of natural language.  Research on implicit 
attitudes predominantly involves these sorts of language-dependent manipulations, presumably 
because it is much more tractable.  There is evidence, however, that implicit attitudes can be 
changed merely by moving a joystick back and forth in response to images of faces, in a task that 
any being capable of associative learning could approximate.  In one study, the faces flashed on 
the screen too quickly to be recognized, and participants had no awareness whatsoever that the 
task was influencing their implicit attitudes.38 
Theoretical discussions of the cognition of non-human animals commonly address 
whether such cognition is marked by analogues of form-sensitivity.  Arguments that a bit of 
animal behavior should be explained in terms of belief and desire, or exemplifies rationality, 
often turn on whether there is counterfactual-supporting evidence that the animal is engaging in 
                                                                                                                                                             
these inferential relations.  Beliefs are sensitive to logical form on both sorts of view, insofar as a state must be 
sensitive to logical form in order to be involved in inferential relations at all, regardless whether form-sensitivity 
features in the theory as explanans or explanandum.  On an inferentialist view, form-sensitivity would be a 
metaphysically necessary condition of belief.  On an anti-inferentialist view, form-sensitivity would be an evidential 
or epistemic condition on belief. 
38 Kawakami, Dovidio, and van Kamp (2007).  I say more about this study in Chapter 5 (§VI). 
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“proto-inferences.”39  Such capacities are not a far cry from the more language-based form-
sensitivity I discuss. 
As for infant cognition, children learn very early on what an isolated “No!” means.  (So, 
for that matter, do many other animals.)  In the negation training study, the participants were 
doing precisely that: just saying “No!”  They were repeating the most primitive kind of linguistic 
negation but were unable to negate or reject the association.  Of course, the participants in this 
study were adults, who are otherwise capable of excising beliefs by negating them in this way.  
(“Do you believe that 2 + 2 = 5?”  “No!”)  There is doubtless much that is automatic and 
unconscious in the operations of belief, but most theorists agree that adults are at least capable of 
excising beliefs when, for example, they are hit over the head with what they admit to be 
overwhelming counterevidence, and they have no special commitment to the truth or falsity of 
the proposition.40  Implicit attitudes cannot be excised in a similar fashion.  They do not respond 
properly to the logical form of other states.  They respond to mental states with different logical 
form in similar ways, and to states with the same logical form in differing ways.   
Nevertheless, we must take care to distinguish them from “mere associations.”  The 
effects in these studies were not completely indifferent to the meaning of agents’ thoughts and 
perceptions.  Implicit attitudes are, in some sense, sensitive to the meaning of words and images, 
if not to the content per se of an agent’s conscious thoughts.  They are also sensitive to the 
meaning of social cues and gestures, such as subtle expressions of approach or avoidance.  The 
degree of meaning-sensitivity they do possess suggests that these states might be capable of their 
own sort of intelligence or skill, apart from the capacity for inferential reasoning.  It would then 
be a mistake to conclude, on the basis of these examples alone, that implicit attitudes operate 
                                                 
39 See, e.g., Bermudez (2006), Dretske (1988), Hurley (2006), Kacelnik (2006), Millikan (2006). 
40 On the automaticity of belief, see, e.g., Gilbert (1991).  For philosophical discussion of Gilbert and colleagues’ 
work, see Huebner (2009) and Mandelbaum (2011). 
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through merely causal mechanisms.  To the contrary, these attitudes make an integral 
contribution to the normative guidance of action—albeit a contribution that is hard to see when 




What, then, are the normative implications of discovering a psychological state that drives so 
much behavior but differs so much from belief?  If we cannot simply dispense with these 
attitudes by reflectively rejecting them, what should we do about them?  The emerging evidence 
on the conditions for changing implicit attitudes and intervening in their harmful expression 
points to a new way forward, beyond raising awareness about the illegitimacy of stereotypes.  
Harmful implicit attitudes can be excised, but not the way beliefs can.  They can be changed 
through practice, the formation of new psychological associations, and the transformation of old 
ones—genuine features of training, properly so called.  Becoming a more egalitarian person has 
less to do with acquiring a better appreciation of the facts and more to do with acquiring better 





Chapter 2: The Formation and Change of Implicit Attitudes 
 
The rigidity that tends to characterize the human mind, then, may be more a reflection of a 
stubborn environment than a stubborn psyche. 
 





Commonsense says that the roots of unconscious prejudice reside in the regular repetition of 
social experiences in our youth.  Commonsense also says that this regular repetition makes 
prejudice deeply ingrained and difficult to exorcise (an old dog can’t learn new tricks).  
Philosophers and psychologists have, for the most part, made similar assumptions.  While there 
is some evidence to support this intuitive view,1 recent empirical research presents a more 
complicated picture.2  In some cases, implicit social attitudes seem to form and transform in a 
flash.  They may at times be far more malleable than previously supposed, which would, if true, 
be vital information for determining how best to combat implicit prejudice.  This makes it 
pressing to investigate how implicit attitudes form and change over time.   
Some argue that implicit attitude change is best modeled on inductive belief revision.3  
Others argue that implicit attitudes and beliefs change in fundamentally different ways.  For 
example, Tamar Gendler claims that, while beliefs respond to changes in evidence, implicit 
attitudes (which she calls “aliefs”) only respond to changes in habit or conditioning.4  Her 
account parallels a widely held view within social psychology: that explicit attitude change 
                                                 
1 See, e.g., Kim et al. (2006) and Sinclair et al. (2005).  See Devine (1989) for the canonical articulation of this 
intuitive view in psychology. 
2 For a review, see Gawronski and Sritharan (2010). 
3 De Houwer (2011). 
4 Gendler (2008b, 566). 
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depends on rule-based, “fast-learning” mechanisms while implicit attitude change depends on 
associative, “slow-learning” mechanisms.  Research suggests, however, that implicit attitude 
change can be either gradual and incremental or sudden and dramatic.  If so, then the dichotomy 
between fast-learning and slow-learning has been substantially overdrawn, which, in turn, poses 
problems for orthodox theories of implicit attitude change.  Rational, belief-based models fail to 
adequately capture the cases of gradual transformation, in which implicit attitudes stubbornly 
resist the evidence.  Associative, habit-based models fail to capture cases of sudden overhaul, in 
which implicit attitudes rapidly form or transform. 
Here I argue that we can better understand the complexities of implicit attitude change in 
light of two core theses I advanced in Chapter 1.  According to (FORM-INSENSITIVITY), implicit 
attitudes fail to be sensitive to the logical form of other mental states.  FORM-INSENSITIVITY gives 
the lie to belief-based models, and helps to explain why implicit attitudes are sometimes 
impervious to change.  According to (SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY), implicit attitudes are 
instead sensitive to the spatiotemporal order in which agents perceive and think things.  
SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY brings out what is right about habit-based models.  It helps to 
explain how implicit attitudes sometimes change in ways that are unexpected and seemingly 
non-rational, as well as how they sometimes change in ways that can be easily mistaken with 
rational, inductive belief revision.  We must, however, jettison a further feature of habit-based 
models, which is deeply rooted in commonsense as well as traditional empiricist and behaviorist 
approaches to the mind: that these sorts of changes are inherently gradual.  The repeated 
accretion of social experiences may contribute far less to explaining how implicit attitudes form 
and change than ordinarily thought.  The practical upshot is not that we will be able to radically 
transform our undesirable implicit biases without working at it, but that unlearning these biases 
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will require substantially less time than the total accumulation of social experiences that, it is 
thought, have led to the formation of these biases in the first place. 
Together, Chapters 1 and 2 argue that implicit attitudes are members of a distinctive 
psychological kind.  Implicit attitudes stand in profoundly different patterns of causal relations 
from beliefs and other more familiar psychological kinds.  By patterns of causal relations, I mean 
the psychological-behavioral processes in which these attitudes are situated, such as their: 
 modes of formation (where they come from),  
 modes of operation (how they work, e.g., how they interact with other mental states),  
 modes of manifestation (how they are expressed in thought, feeling, and action), 
 and modes of malleability (how they change over time).   
In Chapter 1, I focused primarily on their modes of operation (how they interact with other 
mental states) and modes of manifestation (how the behavioral expression of implicit attitudes 
can be frustrated).  I turn now to their modes of formation and malleability.  Then, in the 
Appendix to this chapter, I offer an account of the intentional content of implicit attitudes that 
helps to explain why they stand in the patterns of causal relations that they do. 
I begin by reviewing the sort of evidence taken to show that implicit and explicit attitude 
change are marked, respectively, by slow-learning and fast-learning mechanisms (§II).  I explain 
why this evidence has tempted many to adopt a belief-based construal (or BBC) , which conceives 
implicit attitudes on the model of belief.  I argue that BBC is, nevertheless, implausible and 
backward-looking.  I then turn to views that reject BBC, focusing in particular on Gendler’s 
account of implicit attitudes as aliefs (§III).  There is much to recommend Gendler’s proposal, 
but she overestimates the extent to which explicit attitudes are fast-learning (§IV), and 
underestimates the extent to which implicit attitudes are slow-learning (§V).  Her commitment to 
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the slow-learning/fast-learning dichotomy is shared widely within dual-process psychology, but 
reflection on recent research, as well as on certain cases familiar to commonsense, undercut the 
essential features of this dichotomy.  We can do better justice to the virtues of her approach, and 
abstract from its vices, by embracing FORM-INSENSITIVITY and SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY, 
and thereby moving toward a better grasp of the underlying nature of implicit attitudes.    
 
II. Implicit & Explicit Attitude Change: First Pass 
 
Consider again the case of Madeleine and Bob (Chapter 1 §I).  Madeleine has learned dozens of 
facts about Bob, all of which portray him in a positive light.  Explicitly, she is pro-Bob.  
However, Madeleine has also been subliminally conditioned to associate images of Bob’s face 
with negative words like “death” and “disgusting.”  Implicitly, she is anti-Bob.  This implicit 
anti-Bob attitude operates in such independence from Madeleine’s explicit pro-Bob attitude that 
both can simultaneously be reversed, such that Madeleine comes to reflectively detest Bob and 
yet find herself mysteriously drawn toward him.  Suppose Madeleine is now informed that Bob 
steals from the orphanage at which he volunteers and that he “continually yells at his wife in 
public.”5  With enough similarly shaded information, it will not take long for her to retract her 
pro-Bob judgments and say that he is disagreeable after all.  Whither goes the evidence, thither 
her beliefs shall follow.  But while her explicit attitudes revise in one direction, her implicit 
attitudes transform in the other, through the same subliminal procedure that first molded them, 
by now flashing words like “love” and “joy” just before images of Bob’s face.  Eventually her 
automatic inclination will be to approach rather than avoid Bob, despite reflectively judging that 
he is disagreeable. 
                                                 
5 This latter piece of negative information about Bob is the example given by Rydell and colleagues (2007, 870). 
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I suggested in Chapter 1 that cases like this bring out a tension between two distinct roles 
beliefs are thought to play: truth-taking and action-guiding.  Madeleine’s reflective judgments 
about Bob—initially, that he is agreeable, but subsequently, that he is not—revise appropriately 
in light of the evidence.  These judgments fit the truth-taking role of belief; they express what 
Madeleine reflectively takes to be true of the world.  But her automatic dispositions—initially, to 
treat Bob as if he were not agreeable, but subsequently, as if he were—run directly contrary to 
her reflective judgments.  These affective-behavioral dispositions fit the action-guiding role of 
belief; they directly inform her automatic inclinations to treat Bob in certain ways.  So what does  
Madeleine believe?  In Chapter 1, I proposed that Madeleine does in fact believe what she 
reports about Bob, despite the fact that a significant range of her behavior is inconsonant with 
her reflective judgments and verbal reports.  This range of behavior is driven by a psychological 
state that is insensitive to logical form, and so differs in kind from belief.   
But many philosophers and psychologists might interpret Madeleine’s implicit attitudes 
differently, and I will here consider in greater depth the resources that BBC might bring to bear on 
such a case.  According to BBC, implicit attitudes ought to be understood on the model of belief.  
An ordinary stereotype is a “cold” semantic association between a social category and a trait, like 
being black and being rhythmic.  An attitude, by contrast, is an association of a social category 
with an evaluative trait, like being black and being dangerous.  Unlike mere stereotypes, these 
evaluative associations are thought to be intimately connected to our social feelings and actions: 
we tend to automatically fear and avoid dangerous sorts of people.  According to BBC, however, 
the formation and change of these evaluative associations mirrors the formation and change of 
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our more purely cognitive, belief-like associations, such as stereotypes.6  So, in deciding what 
Madeleine believes, we have to factor in both her implicit and explicit attitudes. 
There are a number of different options for precisely how we should factor in both sorts 
of attitude.  For example, we might conclude that her implicit attitudes reflect what she truly 
believes, while her explicit attitudes reflect what she professes, wishes, or imagines that she 
believes.7  Or we might conclude that her beliefs are simply contradictory.8  I have discussed the 
range of interpretive options elsewhere, and I will not discuss them independently here.9  They 
all share in common the view that implicit attitudes are beliefs, or are somehow deeply relevant 
to belief attribution. 
 In Chapter 1, I suggested that Madeleine’s ambivalence bears a close resemblance to an 
aversive racist in contemporary America, who has positive explicit attitudes but negative 
implicit attitudes toward African Americans.  Her ambivalence is also structurally similar to 
individuals with phobias and superstitions.  For instance, suppose Floyd wants to stay healthy; 
Floyd knows that flu shots are basically harmless; Floyd knows that getting a flu shot every year 
will virtually guarantee protection from the flu; Floyd has never gotten a flu shot.  Why doesn’t 
his desire to stay healthy and his beliefs about the means for doing so result in his just getting the 
vaccine?  If it is not sheer laziness, it probably has something to do with an instinctive gut 
reaction that we might articulate roughly along these lines: “big needle full of germs, disgusting 
                                                 
6 Another way of putting this view, if one takes attitudes to be motivational states that should not be equated with 
beliefs, might be that implicit attitudes are affected in a surprisingly strong way by belief-like inductive processes.  
If implicit attitudes are thought of as “likings” and so are fundamentally conative rather than cognitive mental kinds, 
then the upshot of BBC is that changes in our implicit likings and preferences mirror, or are directly influenced by, 
inductive reasoning (which one might not pretheoretically expect: likings seem to be the sorts of things that you just 
feel or don’t feel, not things that revise over time the way inductive beliefs do). 
7 See Hunter (2011).  Mandelbaum (2011) at times makes similar suggestions. 
8 See, e.g., Egan (2011), Gertler (2011), Huddleston (2011), and Huebner (2009). 
9 Madva and Brownstein (2012b, §2.3).  For an overview of the interpretive options, see Schwitzgebel (2010), who 
points out that a similar array of interpretive options arises in the literature on self-deception (see Deweese-Boyd, 
2006/2008 for a review).  Similar debates arise in the literature on delusion (see Bortolotti 2009 for a review), and 
see Gendler (2008a,b) for some discussion of historical predecessors to contemporary views.   
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and scary, stay away!”  In spite of the good reasons he has to get the vaccine, he harbors some 
persistent disposition to avoid it.  Just thinking about it calls up images of giant needles and 
wincing faces.  The mere mention of flu shots activates a vague feeling of fear and a subtle 
inclination to freeze or flee, perhaps expressed in his tensed shoulders and stretched lips.  His 
aversive reaction need not be so strong that he cannot bring himself to get shots when he must, 
but he always finds excuses to avoid them when he can. 
As long as we have been thinking about these sorts of cases, we have been thinking about 
how we can change our undesirable automatic dispositions.  There are all sorts of factors that 
could lead Floyd to just push through his discomfort and get the shot, but ideally he could just 
expunge his vaccine aversion altogether.  Although Floyd’s aversion is unmoved by the 
unambiguously clear evidence that they are harmless, it is not completely impervious to change.  
Intuitively, he might be able to change it through a gradual process of acclimation and exposure.  
If he happens to develop a strong allergy, and needs to get an injection every few weeks, he 
might become so accustomed to needles that he no longer hesitates when it is time for his annual 
flu vaccination. 
Or, if his fear of needles is so severe that he faints at the sight, a clinical professional 
could guide him through “systematic desensitization.”  Over the course of several sessions, he 
would practice relaxation strategies while gradually increasing the intensity of his encounters 
with needles.  Floyd might start by attending to photos of smiling people getting vaccinations, 
then watching videos of the same, then work his way up to holding actual needles in his hand, 
sitting in the doctor’s chair, and so on, until his fear of needles diminishes to a manageable level.  
A meta-analysis suggests that the average phobic participant who undergoes this form of therapy, 
also known as “graduated exposure,” is better off than 84% of participants randomized to receive 
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no treatment, and even 64% of those randomized to receive non-exposure forms of therapy, such 
as pure cognitive techniques (e.g., practicing telling oneself there’s nothing to fear without being 
in the presence of the feared stimulus) and pure relaxation techniques (e.g., practicing tensing 
and relaxing one’s muscles).10  And it is a paradigmatic example of how implicit attitudes change 
over time.  Implicit attitudes are distinguished not just by virtue of their persistence and 
automatic activation, but by their modes of malleability as well. 
Cases like Madeleine’s ambivalence toward Bob and Floyd’s aversion to flu shots make 
vivid the extent to which implicit and explicit attitudes can come apart.  But it would be a 
mistake to think that these two sorts of attitude form and change in complete independence.  In 
general, implicit and explicit attitudes tend to be significantly related, although the extent of their 
relationship varies across  domains.  In some cases, they seem to be highly correlated.  For 
example, participants’ explicit preferences for George W. Bush and John Kerry, the Presidential 
candidates from the 2004 campaign, matched their implicit responses extremely well.11  In other 
cases, however, they are hardly correlated at all.  For example, liberal individuals might find that 
their implicit preferences for the notable candidates from the 2008 campaign—Barack Obama, 
John McCain, and Hilary Clinton—are inconsistent with their explicit preferences.12 
The right account of implicit attitude change has to do justice, then, to the ways it 
interacts with explicit attitude change, rather than characterizing it as operating on a wholly 
separate causal pathway.  As Kristin Lane and colleagues explain, “the two systems of implicit 
                                                 
10 See Wolitzky-Taylor et al. (2007) for a meta-analysis of the comparative effectiveness of exposure therapy to 
placebo, non-treatment, and other forms of therapy.  They also found that practicing in vivo exposure to the real 
object, rather than just simulations, was significantly more effective.  For a study on the effects of similar sorts of 
therapy specifically on an IAT, see Teachman and Woody (2003).  Practitioners of these sorts of cognitive-
behavioral therapy also tend to advocate BBC.  They understand the effects of therapy to indicate that phobias are 
fundamentally rational, in a strong sense. 
11 Nosek and Hansen (2008). 
12 I myself took an IAT comparing these three candidates through Project Implicit (implicit.harvard.edu) and found 
that my implicit preferences were in the exact opposite order of my explicit voting preferences.  I have been unable 
to find a published report of the general findings from this particular study, however. 
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and explicit social cognition exist as separate mental spheres with communication channels that 
are present but don’t always work” (2007, 432).  An illuminating example of how implicit and 
explicit attitude change can be related-but-distinct comes from further research on participants 
learning information about a person purportedly named Bob. 
Rydell and colleagues (2007) examined whether and how explicit information could 
influence both implicit and explicit attitudes toward Bob.  They first gave participants varying 
amounts of positive pieces of information about Bob (such as, “Bob fought against a 
discriminatory law that made renting difficult for minorities”), then tested explicit and implicit 
attitudes toward him.  Participants explicitly judged that Bob was agreeable after learning only 
20 positive facts about him.  Their implicit reactions also became favorable in response to 
positive information about Bob, but only after acquiring much more information, about 100 
positive facts.  Subsequently, the participants were exposed to varying amounts of negative 
information about Bob (such as, “Bob continually yells at his wife in public”), interspersed with 
neutral information (such as, “Bob bought a shelf”).  Learning just 20 negative facts about Bob 
was sufficient for participants to withdraw their prior judgment that he was agreeable, and 
learning further negative information had little further effect on their explicit attitudes.  The 
following graph shows the overall pattern of change in participants’ explicit reports after they 
began learning negative information about Bob (2007, 872; in this figure, “CA” stands for pieces 
of “counter-attitudinal” information, meaning negative information that countered participants’ 






Notice how their explicit attitudes started out high, plummeted quickly, and then remained 
slightly negative.  By contrast, participants still held positive implicit attitudes toward Bob after 
having read 20 and even 40 negative pieces of information.  Gradually, however, as participants 
learned more and more negative information, their implicit attitudes toward Bob soured as well, 




The above graph shows how their implicit attitudes started out strongly positive, gradually 
declined, and kept declining as participants took in more negative information. 
The differential patterns of change exhibited by participants’ explicit and implicit 
attitudes toward Bob fit in with a broader theoretical understanding of implicit and explicit 
cognition.13  Research often suggests that explicit attitude change is relatively jumpy, as when 
participants shifted quickly from a ringing endorsement of Bob to stern disapproval in response 
to small amounts of salient information.  By contrast, implicit attitude change is typically linear, 
changing incrementally in response to lots and lots of information.  This is also in keeping with 
clinical research on overcoming phobias and anxiety disorders, where changing the automatic 
inclinations is a gradual process. 
Although the change is gradual, this research suggests that implicit attitudes are, in some 
sense, changing as participants learn new explicit information.  On their face, these findings 
                                                 
13 Gawronski and Sritharan (2010). 
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might seem to run contrary to my argument in Chapter 1, namely that implicit attitudes cannot 
integrate properly with other mental states because they are insensitive to logical form.  Findings 
like this seem to suggest that implicit attitudes do respond to the logical form of other states; they 
just respond more slowly than explicit attitudes do.  Does this show that implicit attitudes are 
belief-like after all?  In Rydell and colleagues’ study, implicit attitudes seem to form and change 
in a recognizably inductive fashion; the more evidence participants have that Bob acts in 
disagreeable ways, the more negative their implicit attitudes toward him become.  At this level of 
description, these findings seem to recommend BBC. 
Rydell and colleagues interpret their findings in precisely this light, as evidence for two 
systems of reasoning—two mechanisms of belief formation and revision, which operate in 
parallel but under different principles.  One is the “slow-learning system” that gradually 
strengthens and weakens associations in memory, and relies heavily on similarity and contiguity 
(in keeping with accounts of the mind offered by Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and the empiricist 
tradition).  The slow-learning system operates automatically, without conscious effort or 
awareness.  It works quickly, insofar as it registers the momentary exposure of subliminal 
primes, but also slowly, insofar as it changes only gradually after multiple exposures to stimuli.  
It contrasts with the “fast-learning system” that manipulates symbolic representations according 
to logical rules.  The fast-learning system typically involves conscious thought, requires effort 
and attention, and is thought to be more amenable to control.  It is “fast” in the sense that people 
can learn new information and update their explicit attitudes immediately, as when Madeleine 
quickly revises her reflective judgments about Bob.  Although the systems operate under 
different principles, both of them are thought to issue in belief-like mental states.  One system 
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produces implicit beliefs, judgments, and attitudes; the other produces their explicit counterparts.  
This is one example of a “dual-process” model in psychology.14 
It is uncontroversial that there are different processes at work, and that each, is in some 
sense, “taking in and using information.”  But a dual-process theory need not posit distinct 
processes of reasoning.  Consider again the case of Madeleine being subliminally conditioned to 
automatically avoid Bob by pairing images of his face with negative words.  Suppose we grant 
that this leads Madeleine to form an anti-Bob belief.  What were the considerations that spoke in 
favor of this belief?  How are we to characterize the reasons or evidence that the slow-learning 
system took to be relevant?  Should we say that the subliminal perception of the word “death” 
before seeing Bob’s face gave her a reason to judge that Bob is disagreeable?  Is it evidence that 
Bob is death?  Perhaps the relevant consideration against Bob is the belief that Bob’s visage and 
the word “death” are likely to co-occur.15  Or perhaps Madeleine came to believe that Bob is 
spatiotemporally associated with death, and therefore unconsciously judged that she ought to 
keep her distance.  These accounts seem like clear over-intellectualizations of the phenomenon.  
If the formation of these associations requires her to judge that Bob is disagreeable, do they also 
require her to judge that she judges that Bob is disagreeable?  How are we to choose between 
these different intellectualized characterizations of her reasoning process?  Such gestures at 
picking out the “evidence” and “reasoning” that would give rise to her anti-Bob belief are 
patently ad hoc.  If these do not constitute washed-out trivializations of the thesis that the 
operative mental states are belief-like entities involved in systems of reasoning, nothing does. 
                                                 
14 Rydell and colleagues (2006, 2007) cite the dual-process models of McClelland et al. (1995), Sloman (1996), and 
Smith and DeCoster (2000), but there are many other models, and much about them remains in dispute.  Two of the 
most influential, in the context of implicit and explicit social cognition, are Deutsch and Strack’s distinction between 
“reflective and impulsive processes” to explain social behavior, recently elaborated in their (2010), and Gawronski 
and Bodenhausen’s distinction between  “associative and propositional processes” to explain social attitude change, 
recently elaborated in their (2011). 
15 See De Houwer (2011) for a BBC account of evaluative conditioning along these lines.  (De Houwer doesn’t even 
acknowledge that implicit attitudes exist: there are just attitudes, which can be measured directly or indirectly.) 
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We do well, then, to consider an alternative sketch of how these anti-Bob dispositions 
were formed, which, very roughly, goes something like this.  Madeleine (unconsciously) 
perceives negative words just before seeing Bob’s face.  These negative words activate subtle, 
negative affective responses, such that every time she sees Bob’s face, she also experiences a 
certain low-level negative feeling.  After this happens enough times, Madeleine simply comes to 
feel this low-level negative feeling merely by seeing Bob.  In this sketch, which recalls old-
fashioned Pavlovian conditioning, the perceived spatiotemporal contiguity of Bob’s face and the 
negative affect-inducing words is doing the work.  According to this sort of interpretation, 
implicit attitudes are primarily sensitive to relations of spatiotemporal contiguity in thought and 
perception; they are sensitive simply to the order in which people see and think things.  It seems 
gratuitous (and even mysterious) to try to recast this phenomenon in the cognitive terms of belief 
and reasoning.   
This sketch of Madeleine’s subliminal conditioning suggests a similarly non-rational 
account of how fully explicit information about Bob might lead to changes in implicit attitudes.  
When participants read negative information about Bob, this leads them to judge that he is 
disagreeable.  Forming these anti-Bob judgments, in turn, activates negative affective responses.  
Personally, when I read the sentence, “Bob continually yells at his wife in public,” I feel a 
palpable sense of discomfort.  Reading it causes a visceral negative reaction.  These judgments 
may thus play the same role that the mere perception of negative words does in the context of 
subliminal conditioning.  As participants repeatedly experience negative affect whenever they 
see Bob’s face, eventually just seeing him automatically activates those negative feelings.  In 
such a case, their implicit attitudes would not be changing directly as a result of the information 
they learn about Bob.  They are changing indirectly, in that the information leads participants to 
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form negative judgments about Bob, which in turn activate negative feelings about him.16  In 
short, the judgments cause feelings and over time the feelings cause changes in attitude.   
A subsequent study in a similar paradigm by Mervyn Whitfield and Christian Jordan 
(2009) found precisely this: that implicit attitude change was mediated by explicit attitude 
change.  Participants read valenced information about people while seeing images of their face 
(such as, “Dan is rude to his mother”).  Over time, both their explicit and implicit attitudes 
changed, but analyses of the data suggest that the extent of their implicit attitude change was best 
predicted by the extent of their explicit attitude change, rather than by how much negative 
information they took in.  This captures one respect in which explicit attitudes influence implicit 
attitudes.  With this framework in mind, we can see how what looks like inductive reasoning in 
response to the gradual accumulation of information about Bob instead depends on a process 
altogether unlike reasoning; the change just reflects repeated negative experiences contiguous 
with perceptions of his face. 
These considerations do not provide a knockdown argument against BBC in general, or 
against the particular claim that implicit attitude change should be modeled on inductive belief 
revision.  I do not think, in this context, that knockdown arguments are to be had.  Advocates of 
BBC may always go back over the findings post hoc and construe them in a belief-like way.  My 
hope is to show that such efforts come to look increasingly backward-looking.  They are not 
useful constructs in guiding further empirical research or philosophical reflection—about where 
best to situate implicit attitudes in our considered metaphysics of mind, or about how best to 
                                                 
16 I find Jones, Olson, and Fazio’s (2010) “implicit misattribution model” helpful here, on how the experience of 
affect gets “misattributed” to a conditioned stimulus, but some of their claims lean in the direction of BBC.  A similar 
“transference” of emotion occurs in many of the studies by John Bargh and colleagues.  For example, when a 
researcher asks participants to briefly hold a warm cup of coffee, they later judge him to be a warm person, but if he 
asks them to hold an iced coffee, they later judge him to be a cold person (Williams and Bargh 2008).  See also my 
later discussion in (§IV) of Chen and Bargh’s (1997) finding that participants unwittingly applied their implicit 
associations of black men with hostility to white interlocutors. 
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combat implicit prejudice.  The toolbox of BBC is far from exhausted, however, and I will later 
discuss ways in which it might accommodate or better explain the phenomena.  But in the next 
section I consider how an anti-BBC account might fair.  How can we understand the nature and 
change of implicit attitudes if we abandon the view that they are belief-like states changing 
through reasoning? 
Uriah Kriegel captures nicely the impetus for rejecting BBC in the following passage, in 
which he refers to the slow-learning system as “associationist” and the fast-learning system as 
“rationalist”: 
Wherever there is a duality of processes, there is likely also a duality of products. 
Thus the associationist system likely produces one mental state, the rationalist 
system another. It is probably the wrong question to ask whether these two 
products are of the same ‘general kind’. Kind generality comes in degrees: a dog 
and a hamster belong to the same general kind at one level (they are both 
mammals) but not at another (they are not both rodents). Likewise, the products 
of the associationist and rationalist systems are probably of the same kind at one 
level of generality but not at another. The more appropriate question is therefore 
this: just how similar and dissimilar are the products of the two systems?  
 
In the psychological literature, the two systems are typically described as 
producing competing judgments concerning the experimental task. However, not 
much conceptual illumination is offered in terms of defining what is involved in a 
mental state being a judgment, and no systematic conceptual distinction has been 
drawn between the different kinds of judgment produced. For this we are more 
likely to be helped by philosophers.17 
 
Kriegel goes on to argue that Gendler’s concept of alief is well-suited to characterize the so-
called “judgments” that arise from the slow-learning, associative system. 
  
                                                 
17 Kriegel (2011, 6).  The psychologists I cited in note #14 might take issue with Kriegel’s claim that no systematic 
conceptual distinction has been made.  Bodenhausen and Gawronski, for example, refer to them as “associative 
evaluations” versus “propositional evaluations.”  Although these terms certainly do not roll off the tongue the way 
“alief” does, Bodenhausen and Gawronski (forthcoming) claim explicitly that the terms track the same distinction as 
Gendler’s between alief and belief.  Despite the popularity of their model, many in the psychological community 
have criticized it, and defended BBC.  See Gawronski and Bodenhausen (2006) for a summary of conceptual 
criticisms of their view, together with replies.  That said, I agree with Kriegel that the operative psychological 
concepts stand to benefit from clarification.  Researchers have pinpointed an important distinction, but have not 
characterized it quite right.  I return to this point in the Appendix to this chapter. 
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III. An Alternative to BBC: Alief 
 
Suppose we grant that belief is an unfit candidate to make sense of implicit attitudes.  A number 
of philosophers and psychologists have taken this route.18  Views in this family reject BBC, adopt 
a broadly truth-taking account of belief, and therefore suggest that only explicit attitudes, or, as 
they are sometimes called, “propositional evaluations,” should be identified with beliefs, states 
with mental content that individuals judge to be true or false.19  But little has been said about 
how to understand the psychological nature of implicit attitudes.  Tamar Gendler’s account of 
alief is perhaps the most worked-out proposal for how to understand them.20  
The best way to get a sense of alief is by consideration of cases.  Gendler describes a 
range of cases similar to Madeleine’s ambivalence toward Bob and Floyd’s aversion to flu shots.  
One of her most striking examples are “precipice cases.”  A person is suspended in an iron cage 
over a great height, or more recently, standing on the Skywalk, a glass walkway over the Grand 
Canyon.  The person has unambiguously clear evidence that the glass walkway is not a 
dangerous precipice.  This leads him to believe that the Skywalk is safe, and that belief partly 
                                                 
18 Within philosophy, see Zimmerman (2007) and Levy (2012). 
19 Bodenhausen and Gawronski (forthcoming). 
20 Gendler argues that, in addition to implicit attitudes, a wide range of other puzzling psychological phenomena are 
best explained by alief, such as “lagging habits.”  Gendler also claims that, as a class, aliefs are shared with non-
human animals.  She suggests a frog’s persistent tendency to eat anything that resembles a fly is a paradigm case of 
non-human alief (2008b, 552-3, 558-9, 568).  She further argues that aliefs are “developmentally and conceptually 
antecedent to other cognitive attitudes.”  Theorists might agree that implicit attitudes are not beliefs but disagree that 
we ought to introduce a single and novel psychological kind to account for all the phenomena Gendler describes.  
Zimmerman (2007) would agree with Gendler that the operative psychological states in these cases should not be 
thought of as beliefs, but does not seem to think that these non-beliefs constitute a unified class (for a similar 
argument, see Currie and Ichino (forthcoming) and Muller and Bashour (2011)).  The only suggestions Zimmerman 
makes about the nature of the operative non-beliefs is to refer to work on the neuroscience of memory, which he 
takes to show that there are three relevant categories of mental representation: declarative memory, which 
corresponds to full-blown beliefs; procedural memory, which explains lagging habits; and emotional memory, which 
explains phobias and superstitions.  These three types of representation are thought to have different underlying 
neural systems and different properties.  I do not think current neuroscience supports such a sharp division between 
brain regions and types of memory, but that is a topic for a different dissertation.  I do think Gendler is right that 
there are important, explanatory similarities between these types of implicit state at the psychological level of 
explanation, but I will not pursue this here.  My concern is whether implicit attitudes per se are best understood in 
terms of alief or belief. 
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explains his intentional action to walk on it.  Yet all the while he still displays a patterned set of 
automatic aversive reactions, i.e., a fear of heights.  His sense of danger and his inclination to 
flee do not culminate in an intentional action, but do manifest in more subtle behaviors, perhaps 
if he tip-toes or shuts his eyes.  Gendler suggests that we might describe the intentional content 
of this psychological state in roughly the following terms: “Really high up, long long way down. 
Not a safe place to be! Get off!!” (2008a, 635). 
Gendler discusses a litany of further examples, such as that people are “averse to eating 
fudge that has been formed into the shape of dog feces, and far less accurate in throwing darts at 
pictures of faces of people they like than at neutral faces” (2008a, 636).  People know that the 
fudge is not feces, and they know that they will not harm a loved one by throwing darts at a 
photo, but there is some persistent affect-laden disposition to avoid these things.  These sorts of 
automatic, affect-laden dispositions share a common structure with the implicit attitudes of 
aversive racists, which are rejected at the explicit level but persist and manifest in a variety of 
indirect and subtle ways. 
Gendler claims that the operative psychological states in these cases have a 
fundamentally different sort of intentional content from belief and other psychological kinds.  
Where a belief is a relation between an agent and a proposition, or perhaps an agent and a set of 
possible worlds,21 an alief is a relation between an agent and a peculiar kind of content, that has 
three key components: representational, affective, and behavioral.  In Madeleine’s case, the 
perceptual representation of Bob’s face will initiate a negatively valenced affective response, 
which will often not rise to the level of a fully articulated emotion, but might be explicitly 
noticed if her attention were drawn to it.  She will also be drawn toward a set of motor responses, 
                                                 
21 See Schwitzgebel (2006/2010) for a review of philosophical accounts of belief.  For accounts of belief that do not 
see it as a relation to a proposition, or do see it as lacking internal structure, see footnote #37 in Chapter 1. 
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broadly speaking of avoiding Bob, although she probably will not know it and it may manifest in 
her overt behavior only slightly.  Madeleine has acquired an anti-Bob alief with approximately 
the following representational-affective-behavioral content, “Bob!  Disagreeable!  Avoid!”   
Similarly, Floyd’s reactions to flu shots are comprised of a suite of associated elements 
that make up the content of his alief: a representation in perception, thought, or imagination, of a 
giant needle or floating green cells; an affective response of fear or disgust; and a behavioral 
response, a motor specification that may lead either to a full-blown action, as when he yanks his 
arm away from the needle, or alternatively to a more subtle reaction, as when he wrinkles his 
nose at the thought of an injection.  Thus there is a four-place relation between a person, a 
representation or property, an affective response, and a behavioral impetus.  The latter three 
relata are “bound” causally, by co-activating associative chains.  They are co-activating in that 
the onset of a certain affective state can quickly activate a motor response, or vice versa, as when 
the experience of pleasure makes one smile or when the act of smiling slightly improves one’s 
mood.22  Similarly, if a person feels afraid, thoughts of scary things will be more accessible; the 
person might fill in the blank letter of “_-A-L-L” as FALL rather than TALL or BALL.  In the 
context of implicit bias, participants are more likely to judge that a man of ambiguous ethnicity 
is black if he is dressed like a prisoner and white if he was dressed like a lawyer.23  So it is not 
just that seeing black faces will bias participants toward inaccurately identifying cell phones as 
guns, but that seeing guns will bias participants towards identifying faces as black.  The 
activation and operation of these cues and associations may operate at the periphery of a person’s 
awareness.   
                                                 
22 For the classic study on how being surreptitiously led to smile improves mood, see Strack et al. (1988). 
23 Freeman et al. (2011). 
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Our philosophical and psychological theories need to be supplemented with a notion 
relevantly similar to alief.  I have argued elsewhere that, if anything, Gendler underestimates its 
ethical and explanatory power.24  However, while Gendler’s examples demonstrate that the 
behavior-inducing states in these cases are not best explained in the terms familiar to cognitive 
psychology, some of her “official” characterizations of alief are less helpful for pinning down 
precisely what makes alief distinctive.  For example, she describes an alief as an “innate or 
habitual propensity to respond to a particular stimulus in a particular way,” which might be true 
of any number of other psychological kinds.25  Gendler does, however, say more elsewhere, 
rightly appreciating that much of the critical work depends on articulating the distinctive patterns 
of causal relations in which alief stands.26  In particular, she focuses on their modes of 
                                                 
24 See Brownstein and Madva (2012a,b), and we intend to say more in future work.  Nagel (forthcoming) makes 
some similar claims, but at times seems to interpret them as more in tension with Gendler’s view than we do.  See 
Haug (2011) and Kriegel (2011) for additional arguments that we can draw on alief to explain a broader range of 
phenomena.  See also McKay and Dennett (2009) for sympathetic discussion. 
25 She also writes: “A paradigmatic alief is a mental state with associatively linked content that is representational, 
affective and behavioral, and that is activated—consciously or nonconsciously—by features of the subject’s internal 
or ambient environment” (2008a, 642).  Many theorists would claim most of these properties for belief, desire, and 
other more familiar psychological kinds.  Beliefs cause behavioral and emotional responses, represent the world, can 
be either conscious or unconscious, and so on.  See Currie and Ichino (forthcoming), Doggett (2011, forthcoming) 
Egan (2011), Kwong (2012), Mandelbaum (2011), Muller and Bashour (2011), Nagel (forthcoming), and 
Schwitzgebel (2010) for criticism of alief along these lines. 
 These definitions are also tricky because they are pitched in terms of paradigmatic aliefs, meaning that any 
specific feature may be inessential and negotiable.  These are, therefore, incomplete gestures at the “nature” or 
“essence” of alief.  They do not do enough to differentiates alief from other states.  In personal correspondence and 
lectures, Gendler explicitly avoids talk of “essences,” and tends to emphasize that alief is primarily useful as a “folk-
psychological” construct, about which we can be metaphysically noncommittal (she often seems to approach alief in 
much the same pragmatic vein that Daniel Dennett (1991) approaches belief, desire, and folk psychology more 
generally).  Gendler does not claim that aliefs are real, but only that they are as real as beliefs, desires, intentions, 
etc. (2008b, 555).  I agree with Gendler that we should not, e.g., expect a fundamental theory of the brain to show us 
which states are the aliefs and which are the beliefs, and that there will be fuzzy boundaries and borderline cases 
between states, but I may take a more metaphysically committal approach to the explanatory kinds in psychology, 
and to implicit attitudes in particular.  Nevertheless, given that Gendler’s account is pitched in terms of paradigmatic 
instances of alief, many of the problems I consider address precisely the paradigmatic cases and not peripheral ones.  
And I think FORM-INSENSITIVITY, SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY, and the account of their intentional content that 
Michael Brownstein and I have developed comes closer to individuating alief.  See the Appendix to this chapter. 
26 Another substantial portion of the work gets done in differentiating the “norms” of alief and belief.  See 
Brownstein and Madva (2012a,b).  Gendler begins to make this distinction, by articulating the norms to which belief 
is, and alief is not, appropriately sensitive, but does not suggest that aliefs might have their own sort of normative 
standing.  I will say almost nothing about what the “norms” of alief might be here.  I take the arguments here to be 
relatively independent from considerations about the norms of alief. 
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malleability, how they change over time, and summarizes one of her central arguments for why 
aliefs differ from beliefs in the following way: 
Beliefs change in response to changes in evidence; aliefs change in response to 
changes in habit.  If new evidence won’t cause you to change your behavior in 
response to an apparent stimulus, then your reaction is due to alief rather than 
belief. (2008b, 566) 
 
Gendler thus argues that aliefs and beliefs differ in kind because beliefs revise immediately in 
light of the evidence, while aliefs do not.  Aliefs are capable of change, not by exposure to 
reasons, but by changes in conditioning or habit.  This argument is in keeping with the dual-
process account of explicit attitudes as fast-learning, and implicit attitudes as slow-learning.  It 
rests on two fundamental claims, the first of which is roughly captured by the slogan: 
 
(EVIDENCE) Beliefs change in response to changes in evidence. 
 
Beliefs in some sense “aim” at the truth, and it lies in their nature to change or update when the 
agents who hold them detect changes in the world, or otherwise take in new evidence.27  By 
“evidence,” I take it that Gendler means the reasons an agent has, all things considered, to 
endorse a proposition.  These considerations can be drawn from perception, mathematical 
                                                 
27 Gendler’s view of the “aims” of belief is influenced by Velleman, who writes that, “What distinguishes believing 
a proposition from imagining or supposing it is…the aim of getting the truth-value of that particular proposition 
right, by regarding the proposition as true only if it really is. Belief is the attitude of accepting a proposition with the 
aim of thereby accepting a truth” (2000, 252, emphasis omitted).  I think there is something to Velleman’s claim, but 
I take it to be controversial because it seems to add higher-order cognitive constraints on beliefhood, such that the 
putative beliefs of infants and non-human animals might fail to meet them. See Chapter 1 (§II, §V).     
 There a number of ways we might make the EVIDENCE slogan more precise, e.g., to account for deviant 
causal chains, for the role of “all-things-considered” evidence, and for the possibility that agents might actively 
distort their evidence.  But it will not be necessary to introduce these refinements for what I say here.  I intend to say 
more about EVIDENCE in future work. 
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inference, scientific knowledge, and so on.  When the overall state of an agent’s evidence 
changes, her beliefs can revise immediately, or, as Gendler says, “turn on a dime.”28  
 In all these respects, paradigmatic beliefs differ from paradigmatic aliefs, whose modes 
of malleability are summarized in the following way:  
 
(HABIT) Aliefs change in response to changes in habit. 
 
HABIT functions as a catchall thesis for a variety of different methods for changing one’s stickier 
dispositions.  The unconscious conditioning of Madeleine’s attitudes toward Bob would count as 
a change in habit in the relevant sense, as would the myriad ways in which Floyd could gradually 
lessen his aversion to flu shots.  We might say aliefs change in response to changes in habit or 
habituation, or due to therapy, training, or skill-acquisition, or in response to classical or operant 
conditioning.  “Conditioning” or “training” might be other appropriate umbrella terms.  There 
are a number of distinctive and common features of these forms of change, but they are united in 
that they all involve gradual, slow-learning transformation.  HABIT depicts alief change as an 
incremental process that results from repeated practice or multiple exposures to a type of 
stimulus.  And it does not depict alief change on the model of belief revision. 
 For EVIDENCE and HABIT to distinguish effectively between belief and alief, it would 
seem that these claims should be mutually exclusive.  That is, it should also be the case that 
aliefs don’t change in response to changes in evidence, and that beliefs don’t change in response 
to changes in habit.  As Gendler says in the above passage, when new evidence doesn’t lead to 
changes in one’s behavior, we should conclude that the behavior is driven by alief.  Otherwise, if 
                                                 
28 (2008b, 566).  Is it best to say that the agent can revise her beliefs or that the beliefs can revise?  This may raise 
the question of doxastic voluntarism, whether we can “choose what to believe.”  For the purposes of this discussion, 
I remain strictly neutral on these issues. 
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aliefs could sometimes revise in light of the evidence, then they would be changing like beliefs.  
They would be evidence-sensitive after all, but in some limited way.  Being “less evidence-
sensitive” would not seem sufficient to warrant introducing a novel concept, rather than just 
granting that some beliefs are more rational and evidence-sensitive than others.  There would 
seem to be a similar upshot if beliefs can change in response to changes in habit.  We might 
conclude that some beliefs change in response to both evidence and habit, and some (the more 
alief-like ones) change only in response to habit.  Without some additional claim that the modes 
of malleability of alief and belief are to a significant extent non-overlapping, we would seem to 
lack the resources for prying these states apart.29   
 While there is much to recommend EVIDENCE and HABIT, however, they are ultimately 
insufficient to capture the deep distinctions that exist between aliefs (or implicit attitudes) and 
beliefs.  Many paradigmatic or prototypical cases of alief and belief turn out to share more in 
common, vis-à-vis changing in light of habit or evidence, than traditional accounts of these 
systems as slow-learning versus fast-learning would suggest.  The best way to rehabilitate a 
similar distinction will begin with the claims I advanced in Chapter 1, that beliefs and other folk-
psychological kinds are sensitive to logical form, while implicit attitudes are sensitive to 
relations of spatiotemporal contiguity in thought and perception.  FORM-SENSITIVITY and 
SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY can do better justice to the phenomena.   
 Since HABIT is the core thesis about implicit attitude change, I devote much of the rest of 
this chapter to analyzing it in greater depth (§V), both as it is given voice specifically in 
Gendler’s work and as similar claims are expressed more broadly in dual-process psychology.  
However, I first weigh the merits of EVIDENCE (§IV).  I dedicate specific attention to EVIDENCE in 
                                                 
29 These considerations recall Kriegel’s argument above about levels of description and kind individuation.  We 
have to find a level of description that brings out just how similar or different these psychological kinds are. 
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part because of the larger aims of this monograph: combating prejudice is not just a matter of 
changing our automatic dispositions, but also of revising our reflective judgments.  
Understanding when and how our explicit attitudes change is vital for thinking through the 
different proposals for combating prejudice that I examine in Chapter 4 (§II).   
 
IV. EVIDENCE & Systems of Fast Learning 
 
Gendler immediately acknowledges that, as stated, EVIDENCE is too strong, because there are 
many beliefs that fail to revise with the evidence.  EVIDENCE seems to rule out the possibility that 
an otherwise belief-like state could fail to meet the ideal standards of rationality and still qualify 
as a belief.  Gendler puts forward theism, atheism, and political commitments as examples of 
beliefs that resist change.  Her (explicitly preliminary) first pass at how to account for their 
persistence is as follows: “Cases of evidence-recalcitrant belief tend to be cases where the 
subject somehow distorts the evidence that is available to her through selective attention or 
sophisticated weighting” (2008b, 566, n.26).  Failures of belief revision may arise from active 
distortions on the part of the agent.  Gendler suggests that, “numerous features may affect what a 
subject takes to be evidentially relevant, and that motivated attention to or ignoring of (apparent) 
evidence plays a major role in the formation… of belief” (565, n.23).  An agent may selectively 
focus on the confirming evidence and ignore the disconfirming evidence, or weight the data in 
some self-serving way.30 
                                                 
30 In Chapter 3, I argue that agents are often morally responsible for these acts of selective attending and ignoring.  
In the context of combating prejudice, Kelly et al. (2010) argue that these sorts of acts of motivated reasoning make 
it unlikely that we can effectively reduce prejudice by disseminating knowledge about their lack of empirical 
foundation.  See Chapter 4 (§II.A) for further discussion. 
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 Even if we grant, as we should, that agents can distort their assessment of the evidence in 
order to avoid changing their beliefs, there are other cases in which beliefs resist revision that do 
not involve such motivated distortions.  The classic 1975 study by Lee Ross and colleagues on 
belief perseverance shows how beliefs can irrationally persist even when individuals have no 
special attachment to them.  Participants were asked to evaluate whether a list of 25 suicide notes 
were genuine or fabricated, and were then given bogus feedback regarding their accuracy.  
Subsequently, the researchers explained in detail that the feedback had been bogus.  But when 
they asked the participants how accurate they actually thought they were, their answers were 
largely predicted by how accurate they had first been told they were.  Those who had initially 
received positive feedback evaluated themselves much higher than those who had received 
negative feedback.  Their beliefs about their own accuracy persevered, in some sense, even after 
they were debunked.  The beliefs in question differ greatly from firm convictions about religion 
and politics, making it unlikely that their perseverance depended on their being important to the 
participants or deeply intertwined with other commitments.  It is unlikely that the subjects were 
motivated to cling to the belief, especially those who were told they were right only 10 of the 25 
times. 
 I agree that there can be cases of motivated evidence-distortion, and I believe that some 
cases in which attitudes fail to change are better thought of as alief perseverance than belief 
perseverance, but all instances of evidence-insensitive beliefs cannot be explained in this way.  
The evidence-insensitivity exhibited by the participants’ beliefs in the previous study might be 
better explained as failures to follow out the inferential implications of their beliefs (failures of 
closure).  During the experiment, they formed a number of different beliefs, perhaps one 
regarding the legitimacy of the feedback they were getting and another regarding their accuracy 
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at distinguishing real from fake notes.  When they learned that the feedback was not legitimate, 
they may have simply failed to make the relevant inference about their accuracy.  Despite the 
wealth of evidence that exists for belief perseverance, research also suggests that when 
participants are hit over the head with the fact that new information is inconsistent with what 
they antecedently believe, they typically try to resolve the inconsistency.31  FORM-SENSITIVITY 
allows for precisely this possibility.32  It does not require, as EVIDENCE does, that agents can 
respond quickly and appropriately to incoming changes in their all-things-considered evidence.  
It specifies that when beliefs interact, they respond in ways that respect logical form, but it does 
not require that all beliefs are rationally integrated all of the time.  It is a substantive project for 
further research to tease out the conditions in which standing mental states become activated and 
interact with each other. 
 Beliefs, moreover, come in many stripes.  EVIDENCE seems to be most plausible for but 
one species of beliefs within a diverse genus: the conscious beliefs of human adults, which are 
currently occupying their thought, and to which they are not particularly attached.  An agent’s 
explicit beliefs about whether it is raining are highly sensitive to changes in what she perceives, 
what she is told, and so on.  But tacit beliefs about the rules of grammar are presumably not so 
flexible, and much less flexible than the cases of belief perseverance I mentioned above.  Tacit 
grammatical beliefs are one example of what we can call implicit beliefs.  Philosophers and 
psychologists have postulated a wide array of implicit folk-psychological states, including tacit 
theories of other minds, repressed Freudian desires, and hard-wired “rules of thumb” that we use 
                                                 
31 Of course, agents may not resolve the inconsistency in a particularly rational way.  For a thorough exploration of 
how cognitive consistency is a “fundamental principle in social cognition,” see the collection of papers edited by 
Gawronski and Strack (2012).   
32 See Chapter 1 (§V). 
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to navigate daily life without realizing it.33  The explanatory roles of these implicit beliefs and 
desires typically do not include the ability to revise quickly in light of the incoming evidence, but 
instead involve the state’s having a certain logical structure and interacting with other states in 
inferential ways.  They differ in important respects from conscious, casual beliefs—and 
advocates of BBC may argue that they serve as better models for making sense of implicit 
attitudes than alief does.34 
 To defend EVIDENCE, Gendler would have to argue either that there are no implicit beliefs 
or that they are evidence-sensitive after all.  It is plausible that some of these psychological 
phenomena are better thought of as associative, co-activating processes than as inferential ones.  
But it is implausible that alief can subsume every case of implicit belief, and this does not seem 
to be Gendler’s intention.  Perhaps the most well-established kind of implicit belief is tacit 
grammatical knowledge, which is meant to explain how fluent speakers of a language can 
rapidly and accurately identify whether sentences are grammatical, but are, nevertheless, 
miserable failures at articulating the actual grammatical rules they follow.  The fact that grammar 
is only implicitly known is also thought to explain cases where strictly grammatical sentences 
strike fluent speakers as ungrammatical.  A common example is: 
 
   The horse raced past the barn fell. 
 
This strikes many people as an infelicitous grammatical fragment, but it is a well-formed 
grammatical sentence, the sense of which could roughly be expressed as “the horse that was 
                                                 
33 The term “implicit beliefs” is also sometimes used to refer to beliefs that an agent has never entertained but are 
entailed by her other beliefs.  I agree with Audi (1994) that these are often better thought of as dispositions to form 
beliefs than beliefs per se.  See Gertler (2011) for further discussion in the context of a larger argument that implicit 
attitudes are relevant to belief attribution. 
34 See Egan (2011) for a catalog of relevant BBCs that purport to explain the same phenomena as alief. 
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raced past the barn fell” (if that still sounds odd, compare it to “the horse that Bob raced around 
the barn fell down”).   
 It would probably not be appropriate to say that fluent speakers merely alieve that this 
sentence is ungrammatical.  In that case, part of the alief-mechanism would include a 
sophisticated analyzer of syntactic structure.  Prima facie, parsing syntax seems to be a job for a 
more logically organized, less associative mental system.  This makes an appeal to an 
unconscious system of reasoning more appropriate.  It is not that these tacit mental structures are 
belief-like because they change in response to evidence, but that they have to be structured in 
complex ways in order to undergo the necessary symbolic transformations and process the 
information in the right way.   
 It seems that EVIDENCE can neither account for the existence of inflexible implicit beliefs 
nor for the existence of evidence-resistant explicit beliefs.  However, these considerations do not 
merely indicate the falsity of a particular claim about belief.  They threaten to undermine the 
project of distinguishing coherently between implicit attitudes and belief altogether.  The 
inflexibility of these sorts of implicit mental states is grist for the mill of proponents of BBC, 
many of whom do not argue that implicit mental states exhibit the pristine rationality and ready 
revisability of reflectively accessible beliefs.  Instead, some marshal research on belief 
perseverance and motivated evidence-distortion to argue that reflective beliefs are themselves 
often highly irrational and stubborn, and then they argue that implicit mental states are often 
irrational and stubborn in just the same way.  Ironically, perhaps the strongest argument for 
thinking of these implicit mental states as full-blown beliefs is that they are both subject to the 
same distortions and irrationalities.  Selective attention and sophisticated weighting of the 
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evidence may explain the stubborn resilience of alief and belief alike.  The pervasive irrationality 
of belief can be recruited to defend the beliefhood of implicit attitudes. 
 Consider Virginia Valian’s (1998, 2005) account of implicit gender beliefs in terms of 
schemas, which are “intuitive” or “informal” hypotheses that are often nonconscious.35  
Although Valian claims that schemas are cold, cognitive mental states, and so differ from affect-
laden attitudes, her account of how they resemble the articulated hypotheses of scientific theories 
might be applicable also to implicit attitudes: 
They give rise to expectations. They interpret behavior in ways that are consistent 
with the schema rather than inconsistent with it. They supply explanations where 
data are missing or ambiguous. They direct the search for new information. (1998, 
106).  
 
It is easy for these implicit hypotheses, like their fully explicit counterparts in scientific theories, 
to exhibit “confirmation biases” whereby they lead individuals to seek information that confirms 
what they already expect.36  People are disposed to look for, notice, and attend more to the 
evidence that confirms what they are anyway inclined to think.  For example, Elisabeth Lloyd 
(2005) explains how scientists who believed that non-human female primates were incapable of 
orgasm searched only for potential explanations of that hypothesis, rather than for 
counterexamples.  Likewise, if Madeleine expects that Bob will be disagreeable, she will 
selectively attend to information that confirms her expectation and ignore the information that 
undermines it.  This sort of confirmation bias can occur regardless whether the operative 
expectations are implicit or explicit.  In this case, the analogy of implicit mental states with 
explicit hypotheses serves not to bring out the rationality of implicit cognition but to underscore 
how implicit and explicit cognition are systematically rational and irrational in many of the same 
                                                 
35 Valian’s account of schemas builds on the account in Fiske and Taylor (1991). 
36 See Olson et al. (1996) for a review. 
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ways.  Implicit cognition may be belief-like because it is prone to the same systemic errors as our 
reflectively considered practices of belief formation and revision. 
 Research on “self-fulfilling prophecies” demonstrates how the expectation that someone 
will behave in a certain way can itself elicit the expected behavior.  The phenomenon is well-
documented for conscious expectations (as when the expectation “I think I can” causally 
contributes to one’s success on a task).  A 1997 study by Mark Chen and John Bargh showed 
how the unconscious activation of an implicit attitude can function as a kind of implicit 
expectation.  The researchers subliminally primed one group of participants (“the perceivers”) 
with either white or black male faces prior to a structured social interaction with participants who 
had undergone no priming (“the targets”).  According to the reports of blind, external judges as 
well as the participants themselves, the perceivers who had been primed with faces of black men 
acted with greater hostility, and so did the targets paired with those perceivers.  One reason this 
study is striking is that every participant was white, meaning that the participants were 
“misapplying” their implicit association of black people with hostility.  In this study, an activated 
implicit attitude exhibited many of the features Valian attributes to biased hypothesis-
confirmation.  The priming may have given rise to a sort of implicit expectation of hostility, 
which led participants to act so as to elicit hostile behavior.  It may have also led them to 
selectively attend to unfriendly microbehaviors, ignore friendly microbehaviors, and interpret 
ambiguous gestures as indicative of enmity.  What is more, the expectation of hostility was even 
“subjectively justified” insofar as the target did end up acting hostile, as predicted.  “The 
anticipatory behavior itself causes the other person to engage in the expected behavior” (Chen 
and Bargh, 1997, 542).  This is not how hypothesis-testing is supposed to go, but how it often 
does, on both implicit and explicit levels. 
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 One final concern about EVIDENCE is that Gendler seems to be privileging some forms of 
evidence-sensitivity over others.  In particular, her examples seem to place undue weight on 
sensitivity to the possibility of illusion, when an agent has evidence that things are not as they 
seem.  For example, it might perceptually appear to an agent that she is on a dangerous precipice, 
while at the same time there is unambiguously clear evidence that the perceptual appearances are 
deceiving.  Her beliefs fall in line with the evidence, but her aliefs do not.   We should grant, 
therefore, that her aliefs are not responsive to all the available evidence.  But it is not as if in this 
case there is a complex stretch of evidence or many different considerations to weigh.  Nor is it 
difficult to determine which evidence is relevant.  Instead, there is a very specific type of 
evidence to which aliefs are insensitive, namely, evidence that things are not as they perceptually 
appear.   
Is responsiveness to evidence that “things are not as they seem” a distinguishing hallmark 
of belief?  An agent can consider whole swaths of evidence without the possibility of illusions 
crossing her mind.  Maybe it is raining, maybe it is not; a glance out the window furnishes her 
with evidence for one “hypothesis” or the other.  We can, moreover, plausibly imagine high-
functioning creatures who can engage in complex forms of practical reasoning but, for whatever 
reason, are systematically unable to detect deception or distinguish appearance from reality.  
There are at least two comedic films with exactly this premise.  The first is The Invention of 
Lying (2009), in which we are supposed to imagine that human civilization has developed in 
much the same way except that no one “understands” deception.  The second is Galaxy Quest 
(1999), a spoof of Star Trek in which earthlings confront an alien life-form, much more 
advanced than our own, which does not understand that many of the stories we broadcast on 
television waves are fictional.  These beings might be, on the whole, more rational and sensitive 
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to evidence than we are, but simply exhibit the inability to distinguish appearance from reality.  
It would seem unwarranted to insist that these creatures had no beliefs at all because they lacked 
this one ability.  That would be akin to denying that a guitarist who is a master at rock, jazz, and 
folk is good at her craft simply because she cannot play classical music. 
 Perhaps children or individuals with various developmental disorders can be accurately 
described as unable to distinguish fact from fiction.  Perhaps developing children can grasp some 
forms of deceiving appearances, such as pretending to be angry or sad, without understanding 
others, such as perceptual illusions.  This would suggest that appreciating the possibility of 
certain sorts of illusion is a significant cognitive benchmark, but not one that divides beliefs 
proper from less sophisticated mental states.  Again, it is implausible to think that individuals 
who cannot fully grasp the possibility that things are not as they seem thereby lack beliefs.  
Should we say the same about cases when we cannot incorporate other “advanced” forms of 
evidence into our beliefs, as in “I just can’t get my head around quantum mechanics”?   
So the sheer fact that aliefs are not sensitive to this particular type of evidence does not 
suffice to exclude them from the business of responding to evidence altogether.  Indeed, 
advocates of BBC would look toward altogether different kinds of evidence-sensitivity, which I 
will discuss in greater length in the next section (§V).  Nevertheless, we can capture the element 
of truth in the claim that aliefs fail to appreciate the possibility of illusion insofar as they are 
insensitive to logical form.  As I argued in Chapter 1, implicit attitudes are not properly 
responsive to negations, so in many cases they will indeed be insensitive to evidence that things 
are not as they seem. 
 




So it would be hasty to conclude that aliefs or implicit attitudes are insensitive to evidence 
altogether just because they cannot be swayed by the knowledge that things are not as they seem.  
What forms of evidence might these states respond to?   
 Gendler’s claim that aliefs cannot “turn on a dime” the way beliefs can is in keeping with 
the central claim of many dual-process theories that implicit attitudes are slow-learning.  A 
harder look at the data, however, suggests that the theoretical emphasis on slow-learning may 
have been misplaced.  Implicit attitudes may often be capable of immediate change.  In fact, 
instances of sudden reversals of our affective-behavioral dispositions are already familiar to 
commonsense.  Consider the following case.  Presumably many people have a web of established 
aliefs associated with taking showers, which are predominantly favorable in nature: “warm 
falling water, relaxing, close eyes and lather up.”  These aliefs can turn on a dime, however, 
upon exposure to one traumatic shower-related experience.  Indeed, a paralyzing fear of showers 
was widely reported by moviegoers after a single viewing of the famous scene from Psycho: 
“slashing knife, screeching violins, blood gushing down the drain—vulnerability, scream and 
flee!”   
 This looks like a straightforward case of instant alief revision.  It is one among a large 
and familiar family of cases: dramatic reversals in affective-behavioral dispositions toward a 
type of object or situation after a single harrowing encounter.  Powerful affective experiences 
may play an important role in the formation of phobias and sometimes the formation of 
prejudice.  For example, a teenager who is brutally beaten by members of a different ethnic 
group or religion may harbor negative implicit attitudes to members of that group indefinitely, no 
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matter how many non-violent exemplars he subsequently meets.37  Such dramatic affective 
transformations may be predominantly negative, in the sense of creating aversive dispositions, 
but they do not seem to be exclusively so.38  Perhaps reported experiences of sudden possession 
by the Holy Spirit or the attainment of Buddhist enlightenment are examples of relevantly similar 
positive transformations.39  Perhaps reports of love at first sight, and the ancient metaphor of an 
arrow instantaneously piercing the heart, provide a kind of evidence for the sudden creation of 
favorable dispositions.  While love at first sight has not been empirically investigated, evidence 
suggests that a change more like “lust at first sight” may be common.40  (Features such as facial 
symmetry and resemblance to one’s parents seem to be strong predictive factors. 41)  To the 
extent that a phenomenon akin to love or lust at first sight is possible, it involves a dramatic shift 
towards reacting favorably to some previously unfamiliar stimulus.  Whatever actually befalls 
the people who report these experiences, it surely includes an impressive overhaul, for better or 
worse, of their affect-laden attractions and repulsions to their social world.   
 How can we reconcile these instances of transformation with the widely held view that 
changes in aliefs and implicit attitudes reflect slow-learning mechanisms and changes in habit?  
                                                 
37 I take this to be intuitive, but there is substantial evidence to support the claim that we can instantly adopt fear 
(and disgust) responses that are subsequently difficult to uproot.  See, e.g., LeDoux’s (2000) review of how animals 
can be quickly conditioned to fear a stimulus.   
38 For evidence of a “negativity bias” in attitude formation, according to which we are faster at learning about 
negative than positive stimuli, see Fazio, Eiser, and Shook (2004).  See Rydell and Gawronski (2009) for a 
summary. 
39 I have not been able to find much compelling empirical evidence regarding the underlying causes of these sudden, 
positive reversals.  One view about religious conversion, defended prominently by William James (1902), is that it is 
typically preceded by a great deal of immersion, socialization, and other sorts of learning.  James thought that 
apparently sudden cases of religious conversion occurred in people who had been unconsciously gathering a great 
deal of information over a lengthy period of time, and then burst out all at once into a new worldview.  It is now 
thought that there are many different factors involved in predicting whether someone has a conversion experience.  
These include immersion with the religious group, personality, mental and physical health, etc. (Paloutzian et al. 
1999).  That conversion experiences are typically preceded by a great deal of socialization may speak against the 
immediacy of the change, but the depth and scope of the changes in individuals’ affective-behavioral dispositions is 
nevertheless impressive. 
40 See Sunnafrank and Ramirez (2004).  Evidence also suggests that couples are better off if they started out as 
friends (Barelds and Barelds-Dijkstra 2007). 
41 See Olson and Marshuetz (2005) on automatic identification of facial attractiveness.  See Cornwell and Perrett 
(2008) on attraction to faces that resemble one’s parents. 
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We cannot appeal to the idea that these are just borderline or exceptional cases.  There is no 
evidence that the attitudes changing in these cases differ in any significant respect from ordinary 
implicit attitudes, but for the fact that they are changing rapidly.  In particular, these changes 
often result from the SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY of the salient affective responses with the 
attitude object.  Perhaps what marks these dramatic and overwhelming transformations is the 
intensity of the operative affective experience.  This, in turn, might cast a new light on cases like 
the subliminal conditioning of the attitude object with negative words.  Perhaps these cases 
resembled slow learning just because the activated affective response was significantly less 
intense.  So there may have been very fast changes, but they were relatively undetectable 
because the operative affective experiences were so subtle as to be virtually unconscious.  Both 
instances of change depend on the spatiotemporal order in which agents experience the world, 
but the extent of the change is mediated by the intensity of the affective response.42 
While it strikes me as misleading or perverse to characterize the more dramatic 
transformations as evidence-based revisions of belief, they clearly seem to involve a form of fast 
learning.  These examples of phobias and philias materializing in a flash are familiar to 
commonsense, but research suggests that far more subtle changes in implicit attitudes can form 
very quickly.43  Participants who are arbitrarily assigned to different groups in an experiment, 
                                                 
42 The downfall of behaviorism depended in part on findings that many instances of animal learning did not require 
tight spatiotemporal contiguity (see Gallistel and Gibbon 2002 for a review).  In the context of attitude learning, an 
important exception to the importance of closeness in spatiotemporal contiguity is evidence for the development of 
disgust toward foods when human and non-human animals get sick hours after eating, apparently even in some 
cases when they are convinced that the food did not cause the illness (See Logue, et al. 1986 for preliminary 
evidence for humans).  In such cases, the unconscious tracking of temporal relations may last substantially longer 
than in more ordinary cases of attitude formation and change.  The biological predisposition to form these reactions 
might be what differentiates them from, say, the formation of shower phobias and anti-Bob implicit attitudes, which 
do seem to require tight spatiotemporal contiguity. 
43 For a review, see Gawronski and Sritharan (2010).  I say more about quick changes in implicit attitudes in 
Chapters 4 and 5, regarding what we can do specifically to change our implicit social biases.  Note also that the 
aforementioned dramatic reversals in implicit attitudes were concurrent with changes in explicit attitudes.  People 
are fully conscious of their attitudes toward showers and loved ones in these cases.  Earlier I discussed how explicit 
attitude change could lead to implicit attitude change, but these are plausibly cases where implicit attitude change 
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and know full well that the assignments are arbitrary, often form implicit ingroup preferences 
immediately.44 
 One might all the same argue that these automatic affect-laden dispositions still reflect a 
form of slow-learning in that, while they form all of a sudden, they are often not so quickly 
exorcised.45  The kind of systematic desensitization used to ameliorate phobic responses suggests 
that processes of gradual conditioning may often be necessary, and sometimes not sufficient, for 
extinguishing these automatic affective-behavioral dispositions.  The evidence suggests that it is 
at best very difficult and at worst impossible to completely eradicate from memory an implicit 
attitude after it is formed.  A relevant criterion for distinguishing alief and belief might then be 
that, while both can form immediately, only belief can “toggle on and off” according to the 
preponderance of incoming evidence.46  Individuals can form a phobia in a flash, but it may take 
hard work to overcome it thereafter.  Once formed, further change might seem to be necessarily 
gradual, if it is possible at all. 
 This picture of sudden formation and gradual extinction is, however, still not the whole 
story on implicit attitude change.  There is a further sense in which aliefs or implicit attitudes can 
change quickly, albeit without “toggling on and off.”47  Recent evidence suggests that implicit 
attitude change often follows a pattern known, in the context of stereotype-based beliefs, as 
                                                                                                                                                             
drives and sustains explicit attitude change.  People know that their shower is safe, but they cannot quickly shake 
their fear of it after seeing Psycho. 
44 The seminal set of studies are Tajfel et al. (1971), and the results have been replicated with contemporary implicit 
measures (Ashburn-Nardo 2001). 
45 LeDoux (2000).  Paul Griffiths (1997) argues that the difficulty of extinguishing automatic disgust and fear 
responses suggests a conservative belief-updating system.  Once something is evaluated as disgusting, only a great 
deal of contrary evidence can subsequently overturn that belief. 
46 Sometimes we criticize agents whose beliefs change too quickly as fickle or unable to stick to their core 
convictions.  (At least it is not politically advantageous for contemporary public figures to be pigeonholed as “flip-
floppers.”)  It is of course one thing to continuously update one’s beliefs in light of the evidence and another to 
waffle back and forth about one belief in particular.  The capacity for beliefs to toggle on and off in this way 
suggests that their (so-called) fast-learning mechanisms might be subject to distinctive forms of irrationality (see, 
e.g., Gawronski and Strack (2004), on how cognitive dissonance manipulations influenced explicit but not implicit 
attitudes).  
47 For a review, see Gawronski and Sritharan (2010).  In particular, see Rydell and Gawronski (2009). 
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“subtyping” or “subcategorizing”: when people encounter novel or unexpected exemplars of an 
antecedently familiar type of object, they hone in on the distinctive features that mark that object 
in that particular context.  Rather than by revising their attitude to all the objects of that type, 
they form a “subtype.”  They continue to expect ordinary members of the type to behave as usual 
but expect members of the subtype to behave in this different way.   
Consider how subtyping works in the context of belief revision.  One response to 
counterevidence might be to withdraw a belief altogether, by coming to believe its negation.  If 
an agent believes that all swans are white, but then discovers a black swan in Central Park, she 
might respond merely by forming the belief that not all swans are white.  From then on, the 
agent would not predict that non-white birds were also non-swans.  Alternatively, she might 
continue to expect that subsequent swans are white—except when she is ambling through central 
Manhattan.  She instead forms the belief that swans are white, except in Central Park.  This sort 
of phenomenon has been widely shown to be a common feature of inductive belief revision, such 
that encounters with unexpected cases are just interpreted as filling out the ceteris paribus 
clauses in an ordinary inductive generalization.  This phenomenon is often cited as a serious 
obstacle to overcoming pernicious social stereotypes by teaching people about exceptions.48 
Now, evidence suggests that implicit attitude change might be fundamentally similar.  
 For example, many people have an automatic negative association with insects.  
However, as they grow up, they quickly learn that not all insects are repellant: butterflies and 
fireflies are lovely!  These are then treated as subtypes of insects, within the larger class, which 
many individuals do not find repulsive at all.  Learning this does not completely overturn their 
default aversive dispositions toward insects.  If they were to encounter a completely novel insect, 
it is more likely than not they would automatically be disgusted, unless, perhaps, the novel insect 
                                                 
48 See Valian (1998). 
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sufficiently resembled fireflies or butterflies.  But even with respect to the subtype of insects that 
resemble butterflies, individuals learn that some of these are not lovely at all: moths are 
repellant.  The subcategory of butterfly-looking bugs, individuals learn, actually includes an even 
more fine-grained subcategory of moths, from which they automatically recoil.  The same 
subtyping phenomenon is at work in other cases.  Many people harbor an automatic positive 
association with flowering plants, except for dandelions, which they become instinctively 
compelled to banish from their lawns.  This sort of attitudinal subtyping is reflected on implicit 
measures, which demonstrate that a widespread, generic preference for flowers over insects is 
reversed when the flowers are subtyped as weeds and the bugs are subtyped as beautiful or 
otherwise charming, like fireflies.49  According to this picture, individuals’ default dispositions 
to respond to a type of stimulus in a favorable or unfavorable way become increasingly fine-
grained as they encounter unexpected subtypes.  There is no telling quite how fine-grained our 
capacity for attitudinal subtyping can be. 
 Consider, for one last time, Madeleine’s ambivalence toward Bob.  In a further study, 
Rydell and Gawronski (2009) found that the capacity to reverse participants’ initial implicit 
attitudes toward Bob was attenuated by introducing context effects.  Participants first learned 
positive (or negative) information about Bob presented against a yellow-colored background, and 
formed positive implicit attitudes as usual.  However, when participants subsequently learned 
counterattitudinal information about Bob against a blue background, the reversal of their 
implicit attitudes was restricted to cases when they encountered Bob in that specific context, i.e., 
when the implicit measure was also against a blue background.  Implicit attitudes did change, but 
only in the specific context in which the counterattitudinal information was encountered.  When 
participants’ implicit attitudes were tested against backgrounds with novel colors (neither blue 
                                                 
49 Govan and Williams (2004). 
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nor yellow), their automatic dispositions reflected whatever implicit attitude they first learned.  
The new information did not generalize, but was relativized to the context in which it was 
learned.  To avoid this sort of subtyping, and to guarantee that the changes generalize, Rydell 
and Gawronski (2009) speculate that one must either learn the counterattitudinal information in 
the original context or learn it across a whole range of new contexts.  These claims, however, 
remain speculative.  At this point, the studies simply have not been done regarding how, if at all, 
to bring about generalizing changes in automatic affective-behavioral dispositions.   
This indefinite process of forming finer-grained subcategories seems to be equally 
evident in our reactions to other people qua members of social groups.  Evidence suggests that 
white Americans on aggregate have a default automatic negative association toward black 
people.  However, this default response seems to greatly attenuated when responding to admired 
black individuals like Michael Jordan, Martin Luther King, Oprah Winfrey, and Bill Cosby.50  
Whereas an unfamiliar and racially typical black face will activate a negative occurrent alief, a 
masked or briefly seen image of Michael Jordan typically elicits a positively valenced response.  
In addition to the generalized, default automatic negative association, there exist also distinctive 
clusters of associations specifically for black athletes, comedians, political leaders, and so on.  
Similarly, whether individuals exhibit an automatic negative reaction to an image of a black man 
in prison varies depending on whether the he is dressed like a prisoner or dressed in a suit, which 
is associated with being a lawyer.51 
The formation of these subtypes can occur quickly, suggesting that implicit attitude 
change is in a deep respect fast-learning after all.  And the rapid formation and subtyping of 
implicit attitudes may be the most powerful firepower in BBC’s arsenal, insofar as it is tempting 
                                                 
50 See, e.g., Phelps et al. (2000).  Another study found that Michael Jordan was evaluated positively when he was 
categorized as an athlete, but negatively when he was characterized as African American (Mitchell et al. 2003). 
51 Barden et al. (2004). 
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to interpret this process as the indefinite filling-out of the ceteris paribus clauses in inductive 
generalizations.  A classical associative account of implicit attitude change, then, may not be 
able to account for the phenomena.  But it is not clear that the upshot is to jettison the associative 
picture altogether, rather than just incorporating its insights and abandoning its blind spots.  It 
still seems to be the case that relations of spatiotemporal contiguity in agents’ thoughts and 
perceptions, together with the affective intensity of their experiences, are fundamental features of 
implicit attitude change.  But, contrary to notions deeply enmeshed in commonsense as well as in 
dual-process psychology, the initial formation of these tacit associations evidently does not 
require repeated exposures to the stimulus.  Instead, it seems, “the first cut is the deepest”: the 
initial valenced exposure to an attitude object forms the backdrop against which all future 
exemplars will be evaluated, perhaps as weakening or strengthening the initial association, but 
perhaps as subtypical deviations from the default case.  An appropriate metaphor might be the 
following: when a spring first breaks forth from the hillside, it does not infer which path is 
shortest to the bottom of the hill.  The waters just happen to roll down one way rather than 
another.  Perhaps there is a strong wind blowing that day.  As the waters first roll downward, 
however, they lay grooves in the ground.  Subsequent streams follow the furrows first laid down, 




Much remains to be learned, but research has called into question commonsensical notions about 
the deep-rootedness and intractability of prejudice.  Implicit social biases seem capable of rapid 
and dramatic change.  Often, however, their change does not consist in a complete reversal of an 
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individual’s dispositions to respond favorably or unfavorably toward a type of object, but only 
the formation of a finer grained disposition toward a subtype of that object.   
Such findings might seem to have dire implications for the prospects of transforming our 
implicit social biases in a significant and long-lasting way.  In Chapter 5, however, I argue that 
these sorts of context-specific changes are often more preferable than completely overhauling 
our attitudes in a generalized way.  Meeting our egalitarian aims is not, for example, a matter of 
completely forgetting about stereotypes and prejudice, but maintaining access to that knowledge 
for specific purposes in specific contexts. 
Wherever the empirical chips fall, we have to be open to the possibility that 
commonsense will be overturned.  Some have argued that one of the commonsensical notions 
that implicit attitudes upsets is our understanding of moral responsibility.  In the next chapter, 
however, I argue that our commonsense understanding actually does have the resources to 
accommodate these findings into a more familiar outlook. 
First, in the Appendix to this chapter, I offer an account of the intentional content of 








In light of the evidence I reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2, how should we understand the 
psychological nature of implicit attitudes?  A complete account of the nature of a mental state 
should include an account of the state’s intentional content and structure.  Ideally, the account of 
the state’s content should contribute to an explanation of the patterns of causal relations in which 
it stands.1  By patterns of causal relations, I mean the psychological-behavioral processes in 
which the state is situated, such as its modes of formation (where it comes from), modes of 
operation (how it interacts with other mental states), modes of manifestation (how it is expressed 
in thought and action), and modes of malleability (how it changes over time).  Taking stock of 
how implicit attitudes form, operate, manifest, and change, I have defended (SPATIOTEMPORAL 
CONTIGUITY): that implicit attitudes are sensitive to relations of spatiotemporal contiguity in 
agents’ thoughts and perceptions (that is, sensitive to the spatial and temporal order in which 
people see, hear, and think things); and (FORM-INSENSITIVITY): that implicit attitudes are 
insensitive to the actual logical form of other mental states.  In this Appendix, I offer an account 
of their intentional content that explains both of these phenomena. 
 
II. F-T-B-A Intentional Content 
 
                                                 
1 Alternatively, one might reverse the order of explanation, such that the state’s content and structure are explained 
by or reduced to the causal patterns in which it stands.  On inferentialist (Brandom 1998) or more broadly 
dispositionalist (Ryle 1949, Schwitzgebel 2010) views, beliefs are what they are in virtue of their standing in certain 
inferential or causal relations (also see Stalnaker 1984).  Either way, an account of the nature of the state will be 
constrained by the causal patterns, whether as explanans or explanandum.  See note #37 in Chapter 1. 
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In Chapters 1 and 2, I described a number of examples of implicit attitudes, including Floyd’s 
aversion to flu shots (Chapter 2 §II) and Madeleine’s aversion (or attraction) to Bob (Chapter 1 
§I, Chapter 2 §II).  The mere perception of a needle or a face elicits immediate reactions from 
these individuals.  Floyd will be drawn toward a set of motor responses, broadly speaking of 
avoiding needles, which may manifest in his behavior only slightly.  Seeing or thinking of 
needles also initiates a negatively valenced affective response, which may not rise to the level of 
a fully articulated emotion, unless his attention is specifically drawn to it.  If Madeleine is 
subliminally conditioned into acquiring an anti-Bob implicit attitude, she will exhibit motor-
affective responses to Bob that are akin to Floyd’s motor-affective responses to needles, but if 
she is conditioned into acquiring a pro-Bob implicit attitude, her automatic inclinations will be to 
feel pleasant at the sight of Bob and approach him.     
What sort of intentional content should we ascribe to these implicit, affect-laden 
dispositions to approach or avoid?  Building upon and revising Tamar Gendler’s work, Michael 
Brownstein and I (2012a,b) have argued that these dispositions are best thought of as aliefs, 
which are automatic mental states more primitive than belief.2  Where a belief is a relation 
between an agent and a proposition, or an agent and a set of possible worlds (take your pick), 
Gendler claims that an alief is a relation between an agent and a peculiar kind of R-A-B 
intentional content, which has representational-affective-behavioral components.  Brownstein 
and I propose a modified version of Gendler’s account, according to which implicit attitudes (or 
aliefs) have F-T-B-A content: Feature-Tension-Behavior-Alleviation.  These items refer, 
respectively, to the feature of the world that activates an affective sense of tension and a 
                                                 
2 The following sections draw from material in Brownstein and Madva (2012b), especially Sections (3.1-3.2). 
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behavioral routine oriented toward alleviating the sense of tension.3  Whereas Gendler’s account 
leaves unexplained why the various components of alief are causally associated in distinctive 
ways, our account is meant to bring out how the components are integrally connected parts of a 
coordinated response to features of the environment. 
In the case of Madeleine’s anti-Bob attitude, seeing Bob (the feature) activates a subtle 
sense of discomfort (the tension) and motor responses of avoidance (the behavior) directed 
toward eliminating the discomfort (alleviation).  If Madeleine had acquired a pro-Bob implicit 
attitude, seeing his face would, other things equal, activate a subtle sense of attraction (the 
tension) and motor responses of approach (the behavior) directed toward closing the felt distance 
between them (alleviation).  Notice that, even in the case when Madeleine has automatically 
favorable responses toward Bob, there will still be a genuine sense of “tension,” in that her 
impulse to approach is directed toward closing a felt gap between them.  Similarly, someone who 
has recently quit smoking may feel a strong sense of tension in the impulse to approach 
cigarettes, and someone watching a video of adorable kittens may feel an urge to touch them, an 
urge which, since it cannot be satisfied, can become almost painful.  In this way, even positive or 
favorable attitudes activate felt senses of tension that agents are driven to reduce. 
In these cases, the agent’s behavior appears to be guided by a felt sense of rightness or 
wrongness.  There is something not right in her bodily orientation to the environment, and this 
feeling of wrongness drives her to respond in particular ways.  In this way, her behavior-
                                                 
3 In my description of the intentional content of implicit attitudes, I elide reference to representations of features or 
goals.  My view is that the activating features can be represented by the agent, but they need not.  For example, 
implicit attitudes can be activated by imagining a relevant feature, a case that is clearly representational.  Implicit 
attitudes can also be activated in more subtle and low-level ways, in cases where the feature plausibly elicits the 
affective-behavioral responses without being represented.  Another question is whether the activated behavior is 
guided by a representation of a goal (such as the goal of alleviating discomfort).  I say more about the relation 
between goals and implicit attitudes in Chapter 5 (§VI). 
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inducing felt tension involves both “descriptive” and “directive” aspects.4  The feature activates a 
sense of disequilibrium between the agent and her environment and a coordinated response 
aimed at retrieving equilibrium.  I elaborate on the various aspects of the intentional content of 




Attitudes, whether explicit or implicit, are attitudes toward something, in the sense that they are 
primarily dispositions to react to some object or property in a favorable or unfavorable way.  
Attitudes can be formed toward just about anything.  We can form aversive attitudes (both 
explicit and implicit) toward moths, dandelions, the number thirteen, or clowns, and positive 
attitudes toward butterflies, daisies, the number pi, or feet.5  My concern here is with social 
attitudes: how we react to and understand other people qua members of certain social categories.  
The most studied categories in social cognition are age, race, and sex/gender, but other relevant 
categories include religion, class, political affiliation, sexual orientation, nationality, geography, 
dress, music, height, weight, accent, etc.  “Feature” suggests itself as a sufficiently generic term 
to refer to the myriad properties about which we might form attitudes. 
Once an implicit attitude is formed, the feature functions as a cue or trigger to feel, think, 
and act in certain ways.  Insofar as categories like religion and nationality are abstract objects 
that we never encounter perceptually, objects that are associated with these categories, like a 
                                                 
4 For accounts of mental content that simultaneously include descriptive and directive aspects, see Millikan’s (1995) 
“pushmi-pullyu representations” and Clark’s (1997) “action-oriented representations.”  Both take inspiration from 
Gibson’s (1979) account of “affordances.”  Gendler also emphasizes that the different components of the content are 
operative “all at once, in a single alief” (2008b, 559).    
5 We are predisposed to form certain attitudes, such as an aversion to snakes and an attraction to smiling babies.  But 
human beings obviously did not evolve a propensity for triskaidekaphobia. 
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cross or a flag, can function as cues.  Running with the example given by Deutsch and Strack 
that I mentioned in the Introduction, seeing the word “terrorism” on television can function as a 
feature that activates feelings of threat, thoughts of turbans or the IRA, and behavioral 
inclinations to glance over one’s shoulder or double-check that the front door is locked.  Of 
course, at any given moment, we are typically bombarded with an array of potentially (and 
actually) attitude-activating cues.  How and when a certain feature becomes salient for an agent, 
such that it sets a given coordinated response pattern in motion, are very much open empirical 
questions.6  Features often become salient by virtue of their relation to an agent’s other beliefs, 
desires, and intentions.7  If Madeleine’s dentist criticizes her for not flossing enough, the goal of 
protecting her self-esteem might unwittingly lead her to focus on his southern accent, which she 
associates with a lack of competence—and thinking about his lack of competence might allow 
her to discount his censure.  If the same dentist were to praise her for taking care of her teeth, she 
might suddenly notice all the diplomas on his wall and reflect on his extensive education.  
Features can, nevertheless, become salient independently from an agent’s other beliefs and aims.  
In many contexts, merely perceiving or imagining a feature can activate its associated implicit 
attitude.8 
 
II.B Tension  
Attitudinal responses to features are marked by affective content.  The term “tension” is chosen 
to signal that the activated affective responses are not arbitrary, but are in a deep sense “geared” 
                                                 
6 I analyze some of the evidence that addresses this question in Chapters 4 and 5.  For an overview of empirical 
issues regarding the role of salience in implicit social cognition, see Moors et al. (2010, 22-30).  
7 See Kunda and Spencer (2003) and Moskowitz (2010) for specific discussion about how stereotypes can become 
activated and influence judgment and behavior.  See Chapter 2 (§II) for some preliminary discussion of how implicit 
attitudes can be influenced by explicit beliefs, and how this has (mistakenly) tempted some to think of these attitudes 
on the model of belief. 




toward immediate behavioral reactions.9  The feature triggers a felt sense of tension, with a 
positive or negative valence, that acts like a physiological reinforcer of anticipated behaviors.10  
The agent can literally feel a (positive) attraction or (negative) repulsion to various available 
courses of action. 
In many cases, the agent can explicitly notice the affective contribution that an activated 
attitude makes to her experience, as when Madeleine takes one look at Bob and says, “That guy 
gives me the creeps.”  In such a case, a felt tension may precipitate a full-blown emotional 
response, but it need not.11  The affective activation may occur at a very low level.  In the case of 
participants in a shooter bias task (Chapter 1 §IV), evidence suggests that images of black male 
faces activate a sense of danger and motor responses of shooting oriented towards returning to 
safety.  I have taken a similar test of weapon bias and I certainly did not notice feeling any 
different when I saw one face or the other.12  I was simply absorbed in the task and trying to do 
the best I could.  But another study suggests that even explanations of weapon bias must include 
an important role for affect. 
In Stewart and Payne’s (2008) study, one group of participants read the following 
instructions before engaging in a measure of weapon bias: 
In order to firmly commit yourself to responding to the Black face, please say to 
yourself silently, “I definitely want to respond as accurately as possible by 
thinking the word, safe. Whenever I see a Black face on the screen, I will think 
the word, safe.”  
 
                                                 
9 Brownstein and I borrow the term “felt tension” from Dreyfus and Kelly (2007). 
10 For more on this “affective force,” see Varela and Depraz (2005, 65).  For discussion of the physiological 
explanation of action-initiating affective responses, see Prinz (2004).  Felt tensions are typically non-propositional, 
and so differ from the concept-laden emotional evaluations which Lazarus (1991) calls “appraisals.”  See 
Colombetti (2007). 
11 See Chapter 3 (§III) for discussion of the different ways in which an agent might interpret or “conceptualize” the 
content of her implicit attitudes when she attends to them. 
12 At implicit.harvard.edu. 
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Thus participants were instructed to think the word “safe” upon seeing a black face during the 
experiment.  To be clear, they were not instructed to rehearse a thought with the content this 
person is safe when they saw a black face, but simply the word “safe”.  Yet they showed 
dramatically reduced weapon bias.  Moreover, the specific meaning of the word seemed to make 
a significant difference in performance.  Other participants who formed plans to think the words 
“accurate” or “quick” upon seeing a black face did not perform better than controls.  Somehow 
merely thinking the word “safe” preempts or overrules participants’ tendency to associate black 
faces and guns.  Stewart and Payne suggest that the think-safe intention exerts a form of “lateral 
inhibition;” the activation and unfolding of one psychological process blocks another.   
The preexisting association between black faces and guns is, then, not an isolated or one-
to-one association, but one part of a larger network of associations involving an array of images, 
words, behaviors, and affective responses.  The “associative web” that includes black faces and 
guns also, perhaps unsurprisingly, seems to include a sense of danger.  If thinking the word 
“safe” can interrupt the process through which the perception of black faces biases participants’ 
snap judgments, presumably it does so because that bias depends in part on the activation of 
thoughts and feelings of danger.  Thoughts and feelings of safety inhibit thoughts and feelings of 
danger, and thereby inhibit the processes in which the latter is situated.  Even in this more subtle 
case, the valent tension may make an active contribution to phenomenal experience, together 
with an array of visceral low-level bodily changes in an agent’s autonomic nervous system, 
including changes in cardiopulmonary parameters, skin conductance, muscle tone, and endocrine 
and immune system activities.13  These factors can influence an agent’s peripheral experience, 
                                                 
13 On the physiological manifestations of low-level affective responses, see Klaasen et al. (2010, 65) and Barrett et 
al. (2007).  A particularly striking example for social cognition is Amodio et al.’s (2003) finding that merely 
perceiving black faces activated subtle startle responses in white participants. 
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being felt in a robust sense, even though not explicitly noticed.  I say more about the 
contributions implicit attitude make to conscious experience in Chapter 3 (§III). 
 
II.C. Behavior  
Attitudinal responses to features include an array of bodily reactions.  “Behavior” may not be the 
most felicitous term, because in some cases the reaction may be predominantly physiological, or 
even cognitive, but it will typically include an important behavioral component.14  The motor 
routines set in motion by felt tensions can rise to the level of fully-fledged actions, but they need 
not.  Even so, the ordinary bodily changes and movements associated with activated implicit 
attitudes are not “mere behaviors,” but integral parts of coordinated responses that are oriented 
toward the reduction of tension, or a felt sense of “alleviation.”  When Madeleine meets Bob, she 
sits a little farther away and positions her chair at an indirect angle instead of facing Bob head-
on.  These behaviors are directed toward alleviating her sense of unease.  In an important sense, 
these are behavioral reactions to felt tensions, although both the affective and behavioral 
components of activated implicit attitudes are temporally extended processes that overlap and 
influence each other reciprocally.  The duration and vivacity of felt tensions influence the 
strength of the impulse to act and are in turn influenced by how the agent does act.  If 
Madeleine’s discomfort persists, she might react to Bob as if he were a “close-talker” and lean 
back farther in her chair.  These motor-affective reactions are directed toward retrieving a felt 
sense of equilibrium between the agent and her environment.   
 
II.D Alleviation   
                                                 
14 See Haug (2011, 694), who argues that aliefs can be used to give a unified account of placebo effects.  Haug notes 
that, while many placebo effects are predominantly physiological or psychological, researchers do often detect 
behavioral effects as well. 
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Behaviors responsive to felt tensions will or will not alleviate the sense of tension.  As the 
behavior unfolds, one’s felt sense of rightness or wrongness will change in turn, perhaps 
suggesting an improvement in one’s relation to an environmental feature, or a failure to improve.  
The temporal unfolding and interplay between behavior and senses of tension is key to 
understanding the intentional content of implicit attitudes.  This felt sense of (un)alleviated 
tension can feed back into further behaviors, e.g., as Madeleine continues to avoid eye contact by 
staring at the ceiling or checking her cell phone.  Once a tension is alleviated, the salient features 
of one’s ambient environment may change as well.  When Madeleine can alleviate the tension by 
avoiding eye contact, she may be better able to focus on the subject matter of the conversation 
instead of on her own posture.  But restraining the behavioral impulse will, other things equal, 
lead the sense of tension to persist.  If Madeleine reminds herself that she has heard nothing but 
good things about Bob, she may consciously lean in and hold his gaze, but doing so will require 
her to continuously exert effort to overcome her anti-Bob inclinations. 
 
II.E Explaining the Phenomena  
This account of the intentional content of implicit attitudes is well suited to explain, first, 
(SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY), their sensitivity to the order in which agents perceive and think 
things, and, second, (FORM-INSENSITIVITY), their insensitivity to logical form.   
 (SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTIGUITY).  The tightknit connections between the aspects of their 
intentional content—feature, tension, behavior, and alleviation—are of a piece with my proposal 
that implicit attitudes are primarily sensitive to relations of spatiotemporal contiguity in thought 
and perception.  Implicit attitudes guide agents’ immediate responses to the here and now.  The 
perception of the feature automatically activates a fleet of affective-behavioral responses 
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oriented towards improving the agent’s relation to her immediate environmental situation.  This 
feature of the environment requires this immediate response. 
(FORM-INSENSITIVITY).  The tightknit connections between these aspects also helps to 
explain why implicit attitudes are insensitive to logical form and incapable of integrating 
properly with other mental states.  Activated implicit attitudes include mutually descriptive and 
directive aspects, simultaneously taking the world to be a certain way and prescribing a certain 
way of responding.  Because the descriptive and directive are initially inseparable aspects of 
their intentional content, it is a difficult cognitive achievement for a deliberative agent to “break 
an implicit attitude down” into distinct and articulated beliefs and desires.  This makes them 
impressively incapable of integrating inferentially with other psychological states, and provides a 
straightforward explanation for why they predictably fail to be sensitive to logical form.15 
 
III. Rival Accounts of Content: From Modules to Mere Associations 
 
The most formidable alternative account of implicit attitudes is that they are composed of 
familiar forms of intentional content but only have partial cognitive access to the rest of what an 
agent thinks and perceives.  On this view, implicit attitudes exist in mental “modules,”  
“fragments,” or “partitions” that are cognitively encapsulated.16  For example, one might 
construe Madeleine as believing that she sees Bob, desiring to avoid Bob, initiating intentional 
                                                 
15 This suggests that another way of differentiating implicit attitudes and beliefs is that only the latter are 
compositional.  As Katie Gasdaglis suggested (p.c.), “You can break down a thought and rearrange the parts with 
other parts to make new thoughts, but associations don’t quite work that way.”  I am interested in this proposal but I 
intend for my account of implicit attitudes to be independent of any particular theory of belief.  Some theorists deny 
that compositionality is a basic explanatory notion for belief, and instead argue that it is a notion to be explained by 
a theory of belief.  See note #1 in this Appendix and note #37 in Chapter 1. 
16 E.g., Egan (2011), Mandelbaum (2011), building on the work of Jerry Fodor (e.g., 1990). 
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actions to avoid Bob, and feeling discomfort when her desires are thwarted.17  Since Madeleine 
does not know that she is avoiding Bob, some or all of these states are thought to be in a 
consciously inaccessible mental fragment.  The isolation of the mental fragment from other 
information is also thought to explain its automatic activation and immediate expression.   
 Modularity and fragmentation have been invaluable concepts for investigating the mind, 
but, when it comes to the specific case of implicit attitudes, they do not seem positioned equally 
well to explain the data.  In particular, these proposals lack a principled explanation of why the 
implicit-attitude module lacks access to the logical form of other mental states.  Why should it be 
that implicit attitudes are sensitive to specific semantic items and to relations of spatiotemporal 
contiguity but not sensitive to the full logical form of other mental states? 
Consider the influence of conscious intentions on expressions of shooter bias (Chapter 1 
§IV).  Rehearsing (SI) (“I will always shoot a person I see with a gun”) has no effect while 
rehearsing (IF) (“If I see a person with a gun, then I will shoot”) has a significant effect.  In these 
cases, conscious thought is influencing the expression of implicit bias, but not in ways that 
respect the logical form of those thoughts.  On a view of implicit attitudes as modular, we must 
imagine that just enough information is entering the module to influence its operation, but for 
whatever reason the full content of the conscious thought does not “break through.”  Why should 
precisely this aspect of the content and not that be conveyed to and from the fragment?  We lack 
a (non-ad hoc) explanation for why implicit attitudes should exhibit just as much semantic 
sensitivity as they do, and no more. 
                                                 
17 Or it might be that she believes she sees someone disagreeable and she desires to avoid disagreeable people.  This 
alternative would build an evaluative component into the belief itself.  A proponent of BBC might opt for this 
interpretation, because it would explain how implicit attitudes themselves are rational states that revise over time in 
inductive ways.  This is how I interpret Jan de Houwer’s (2011) “propositional” account of evaluative conditioning. 
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Consider also how the intention to “avoid race bias” exacerbates its expression, while, 
say, the think-safe intention curbs it.  Why should the avoid-bias intention harm performance 
rather than have no effect at all?  Contrast this with the sorts of examples invoked to show the 
cognitive encapsulation of vision.  In the Müller-Lyer illusion, the belief that the lines are equal 
in length does not change the fact that they perceptually appear to be different in length.  It is not 
as if focusing on the belief that they are the same length somehow makes their lengths seem even 
more different than they already do.  It is not as if telling myself, “If I see the Müller-Lyer 
illusion, then I will think ‘same’!” will change the way they appear.  By contrast, there seem to 
be all sorts of ways in which conscious thoughts and intentions can disrupt the typical causal 
patterns in which implicit attitudes stand, whether to reinforce them or reverse them, or to 
exacerbate or inhibit their expression. 
There is more to say here—in fact, it is not always clear whether these alternatives are 
genuine rivals or terminological variants.18  Ultimately, my view is not that it makes no sense 
whatsoever to try to construe F-T-B-A content in terms of interlocking beliefs, desires, and goals.  
Any adequate account of implicit attitudes has to explain why they do walk and talk like beliefs 
in certain circumscribed circumstances.  The automatic affective-behavioral dispositions of an 
agent who only ever affirmed propositions without ever negating them, and only ever formed if-
then plans rather than “then-if” plans, might seem to self-modify and guide behavior in perfectly 
belief-like ways.  But this, I suggest, would be illusory.  Even if the limitation was not brought to 
light, the operative mental states would be insensitive to logical form, and therefore members of 
an altogether different psychological kind.19 
                                                 
18 Egan (2011) raises this possibility.  Haug’s (2011) defense of alief takes modularity to be its defining feature. 
19 This is akin to the difference in Chapter 1 (§II) between Madeleine’s responses in (4) and (4*). 
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 Although they are ill-suited for inferential integration, the interplay between tension and 
alleviation in F-T-B-A content captures how these attitudes can embody skillful modes of 
response to the world.  They are not mere, content-less reflexes or associations, like the primitive 
associations we make between, say, “salt” and “pepper,” or “apples” and “oranges.”  Implicit 
attitudes resemble these primitive associations in certain respects, but they can, nevertheless, 
self-modify in a distinctive way.  The internal components of implicit attitudes are not merely 
fortuitously associated, but form an integrated response to the local environment that unfolds 
over time.  Madeleine’s automatic affective and motor responses are more than one-and-done 
reactions to a salient cue; they are integrally related components that work in concert to guide her 
toward alleviation.  Within immediate contexts, activated attitudes modify themselves by de-
activating themselves.  Rather than by updating to reflect the cumulative evidence, they self-
modify by compelling the agent to change her bodily orientation to the world so that the source 
of tension vanishes.  These patterns of response also make possible the kind of “learning” over 
time I described in Chapter 2.  Token experiences of (un)alleviation contribute to a gradual “fine 
tuning” of affective-behavioral associations to specific types and subtypes of stimuli.  If an 
agent’s automatic response to an object successfully reduces her felt sense of tension, it will 
reinforce the association; if it does not, it will lead her to respond differently to that type (or 
subtype) of object the next time.20 
Implicit attitudes thus constitute a genuine “middle” case, a state “between” merely 
causal reflexes and full-fledged beliefs, desires, and intentions.  They exhibit a degree of 
sensitivity to changes in the environment and to other psychological states, which suffices to 
differentiate them from mere reflexes, but they fail to play the cognitive roles appropriate for 
beliefs proper.  The possibility that they occupy an intermediate psychological level is easily 
                                                 
20 See Brownstein and Madva (2012b) for further discussion. 
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overlooked.  For example, while there is much to recommend in the theoretical work of 
psychologists Bertram Gawronski and Galen Bodenhausen, they sometimes overstate the degree 
to which these automatic affective reactions depend on “mere associations.”  They have put their 
finger on an important distinction but have not captured it quite right.  Take the following 
passage, in which they refer to implicit attitudes as “associative evaluations” in contrast to 
“propositional evaluations,” a distinction that they claim is “analogous to [Gendler’s] distinction 
between ‘alief’ and belief”: 
Although associative and propositional evaluations differ in several respects, … 
[we] argue that the key qualitative difference between them lies in the fact that 
propositional evaluations are subject to assessments of their truth value; 
propositional claims are regarded as true or false to some degree, depending on 
their consistency with other salient propositions (see Festinger, 1957). In contrast, 
truth and falsity have no relevance when it comes to one’s automatic affective 
reactions; such associative evaluations simply are what they are. (Bodenhausen 
and Gawronski, forthcoming, emphasis added) 
 
I agree that implicit attitudes are not best thought of as the sorts of entities that can be true or 
false, insofar as they are not belief-like, but to say that they “simply are what they are” suggests 
that they are devoid of content altogether.  It suggests that they really are like mere associations 
of “salt” and “pepper.”21  But part of what makes implicit attitudes fascinating is that they show a 
degree of semantic sensitivity and even interact with beliefs in complex, albeit non-inferential, 
ways.  They possess a different kind of content from belief. 
Implicit attitudes offer an agent a sense of what she “ought” to do.  This “ought” is part 
of her experience.  They elicit behaviors that manifest in phenomenal experience (perhaps 
peripherally, perhaps focally) as better or worse responses to feelings of tension.  Madeleine’s 
                                                 
21 Gawronski and Bodenhausen might instead have in mind the idea that these mental associations are contentful but 
that they are not subject to any normative standard.  For example, if we think of implicit attitudes as “likes” and 
“dislikes,” then saying that they “simply are what they are,” might be on a par with saying, “I like vanilla ice cream 
and I dislike chocolate ice cream.  My likes and dislikes are what they are.  There is no true or false here, and no 
right or wrong.  I either like it or I don’t, and that’s all there is to say about it.”  But the idea that these associations 
are not subject to any normative evaluations becomes difficult to sustain in the context of implicit bias, when we are 
talking about liking and disliking types of people.   
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postural adjustments are responsive to a felt sense of wrongness, and they can be better or worse 
at alleviating her sense of tension.  Madeleine can also judge that her automatic affective 
reactions are appropriate or inappropriate in the further sense that she might consider that her 
aversion to Bob is unwarranted.  Her automatic dispositions might be “right” insofar as she is 
responding to her accumulated (subliminal) experience, but wrong insofar as she would be a 
better person, better able to treat others fairly and to bring about the best consequences, if her 
automatic dispositions were different.  Given that her anti-Bob attitude can adapt and change 
over time, she can take steps to change it for the better. 
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Chapter 3: Implicit Bias & Moral Responsibility 
 
Character teaches above our wills.  Men imagine that they communicate their virtue or vice only 
by overt actions, and do not see that virtue or vice emit a breath every moment. 
 
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson (1841) 
 
 
Ignorance is not something simple: it is not a simple lack, absence or emptiness, and it is not a 
passive state.  Ignorance of this sort… is a complex result of many acts and many negligences.  
To begin to appreciate this one need only hear the active verb ‘to ignore’ in the word 
‘ignorance’. 
       





Implicit social biases can influence our behavior in harmful and unjust ways, but they seem not 
to be readily accessible for self-ascription or amenable to self-control.  Are we as individuals 
morally responsible for these biases?  Are we worthy of blame (or praise) for the judgments and 
behaviors they cause?  To make the discussion manageable, I will focus primarily on race and 
gender biases, and on whether we bear responsibility for the behavioral expressions of implicit 
bias, rather than for the biases themselves.2  That is, I am not first and foremost asking whether 
we are responsible for harboring biases, but whether we are responsible for acting in biased 
ways, although I will touch on the former question as well. 
To consider the responsibility we bear as individuals for our biased behavior is not to 
assume that the harms associated with implicit bias are primarily “individual” rather than 
“social.”  The harms and inequities suffered by individuals on the basis of race and gender 
                                                 
1 Thanks to Carla Fehr for directing my attention to Frye’s paper in her lecture at the Implicit Bias and Philosophy 
workshop in April 2012. 
2 See Holroyd (forthcoming) for trenchant discussion of the differences between these questions, and a persuasive 
argument that we are sometimes at least in part responsible for the biases themselves. 
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depend to a great extent on social-institutional forces, and institutional change is necessary for 
redressing those harms.  But institutions are composed both of a set of rules and laws as well as a 
set of individuals, and, if we want to bring about lasting change, we have to understand the roles 
that each plays in contributing to these large-scale harms.  I focus on the role of individuals and, 
in particular, the responsibility they bear for their own implicit discriminatory behaviors. 
Awareness and control (i.e., freedom, the ability to do otherwise) are intuitively the most 
central conditions for responsibility.  In order to be responsible, an agent has to be, in some 
sense, aware of what she is doing and capable of doing otherwise.3  Since the causal origins and 
behavioral effects of implicit biases are widely seen as unconscious and uncontrollable, it is 
tempting to conclude that they are outside the purview of individual responsibility—especially 
for those individuals who have never been in a position to learn about the empirical research on 
implicit bias.4  I argue, however, that individuals, even those unfamiliar with the empirical 
literature, often bear a measure of responsibility for their implicitly biased behaviors. 
                                                 
3 I write this chapter in a compatibilist spirit, and, in particular, I draw on some Strawson-inspired (1974) ideas 
about the role that reactive attitudes play in our lived understanding of moral responsibility.  See Wallace (1994) for 
an extended defense of this sort of approach.  Although I think reflection on implicit bias illuminates our 
understanding of moral responsibility more generally, I will not engage any a priori or empirically-inspired debates 
about whether human beings are ever responsible for what they do.  In the light of evidence, e.g., that nonconscious 
psychological processes always precede conscious intentions to act (Libet et al. 1983; Wegner 2002), some have 
argued that human beings are actually never responsible.  Such findings have had little bearing on our lived practices 
of assigning responsibility and blame—although some have argued that they should (King and Carruthers 
forthcoming).  But it is still very much a live question, for example, how to understand legal responsibility for 
implicit bias.  Although I will talk unflinchingly about the normativity of responsibility, much of what I say here 
could be taken in a more pragmatic vein: what’s the most useful way to talk about responsibility in the context of 
implicit bias? 
4 Philosophical interest in the relationship between implicit attitudes and responsibility is a recent development, but 
the wind seems to be blowing in the direction of denying that individuals are ordinarily responsible for their implicit 
biases.  See Kelly and Roedder (2008), Levy (2012), and Saul (forthcoming).  So far I know of only one paper in the 
“analytic” philosophical tradition that defends individual responsibility for implicit bias outright.  This is an 
excellent forthcoming paper by Jules Holroyd, with which  I am in broad and detailed agreement, although Holroyd 
supports her claims with largely different arguments from those I pursue here.  Daniel Kelly and Natalia Washington 
are also preparing a paper that ascribes some degree of moral responsibility for implicit bias.  I add the qualifier 
about analytic philosophy because there seems to be a greater willingness to attribute responsibility for unconscious 
prejudice among theorists working outside mainstream Anglo-American philosophy (e.g., Sullivan 2006), although 
even in these other domains, assertions of responsibility typically remain somewhat ambiguous, as I explain in (§II). 
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While implicit biases influence agents in a number of ways, my focus will be on their 
influence on the unreflective aspects of social interactions.  In an influential 2002 study, Dovidio 
and colleagues found that the explicit reports of participants (white college students), which 
tended to be anti-racist, best predicted the friendliness of what they said to a black interlocutor, 
but that indirect measures of their attitudes, which tended to reveal implicit racial biases, best 
predicted the unfriendliness of their microbehaviors, such as by making less eye contact, 
blinking more often, and sitting farther away.  Strikingly, the white participants generally formed 
positive impressions of the interactions, while the black interlocutors believed that the whites 
were consciously prejudiced against them.  “Our society is really characterized by this lack of 
perspective,”  Dovidio said in an interview.  “Understanding both implicit and explicit attitudes 
helps you understand how whites and blacks could look at the same thing and not understand 
how the other person saw it differently.”5 
There is good reason to think that these unintentionally unfriendly microbehaviors make 
a significant contribution to large-scale harms and injustices.  Repeated often and widely enough, 
these sorts of negative microbehaviors constitute “microinequities” that can stack up over time to 
create large-scale disparities between social groups.  Virginia Valian’s (1998, 2005) account of 
the gradual accumulation of advantage for men and disadvantage for women captures the 
structure of this phenomenon well.  Consistent with this account, Lilia Cortina and colleagues 
(2008, 2011) have found that women, and especially women of color, tend to report experiencing 
more interpersonal incivility in the workplace than do men, whether the workplace is a city 
government, a law enforcement agency, or the US Military.  In many cases, the incivility does 
not consist in overt harassment, or involve explicit reference to gender or race, or result from any 
obvious intent to do harm; it consists instead in generic forms of rudeness, such as speaking with 
                                                 
5 As reported by Carpenter (2008). 
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condescension or interrupting a colleague.  Discourteous behavior of this sort is deeply 
ambiguous: since just about everybody both interrupts others and gets interrupted by others 
sometimes, it is extremely difficult to identify any particular instance of interruption as 
expressive of bias, as opposed to, say, expressive of enthusiasm for the topic of conversation.6  
But women, and especially women of color, are evidently treated in such uncivil ways much 
more often, and it should come as no surprise that they are, as Cortina also found, also much 
more likely to report the intention to quit.  Feeling mistreated at work is about as good a reason 
to leave as any, and Cortina’s findings fit in straightforwardly with broader patterns of evidence 
suggesting that experiencing a work environment as hostile leads one to quit.7 
 I argue that, in a wide variety of cases like this, individuals bear a degree of responsibility 
for their implicit discriminatory behaviors.  First, I consider in more detail the reasons one might 
have for denying responsibility for bias (§II).  My argument then begins with an interpretation of 
the evidence regarding individuals’ awareness of their implicit biases (§III).  This evidence is 
best understood, I argue, as showing that individuals are typically aware of their biases in some 
senses but not others.  Appreciating what this state of partial awareness means for individual 
responsibility requires that we ask, more generally, what kinds of awareness we ordinarily take 
to be relevant in assigning responsibility and blame (§IV).  I then sketch how our ordinary 
understanding of the relations between awareness and responsibility can be extended to apply to 
expressions of implicit bias (§V).  After this sketch, I explain in detail how the partial awareness 
individuals have of their implicitly biased behaviors underwrites the claim that they are free to 
                                                 
6 The ambiguity of the rude behavior is often precisely one of its harms.  Members of stigmatized social groups 
often find this sort of ambiguous but potentially biased behavior highly unsettling and cognitively taxing.  See 
Salvatore and Shelton (2007) and Sue et al. (2007). 
7 Cortina and colleagues have also found that just observing uncivil behavior does harm and leads to turnover 
intentions among the observers.  Their data is correlative rather than causal, so it is possible, e.g., that thoughts of 
quitting preceded observations of incivility, but see, e.g., Sims et al. (2005) for data suggesting causal effects of 
more blatant forms of harassment on actual turnover behavior. 
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act otherwise.  I describe several different senses in which agents might be free to do otherwise 
(§VI), and I explain the specific sense in which individuals who act in implicitly biased ways 
during social interactions are free to act otherwise (§VII).  This account does not, however, 
capture the responsibility, if any, that individuals bear for biased decisions made outside the 
context of interpersonal interactions, such as while reading a résumé.  I explain how it is that 
individuals might bear a measure of responsibility for bias in these broader contexts (§VIII), but 
this explanation departs in significant respects from the main line I develop here.  In this way, I 
do not purport to have a one-size-fits-all account of implicit bias and moral responsibility.  The 
effects of implicit biases, and the institutions in which they are involved, are complex, and my 
account of individual responsibility for bias reflects that.  I also say a bit about the conditions 
under which attributing responsibility for expressions of implicit bias are less apt.  I conclude by 
articulating some practical upshots (§IX).  
 
II. The Case for Blamelessness 
 
There are a number of reasons one might think individuals are blameless for possessing and 
expressing implicit social biases.  Jennifer Saul (forthcoming) summarizes several: 
I think it is also important to abandon the view that all biases against stigmatised 
groups are blameworthy… A person should not be blamed for an implicit bias that 
they are completely unaware of, which results solely from the fact that they live in 
a sexist culture.  Even once they become aware that they are likely to have 
implicit biases, they do not instantly become able to control their biases, and so 
they should not be blamed for them.  (They may, however, be blamed if they fail 
to act properly on the knowledge that they are likely to be biased— e.g. by 





Saul here invokes several considerations that seem to mitigate responsibility for bias.  One 
argument proceeds from reflection on the causal sources of implicit biases.  We do not, it seems, 
volunteer to take on implicit biases, but simply “inherit” them by virtue of growing up in an 
unjust world, replete with visible disparities between social groups and distorted representations 
of group members in “mass media.”  We seem to pick up implicit biases without intending to, 
and we seem to internalize them regardless whether they benefit or harm us.  How can we be 
held accountable for them if we do not choose to adopt them?  The institutions that inculcate the 
biases seem at fault, not the individuals within those institutions.8     
As Saul seems to suggest, the most powerful reasons for thinking individuals are not 
responsible for the harms wrought by their implicitly biased behaviors is that they do not seem to 
be aware or in control of them in the right way.  In the study by Dovidio and colleagues 
mentioned above, the participants might have been unaware of their biases in a number of 
distinct senses, any of which might be sufficient to exonerate them for their biased behavior.  
They might not have been fully aware that such biases exist at all, that they themselves harbored 
them, that they were then expressing them, or that they were able to do anything about them.  
Awareness seems like a non-negotiable necessary condition for responsibility, and these subjects 
seemed to lack it.  Insofar as they lacked awareness in all these respects, it also seems natural to 
conclude that they also lacked the necessary control over their biased behavior.  Awareness is, 
                                                 
8 But see Holroyd (forthcoming, section 2.1.1-2) for a critical discussion of the alleged inevitability of acquiring and 
being influenced by implicit biases.  Holroyd points out, for example, that there often seems to be a great deal of 
variation between individuals in the types and degrees of bias they display in implicit measures, which, prima facie, 
speaks against the view that the acquisition and expression of these biases is an inevitable by-product of growing up 
in an unjust and prejudiced society.   
Another potentially mitigating factor, however, is that implicit biases seem to result from the normal 
functioning of psychological processes that are otherwise valuable and adaptive.  In some (but not all) respects, they 
seem to reflect our sensitivity to observed regularities, and thus might be, in a sense, in epistemically good standing.  
How can they be morally blameworthy if they are epistemically blameless?  See Huebner (2009), Egan (2011), 
Gendler (2011), and Leslie (forthcoming) for philosophically oriented discussions of the acquisition and epistemic 
standing of implicit biases.  I disagree that implicit biases are epistemically blameless.  See Chapter 5. 
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intuitively, necessary for control, and control (i.e., freedom, the ability to do otherwise) is 
another necessary condition for responsibility.9 
Even if the participants had been aware of their biases, they might not have been able to 
control them properly.  There are several potential limitations and complications regarding 
control over biases.  For example, sometimes trying to control their expression exacerbates their 
harms.  Keith Payne and colleagues (2002) found that trying to “avoid race bias” enhanced its 
expression on an implicit measure, just as much as trying to “use race bias” did.  Sometimes 
people are able to suppress their biases in one context, only for these biases to “rebound” when 
they let their guard down.10  In fact, controlling the expression of implicit biases in this way 
seems so psychologically taxing that, after exercising the required effort, participants perform 
worse and persevere less on other unrelated tasks.11  Even those who can exhibit some control 
over their implicit biases typically cannot do so when another task requires the brunt of their 
attention. 
While this research suggests that being aware of one’s biases does not automatically give 
one control over them, it is important to distinguish between online, local control and various 
forms of indirect and long-term control.  The foregoing constraints mostly speak against local 
control, by which I mean the ability to directly control the expression of bias in particular cases.  
These constraints do not speak against other forms of control, which I call indirect and long-
term.  By indirect control, I mean the ability to limit the activation and influence of implicit 
biases by manipulating features of one’s external situation.  Take, for example, blind musical 
                                                 
9 There is actually some debate about the centrality of awareness to responsibility in the empirical and empirically 
sensitive philosophical literature.  For example, Suhler and Churchland (2009) argue that there may be a relevant 
kind of nonconscious control that can suffice for responsibility.  There is much to say about this sort of view, but 
addressing it requires a separate treatment.  I do not think the kind of control they are interested in is relevant for 
questions of responsibility.  We might as well say that pure reflexes are under control, too—because they are 
controlled by some mechanism or other. 
10 Follenfant and Ric (2010). 
11 Richeson and Shelton (2007). 
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auditions, in which performers audition behind a screen so that evaluators do not know anything 
about their gender, race, appearance, etc., and so cannot be influenced by implicit bias.  Many 
would agree that we are responsible for implementing these sorts of anonymizing strategies 
where possible, although we obviously cannot employ them in the sorts of social contexts 
studied by Dovidio and Cortina.  By long-term control, I mean the ability to learn new habits of 
interpersonal interaction, which may be difficult at first but, with practice, become 
automatized—or, to describe them in less mechanistic terms, become “second nature.”  Insofar 
as concerned agents can do the latter, it is more straightforward to grant that they are responsible 
for doing so.  Few would deny that agents are generally responsible for choosing to develop the 
right habits, committing to them, and so on.  My aim in this chapter, however, is to show that 
responsibility for bias applies even in the apparently problematic cases of local control.  I say 
more about long-term and indirect control in Chapters 4 and 5.  
In addition to the apparent obstacles to awareness and local control, there may also be a 
strategic or pragmatic basis for denying responsibility for bias.  Specifically, it might be 
counterproductive for those motivated to effect meaningful social change to foist personal 
responsibility onto people for their biases, which could lead them to become defensive and 
resentful.  This is commonly thought to be a contributing factor to the documented inefficacy of 
diversity training programs.  For example, Hemphill and Haines write: 
Indeed, management consultants and researchers find mixed reactions to diversity 
management among white males, who report that they are “tired of being made to 
feel guilty in every discussion of diversity… of being cast as oppressors.”12 
 
As Saul (forthcoming) puts it: 
What we need is an acknowledgement that we are all likely to be implicitly 
biased—only this can provide the motivation for what needs to be done.  If 
acknowledging that one is biased means declaring oneself to be one of those bad 
                                                 
12 Hemphill and Haines (1997), as cited by Kalev et al. (2006). 
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racist or sexist people, we cannot realistically expect the widespread 
acknowledgement that is required.  Instead, we’ll get defensiveness and hostility. 
 
I take this strategic objection seriously.  I am very much concerned with the use of responsibility 
and blame in the social practices surrounding implicit bias.  But ultimately I will suggest that 
there are other ways of taking considerations like this into account besides simply absolving all 
of us of responsibility for our biased behavior.  Recognizing that we already bear some measure 
of responsibility for the adoption and expression of these biases will constitute an important step 
in achieving the kind of widespread acknowledgment necessary for addressing their harms. 
Nevertheless, given these pragmatic concerns and the apparent obstacles to awareness 
and control, it is tempting to consider whether other morally relevant properties, besides 
responsibility and blameworthiness, attach to implicitly biased behavior.  We can arguably 
identify the effects of implicit bias as morally significant without laying blame on particular 
individuals for expressing them.  For example, Kelly and Roedder (2008, 532) suggest that 
implicit biases might be “morally wrong” and even “condemnable” without being “morally 
blameworthy.”  We can grant that implicit biases reflect deficiencies in moral character without 
attributing personal responsibility for such deficiencies.  We can even grant that individuals who, 
for whatever reason, make it through a “normal upbringing” in the US without developing these 
harmful dispositions are morally exceptional in some sense.  We can praise and admire the 
unbiased without blaming the biased.  Or we can call them morally lucky.   
There is something useful in these sorts of distinctions, but they go too far in exonerating 
individuals.  I will try to offer an alternative way of developing a similar distinction, which 
depends primarily on the claim that responsibility comes in degrees.  Individuals bear a degree of 
responsibility for their biased behavior; they are less responsible for such behavior than are many 
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self-avowed bigots, but they are more responsible for their behavior than they would be for 
purely reflexive or pathological behavior (like Anarchic Hand Syndrome).13   
One phenomenon that a graded conception of responsibility can accommodate is the 
common thread of hedging in the arguments surrounding moral responsibility for implicit bias.  
Despite the forcefulness of the foregoing considerations, claims that individuals are not 
blameworthy for their implicit biases tend to be couched in qualified terms.  For example, Kelly 
& Roedder (2008) suggest that “we cannot hold a person fully accountable for those implicit 
attitudes” (emphases added).  In this way, they seem to leave it open that individuals could be 
somehow “partially” if not “fully” responsible for their implicit biases.  But it is not clear what 
room there is, in traditional accounts of responsibility, for a middle ground. 
Traditional accounts of responsibility are all-or-nothing, in that they aim to provide a set 
of necessary and sufficient conditions for responsibility that are either met or not.14  The idea is 
not that an agent is “entirely responsible” for her actions by being their sole cause, but that she is 
entirely responsible for whatever she “contributes” to the bringing-about of a particular event, 
and not responsible for the contributions not made by her.  It is not that one agent is more 
responsible than another for causing a death because one acted with malice aforethought and the 
other did not; the one is entirely responsible for first-degree murder, the other is entirely 
                                                 
13 In a similar vein, Richard Holton (May 2010, November 2011) discusses how drug addicts are in some specific 
and limited senses in control of their addiction.  Evidence suggests that many addicts can overcome their addictions 
only when the incentives and stakes are raised extremely high.  They are able to do otherwise, but only when certain 
external conditions are met, which are stronger than the conditions ordinarily needed for non-addicts to be able to do 
otherwise.  Holton argues on this basis that we should understand the responsibility addicts bear for their addictive 
behavior, as well as moral responsibility more generally, as a matter of degree.  See also Alfred Mele’s (2006, 129-
132) discussion of how developing children have varying degrees of impulse control, and so therefore bear varying 
degrees of responsibility for what they do.  Control, and therefore responsibility, comes in degrees.  Here I advance 
a similar argument, focusing on degrees of awareness, rather than control.  I say more about control in Chapter 4.  
14 E.g., an agent is responsible iff she can report what she is doing and why, or if her actions reflects “reason-
responsiveness.”  Often, the all-or-nothing character of responsibility is only implicit in theoretical approaches, but 
see Fischer and Ravizza (1998) for an explicit argument that responsibility is a “threshold” concept that is either 
satisfied or not.  They argue that responsibility is all-or-nothing, while blameworthiness is a matter of degree, a 
position which I consider and reject in (§VII). 
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responsible for, e.g., manslaughter.  Then it is a further question how grave the offence is taken 
to be.  But the foregoing considerations seem to force the conclusion that agents typically do not 
contribute anything to the adoption and expression of their biases.15  So why hedge in excusing 
them? 
There are a number of reasons theorists might have to hedge.  Many relevant empirical 
questions remain unanswered; it could turn out that the adoption of implicit biases is relatively 
voluntary after all.  For example, Kelly and Roedder (2008, 532), who incline toward denying 
individual responsibility, write, “We are reluctant to embrace this solution wholeheartedly—it 
may turn out, for instance, that narrow-mindedness partially explains the acquisition of implicit 
racism.”  In this way, it might be that we are not directly responsible for acting in biased ways 
here and now, but we are indirectly responsible for having acquired the biases in the first place 
and for failing to take steps to overcome them going forward.16 
Theorists who show a greater willingness to assign responsibility for bias also seem to 
couch their claims in qualified terms, and for similar reasons.  Shannon Sullivan (2006) takes up 
the issue of responsibility in her discussion of a phenomenon very similar to implicit bias: white 
racial privilege.  Drawing on themes in psychoanalytic and pragmatist thought to develop a 
conception of “unconscious habits” of racial privilege, Sullivan writes: 
                                                 
15 Or, to the extent that they do contribute something to the adoption and expression of their biases, that they are 
justified in so doing, i.e., because the implicit biases are merely by-products of epistemically justified psychological 
processes of categorization that track empirically real statistical regularities about social groups.  See note #8 of this 
chapter.  This would also seem to absolve them of blame, albeit in a different manner. 
16 Concern with similar in-between cases dates back at least as far as Aristotle, who argues that adults are ultimately 
responsible for the virtues and vices of character they acquire in their youth.  Character traits, like implicit biases, 
seem to be either the product of upbringing or natural dispositions, or both.  Either way, they would seem not to be 
the sorts of things we choose or control.  Aristotle further thinks that, after they have formed, we are more or less 
powerless to change them.  Yet he still claims that people generally know what sorts of character traits their youthful 
habits reinforce, and are thus responsible if they end up becoming incorrigibly vice-ridden adults.  Nevertheless, his 
assertion of responsibility for character is hardly full-throated (or so it seems to me, admittedly a non-scholar).  He 
falls back on claims such as, “we are ourselves somehow part-causes of our states of character” (NE 1114b20).  In a 
way, I think the ambiguous nature of such claims is just right.  Similarly, we are somehow part-causes of our biased 
behaviors.  The graded notion of responsibility is meant to capture this sort of phenomenon. 
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[M]y emphasis on the productivity of unconscious habit suggests not just the 
possibility of taking, but also the need to take, responsibility for racism.  It 
demands that a person ask of herself: what kind of racial and/or racist world am I 
helping to produce?  Characterizing white privilege as unconscious habit does not 
mean letting white (or other) people off the hook for their racist practices or their 
implicit and explicit acceptance of the benefits of white privilege.  If people 
cannot be held wholly responsible for their unconscious habits, they can be held 
accountable for their attempts (or lack thereof) to transform them. (2006, 90) 
 
In passages like this, Sullivan comes to the cusp of asserting individual responsibility for (a 
phenomenon relevantly similar to) implicit bias, but the point at which individuals are supposed 
to acquire this responsibility is not clear.  One way of construing this passage is that individuals 
become responsible after they have acquired sufficient knowledge of the nature and operations 
of unconscious prejudice, for example by reading work in feminist and critical race theory.  If 
this is the right interpretation, then Sullivan is in broad agreement with Saul.  According to this 
line of thought, we should, in a forward-looking way, take responsibility and transform ourselves 
once we learn about unconscious prejudice, but we might not, in a backward-looking way, be 
responsible for having absorbed these prejudices in the first place.  But the suggestion that 
“people cannot be held wholly responsible for their unconscious habits” still invites the question 
whether, and how, they might be held partly responsible for them. 
On both sides of the issue, then, theorists tend to qualify their assertions or denials of 
responsibility for bias.  I would go so far as to say that there is a striking degree of cognitive 
disequilibrium in these discussions.  I am here making something of an ad hominem claim, but I 
believe the very instability of our intuitions about these sorts of cases is worth taking into 
account.  For my part, at times I find much compelling in the arguments that we are blameless 
for our biases, but I cannot shake the intuition that we are letting ourselves too easily off the 
hook.  Although I maintain that we bear a measure of responsibility for our biased behavior, I 
believe the right account should capture the genuine ambiguity of these cases, rather than 
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presenting them as more clear-cut and decisive than they are.  The proposal that responsibility 
comes in degrees is meant, inter alia, to capture this ambiguity. 
I conclude this section by mentioning some suggestive research on laypeople’s untutored 
judgments of responsibility that may help to indicate the source of these nagging intuitions.  One 
study examined how different theoretical explanations of discrimination can lead people to make 
different judgments about moral responsibility.17  Some participants read about an individual in 
charge of promotions who “thinks people should be treated equally, regardless of race” but “has 
a sub-conscious dislike for African Americans.”  He tries to promote people on merit alone, but 
“because he is unaware of this sub-conscious dislike,” he “sometimes unfairly denies African 
Americans promotions.”  Other participants read about an individual who “has a gut feeling of 
dislike toward African Americans”—of which he is aware—but which is “difficult to control.”  
Participants tended to judge that the person who was aware of his dislike but unable to control it 
was significantly more accountable and blameworthy than the person who was unaware of it 
altogether.  There are a number of important questions raised by research on the variability and 
manipulability of intuitions, but it is striking that participants seemed to judge that awareness of 
his biases made the individual morally responsible for them even when he could not easily 
control their expression.18  Perhaps these participants inferred that he was somehow indirectly 
responsible for ending up in a state where he had this difficult-to-control gut feeling, or inferred 
that his gut feeling reflected his “genuine” attitude better than his avowed beliefs and goals. 
                                                 
17 See Cameron, Payne, and Knobe (2010).  The two conditions in the study are meant to reflect two general 
theoretical approaches to implicit biases—one according to which they are fundamentally unconscious (Greenwald 
and Banaji 1995), and another according to which they are fundamentally automatic but conscious (Fazio et al. 
1995).  I think the evidence clearly shows that many implicit biases are not fundamentally unconscious, as I explain 
in the next section (§III).   
18 I am not here taking a stand on any metaphilosophical issues about the approach that experimental philosophy 
takes to the study of intuitions.  I do not mean to suggest that the right view about moral responsibility and implicit 
bias is to be decided by appeal to such data.  I believe, however, that the right account should do justice to our 
cognitive disequilibrium about these issues, and I think this study nicely brings out one puzzling feature of (our 
intuitions about) these cases. 
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This study of intuitions is particularly interesting in light of recent empirical evidence 
that implicit biases aren’t that unconscious after all.  Most of us may very well be in much the 
same position as the imagined employer.  We are in some sense aware of our implicit biases, 
although they elude direct control. 
 
III. Consciousness of Implicit Attitudes 
 
The empirical evidence regarding our awareness of implicit attitudes is best understood in light 
of distinctions familiar from the philosophy of mind between the content of one’s 
phenomenology (i.e., that which is experienced) and the content of one’s focal attention.  In 
Block’s (1995) terms, implicit attitudes seem to be part of phenomenal consciousness, if not 
access consciousness.  They may often be felt without being noticed, just as a person can be in a 
grumpy or lighthearted mood without noticing as much.  Implicit attitudes often seem to figure in 
peripheral awareness, in the “background” of experience, without occupying the center of an 
agent’s attention.  Social psychologists have recently begun to recognize the relevance of these 
distinctions to research on implicit attitudes.19 
Originally, Greenwald and Banaji introduced the notion of implicit attitudes to counter 
the prevailing assumption in social psychology that people can, as a rule, unproblematically 
report the content of their attitudes, which were construed as “favorable or unfavorable 
dispositions toward social objects” (1995, 7).  Instead, they called for research into “the 
introspectively inaccessible underpinnings of social cognition” (6).  They claimed that: 
The signature of implicit cognition is that traces of past experience affect some 
performance, even though the influential earlier experience is not remembered in 
                                                 
19 See Gawronski et al. (2006) and Hall and Payne (2010). 
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the usual sense—that is, it is unavailable to self-report or introspection. (4-5) 
 
They then simply defined implicit attitudes as “introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately 
identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feeling, thought, or 
action toward social objects” (8).  These passages make manifest the ambiguous status of 
implicit attitudes vis-à-vis consciousness.  Are these attitudes forever “introspectively 
inaccessible” and “unavailable to self-report,” or are they merely “unidentified (or inaccurately 
identified)” in particular cases?  And what exactly is supposed to be beyond conscious access?  
Is it the experience that caused the attitude, the effect of the attitude on behavior, or the actual 
content of the attitude itself? 
 Whether implicit attitudes are unconscious has since fallen under empirical scrutiny.  
Gawronski and colleagues distinguish three senses in which an attitude can be unconscious: 
Specifically, the term “unconscious” can refer to (a) people’s awareness of the 
origin of a particular attitude (source awareness), (b) to people’s awareness of the 
attitude itself (content awareness), or (c) to the influence this attitude has on other 
psychological processes (impact awareness).20 
 
To find that social agents are sometimes unaware of the causal origins of their implicit attitudes 
(thereby lacking source awareness) and of the causal effects of their implicit attitudes (thereby 
lacking impact awareness) would not be surprising.  And it would not obviously mitigate 
individual responsibility for them, as I begin to argue in the next section (§IV). 
Typically, the content of implicit attitudes is thought to be unconscious because people 
do not or cannot report them, as in studies like Dovidio’s, where participants’ self-reports stand 
in stark contrast to their performances on indirect measures of bias.  However, while many 
people display dissociations in these different measures of bias, researchers have found ways to 
                                                 
20 (2006, 286).  They trace their taxonomy to Bargh’s (1994) tripartite distinction, but the two trichotomies are not 
obviously identical.  Presumably, depending on one’s purposes, there may be many different ways in which 
“someone may be unaware of a mental process,” as Bargh says (7).  Bargh’s distinction itself probably traces back 
to Nisbett and Wilson (1977).  
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draw them closer together.21  If participants are told to “focus on their feelings” before explicitly 
reporting their attitudes, their reports tend to be closer to their performance on the IAT.22  A 
similar effect is found when participants are told that the IAT is an “accurate measure of racial 
attitudes” and “the closest thing to a lie detector that social psychologists can use to determine 
your true beliefs about race.”23  Perhaps the most striking finding in this vein is research by 
Payne and colleagues (April 2012) on the effects of simply telling participants whether their “gut 
feelings” do or do not reflect their “genuine” views.  Some participants were told that the 
negative gut feeling they may have had while looking at photos of homosexual couples reflected 
their “genuine attitude towards homosexuality.”  They were then significantly less likely to agree 
on a subsequent questionnaire that gay people should be allowed to marry or join the military.  
By contrast, participants who were told that their gut feeling did not reflect their genuine attitude 
were likely to report that gays should be allowed to marry.24  Many questions here remain 
unanswered, but these findings make it clear that we cannot simply cast implicit attitudes into 
what popular authors such as Malcolm Gladwell (2005) call “the locked door of the 
unconscious.”  The working hypothesis should be that the affective elements of implicit attitudes 
are part of our conscious experience, although in many instances without being the object of 
explicit attention.  And preliminary findings like Payne’s suggest that the ways in which 
                                                 
21 It also bears mentioning that this dissociation is most frequently seen in cases like aversive racism, when the 
explicit measures indicate opposition to bias and the implicit measures indicate bias, but not in cases where 
individuals are explicitly biased.  Participants who explicitly report prejudice, or have other attitudes that go against 
the grain of perceived social norms (such as self-avowed phobias and superstitions), often show high consistency 
between their implicit and explicit attitudes (Hall and Payne 2010; Nosek and Hansen 2008).  To some extent, this 
pattern of findings may reflect the relative dearth of empirical investigation into cases of potential “aversive 
egalitarianism,” in which agents are explicitly biased but implicitly unbiased.  See Brownstein and Madva (2012a,b) 
for further discussion. 
22 LeBel and Gawronski (2006). 
23 Nier (2005, 43). 
24 One way of putting the upshot might be: if people are led to believe that their aliefs are their beliefs, then they are 
more likely to actually believe them, whereas if people are led to believe their aliefs are mere aliefs, then they are 
less likely to believe them.  If that characterization is fair, then there would seem to be significant practical 
consequences attending to which metaphysical interpretation of implicit attitudes we end up adopting. 
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individual agents conceptualize their attitudes when they do occupy their explicit attention may 
be, to a surprising extent, very much up for grabs. 
If we broaden our perspective of what counts as “evidence” for awareness of implicit 
bias, we can arguably find substantial and relatively explicit awareness of it in film and 
literature.  In the film Gentleman’s Agreement, for example, a reporter goes undercover to study 
anti-Semitism, pretending to be Jewish for six weeks.  In effect, what he encounters are repeated 
expressions of implicit bias.  When he explains to his romantic interest that, “I’m going to let 
everybody know that I’m Jewish, that’s all,” she responds by saying, “Jewish?  But you’re not, 
are you?”  The scene had to be re-shot because her original look of dismay was too overt; it had 
to be more subtle.  Her implicit anti-Semitic attitudes are particularly salient in the film, because 
it was she who first came up with the idea for an exposé of anti-Semitism.  Her commitment to 
root out concealed prejudice sets the whole plot in motion, making hers a case of aversive anti-
Semitism.  In many ways, the film is structured around the transformation she undergoes in 
coming to face her own explicitly disavowed biases.  The director bluntly described the film’s 
message this way: “You are an average American and you are anti-Semitic. Anti-Semitism is in 
you.”25 
Gentleman’s Agreement came out in 1947, seven years before social psychologist Gordon 
Allport’s seminal work, The Nature of Prejudice.  The film won the Academy Awards for Best 
Picture, Best Director, and Best Supporting Actress.  The New York Times wrote that, “To 
millions of people throughout the country, it should bring an ugly and disturbing issue to light.”26  
Of course, although it was received by some as a kind of revelation, it is implausible that 
Gentleman’s Agreement could have achieved such notoriety if the social-psychological 
                                                 
25 As reported by Emanuel Levy (http://www.emanuellevy.com/review/gentlemans-agreement-1947-6/). 
26 Crowther (November 12, 1947). 
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phenomena it examined had been completely alien to the lived experience of American 
moviegoers (indeed, a common criticism of the film, then and now, is that the journalist is so 
surprised by what he learns about tacit anti-Semitism).  With films like this in mind, I understand 
the contemporary empirical research on implicit bias to be contributing to our understanding of 
phenomena that have been part of our collective awareness for quite some time.27  Although the 
precise nature of these phenomena may have remained ill understood, we can hardly be 
exculpated on the basis of having lacked the detailed knowledge of implicit biases that we have 
acquired now; we still don’t know all there is to know about them.  We are learning more, and as 
we do, the nature and scope of our responsibility for harboring and expressing implicit biases is 
evolving.  But a degree of awareness has been there all along, and with it, I submit, a degree of 
responsibility.  As Hall and Payne (2010, 222) explain, “hard evidence that people have attitudes 
and beliefs that they don’t know about, or can’t know about when they try, is difficult to find.” 
 
IV. Consciousness, Reactive Attitudes, and Moods  
 
If the research on awareness of implicit attitudes is borne out, how might it bear on the 
relationship between implicit attitudes and moral responsibility?  Regardless where the empirical 
chips fall, taking seriously the possibility that we are (often, in certain senses, relatively) aware 
of our implicit attitudes invites us to ask a more general question insufficiently explored in 
philosophical discussions of responsibility.  What kind of awareness do we have in mind when 
                                                 
27 It is interesting that a film like this, which was adapted from a 1947 novel of the same name by Laura Hobson, has 
receded so much from our collective awareness.   Most people I talk to, including psychologists and philosophers 
interested in implicit bias, have never heard of it, although they will presumably have heard of films such as Citizen 
Kane (1941), Casablanca (1943), or Miracle on 34th Street, which was nominated for best picture but lost to 
Gentleman’s Agreement.  I had not heard of it either, and thanks to Lydia Goehr for directing me to it. 
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we assert that awareness is necessary for responsibility?  Should responsibility and blame track 
phenomenal or access consciousness?28   
In our ordinary practices, responsibility often goes with the former rather than the latter, 
especially when affective phenomenal experience is concerned.  The reactive attitudes that 
Strawson cited as integral to our understanding of responsibility were not merely the cold 
cognitive evaluations we make of each other, such as when jurors determine the scope of a 
defendant’s criminal responsibility, but also our automatic and affect-laden responses.  We care 
about whether people bear us “good will” or “ill will,” and expressions of good or ill will are as 
much, or more so, a matter of our automatic tendencies to react to others as they are a matter of 
our reflective judgments about those reactions.  We care about how others actually feel about us, 
and this is true relatively independently from whether they would reflectively endorse those 
feelings.  We care about others’ implicit reactive attitudes.  We take the automatic, affect-
expressive behaviors of others to reflect their attitudes toward us, and to license certain affect-
laden responses from us in turn, such as when I feel resentful toward you for being short with 
me.  These affective reactions are first and foremost part of phenomenal awareness.  Agents can 
                                                 
28 The normative relevance of phenomenal consciousness has come up in other guises.  Ned Block, for example, has 
argued in lectures that factory farming is wrong because the animals undergo phenomenally conscious suffering.  
Siegel and Silins (forthcoming) consider whether unattended experiences can play an epistemic justificatory role.  
But the relationship between types or degrees of consciousness and moral responsibility has received considerably 
less attention.  Neil Levy is the only philosopher I know of to have engaged in this question, most recently in his 
(2012) response to King and Carruthers’ (forthcoming) argument that consciousness of attitudes makes no 
difference to responsibility, because all attitudes are unconscious (i.e., we infer what we believe and desire by 
observing our behavior rather than by having unmediated Cartesian access to our actual attitudes).  In his response, 
Levy rightly emphasizes that implicit attitudes are not fundamentally unconscious, but errs in concluding that we are 
nevertheless not responsible for them.  He claims that, because implicit attitudes are associative, they cannot be 
properly integrated into our wider system of beliefs, plans, and so on.  He then claims that the capacity for 
integrating beliefs and plans is necessary for being an autonomous, responsible agent.  I agree roughly with all of 
these claims, but not with his further conclusion, which is that we are not responsible for those attitudes that cannot 
be sufficiently integrated with others.  Levy is confusing a necessary “background” condition for being an 
autonomous agent at all (e.g., the capacity to resolve inconsistencies in our beliefs and plans) with the conditions of 
responsibility in particular cases.  It looks like Levy’s view commits him to the claim that we are never responsible 
for anything we do impulsively or “out of character,” because these acts do not reflect or cannot cohere properly 
with our wider system of attitudes.  His account cannot accommodate the cases I discuss in this section.   
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become reflectively aware of them, but they need not in order for those reactions to constitute 
tacit forms of approval or disapproval, and to be potential candidates of praise or blame. 
Consider how we commonsensically understand the effects of moods on behavior, and 
how this understanding in turn figures in our practices of attributing responsibility and blame.  I 
might not notice that I’m in a grumpy mood, but I may be in one just the same (and feeling it all 
the while).  I might have no knowledge of the causal source of my mood and my mood might 
have all sorts of unknown effects on what I think and do.  Still, it would be hasty to conclude that 
the mood itself (or its “content,” whatever it may be) was in any deep respect unconscious.  
Perhaps my mood passes in and out of peripheral awareness, or perhaps it just hovers there.  
These are empirical questions, albeit ones notoriously difficult to tackle.   
But the fact that I fail to notice my grumpy mood would not obviously suffice to 
exonerate me for behaving rudely.29  We routinely hold others and ourselves responsible for the 
things said and done because of bad moods.  It’s true that being in a bad mood can make a 
difference to responsibility and blame.  Citing a bad mood as a (partial) explanation for 
inappropriate behavior can have the effect of making the behavior appear less objectionable, 
somehow mitigating the severity of the offence.  We do not, perhaps, hold each other fully 
accountable for mood-related incivility.  It could be that citing a bad mood leads us to judge that 
the behavior is less blameworthy, or it could be that citing a bad mood leads us to shift blame 
                                                 
29 Some philosophers identify such behavior as blameless.  For example, Levy (2011, 245) writes, “George’s 
shortness with his colleagues might be excused because of the stress he has been under recently,” because he is not 
properly aware of the reasons for his acting that way.  A more frequently discussed case, which I take to be more 
extreme but structurally similar to the moods case, is whether depression mitigates responsibility.  For example, 
Korsgaard (1997, 41) suggests that, “people’s terror, idleness, shyness, or depression… [are] forces 
that block their susceptibility to the influence of reason.”  Broadly speaking, such emotional influences surely do 
play a mitigating role, but Levy and others err in suggesting that they fully exculpate bad behavior.  A graded 
conception of responsibility can, by contrast, straightforwardly accommodate these cases. 
In informal discussions about this issue, I have found that some people think that being in a bad mood can 
obviously excuse rudeness, and some people think it obviously cannot.  This divergence of intuitions is partly what 
makes it a philosophically interesting case.  My account is meant to do justice to the intuitions behind both positions, 
although there is much more to say about these sorts of cases than I will say here. 
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from the behavior itself to the failure to restrain the behavior.  In the latter case, individuals 
might just be responsible for letting the mood get the best of them.  In (§VI-VIII), I say more 
about the metaphysical basis underlying these sorts of judgments and practices, but for now I 
propose to take them more or less at face value, as justified. 
Compare the case of mood-related incivility to Thomas Nagel’s (1979) example of an 
extremely safe driver who gets into an accident because her brakes suddenly stop working.  (One 
might also recall the recent spate of Toyota cars that would not stop accelerating.)  Here, it 
seems, the driver should bear no responsibility or blame for the resultant harms.  Nevertheless, 
we can easily imagine the driver feeling awful and apologizing profusely, and we can imagine 
victims of the incident harboring some form of ill will toward the driver.  But when the driver 
expresses regret for the accident, would the (appropriate) reply be, “Apology accepted!” or 
would it instead be, “You can’t beat yourself up about this.  You did nothing wrong”?  I think, 
clearly, something more like the latter. 
Does “being in a bad mood” or “being stressed out” have the same kind of blame-
defeating force?  When an agent snaps at a friend, and subsequently apologizes, she might say, 
“I’m sorry for being obnoxious.  I’ve just been under a lot of pressure lately,” or, “I just woke up 
on the wrong side of the bed today.”  How would the friend respond in this case?  Would the 
friend say, “Come now, you have nothing to apologize for.  You didn’t do anything wrong”?  
Maybe, but the friend might also say something like, “It’s okay.  Don’t worry about it.  I know 
things have been stressful for you.”  The apology is not out of place in this case as it would be 
for the unlucky driver.  This is because, I argue, citing a bad mood does not completely absolve 
one of responsibility or blame.  Often, it has the effect of putting the person on the receiving end 
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of the rudeness in a position to accept the apology, or acknowledge it some way, rather than 
deny the need for it altogether.30 
It makes a difference what sort of behavior is supposed to be illuminated by reference to 
the bad mood.  Being in a bad mood can affect an agent in many ways beyond unfriendly 
microbehaviors, perhaps by making her a harsher grader or a less sympathetic interviewer.  If a 
bad mood leads an agent to under-evaluate a job applicant, then citing the mood will do 
considerably less exculpatory work.  There will be a number of differences from one case to the 
next, but, intuitively, the more serious the consequences of the behavior, the less mitigating a bad 
mood will be.31  To the extent that our intuitions about responsibility are influenced in part by the 
severity of the consequences, and if we are ever justified in taking such factors into 
consideration, then part of the justification might be because we know, more or less explicitly, 
that people are often better able to control themselves when the stakes are raised.  For example, 
someone in a bad mood might be much more able, or at least more likely, to restrain her rude 
impulses in the presence of an armed mugger than in the presence of a close friend, or in the 
presence of her bosses than in the presence of subordinates.  Suppose these external factors do 
influence how easy it is (or how likely we are) to control the influence of moods on our behavior.  
The upshot is not that agents are not responsible for mood-related behavior when it is difficult to 
                                                 
30 So, as against thinkers like Levy (see previous note), it is not that the existence of the mitigating factor entirely 
eliminates an agent’s responsibility; it is that citing the mitigating factor in an apology puts the victim in a position 
to accept or acknowledge that apology.  Something similar goes on in third-person contexts.  You express frustration 
to one colleague about how another was impatient or dozing off at a meeting, and your colleague explains that the 
individual in question is under stress because her notoriously horrific in-laws are in town.  Clearly this goes some 
way toward mitigating the rudeness, but it doesn’t just completely excuse it; it doesn’t take the behavior out of “the 
space of blames.”  (Presumably in such cases it will make a difference how the individual in question goes on to act 
in the future, once the worst of the situation is behind her.) 
31 With apologies to Kant, see Schlenker and Darby (1981) for evidence that the severity of the consequences is 
directly related to people’s tendencies of giving “nonperfunctory apologies… expressing remorse, and offering to 
help the victim” (271). 
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control or the stakes are low, but that they are, at least to some degree, responsible for such 
behavior regardless of the presence or absence of many such mitigating factors.   
My aim here is not to capture all the nuances of our intuitions about, and practices of, 
assigning responsibility and blame for mood-influenced behavior.  But in paradigmatic cases, 
when an agent is in a bad mood, and as a result acts in an unfriendly way, she is to a certain 
degree (held) responsible and blameworthy, even if she never introspectively noticed being in 
that mood.  Being unwittingly influenced by this unnoticed psychological state does not transport 
her out of the realm of responsibility for her behavior.  Expressions of rudeness are, prima facie, 
expressions of ill will that need to be accounted for somehow.  Such automatic affective 
reactions are often those to which our feelings of resentment or admiration are most sensitive. 
 
V. Consciousness, Reactive Attitudes, and Implicit Bias 
 
Now consider cases of behavior that might express not (merely) a bad mood but an implicit 
bias.32  If Stephanie wrinkles her nose and shows other signs of automatic disgust (rather than 
sympathy) at her friend Dennis’ choice of attire (or lifestyle), she can reasonably be held 
responsible and blameworthy for that automatic reaction, even if she might not endorse it upon 
reflection.  Dennis, the target of the automatic disgust, would not, I take it, be blamed for 
resenting the disgusted reaction and holding it against her.  It would likely make some difference 
if Stephanie were to apologize for the disgusted reaction and explain that it did not represent her 
reflective commitments, but it would not simply undo the harm or exonerate the reaction 
entirely.  The affect-laden reaction is, like it or not, an expression of how she feels, and precisely 
                                                 
32 Implicit attitudes and moods are probably more than just analogically related.  For example, the coming-on of a 




the sort of behavior most apt to elicit feelings of bitterness or disappointment from Dennis.  It 
might even be true that Dennis can benefit psychologically by thinking about all the external 
forces (such as growing up in a prejudiced society) that could have led Stephanie to feel 
automatic disgust.  But even if it helps Dennis to think about such mitigating factors, the 
presence of these factors would not make it the case that Stephanie had nothing to apologize for, 
nothing for which to be forgiven.  She might not be quite as blameworthy for the reaction as she 
would be if she reflectively endorsed it, but she is more blameworthy for it than she would be for 
a mere behavioral reflex, like blinking in response to a bright light.  We should not conclude of 
her, or each other more generally, that we are all bad prejudiced people, but it is fair to conclude 
that she could be, in some sense, better than she is. 
 Consider another interaction, arguably influenced by implicit bias, described by Valian: 
A storm has damaged a large tree in the back yard, and a tree surgeon has come to 
look at it… As I ask the tree expert various questions about the damage and what 
needs to be done, I feel there is something a little odd about his responses.  
Finally, I realize that I am looking at him when I ask my questions, but that he is 
looking at J when he answers them.  For his part, J is mostly looking abstractly 
out into space, reflecting his lack of interest in the proceedings.  For the entire 
consultation, in fact, J is silent.  I continue with my questions, and the surgeon 
continues to direct his answers to J.  Perhaps he is riveted by J’s virtuosic 
ventriloquism.  I got the information I wanted, but I don’t know what 
modifications I might have made—speaking louder? asking longer questions? 
being more assertive?—to get the tree surgeon to talk to me instead of J.  I can 
imagine the surgeon saying to his crew afterward, “Did you see that woman?  She 
didn’t let that guy get a word in edgewise.”  J himself has noticed nothing, 
because he has been thinking about something else the whole time. (1998, 146) 
 
In this case, the tree surgeon is, it seems to me, responsible and blameworthy for failing to attend 
to the relevant social cues and therefore for acting in an oblivious or uncivil way.  His social 
environment is giving him ample information to suggest that he should adjust his unreflective 
behavior, but he fails to absorb it.  Valian would be, I think, warranted in resenting him for this 
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behavior, rather than just, say, resenting American culture more broadly for leading the tree 
surgeon to develop the habits of selective attention and ignorance on display here. 
It may not be expedient or appropriate for Valian or Dennis to say something overtly 
accusatory in these situations, but it is not as if overt accusations are the only sorts of value-laden 
responses that can be licensed by uncivil behavior.  There is a diverse range of responses 
expressive of tacit disapproval or annoyance open to people in such situations (responses which 
their interlocutors may or may not pick up on in turn).  Reactive attitudes are often glossed by 
philosophers, including myself, as part of our “practices of praise or blame.”  But this gloss, like 
the distinction between good and ill will, threatens to obscure the breadth and fineness of grain 
of these affect-laden responses and the complexity of the practices in which they are embedded.  
Lumping everything together as praise-or-blame suggests that our reactive attitudes are very 
crude devices for giving a simple, unambiguous thumbs-up or thumbs-down response to every 
action (or perhaps leaving open the third option of responding with an indifferent shoulder 
shrug).  But to claim that mood-related incivility is within the sphere of moral responsibility, 
broadly construed, is not to claim that we typically do or should go around “playing the blame 
game” and crying “J’accuse!” every time we notice that an interlocutor is a little inconsiderate or 
absent-minded.  There are more and less hostile and overt ways of responding to someone’s 
snippiness, melancholy, or upbeat positivity and there any number of factors that play into how 
best to respond in a given situation, such as the relationship between the interlocutors, the 
context in which the behavior is expressed, the extent to which the behavior is in or out of 
character for that person, and so on.  (And our interlocutors can be more or less sensitive to our 
reactions, and admirably or culpably so.) 
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This applies mutatis mutandis to moments when we identify, or get a kind of inchoate 
sense, that others or ourselves are acting in an implicitly prejudiced way.  Meeting a particular 
microbehavior, such as a subtle reaction of disgust, with a macro-level charge of racism or 
sexism may be disproportionate.  Failing to respond to it at all and avoiding any conflict may 
also be unfitting, especially in the context of implicit bias, where the norm of simply trying to 
ignore things typically does more harm than good.  In some cases, one might simply make a joke 
that points out the conversational misfire without being accusatory.33  My aim is not to pinpoint 
exactly where the “golden mean” of response to implicitly biased behavior lies in any particular 
case (I doubt we could come up with adequate rules to capture this), but to make it clear that, in 
such cases, we are often already responding, in better or worse ways, to behavior that we take to 
be somehow inappropriate, and of which we disapprove, more or less explicitly.  Our responses 
do not need to be overt assertions of responsibility and blame, as when jurors determine the 
scope of a defendant’s criminal responsibility, in order to be responses that treat the behavior as 
culpably uncivil. 
I am not claiming that we should combat systemic institutional racism and sexism merely 
by trying to neutralize subtly biased behaviors with subtly counter-biased responses (such as, as 
Valian suggests, by speaking louder).  We should combat systemic ills by changing the system 
(see (§IX) below for discussion of one relevant institutional change).  But there is a further 
question of how to understand ourselves and others as individual targets and perpetrators of 
implicit discrimination.  In many cases, we should insist that people, regardless of their reflective 
                                                 
33 I return to the challenges of how to respond in such cases in Chapter 4 (§III.D) and the Appendix (§II) to Chapter 
5.  Consider Jennifer Saul’s advice for a specific sort of case: “Attending an all-male conference? Say something 
about it. You can be confrontational, jokey, or friendly, depending on what suits you. Personally, I find it very 
effective to make a joke, which then opens up the conversation in a very productive, non-aggressive manner.”  
Another sort of example: “Be sure to acknowledge women’s contributions to discussions (by name, if possible), and 
notice when others fail to do so. Pick up on this in a friendly way (e.g. “Yes, Edith was saying something very like 




knowledge of implicit bias, bear a legitimate degree of responsibility for their implicit 
discriminatory behavior.  In the next sections, I explain in greater detail how the partial 
awareness individuals have of their implicitly biased behaviors underwrites the claim that they 
are able to act otherwise. 
 
VI. Consciousness and the Ability to Act Otherwise 
 
I have suggested that moral responsibility, in the sense of warranting praise or blame, often 
attaches to phenomenal awareness.  But others might be more inclined to think that responsibility 
tracks access consciousness.  Philosophers are wont to suppose that the awareness relevant to 
responsibility is a kind of reflective one, on display when an agent “steps back” and considers, 
e.g., whether it would be appropriate to act on a particular desire.34  This is the kind of awareness 
that seems most relevant to freedom qua the ability to act otherwise.  I take it that reflective 
awareness seems intimately tied to this modal analysis of freedom because the ability to step 
back and reflect is thought to be the best candidate for enabling an agent to act differently than 
she otherwise might.  Intuitively, it is when an agent can take a moment to deliberate that she is 
best poised to resist her undesirable impulses.  So if in a particular case, an agent does not in fact 
step back and reflect on the potential causes of her behavior, if she could have done so, then (it 
becomes possible to say that) she should have done so.  This level of reflective awareness is 
clearly a form of access consciousness.  On this sort of view, an agent must be capable of 
                                                 
34 See, e.g., Korsgaard (1997).  See Chapter 4 (§II.B) for further discussion. 
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becoming access-conscious of a potential influence on her behavior if she is to be responsible for 
the behavior so influenced.35 
I agree that the capacity for this sort of reflection is a necessary condition for an agent to 
be a possible candidate for responsibility and blame in the first place.  This capacity is a kind of 
“background” condition essential to being the sort of entity to whom responsibility and blame 
could ever appropriately be assigned.  But it is too strong to say that, in particular cases, an agent 
has to be capable of exercising this capacity in order to be responsible for what she does.   
Appealing to the capacity for reflective self-awareness is not the only defensible way of 
cashing out the modal analysis of freedom as being-able-to-do-otherwise.  There are, I submit, at 
least two further intuitive ways of developing this modal claim.  The first is just that, in other 
similar situations, the agent typically does act otherwise, and the second is that other similarly 
situated agents do act otherwise.  The first sense (the SAME-AGENT sense) regards how the same 
agent tends to act or would act in different-but-comparable situations; the second sense (the 
DIFFERENT-AGENT sense) regards how different-but-comparable agents tend to act or would act in 
the same situation.  In both cases, the upshot is that we can determine whether an agent could 
have acted differently in a given situation by looking to the behavior of similar agents in similar 
situations.  We can take the actions of similarly situated agents to indicate what a particular agent 
                                                 
35 One might worry that we are going down the rabbit hole of problematic philosophical concepts: trying to 
illuminate the controversial concept of responsibility with the perhaps equally controversial concept of 
consciousness.  But I do not think we have to solve the hard problems of consciousness in order to see their 
importance for questions of responsibility.  We need primarily to draw out or construct the appropriate connections 
between these notions, while we admit that different philosophical conceptions of consciousness might yield 
different accounts of the conceptual connections.  According to a higher-order theory of consciousness (unlike the 
account of consciousness I have assumed in this chapter), implicit attitudes would probably often be unconscious.  
This might seem to entail that individuals are not responsible for them.  However, it might still be possible to say on 
such a view that even though implicit attitudes are often unconscious, agents can still become conscious of them in a 
relevant sense.  (Indeed, King and Carruthers (forthcoming) say that all attitudes are unconscious, so we are 
responsible for all or none of them together, whether implicit or explicit.)  If agents can become conscious of the 
attitudes in a relevant sense, then there would still be room to say that agents should be aware of them, and are guilty 
of negligence if they are not.  On this view, a higher-order theorist would just say that the state has to be potentially 
conscious, rather than potentially accessed.  One could thus tell sufficiently similar stories about the importance of 
consciousness to responsibility even given different theories of consciousness. 
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was capable of doing in a particular context (as some might put it, we can take the agent’s and 
others’ broader patterns of behavior as evidence for how the agent acts in “nearby possible 
worlds,” and how she acts in those nearby possible worlds determines how she could act in this 
one).  In this section I explain these alternative senses in which agents can properly be said to act 
otherwise.  Then in (§VII) and (§VIII), I explain how they apply to agents who act in implicitly 
biased ways. 
According to what I call the SAME-AGENT sense, an agent could have acted differently 
from the way she did in a particular case, because she often does act differently in similar cases.  
Perhaps the most straightforward examples of behaviors that we view in this light are instances 
of clumsiness.  If I trip over my own feet while walking across an even floor, and as a result spill 
coffee on your new white sneakers, I am responsible and blameworthy for doing so.  I would be 
remiss if I did not apologize.  It is not that I should have stepped back and planned out my steps 
first.  It is just that I know how to walk across a room without tripping.  I do it all the time.  My 
background familiarity with that sort of situation makes me, as Milton said (although perhaps not 
so literally as I say it now), “sufficient to have stood, though free to fall.”36 
This ability to act otherwise is undergirded by the phenomenal and perhaps unattended 
aspects of experience, rather than access consciousness per se.  When we (are right to) hold each 
other or ourselves responsible for acting thoughtlessly-and-poorly in a type of situation in which 
we often act unreflectively-and-well, we are tacitly drawing on an idea along these lines: that we 
are familiar enough with situations of that type that we can and should be able to act directly on 
the basis of having perceived or detected the relevant features of the situation.  Recognition of 
those features should be enough to elicit appropriate action from us without having to reflectively 
notice or attend to them.  We know our way around that sort of situation, and our “feel” for it is 
                                                 
36 [1667] 2003, Bk. 3, ln. 99. 
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sufficient for us to act well.37  Even if we do not act well, we could and should have.  The key 
consideration is that merely taking in the information is ordinarily enough for us to act 
appropriately, regardless whether we step back and reflect on things. 
Note that phenomenal consciousness and potentially-unattended experiences would, at 
least typically, seem to play a pivotal role in enabling an agent to reflect in the sort of way 
traditionally thought to be integral to responsibility.38  This is somewhat speculative, but I 
suspect that in the majority of cases in which it would be appropriate to judge that an agent could 
and should have stepped back to reflect, there was either A) a phenomenal but not access 
conscious state to support these counterfactual (“could have”) and normative (“should have”) 
ascriptions, or B) a nonconscious state that was somehow accessible enough to consciousness to 
support such claims.  There was some relevant feature of the situation that the agent detected, 
which should have led the agent to reflect, whether she actually did or not.39 
                                                 
37 For a discussion of this sort of “feel” for a situation that is free of scare quotes, see Brownstein and Madva 
(2012a,b).  Zimmerman (2007) seems to argue that the blameworthiness of clumsy behavior depends on whether the 
agent could have paid more attention and took greater care in acting (i.e., been more aware and exercised greater 
self-control).  But attention and self-conscious control are neither sufficient for successful unreflective action, as the 
examples of self-defeating efforts at self-control mentioned in (§II) make clear, nor necessary, as agents who 
sometimes get “in the zone” and act in “flow” can attest. 
38 Levy (2007, 240, n.8 256) seems to think that phenomenal consciousness is only relevant to responsibility insofar 
as it enables access consciousness.  Levy suggests that philosophical zombies might be examples of agents who are 
responsible for what they do but only have access consciousness and no phenomenal consciousness.  Note that 
zombies would not experience reactive attitudes in the way that Strawson-inspired understandings of responsibility 
and blame take to be important.  They would still seem to express them but would not actually feel them.  Although 
I am not completely confident that I can properly imagine a creature who exhibits all the signs of emotions and 
reactive attitudes without ever feeling them (or if I can trust my intuitions about such cases), it strikes me that such 
an unfeeling zombie would not be a proper target for certain kinds of praise and blame.  There are all sorts of actions 
for which the qualitative experience of the agent performing them matters a great deal to our understanding of its 
moral worth.  C.f., Aristotle, Hume, etc.  We cannot properly praise someone’s action as courageous or censure it as 
cowardly if she is incapable of feeling confident, afraid, etc.  There is likely much more to say here.  One might 
construe my claims in this note as supporting an argument for separating moral responsibility from blameworthiness 
(perhaps zombies can be responsible but not blameworthy).  I take it to support separating the bringing-about of an 
action from moral responsibility for that action (zombies could be said to in some sense make an event happen 
without bearing moral responsibility for the event). 
39 Note also that agents cannot (at least ordinarily) step back and reflect about whether to step back and reflect, so 
we have to posit some sort of non-reflective state or process to ground agents’ responsibility for reflecting, on pain 
of regress.  But if we have to posit some non-reflective state to ground assertions of responsibility anyway, then why 
not admit that in some cases agents can occupy a non-reflective state (viz., the recognition of the relevant situational 
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The difference between phenomenally aware states and purely inaccessible or 
unconscious states marks one important difference for responsibility.  When an agent is, 
completely unconsciously, primed to think about the elderly, and goes on to walk very slowly, 
she is not, on my view, responsible for the slowness of the walking.  The causally operative 
feature of the situation (viz., being primed to think of the elderly) was completely unconscious.  
Her situation was externally manipulated such that she was not responding to an accurately 
perceived feature of the situation.  Responsibility might get its foot in the door even here, if the 
agent is personally responsible for having the association in the first place, e.g., because she 
should have cultivated different habits and formed different associations in advance.  This would 
be a kind of indirect responsibility.  For example, in the 1997 study by Chen and Bargh that I 
first discussed in Chapter 2 (§IV), white participants who had been unconsciously primed with 
black faces subsequently acted with greater hostility, even though their interlocutors were also 
white.  The participants might be responsible for harboring the black-and-hostile association, 
even though they were not responsible for its activation and application in this particular context.  
If they are blameworthy for harboring the association, they might in a very indirect sense be 
blameworthy for expressing it here.  Another example is research suggesting that individuals are 
more likely to identify an ambiguous facial expression as hostile if the face is black than if it is 
white.40  This bias toward detecting hostility in black faces only seems to affect individuals with 
strong implicit racial biases, not those without them.  If they are blameworthy for harboring the 
bias, they might be indirectly blameworthy for misrecognizing the facial expressions.   
But when an agent is just surrounded by the elderly, and so unreflectively starts to move 
slowly, in this case, on my view, we could attribute responsibility for the slowness.  The 
                                                                                                                                                             
features) that makes them responsible for just acting, rather than responsible for stepping back and reflecting about 
what to do?  See Arpaly and Schroeder (2012) for similar arguments. 
40 Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003). 
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adjustment in her style of behavior reflects a sensitivity to the information afforded by the social 
environment and is directed toward becoming attuned with that environment.  It is not behavior 
that requires intention or attention (to her bodily movements, the features of her environment, 
etc.) in order to be justifiably or responsibly performed.  The agent is aware of the features 
driving her to act, if not aware of them in an especially articulate way.  We know from social 
psychology that similar slow behavior could be elicited by unconscious priming rather than by 
accurately perceiving features of the environment.  But we should not infer from the priming 
cases that there is no justification or responsibility for responding in a certain way in cases of 
accurate perception.  All the priming cases show is that the agent’s capacity to respond 
appropriately is fallible.41 
There might not obviously be anything at stake in attributing responsibility for slow-
walking behavior, and so possibly no cause for praise or blame.  It is not difficult, however, to 
revise or add descriptions to the case to bring out the potential for moral relevance.  To begin 
with, we can easily imagine that an employee in a nursing home who moves too abruptly or too 
sluggishly might influence how comfortable and at-home the residents feel.  More directly, 
imagine escorting an elderly person across the street.  Failing to adjust your behavior, and 
walking too quickly, could literally injure someone who needed to walk slowly! 
An agent who acts poorly or inappropriately in a situation in which she ordinarily acts 
appropriately thus could have acted otherwise in the SAME-AGENT sense; the very same agent, in 
relevantly similar situations, does act appropriately.  Another sense in which an agent could have 
                                                 
41 To think otherwise—to think that the capacity for error or illusion undermines the agent’s justification and 
responsibility in ordinary cases—is tantamount to endorsing the widely discredited Argument from Illusion.  The 
Argument from Illusion is used to justify the claim that what we really perceive are just “sense-data” rather than 
external objects.  In cases of illusion, an agent is perceiving something, but not a real exemplification of a property 
in the external world.  A similar argument is used to support skepticism.  Because an agent could undergo the very 
same type of perceptual experience either as a result of illusion or as a result of veridical perception, she cannot be 
said to know what she sees even when perceiving things accurately. 
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acted otherwise regards how different agents, who are sufficiently similar to the one in question, 
act in that situation, or tend to act in similar ones.  According to the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense, an 
agent could have acted differently from the way she did in a particular context, because other 
similarly situated agents do act differently in that context, or sufficiently similar ones.42 
The following sort of case appeals to the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense of being-able-to-do-
otherwise.  Suppose there is a sign at the entrance to a party that reads, “Please take off your 
shoes.”  The host of the party, Julius, approaches Jordan and says, “Your Nikes are tracking mud 
on my rug!  Take ‘em off!”  Jordan might say, “Hey, take it easy, I didn’t know I wasn’t 
supposed to wear shoes.”  Julius can rightly retort, “There’s a sign at the entrance that says to 
take off your shoes, and everybody else at the party did so.”  Suppose Jordan has actually stained 
Julius’ rug.  He is, I think, clearly responsible for doing so, and he would be remiss if he did not 
apologize or even, say, offer to clean or replace it.  Jordan can cite his failure to notice the sign 
as a mitigating factor, but it does not get him off the hook.  Julius can infer that Jordan had 
sufficient information available, in the light of which he could have acted appropriately, because 
the other people at the party did respond to the information and act appropriately.  Different 
agents, in the same situation, acted differently.  It is not that everyone else needs to notice the 
sign in order for Jordan to be culpable.  How many other agents would need to notice it in order 
for Jordan to be responsible?  That is not a question we should try to answer.  We can avoid 
having to answer it if we embrace a graded notion of responsibility: the more likely other 
similarly situated agents are to act appropriately, then, other things equal, the more responsible a 
particular agent is for doing so.  If some similarly situated agents act appropriately, then (it will 
                                                 
42 This understanding of being able to act otherwise is inspired by some of the replies, such as Kamtekar (2004), that 
have been made to the “situationist” critique of virtue.  These replies emphasize that the situationist literature does 
not reveal that everyone placed in that situation was influenced by an irrelevant social cue. 
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often be reasonable to conclude that) a particular agent is, at least to some degree, capable of 
doing so. 
The DIFFERENT-AGENT sense of being able to act otherwise, like the SAME-AGENT sense, 
depends on phenomenal rather than access consciousness, partial rather than total awareness.  
We can infer that an agent had sufficient information to act appropriately, even if he did not 
attend to it or reflect upon it, because he was equally well poised to absorb that information as 
the other agents who did act appropriately.  Failing to notice it at all constitutes negligence. 
In the next section (§VII), I invoke the SAME-AGENT sense of being able to act otherwise 
in order to explain how agents can be held responsible and blameworthy for their subtly 
unfriendly behaviors.  In (§VIII), I invoke the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense to explain how agents can 
be held responsible for their implicitly biased decisions outside the context of interpersonal 
interactions. 
 
VII. SAME-AGENT Cases of Responsibility for Implicit Bias 
 
Consider again the study by Dovidio and colleagues on interracial interactions.  The black 
interviewers believed that the white participants were consciously prejudiced against them.  The 
microexpressions of these interviewers were not reported, but typically—if not in this study per 
se, then in a wide range of similar everyday cases, such as Valian’s reactions to the tree 
surgeon—when someone is subtly being ignored, avoided, silenced, or condescended-to, their 
resultant discomfort will be evident in their subtle facial expressions, bodily gestures, tones of 
voice, and offhand utterances.  They would have to exert an extraordinary degree of self-control 
to be able, in the moment, to explicitly identify an interlocutor’s behavior as prejudiced without 
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themselves reacting in any perceptible way to that behavior.  Such reactions tend to be just as 
automatic as the sorts of implicit discriminatory behaviors at issue.  This would mean that, as the 
conversation unfolded, the white participants were getting information from the black 
interviewers that something about their comportment was going awry; something was making 
their interlocutors visibly uncomfortable.  (I would further predict that one could detect subtle 
behavioral reactions in the white participants that reflected a kind of tacit awareness of their 
interlocutors’ discomfort, but this further prediction is inessential to my argument here.)   
Suppose that one participant initially sat a little further away and leaned back from the 
black interviewer, giving off subtle but ambiguous signs of unfriendliness which then elicited 
perceptible discomfort from the interviewer.  Yet the participant then persisted in acting in subtly 
off-putting ways, thereby continuing to express a kind of ill will, and failing to respond to the 
conversational cues of discomfort, such as by, say, making more eye contact or assuming a more 
open posture.  Her subsequent uncivil microbehaviors are blameworthy in that she failed to 
respond to the feedback she was getting about the interaction, feedback of a kind to which she is 
ordinarily quite sensitive.43  Even if she didn’t know that biases were the culprits behind her off-
putting behavior, or behind her interlocutor’s reactions to her behavior, she had plenty of 
information to warrant adjusting her way of interacting.  Presumably she did not attend to or 
notice her interlocutor’s perceptible discomfort, and so reported that the conversation had gone 
                                                 
43 I focus on the subsequent uncivil microbehaviors, rather than the initial ones, in part because they bring out most 
clearly how the agent is failing to respond to environmental input.  But the initial negative microbehaviors can be 
blameworthy as well (as in the case of Stephanie’s reaction to Dennis), insofar as they themselves constitute 
responses (or failures to respond) to something in the environment.  These unreflective microbehaviors are, 
paradigmatically, affect-laden reactions to features of the situation, e.g., suppose that the interviewers both make 
eye contact with the participant when they first greet her, and she replies by saying, “Hello, nice to meet you,” to 
both of them, but only makes eye contact with the white interviewer when she does so.  These “first” 
microbehaviors already express how she feels about her interlocutors, albeit in a potentially highly ambiguous way.  
The ambiguity of any one isolated social behavior is another reason I focus on the unfolding interaction as a whole; 
any one-off avoidance behavior might just be expressive of awkwardness, fatigue, confusion, shyness, a bright light, 
etc., whereas the persistent negativity toward the black interviewer, in light of the contrasting positivity toward the 
white interviewer, becomes an increasingly less ambiguous expression of unfriendliness or incivility. 
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well.  But that does not mean that she did not perceive it, or experience a sense of “tension” as a 
result of it.  It just means that she did not reflect on it or attend to it.  In other similar situations, 
she will detect such subtle signs of discomfort, and adjust appropriately, and often in relatively 
effortless and unreflective ways.  She will do so in the private company of loved ones, on the 
elevator, or waiting in line at the store.  Ordinarily, when agents sense that things are out of 
whack, they can adjust to compensate for this somehow, so they are able to do so.  Even if they 
do not know quite how to respond, they will at least notice that something is up. 
Broadly speaking, human beings who lack this social sensitivity are either developing 
children or psychologically disabled, perhaps on the spectrum of autism.  These latter individuals 
would be, on my view, truly blameless in failing to be sensitive to these sorts of cues in the right 
way.  By contrast, harmful microexpressions of implicit bias often amount to cases of 
negligence, in which agents should respond in a certain way to an experienced feature of their 
social environments, but do not.  In these cases, there is something conscious, or close enough to 
conscious, which warrants attributing a kind of blameworthy ignorance.  Insofar as agents ignore 
the abundant information that they are “going wrong,” they are culpable for doing so.  It is not 
just that there was some prior moment in which the agent should have reflected upon things and 
decided to form better social habits; there is a kind of awareness operative at the time, as the 
conversation is unfolding, which is sufficient for the agent to act otherwise.   
It is of course possible that the target of the unfriendly behavior might not react to that 
rudeness in any perceptible way, or react in such an unusual way that the perpetrator of rude 
behavior does not receive any relevant feedback about the conversation or her own behavior.  In 
such a case, the sort of responsibility I am pinpointing would simply not apply.  This sort of 
distinction between cases, in which the harmful effects of our behavior are or are not visible, is, I 
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think, an important one for understanding moral responsibility for implicit bias.  When an agent 
really lacks any feedback from the environment to suggest that things have gone awry, then, 
other things equal, it seems less apt to hold her accountable for her biased behavior in the way I 
describe here.  This will often be the case when agents are being influenced by biases as they 
read résumés and grade papers, so, to the extent that individual agents bear any responsibility for 
being so influenced, the explanation will differ significantly from the one I am advancing.  I 
sketch how we might understand such cases in the next section (§VIII).  But cases of 
interpersonal interaction in which an implicitly biased agent receives no relevant feedback from 
her social environment will be uncommon.   
The ability to act otherwise in these situations is not grounded in the agent’s ability to 
step back and reflect about how the conversation is going.  It is grounded in the fact that the 
agent took in information that is ordinarily sufficient to lead her to act differently.  It may be that 
agents are often better poised to act otherwise when they do have the capacity to step back and 
reflect, and when they know whether the source of their rudeness is work-related stress, a bad 
night’s sleep, or even prejudice.  Many find it intuitive that these moments of deliberation afford 
agents the best opportunity to act freely, because they can consciously reflect upon and weigh 
various considerations favoring one action versus another, and consider whether a particular 
desire or impulse constitutes a good reason to act a certain way.  Stepping back gives agents the 
opportunity to decide whether a potential influence on their behavior should be an actual 
influence on their behavior.  Once again, this suggests that we should picture responsibility as 
applying in a kind of gradual way, rather than in an all-or-nothing way.  A graded conception of 
responsibility can do justice to the varying degrees of awareness and control agents can have 
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over the potential influences on their behavior, whether those influences are bad moods or biases.  
Awareness and control come in degrees, and so, too, does responsibility. 
An alternative interpretation, defended by the likes of Fischer and Ravizza (1998), is to 
continue to insist that responsibility is all-or-nothing (i.e., that there exist necessary and 
sufficient conditions for responsibility that are simply satisfied or not), while taking 
blameworthiness to be a matter of degree.  But it is mysterious why we should continue to 
believe that responsibility is all-or-nothing after we recognize that awareness, control, and blame 
all come in degrees.  If awareness comes in degrees, and responsibility is all-or-nothing, then 
how much awareness is necessary to pass the threshold for responsibility?  It would seem 
arbitrary to pick a specific cut-off point at which agents become sufficiently aware to be 
responsible.  It seems less arbitrary to conclude that agents who are partially aware are partially 
responsible.  They are indeed less blameworthy in such cases, because they are less responsible, 
which is to say, because they are less aware of what they are doing, and less able to do otherwise. 
In the context of interpersonal interactions, while we may be unaware of our biases in 
some morally relevant senses, we are, often enough, aware of them in other morally relevant 
senses.  We are responsible for our biased behavior qua behavior that makes others visibly 
uncomfortable.  This is true even if we are not, as is often the case, responsible for them qua 
expressions of bias (that is, under intentional descriptions that make reference to the bias as 
such).  This distinction is meant to capture the possibility that, while we may not be sufficiently 
aware of the role of prejudice per se in guiding our actions and reactions, we are, or should be, 
sufficiently aware of how to have a conversation with a stranger without acting rudely or 
misinterpreting the tenor of the interaction.  The white (and perhaps also the black) interlocutors 
in Dovidio’s study may be guilty of a sort of negligence or selective attention, a failure to attend 
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and respond to cues to which they are ordinarily quite sensitive.  They demonstrate a relevantly 
similar kind of sensitivity to social cues all the time, so in an important sense they are or should 
be aware of what they are doing, and they are able to act otherwise.  The gist is that, in such 
cases, they are blameworthy for being awkward, unfriendly, or rude, rather than for being racist.  
This has the effect of relegating individual responsibility for biased microbehaviors to the level 
of so-called “social graces” or “etiquette,” but simultaneously of elevating social graces to the 
level of genuine moral significance.44  Given the kinds of harms and injustices that these botched 
interactions create and sustain, the upshot is that the “art of conversation” is of greater moral 
importance than we often realize.  Part of living up to our commitment to egalitarianism consists 
in cultivating appropriate automatic reactions in these contexts.  The personal is political, and 
etiquette is ethical.   
However, I admit that there are other morally relevant senses in which the participants in 
the study by Dovidio and colleagues may not have been able to act differently.  Perhaps the 
interracial encounter and laboratory setting induced cognitive load for the participants, engaging 
their limited capacity for working memory and thereby impairing their ability to respond as they 
would in more familiar situations.  The inducement of cognitive load might make this an 
unfamiliar situation, relevantly different from others in which the same agents can better navigate 
the art of conversation.  If that is right, then we might have to locate their responsibility, if 
anywhere, in the fact that participants found the interaction more cognitively taxing in the first 
place.  This would likely require an indirect account of their responsibility.  But there is a further 
sense in which agents inhibited by cognitive load are free to act otherwise, to which I now turn. 
 
VIII. DIFFERENT-AGENT Cases of Responsibility for Implicit Bias 
                                                 




If the participants in these studies can act differently, why don’t they?  Why can we reliably 
predict that more will act in one way than another?  Doesn’t knowing the causes of their 
behavior undercut the counterfactuals? 
This objection is important, but so is the fact that not all participants were unfriendly.  It 
is not the case, in these studies, that every white person acts rudely to every black interlocutor 
every time.  Some people similarly situated are able to act appropriately.  This points to an 
additional way of unpacking the thought that an agent could have acted otherwise, the 
DIFFERENT-AGENT sense: different agents, similarly situated and equally ordinary, act differently.  
This makes it reasonable to conclude that each agent in that situation had sufficient information 
available to act appropriately, even if they failed to respond properly to that information. 
Consider the notorious Good Samaritan study by Darley and Batson (1973), in which 
seminarians were radically less likely to help an ailing homeless person whom they passed after 
they had been told to give a lecture (on the parable of the Good Samaritan, which is about the 
decision to help or pass by an ailing person) on the other side of campus, and also told that they 
were already five minutes late.  Only 1 of the 10 people in this condition stopped to help.  It is 
significant that slight lateness could make such a difference to the likelihood of ethical action, 
but the fact that this feature influenced how they acted does not entail that they couldn’t have 
acted differently.  Apparently, at least one person did act differently, and that suggests that there 
is an important sense in which the rest of them could have as well. 
It is also worth pointing out that, while being five minutes late has often been described 
as an “ethically trivial” feature of the situation, my argument in the previous section suggests that 
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it is not ethically trivial at all.45  Tardiness is just the sort of putatively non-moral phenomenon 
that we ought perhaps to take a little more seriously.  People should, other things equal, hurry a 
little when they are late—being late is rude—although perhaps in this situation that consideration 
should have been overridden.  It might even be the case that implicit biases influence the 
likelihood of promptness.  We could test, for example, whether people are more likely to try to 
be on time for a meeting with a man than with a woman.  These are just the sorts of subtle 
behavioral phenomena that warrant further empirical investigation and ethical reflection.  
Nevertheless, knowing that lateness made such a significant difference in the Good Samaritan 
study should affect our appreciation of the agents’ responsibility for how they acted.  Perhaps 
what this study shows is that it is more difficult to meet our ethical obligations when we are 
running late.  If so, on my view, we would still be responsible for meeting those obligations, but 
we would be a little less responsible for failing to meet them under circumstances of stress or 
distraction.  These sorts of mitigating circumstances do not transport us out of the realm of 
responsibility and blame, but shift our location within that space.  (And we should be prepared to 
be surprised and humbled by how sensitive we are to these subtle influences; the converse 
implication of the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense is that an agent who did respond appropriately could 
easily have failed to do so.46) 
We can also appeal to the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense of being able to do otherwise in order 
to avoid what might seem like an (extreme and implausible) implication of my view.  My 
argument that agents ordinarily know how to adjust in reaction to the discomfort of their 
interlocutors might seem to commit me to the claim that people are universally capable of acting 
like social virtuosos, always knowing just what to say, and so on.  But consider again the 
                                                 
45 Thanks to Taylor Carman for emphasizing this point. 
46 I elaborate on this point in the Appendix (§II) to Chapter 5. 
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participants in Dovidio’s study who failed to notice their unreflective unfriendliness and reported 
that the conversation had gone well.  We can contrast their case with that of a well-meaning and 
socially perceptive agent who did notice her interlocutor’s discomfort, but did not, for whatever 
reason, quite know what was going wrong or know how to respond.  It might be less apt to hold 
this sort of aware-but-unskilled agent responsible, to any significant degree, for failing to adjust 
appropriately.  But the participants in this study did not even notice that anything was amiss in 
the first place, and so this sort of mitigating consideration cannot be drawn on to excuse their 
implicit discriminatory behavior.  They were negligent in a way that even a more perceptive but 
perplexed agent would not be. 
So far I have focused on responsibility for biased behavior in interpersonal interactions.  
An ethically central feature of these interactions, I suggest, is that agents receive a substantial 
amount of feedback from the social environment in response to their own microbehaviors.  
However, the DIFFERENT-AGENT sense of being-able-to-do-otherwise applies more broadly, to 
cases in which agents are less likely to receive such feedback, such as when biases influence 
evaluations of résumés or student papers. 
Imagine the following sort of experiment.  Suppose participants are asked to evaluate a 
set of job applicants by reading résumés.  One of the candidates is slightly (not too strikingly) 
better than the rest, but is a member of a social group stereotyped to underperform in that sort of 
job.  Suppose one group of participants is not given any further information beyond the résumés 
for each applicant.  Suppose a second group is also reminded that it is easy for their decisions to 
be influenced by prejudice and that they should try to be as fair as possible.  Suppose a third 
group is both reminded of the potential to be prejudiced and also told that an oversight 
committee will evaluate their decision to determine specifically whether it reflects prejudice.  
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Now suppose that this third group is significantly more likely to recommend hiring the better but 
stereotypically worse candidate.  Should we also predict that no one in the other conditions made 
the right call?  Psychological findings with such extreme disparities between conditions are 
exceedingly rare.  Suppose that only 15% in the first group (who were given no additional 
information beyond the résumés themselves) and 30% in the second group (who were reminded 
of their biases in a general way but not held accountable for their decision) recommends the 
better candidate.  Are we to conclude that the manipulations in the different conditions 
completely transformed the responsibility of the participants to choose fairly?  That is, are we to 
say that those in the first group bear zero responsibility for being influenced by implicit biases, 
while those in the third group bear 100% responsibility?  (Where would this leave those in the 
second group?)  It seems much more plausible to think that they bear some measure of 
responsibility in each condition, while allowing that the participants might bear more or less 
responsibility from case to case.  Part of the reason we might be justified in holding participants 
in the third condition responsible is that they had sufficient information all along (in each 
condition) in order to choose fairly. 
The experiment I have just described is not all that imaginary.  I do not know whether 
this exact paradigm has been studied in the laboratory, although there are similar studies.47  My 
principal inspiration for this example is longitudinal research outside the lab, on the effectiveness 
of different affirmative-action programs.48  At the institutional level, some of the most effective 
sorts of intervention seem to involve instituting structures of accountability, such that, e.g., it is 
                                                 
47 See, for example, Bohnet et al.’s (in preparation) finding that evaluators are more likely to ignore gender 
stereotypes and focus on individual’s actual performance when “multiple candidates are presented simultaneously 
and evaluated comparatively than when evaluators are evaluating one person at a time.”  This “evaluation nudge” 
led participants to override their biases.  See Bohnet et al. (in preparation) and Jost et al. (2009) for reviews of other 
hiring studies. 
48 Kalev et al. (2006) 
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somebody’s specific job to make sure that decisions about employment and promotion are being 
made fairly.  Simple diversity training does not seem to be effective (although it may be effective 
when coupled with the institution of some structure of accountability).  For the purposes of 
thinking about appropriate institutional changes, introducing accountability seems to be crucial.49  
However, introducing accountability does not, it seems to me, make it the case that people 
suddenly become responsible for something for which they were not responsible before; it makes 
it the case that there is somebody there to hold them responsible for what they should have been 
doing all along (I grant that introducing accountability also changes the situation in important 
ways50).  If it turns out that having these structures makes it more likely or easier for people to 
meet their obligation to make unbiased decisions, then, once again, the right conclusion to draw 
is that their control over the influence of these biases comes in degrees.  It is harder to meet our 
normative obligations in some contexts than others, and we should change our contexts in ways 
that make us better able to meet our obligations.  But these structures of accountability are not 
merely “justified” (in scare quotes) by virtue of being effective; they are justified in the 
normative sense that they are holding people responsible for obligations that applied all along. 
When it was discovered that MIT was allocating significantly less lab space to women 
than men, Dean Robert Birgeneau acknowledged the disparity and the school took steps to 
address it.  The administration clearly took responsibility for changing things once the facts were 
                                                 
49 Another important institutional change is to settle on the credentials for the job in advance.  For example, in the 
police-chief study I discussed in the Introduction to the dissertation, evaluations of the candidates and hiring biases 
were eliminated if participants simply decided in advance whether they thought street-smarts or book-smarts were 
more important.  There are many important questions regarding which sorts of changes to introduce at a structural-
institutional level, and I look forward to thinking more about them in the future.  See Valian (2010 and 1998, Ch.14) 
for a number of concrete proposals.  She writes, “In sum, then, what characterizes diverse firms is exactly what the 
diversity literature tells us should work: articulating why diversity is important (making the business case), having 
committed leaders, pursuing many initiatives, and maintaining accountability” (2010, 325). 
50 That is, it changes the total state of information available and salient to the agents involved.  They know that if 
they do not perform an action there will be a penalty.  Also presumably in many of the cases the person or task force 
holding people accountable is also reminding them of their obligations and giving them additional relevant 




known.  But Birgeneau (1999) also said that, “I believe that in no case was this discrimination 
conscious or deliberate.  Indeed, it was totally unconscious and unknowing.”  So were the 
individual agents making the particular decisions about how to allocate research space 
responsible (all along) for being influenced by gender biases and stereotypes?  It seems likely 
that they were, insofar as the evidence suggests that at least some decision-makers at MIT were 
allocating resources fairly.51  It is hard to imagine how the trends toward inequitable allocation of 
lab space could have been so exceptionless that no similarly situated agents acted otherwise; 
often what makes the effects of implicit biases difficult to see is precisely that their effects are 
not so unequivocal or universal.  In general, the decision-makers were aware of the qualifications 
of the applicants and the merits of the applications; they had the information right there in front 
of them, in the applications themselves.  Albeit without knowing all the details of each case, we 
should resist the claim that the unfair evaluators were merely causally implicated in an 
institutional injustice completely outside of their awareness or control. 
Of course, there is room to conclude that the individuals were responsible for their unfair 
patterns of decision-making without further arguing that they ought to have been sanctioned or 
held legally accountable in some way.  In a case like this, moral responsibility can come apart 
from legal responsibility.  Agents are responsible for being fair in their evaluations, and this 
applies to many of the “unknowns” that might be influencing them.  However, if formally 
sanctioning the evaluators is unwarranted, as I think it is, then it is fair to wonder what the talk of 
moral responsibility and blameworthiness comes to.  What is the practical upshot of insisting on 
an attenuated degree of moral responsibility in such cases?  To begin with, it might be 
appropriate for someone who discovered this systematic bias in his decision-making to feel 
                                                 
51 For example, the investigative committee reported that, “Data reviews revealed that in some departments men and 




disappointed in himself.  It might be appropriate for that person to apologize to the individuals to 
whom he unfairly allocated less lab space.  I do not claim to know exactly what one ought to do 
in such cases, but it seems that an apology of this sort would be warranted, that the failure to 
apologize would be morally inadequate, and, finally, that citing the absence of knowledge and 
intent would count as one consideration in favor of the apology being accepted. 
Feeling disappointed in oneself and apologizing are far from idle social gestures.  
Evidence suggests that contemplating a past failure to be egalitarian—reflecting on an occasion 
when one acted in a biased way—motivates individuals to strive harder to be egalitarian, and 
even temporarily prevents the automatic activation of racial stereotypes.52  Findings like this 
suggest that we might do well to go beyond a generic recognition that all of us are likely to have 
implicit biases (a recognition that would seem on a par with acknowledging that all of us are 
likely to contract some highly contagious disease unless we take certain precautions).  Reflecting 
on concrete cases of our own past failures as failures—when we could have acted better than we 
did—might play an important role in motivating us to do better.  If so, then we might do well to 
preface the claim that, “we all have a role to play in addressing the harms of implicit bias,” with, 
“we have all contributed to the current unjust state of affairs.” 
 
IX. Conclusion: Responsibility without Finger-Pointing and Name-Calling 
 
I have argued that individuals often bear a measure of responsibility and blame for their 
implicitly biased behavior.  Individuals who lack detailed knowledge of research on implicit bias 
might not be responsible for their biased behavior under intentional descriptions that make 
reference to “implicit bias as such,” although they are responsible for such behavior under other 
                                                 
52 Moskowitz and Ignarri (2009). 
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descriptions, such as being uncivil, which, while far less indicting, are morally relevant just the 
same.  The contributions that implicit biases make to affective experience, and the behavioral 
responses that they elicit from interlocutors, provide agents with a level of awareness of their 
environment that is ordinarily sufficient to lead them to adjust their comportment and act 
appropriately.  These same agents act otherwise in different-but-comparable contexts, and 
different-but-comparable agents act otherwise in the same contexts.  This suggests that agents 
bear a degree of responsibility for their implicitly biased behavior, even if they lack perfect 
awareness of and control over what they do. 
One can acknowledge a legitimate degree of responsibility for one’s unwitting prejudices 
without simply, as Saul says, “declaring oneself to be one of those bad racist or sexist people.”  I 
agree with Saul that we should not saddle individuals with “-ist” labels that portray them as 
horrible people for harboring and expressing implicit biases, but it is a mistake to conflate that 
sort of name-calling with the claim that implicitly biased behavior is often worthy of blame, 
broadly construed.53  Blame is not so blunt an instrument.  We can acknowledge the genuine 
failings of others and ourselves to live up to our responsibilities without calling the sincerity of 
anyone’s egalitarian commitments into question.  If it is strategically unwise to make people feel 
guilty for being biased (which is an empirical claim, and, as Jules Holroyd also points out, it 
                                                 
53 Although some philosophers have suggested that individuals should be excused for their implicitly biased 
behaviors, my argument to the contrary resonates with certain traditions of thought outside mainstream Anglo-
American philosophy, such as work in feminist and critical race theory, such as the passages cited from Frye (1983) 
and Sullivan (2006) above.  Another place where thinkers come close to asserting responsibility for unconscious 
racial attitudes is in the literature on what Charles Mills (1997, 18) has called the “epistemology of ignorance, a 
particular pattern of localized and global cognitive dysfunctions (which are psychologically and socially functional), 
producing the ironic outcome that whites will in general be unable to understand the world they themselves have 
made.”  These writers gesture toward a way of acknowledging responsibility for bias without self-ascribing racist or 
sexist beliefs.  Our general lack of awareness is a product of many specific instances of selective attending and 
ignoring, which may themselves be culpable. 
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might be false54), then the upshot is not to remove implicit bias from the sphere of moral 
responsibility; the upshot is to take great care in properly locating it within that sphere. 
Once we acknowledge that implicit discriminatory behavior is a potential candidate for 
blame, there are any number of ways we can take the sting out of this acknowledgement, so as to 
prevent our well-intentioned efforts from backfiring.  One reason I have focused on 
responsibility for implicitly biased behaviors rather than for the biases themselves, is that this 
distinction recalls the strategy familiar to parenting of distinguishing between bad behavior and 
bad people.  We can identify particular instances of rudeness, which are ambiguous but 
potentially expressive of bias, as discourteous without calling the perpetrator a jerk, or a sexist.  
We can emphasize responsibility for “respectful behavior” without calling out every instance of 
disrespectful behavior.  We can give lectures on implicit bias without lecturing people.  We can 
also emphasize that every one of us is both a potential perpetrator as well as a potential victim of 
implicit biases.  Claude Steele’s (2010) discussions of stereotype threat are exemplary in this 
respect, in that he often makes a point of mentioning not just how stereotype threat affects 
women and people of color but, e.g., how it can affect white male athletes.  Emphasizing that 
implicit biases can harm each of us might soften the blow of acknowledging that we all bear a 
share of the blame for the harms our biases bring about.   
                                                 
54 Holroyd (forthcoming) points to Amodio et al.’s (2007) evidence that making people feel guilty can actually 
motivate them to be better.  My concern with this tactic (and, again, this is an empirical issue) is whether these sorts 
of effects are only temporary and might lead to problematic “rebound” effects over time.  But the evidence for the 
effectiveness of structures of accountability seems to suggest that practices of holding people responsible lead them 
to better meet their obligations, whether or not we try to saddle them with guilt. 
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Chapter 4: Toward the Virtue of Interpersonal Fluency 
 
 
It is well said, then, that it is by doing just acts that the just man is produced, and by doing 
temperate acts the temperate man; without doing these no one would have even a prospect of 
becoming good.  But most people do not do these, but take refuge in theory and think they are 
being philosophers and will become good in this way, behaving somewhat like patients who 
listen attentively to their doctors, but do none of the things they are ordered to do.  As the latter 
will not be made well in body by such a course of treatment, the former will not be made well in 
soul by such a course of philosophy. 
 
~ Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics (1105b9-15) 
  
 
Only a virtuoso with a perfect command of his “art of living” can play on all the resources 
inherent in the ambiguities and uncertainties of behavior and situation in order to produce the 
actions appropriate to each case, to do that of which people will say “There was nothing else to 
be done”, and do it the right way. 
 





In Chapter 3, I argued that individuals are often responsible for their implicitly biased behavior.  
However, the fundamental ethical concern surrounding implicit bias is not, I take it, the 
backward-looking question of how we got into this mess, but the forward-looking question of 
how to get out of it.  For those of us committed to combating prejudice in both its explicit and 
implicit guises, the question is: what ought we to do to thwart these harmful biases?   
Although this question is normative, the answer is clearly subject to empirical constraints.  
Principally, how we ought to ameliorate the harms of implicit bias is constrained by what we can 
do, both collectively and individually.  My discussion of what we ought to do will therefore draw 
on claims established in earlier chapters regarding how implicit biases work: how they interact 
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with other mental states (Chapter 1), how they change over time (Chapter 2), and how they 
contribute to conscious experience (Chapter 3). 
One of the first steps in figuring out what to do is to determine what the aim of change is, 
or at least what an improvement would be.  An essential component of the struggle against 
prejudice is, I argue, that we work toward the ideal of interpersonal fluency.  As the virtuous 
opposite of implicit bias, interpersonal fluency is an ideal state of social know-how, in which an 
agent’s patterns of thought, feeling, and action are automatically egalitarian and unprejudiced.1  
In identifying interpersonal fluency with know-how or skill, I mean that it is primarily a matter 
of procedural knowledge of how to feel and act in the world, rather than declarative knowledge 
of, e.g., the biological facts about race and gender, or the psychological facts about our 
tendencies toward stereotyping and prejudice. 
Interpersonal fluency constitutively involves a number of interrelated skills.  One central 
skill is knowing when to access or attend to social categories, concepts, and stereotypes.  For 
example, Miranda Fricker (2007, 9) discusses a moment in the film The Talented Mr. Ripley, in 
which one character discredits the testimony of another on the basis of a stereotypical judgment, 
saying, “Marge, there’s female intuition, and then there are the facts.”  He is wrong to perceive 
her testimony in a gender-stereotypical light.  A witness to this interaction, however, ought to 
attend to stereotypes, in the sense that the onlooker ought to recognize that Marge is being 
                                                 
1 A few points about terminology: (1) Being “egalitarian” in this context does not require that one never treats 
people from different social groups differently.  Without defining the term in advance, there are clear-cut cases in 
which individuals are treated inequitably and unfairly as a result of their membership in social categories like race or 
gender, although in many such cases, the unfairness is not overt or easy to recognize at the time (see Chapter 3).  
Being egalitarian requires not treating people that way.  I will make some specific claims about what being 
egalitarian amounts to in these final two chapters.  (2) Although I sometimes use the term “know-how,” I will not 
engage the recently revived debate whether “knowing how” is a form of “knowing that.”  Stanley and Williamson 
(2001) suggest that knowing-how is a kind of “propositional knowledge,” but known under a “practical mode of 
presentation.”  So in a sense I “know how” to do a cartwheel if I can merely describe how to do it, but I do not 
“know how” to do it in the “practical mode of presentation”: I cannot perform a cartwheel.  In those terms, my claim 
is that the ideal of treating people fairly involves knowing certain facts under the “practical mode of presentation,” 
whatever that is. 
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harmed by being perceived in a stereotypical way.  According to what I will call the category-
access aspect of interpersonal fluency, the ideal agent accesses and attends to social categories 
and stereotypes when they are relevant, and ignores them when not. 
A second core component of interpersonal fluency is a cultivated attunement to the 
meanings of social cues and gestures.  This includes set of affective-behavioral social skills.  As I 
mentioned in Chapter 3 (§VI), research suggests that white undergraduates with strong implicit 
prejudices are more likely to identify an ambiguous facial expression as hostile when the face is 
black than when it is white.2  By contrast, the fluent interpersonal agent can both accurately 
recognize such facial expressions and automatically respond to them in an unbiased way, for 
example, by recognizing a subtle expression of shyness as such, and responding immediately 
with unreflective gestures of sympathy rather than suspicion.  According to what I refer to as the 
affective-behavioral aspect of interpersonal fluency, the ideal agent has cultivated an automatic 
sensitivity to the subtle gestures and cues of social interactions. 
Both the category-access and affective-behavioral components of interpersonal fluency 
ultimately answer to the same ideal of egalitarian agency.  Treating others and ourselves fairly 
requires that we transform our underlying attitudes by reconfiguring our automatic dispositions 
of thought, feeling, and action, rather than by merely trying to curb the overt expression of biases 
and impulses whose content we reflectively disavow.  The virtue of interpersonal fluency is an 
                                                 
2 Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003).  To refer to the capacity to recognize facial expressions as “affective-
behavioral” is not to say that it does not involve “cognitive” activity.  There are a number of ways in which the 
partitioning between the more “cognitive” and more “affective-behavioral” components of interpersonal fluency 
becomes blurry, as I explain in Chapter 5.  But however we label them, the different components are separable at 
least in the descriptive sense that individuals can be better at one and worse at the other.  Knowing when social 
categories are relevant involves a (partly) different set of skills from detecting and responding to the meaning of 
social gestures.  I do not intend to weigh in on whether the affective-behavioral components draw on our 
“conceptual capacities,” but it seems to me that in at least some cases they need not be “conceptually mediated” in a 
strong sense.  They operate automatically, outside focal awareness, and are paradigmatically not available for 
reflection or report.  Non-human animals exhibit a similar capacity for identifying and responding to social cues. 
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idealized state, and it is unlikely that we will ever fully reach it.  However, in these final two 
chapters, I argue both that we can better approach this ideal, and also that we should try to do so. 
My argument that we should strive for interpersonal fluency is divided into two chapters.  
I begin in this chapter by reviewing three alternative proposals for addressing bias at the 
psychological level (§II).3  I discuss both the pitfalls and the promise of these proposals.  I argue 
in each case that, to the extent that a certain strategy is worth pursuing, it is because it promotes 
interpersonal fluency, i.e., the transformation of individuals’ automatic social dispositions.  At 
some points, I argue that that these strategies are already implicitly committed to this aim; at 
others, I argue that they cannot be effective without also working toward this aim; at still others, 
I argue that these strategies are unsatisfactory insofar as they compromise this aim.  I conclude 
this chapter by explaining the nature of interpersonal fluency in greater depth (§III).  Then, in 
Chapter 5, I address concerns about the practical feasibility and normative legitimacy of 
interpersonal fluency.4  Finally, in an Appendix, I explain how interpersonal fluency differs from 
traditional conceptions of virtue and how it promotes broader ethical goods over and above 
combating prejudice. 
 
II. 3 Proposals for Overcoming Bias 
 
                                                 
3 For insightful analysis of similar proposals specifically aimed at “getting rid of racism,” see Kelly et al. (2010).  I 
am sympathetic with much of what they say, although I focus primarily on issues they do not address.  I also 
mention certain key ways in which proposals specifically designed to combat racism will not straightforwardly 
generalize toward other forms of prejudice. 
4 By “normative legitimacy,” I mean whether interpersonal fluency really is normatively ideal or not.  In particular, I 
address the normative challenge posed by Gendler (2008b, 2011) and Egan (2011), that individuals committed to 
being unprejudiced will be unable to jointly satisfy both their epistemic and ethical requirements.  I summarize the 
challenge below in (§II.A). 
Once upon a time, I believed that a virtue-theoretic approach was uniquely well-poised for capturing the 
ideal of interpersonal fluency, but I am coming to think that the pursuit of this ideal is also recommended by other 
ethical theories.  Broadly speaking, being interpersonally fluent is required for treating others as ends rather than 




In this section I consider three proposals for addressing implicit bias at the level of individual 
psychology: (A) SPREADING KNOWLEDGE: educating people en masse in order to enrich their 
knowledge of, for example, the falsity of stereotypes, the biological illegitimacy of race, or 
human psychological tendencies to be biased; (B) STRENGTHENING SELF-CONTROL: improving 
individuals’ capacities to suppress the expression of their biases; and (C) RECONFIGURING 
CONTEXTS: restructuring social environments, such as by changing situational cues in order to 
activate counterstereotypical associations and by arranging social settings in order to encourage 
cooperative intergroup interactions.   
 
II.A. SPREADING KNOWLEDGE   
There is an obvious sense in which we should work to spread knowledge about bias.  Many of 
the empirical facts underlying social categories and the psychological processes underlying 
social categorization remain ill understood.  It is definitely worthwhile to attain and disseminate 
a better grasp of these facts.  Moreover, spreading knowledge about these topics may be 
beneficial for combating explicit prejudice, insofar as it will undermine the putative reasons and 
evidence individuals might cite to justify their prejudiced attitudes.  But we should be skeptical 
about how much spreading knowledge can do.  In this section I examine three cases in which 
spreading knowledge complicates and may even exacerbate implicit biases, rather than alleviate 
them.  I consider spreading knowledge about the falsity of stereotypes, about the scientific status 
of race, sex, and sexuality, and about our psychological tendencies to be biased. 
Should we spread knowledge about the falsity of stereotypes and other problematic social 
beliefs and attitudes?  One immediate problem is that it is not clear whether stereotypes typically 
are false.  Take, for example, evidence suggesting that a woman sitting at the head of a table is 
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often less likely to be identified as the group leader than a man in the same position.5  As 
Virginia Valian explains:  
failing to perceive a woman at the head of the table as the leader may have no 
discriminatory impetus behind it.  On average, a woman is less likely to be a 
leader of a group than a man is… Observers may be responding to the situation 
only on the basis of what is most likely, and men are more often leaders, wherever 
they sit.  It is also important to notice, though, that regardless of the reason, a 
female leader sitting at the head of a table loses out compared to a male leader… 
She is less likely to obtain the automatic deference that marks of leadership confer 
upon men.  Her position will be weakened—even if observers do not intend to 
undermine her authority. (1998, 127) 
 
The belief that women are less likely to be leaders is neither straightforwardly false nor 
unjustified.  To the contrary, we should recognize its truth as evidence of a tangible injustice that 
ought to be redressed.  But in certain contexts, this true belief seems to have the undesirable 
effect of making people less likely to perceive a woman in a position symbolic of leadership as a 
leader.  This constitutes a harm, but its source does not seem to be the inaccuracy of any beliefs.  
There are, of course, many stereotypes that are simply false, but it seems unlikely that all or even 
most of them are so straightforwardly inaccurate.  This means that spreading knowledge about 
the falsity of stereotypes can perforce work only as a limited strategy. 
More troubling, some evidence suggests that the strength of implicit biases correlates 
merely with the knowledge individuals have of prevalent stereotypes, regardless whether they 
reflectively reject or endorse the content of those stereotypes.  Roughly, this research purports to 
show that simply knowing what others believe about a group leads individuals to act in some 
respects as if they believed it, too.  For example, Correll and colleagues (2002) found that the 
magnitude of individuals’ implicit racial bias (in this case, shooter bias) did not correlate with 
their self-reported beliefs about race but did correlate with their reports of what most white 
Americans believe.  In another study, merely knowing that a child believed one Pokémon 
                                                 
5 See, e.g., Porter and Geis (1981). 
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character was better than another led participants to exhibit the same preference on an IAT, even 
though they knew the child was wrong about the character’s actual value in the game.6  Cases 
like this suggest that, considered on its own, spreading knowledge about the illegitimacy of 
stereotypes may have no tangible effect on individuals’ implicit biases, and may even contribute 
to their reinforcement. 
In light of evidence like this, Tamar Gendler (2008b, 2011) and Andy Egan (2011) have 
argued that implicit biases put us in a kind of tragic normative dilemma, in which we cannot 
jointly satisfy all of our moral and epistemic requirements.  If mere knowledge of stereotypes 
leads us to act in ethically undesirable ways, it seems that we have to make a forced choice 
between sacrificing some of our social knowledge or resigning ourselves to acting somewhat 
unfairly.  This moral-epistemic dilemma constitutes a significant normative-theoretical problem 
that any empirically informed proposal for addressing implicit bias has to address, and in the 
next chapter, I will explain how fluent interpersonal agents can escape the dilemma.  But the 
strategy of spreading knowledge about stereotypes, considered on its own, is simply a part of 
this problem, not a solution to it. 
Given the drawbacks of spreading knowledge about the falsity of stereotypes, which 
other kinds of knowledge about social categories might we aim to spread?  Specifically for the 
purpose of overcoming racism, Naomi Zack (1998, 2003) has proposed that we should 
disseminate knowledge that race is not a legitimate biological concept.  Insofar as many people 
have inaccurate beliefs about the biology of race, then it is surely worthwhile to disseminate 
information that will correct these beliefs.  This strategy may be valuable, then, to the extent that 
                                                 
6 Han et al. (2006).  Pokémon characters have quantitative features that can be ranked, like baseball batting averages 
and grade point averages, which can make one character objectively better than another.  It should be noted that 
these sorts of effects only occur in some contexts and on some implicit measures, but not others.  Arguably, the 
effects only need to occur in some contexts in order for them to be problematic in the way I describe here.   
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it will lead individuals to revise their explicit attitudes about race.  But I question how much it 
will do to address the harms of implicit racial bias.  As I explained in Chapter 2 (§V), people 
often form ingroup preferences very quickly, even when they are fully aware that the groupings 
are random or arbitrary.7  If implicit biases about social categories arise when participants know 
full well that the groupings have no legitimate basis, it is unclear why we should expect the 
dissemination of scientific information that undermines the legitimacy of the category of race to 
influence individuals’ implicit biases in any powerful way.8 
It is also difficult to see how a strategy like this could generalize to non-racial biases and 
stereotypes.  Should we also spread knowledge about the biology of gender, sex, and sexual 
orientation?  A major obstacle here is that, in many cases, we have not yet acquired the relevant 
knowledge.  That is, there are good reasons to be skeptical about even our best scientific theories 
of sex, homosexuality, etc.9  We cannot “raise awareness” of the biological underpinnings of 
sexual preferences when do not yet know all the facts.   
Of course there are cases in which we should spread the knowledge we do have, and for a 
variety of different reasons, both positive (such as the advancement of medicine), and critical 
(such as combatting misinformation).  One of the critical reasons is that there is a great deal of 
                                                 
7 See Tajfel et al. (1971) for the classic findings and Ashburn-Nardo et al. (2001) for the extension of these findings 
to implicit bias. 
8 Whether explicit information about biology could influence implicit racial biases is an empirical question, and it 
could be approached in an experimental context by having participants take an IAT after reading about it, or seeing a 
lecture on the topic.  To express doubts about the prospect for this sort of intervention is not to say that biological 
concerns have not played a huge role in the history of racism (and sexism, which I discuss in the next paragraph).  
Perhaps the biological associations of race are important for a subset of racial biases, such as an automatic disgust 
reaction associated with worries of “impurity” and miscegenation.  Still, some people who would be upset about, 
say, interracial marriage would also be upset about inter-religious marriage, so I question how much work biological 
prejudice is doing on its own, as opposed to being one factor in a much larger network of considerations. 
 There are a great many implicit biases that clearly have a primarily social basis, such as those associated 
with political affiliation, religion, class, nationality, geography, and the like.  In some of these cases, it would be a 
non sequitur to emphasize their independence from biological facts.  Although we should not treat every implicit 
bias as on a par, we should all the same be cautious about investing the bulk of our efforts for overcoming a subset 
of implicit biases (racial and ethnic biases) in a strategy that has no serious prospects for generalizing to others. 
9 Instead, we should perhaps raise the bar academically about problems with the current science. See Jordan-Young 
(2010) and Valian (1998). 
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pseudo-science and misrepresented empirical evidence that is used to mislead people about the 
underlying nature of these social categories.10  Disseminating information about the scientific 
evidence we do or do not have, and the misleading ways in which such evidence can be used, 
may help to change the inaccurate explicit attitudes that such misinformation promotes.11   
There is, moreover, reason to believe that biological differences are invoked often as post 
hoc rationalizations to justify individuals’ antecedent gut feelings of prejudice and to normalize 
their observations of statistical differences between social groups.  Beliefs about biology may 
operate less as the evidence that leads individuals to form implicit biases, and more as the 
evidence that individuals actively seek out in order to confirm the biases they already have.12  
These beliefs seem to reflect the sorts of motivated evidence-distortion I discussed in Chapter 2 
(§IV).  If so, then when individuals learn new information that undercuts those beliefs, their 
biases may lead them to, for example, question the credibility of the source rather than to revise 
their beliefs. 
Spreading knowledge about the biological underpinnings of social categories may, then, 
be an inherently limited strategy even for the purpose of changing explicit attitudes.  If standing 
implicit biases about race and gender provide a powerful motivation for individuals to maintain 
inaccurate biological beliefs, then the revision of these explicit beliefs may itself require the 
undoing of those implicit biases.  Whereas spreading knowledge was meant to be a strategy for 
                                                 
10 See Jordan-Young (2010). 
11 But suppose we had acquired sufficient knowledge of the biological basis, or lack thereof, of homosexuality.  I 
would not want the case against homophobia to hinge on where the empirical chips fell.  In certain contexts, we 
should instead increase awareness of the potential looseness of the connections between biology and behavior. 
12 For example, individuals might appeal to biological differences between men and women because they seek to 
explain and validate the fact that women are underrepresented in quantitative disciplines.  See Kelly et al. (2010) for 
extensive discussion of “motivated cognition” and the problems it poses for Zack’s proposal.  The division I am 
drawing here between causes and effects is slightly artificial, I realize.  I intend for these claims to be taken as 
broadly consistent with accounts of the history of the science of sex and gender that emphasize how women 
continued to be depicted as inferior even through radical changes in the science, which themselves may have 
reflected changes in politics more than advances in empirical knowledge (Laqueur 1990). 
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reducing the harms of prejudice, it may instead be effective only if some other strategy for 
reducing those harms is also in place.  Working toward interpersonal fluency, in the sense of 
transforming our underlying attitudes, would then be an indispensable supplement to such 
knowledge-spreading projects.   
Perhaps better knowledge to spread in order to combat implicit bias is knowledge of our 
psychological propensities to be biased.  Such knowledge is clearly useful in the general sense 
that, as a community, it will be integral to determining what to do about implicit bias, as well to 
advancing our broader theoretical aims of understanding the workings of the human mind.  But 
what are the prospects that individuals can harness this knowledge so as to unlearn their biases or 
curb their expression? 
Consider, first, some anecdotal evidence supplied by Daniel Kahneman, who knows a 
great deal about the human tendencies to think in undesirable and suboptimal ways, but does not 
seem to think this knowledge has helped him become more accurate: 
As I know from experience, System 1 is not readily educable. Except for some 
effects that I attribute mostly to age, my intuitive thinking is just as prone to 
overconfidence [and] extreme predictions… as it was before I made a study of 
these issues. I have improved only in my ability to recognize situations in which 
errors are likely: “This number will be an anchor…,” “The decision could change 
if the problem is reframed…” And I have made much more progress in 
recognizing the errors of others than my own.13 
 
Except perhaps by giving him a general sense of intellectual humility and a feel for identifying 
situations in which his judgments are more likely to be skewed, Kahneman does not seem to 
                                                 
13 Kahneman (2011, 417).  The evidence I reviewed in Chapter 2 makes me somewhat less pessimistic than 
Kahneman about changing System 1.  I once asked him why he thought we couldn’t genuinely improve System 1 or 
reliably avoid its errors after he gave a public lecture at Columbia University.  He pointed out that some of the 
statistical fallacies he identified were performed by professional statisticians.  His thought seemed to be that if 
professional statisticians still commit statistical mistakes on the basis of System 1, what hope is there for the rest of 
us?  But this seems far too quick—as if, say, the propensity of logic professors to commit certain predictable errors 
of deductive reasoning would imply that the error cannot be corrected.  It is not clear to me that Kahneman has 
seriously considered the possibility of retraining System 1 in ways similar to those I describe for retraining implicit 
biases in Chapter 5 (§VI).  In any event, I agree with him that merely knowing about these psychological 
dispositions will not do much to help us overcome them. 
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think that he as an individual has benefited much from better understanding the contours of 
human cognition.  His knowledge may help him to recognize the errors of others, which is 
perhaps the chief benefit individuals can garner from learning more about their psychological 
tendencies to be biased.  In this context, recognizing others’ errors means recognizing instances 
when they unwittingly rely on objectionable stereotypes or act in implicitly discriminatory ways.  
Identifying such instances makes up a large part of the category-access aspect of interpersonal 
fluency, which is to attend to social categories and stereotypes if and only if they are relevant.  
Situations in which someone is being harmed by virtue of being perceived in a stereotypical light 
are among the most relevant.  Insofar as disseminating knowledge about our propensities for bias 
may promote our capacity to identify such situations, so much the better.  An important benefit 
of this knowledge-spreading strategy is, then, that it promotes the category-access skills of 
interpersonal fluency. 
But why should we, with Kahneman, be so pessimistic about the prospects of using this 
knowledge to transform our own automatic dispositions?  The answer depends on the features of 
implicit cognition I explored in Chapters 1 and 2.  The basic assumption of this knowledge-
spreading strategy seems to be that the underlying attitudes are belief-like states that will 
rationally revise in light of the incoming evidence.  However, implicit attitudes are insensitive to 
logical form.  As I argued in Chapter 1, they do not integrate properly with other mental states, 
and, as I argued in Chapter 2, they do not change over time the way beliefs and ordinary 
propositional attitudes do.  For example, saying “No!” to stereotypical pairings of faces and traits 
can reinforce the implicit stereotypical associations.14  In fact, these features of the structure and 
malleability of implicit biases point to fundamental limitations confronting any knowledge-
spreading strategy.  Perhaps the sentence, “Race is not a legitimate biological category,” is apt to 
                                                 
14 See Gawronski et al. (2008) and  Chapter 1 (§III) for further discussion. 
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be cognized, on an implicit level, as “race-legitimate-biology.”  Implicit biases are not beliefs, 
and we should not engage with them as if they are.15 
None of this is to say that spreading communal knowledge about implicit bias is 
unimportant.  To the contrary, any appropriate bias-retraining strategy should, I think, include 
the dissemination of a number of key facts.  Specifically, we need to let people know that: 
(1) they are likely to have implicit biases,  
(2) their implicit biases are likely to be expressed in all sorts of unintended ways,  
(3) knowing about these biases does not give them full control over them,  
(4) these biases are not likely to revise rationally over time, but 
(5) these biases are malleable and manageable in other ways. 
Filling out the specific ways in which implicit biases are malleable and manageable will, in turn, 
constitute perhaps the most important knowledge to spread.  I sketch a number of concrete 
strategies for changing and regulating implicit bias in Chapter 5 (§VI).  
Nevertheless, we cannot locate the grounds for optimism about overcoming bias in the 
amplification of such knowledge.  We cannot, as Aristotle warns, “take refuge in theory.” 
Indeed, partial knowledge about bias might even lead to a kind of complacency: believing the 
conjunction of (1)-(4) without believing (5) could easily lead an individual to think that implicit 
biases are inevitable and blameless (see Chapter 3 (§II)), and to conclude that she cannot and 
should not do anything on her own to become less biased.  She might conclude that her only 
recourse is to indirectly control her biases by structuring her environment in ways that prevent 
those biases from being activated by, for one example, grading anonymously.  Not knowing 
                                                 
15 Alternatively, an advocate of knowledge-spreading might assume that implicit attitudes are especially rigid, non-
rational mental states, but maintain that knowledge of how they operate is vital for individuals to be able to suppress 
their behavioral expression.  I turn to the prospects of strengthening self-control in the next subsection (§II.B). 
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quite enough about implicit bias could seriously mislead individuals about what they can and 
ought to do. 
Even an individual who believed the conjunction of (1)-(5) might fail in any number of 
ways to implement her knowledge properly by transforming her automatic dispositions of 
thought, feeling, and action.  There are real challenges and ethically significant steps involved in 
forming the habits necessary to live up to our ethical ideals.  An agent who takes herself to have 
certain egalitarian or anti-prejudiced commitments, is aware of the extensive evidence that 
implicit bias is pervasive and harmful, and yet still ignores the possibility that she herself may 
not be living up to her commitments, exhibits one kind of ethical failure.  This would be a failure 
of self-awareness, perhaps due to acts of selective attention.  An agent who discovers that she is 
not living up to her commitments, and then responds by trying to cultivate more just patterns of 
behavior, may still make mistakes in revising those patterns.  For example, an agent who is prone 
to interrupt or talk over members of a stigmatized social group might overcompensate for this by 
taking on a tone of patronizing gentleness with members of the group thereafter.  This would be 
a failure to recognize what the appropriate behavior is, or perhaps to appreciate how one’s well-
intentioned actions come across to others.  Finally, an agent who knows that she should correct 
her behavior and is completely aware of what the appropriate behavior is may still fail to perform 
it properly.  This is a failure of execution, perhaps attributable to insufficient training.  In these 
cases, an agent can have extensive declarative knowledge about what to do and why to do it, and 
yet lack interpersonal fluency. 
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There is evidence that individuals who are highly motivated to be unprejudiced display 
less bias on some implicit measures than individuals who lack such motivation.16  In light of this, 
one final role for spreading knowledge about the pervasive and pernicious harms of implicit bias 
might be that it can help to fuel individuals’ internal motivation to be better.  Still, our aim 
should be to motivate individuals to transform their underlying biases, rather than, as I consider 
in the next section, to suppress them.  There are good reasons to be conservative in estimating 
how much mere knowledge of implicit biases can lead to controlling them.  Such knowledge is, 
as it turns out, as likely to hamper self-regulation as it is to help. 
 
II.B. STRENGTHENING SELF-CONTROL.   
A natural way to supplement a knowledge-spreading strategy would be to encourage individuals 
to strengthen their ability to control the expression of their biases.  In broad strokes, this strategy 
seems to be endorsed by many social psychologists, activists, and moral philosophers.17  As 
psychologist Keith Payne explained in an interview, “If you boil it down, the solution sounds 
kind of easy: just maximize control.  But how do you do that?  As it plays out in the real world, 
it’s not so easy.”18 
As I explained in Chapter 3 (§II), the primary problems with this proposal are how 
limited our capacity for self-regulation is and how easily efforts to self-regulate can backfire.  
                                                 
16 See, e.g., Johns et al. (2008).  In personal correspondence, psychologist Yarrow Dunham suggested that, to his 
knowledge, no study had yet been done on influencing people’s internal motivation to be unprejudiced, which 
definitely ought to be pursued. 
17 See, e.g., Devine (1989) and Kelly and Roedder (2008).  See Kelly et al. (2010) for further discussion. 
18 Reported by Carpenter (2008).  I read Payne here as talking about what I referred to in Chapter 3 as local control, 
regulating expressions of bias on particular occasions, but he might also be talking about control in very general 
terms, to include long-term control, implementing strategies to change our underlying biases, in which case I agree 
with him.  Any strategy to overcome them is, in that sense, a strategy to control them.  I discuss tools for long-term 
control in Chapter 5. 
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Here I will focus on one example of how this strategy can backfire, which occurs when well-
meaning individuals try to be “colorblind.” 
Evan Apfelbaum and colleagues have studied “strategic colorblindness: avoidance of 
talking about race—or even acknowledging racial difference—in an effort to avoid the 
appearance of bias.”19  (Stephen Colbert frequently jokes that he doesn’t “see color;” and is 
unable to visually identify a person’s race.20)  In several studies, white participants played a 
variant of the game Guess Who? with either a white or black confederate.  Participants had to 
guess which among a lineup of faces the other player had selected by asking a series of yes-or-no 
questions, such as, “Does the person have red hair?”  When interacting with a black confederate, 
participants were less likely to ask questions about ethnicity, even when doing so was obviously 
an efficient strategy.  They were also less successful at communicating overall, and more likely 
to evince unfriendly microbehaviors.  Apfelbaum and colleagues argue that trying to avoid 
reference to race compromised “the fluid experience of individuals in the midst of actual 
interracial interaction,” making them more distracted and cognitively drained, and more likely to 
come across as prejudiced (2008, 930).  Studies like this exemplify the practical pitfalls of taking 
self-control as one’s principal strategy for overcoming implicit bias.  Suppressing reference to 
race can easily run contrary to one’s aim of being unbiased. 
I focus on these studies because they might seem to pose a problem for what I identify as 
the category-access component of interpersonal fluency, which requires ignoring social 
categories when they are irrelevant.  In this study, trying to ignore the social category of race 
backfired.  However, in this case, race and related concepts (such as skin color) plausibly were 
relevant, and relevant in a relatively harmless way.  In cases like this, individuals can, at least in 
                                                 




principle, use social categories and concepts for sorting people without making any assumptions 
about what “people of that sort” are like.  If one person is trying to point out someone in the 
distance, it is appropriate for her to specify that she means the one on the left, or the taller one, or 
the one with the glasses, the mohawk, or the mohair sweater.  It is also appropriate for her to 
specify that she means the woman, the elderly person, the black person, or the person of South 
Asian descent.21  Research on strategic colorblindness suggests that it is misguided to avoid 
reference to such social categories when they are patently relevant and devoid of stereotypical 
implications.  Our aim should not be to (pretend to) fail to recognize these categories, but to be 
able to access and refer to them without activating a train of problematic associations that in turn 
leads us to treat members of those categories in subtly discriminatory ways.  In practice, it will 
be neither feasible nor desirable to sever completely the mental links between social groups and 
all of the traits we typically associate with them, but it is feasible and desirable for us to 
substantially weaken those links.  In Chapter 5 (§VI), I describe concrete ways in which we can. 
Speaking from this pragmatic and empirically informed perspective, it seems that actively 
suppressing our biases is an ill-advised strategy, because it is extremely difficult and apt to 
backfire.  But the complications facing strategies of self-regulation raise a question: why, if 
maximizing control is so difficult and problematic, should it be thought of as the solution, as 
Payne seems to assume?  Why should the obvious aim be better control of our biases rather than 
cultivating a more intuitive sense of things that doesn’t need to be controlled, i.e., by changing 
the underlying biases altogether?  There seems to be an empirically ungrounded assumption, 
often voiced in informal discussions but less often defended in published work, that strategies for 
retraining and “de-biasing” will inevitably fail, because implicit biases are too deeply ingrained 
                                                 
21 This is not to say that these social categories carry no further “legitimate” meaning than this, but that, whatever 
legitimate meaning they carry, there are contexts in which agents can make reference to those categories without 
taking that meaning into account.   
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or because they will be socially relearned outside the laboratory.22  In Chapter 2 (§V), I argued 
that the implicit biases are, far from being deeply ingrained, often capable of rapid change.  In 
the next chapter, I will argue that, despite this capacity for rapid change, it is reasonable to think 
that efforts toward de-biasing may have long-lasting positive effects.  However, it must be noted 
that studies on the long-term effectiveness of de-biasing have simply not yet been done.23  Their 
prospects for significant and durable success are simply assumed to be dim.24  But the popular 
alternative of strengthening self-regulation seems rather intractable as well. 
One diagnosis for this trend might be that theorists take there to be certain normative 
reasons to continue pursuing strategies of self-regulation.  The thought might be that the ethical 
ideal is not just for individuals to act in conformity with standards of equity and fairness, but to 
do so for the right reasons.  According to a certain line of thought, acting for the right reasons 
requires being reflectively aware, or capable of becoming reflectively aware, of why one is doing 
what one is doing (perhaps one must be aware that one is acting to maximize utility, or acting in 
conformity with the moral law, or acting the way a virtuous exemplar would).25  It further 
requires that one’s reflective awareness brings about one’s behavior in the right sort of way.  
Merely having the right sorts of automatic behavioral inclinations is not enough; it must be the 
case that one’s actions are properly controlled by one’s reflective appreciation of the reasons for 
so acting.  If implicit biases are automatic attitudes insensitive to logical form, then they are not 
                                                 
22 Schneider’s (2004, 423) opus on the psychology of stereotyping devotes only a single paragraph to the possibility 
of retraining our objectionable biases.  After citing Kawakami et al.’s (2000) study on counterstereotype training, he 
writes, “Obviously, in everyday life people are not likely to get such deliberate training, but it is certainly possible 
that those who routinely have positive and nonstereotypic experiences from people with stereotyped groups will 
replace a cultural stereotype with one that is more individual and generally less negative.”  Schneider seems to think 
that studies on retraining are only relevant insofar as they show that people who happen to have a lot of exposure 
with counterstereotypical exemplars in daily life may be less biased.  (His words here might speak in favor of 
RECONFIGURING CONTEXTS (§II.C).) 
23 Michael Brownstein and I are currently collaborating with social psychologists to design a longitudinal study 
measuring the effects of various interventions against implicit bias. 
24 See note #22 above. 
25 This requirement of reflective self-awareness is taken by many of the moral theorists I discussed in the previous 
chapter, such as Korsgaard (1997) and Levy (2011, 2012). 
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the sorts of mental states that can move agents to act for the right reasons, in this sense.  It would 
take my discussion too far afield to address this complex issue comprehensively here, but I argue 
elsewhere that it is a mistake to think that implicit attitudes cannot themselves be a source of 
intelligent, norm-sensitive behavior (Brownstein and Madva 2012a,b).  I also cited the 
intelligence of our automatic dispositions in defense of the claim that we are responsible for 
them in Chapter 3, and I will say more about their intelligence and the goods they promote in the 
Appendix to Chapter 5. 
Nevertheless, there remains a significant, if circumscribed, role for self-control in the 
struggle against prejudice, which may help to address potential normative concerns about acting 
unprejudiced for the right (reflectively appreciated) reasons.  I have stressed the limitations of 
relying on self-control to combat implicit bias, but it would be hyperbolic to say that self-control 
is necessarily self-defeating or an inherent obstacle to open communication between individuals.  
To the contrary, our attention and reflective resources sometimes should be engaged in social 
interactions—to keep us dedicated to the subject matter of the conversation, rather than to 
avoiding treating others like stereotypes.  We should be thinking about what we are talking 
about, as opposed to thinking about what we should not be talking about.  The role for self-
control is thus less a matter of avoiding attention to what is irrelevant than it is about focusing on 
what is relevant.26  Taking this role for self-control into account might allay the concern I raised 
                                                 
26 This is not to assume that all cases of focused attention demand self-control.  Perhaps agents can become 
unreflectively absorbed in activities in ways that lack the phenomenology of active self-control (Dreyfus and 
Dreyfus 1992).  Nevertheless, contexts will inevitably arise in which we do have to actively direct our attention, and 
that is where self-control might be particularly useful for the fluent interpersonal agent.  But I say this only 
tentatively now and intend to address it in future work. 
According to the widely held “quad model” of cognition, focusing and ignoring (roughly speaking) reflect 
two separate cognitive processes (Sherman et al. 2008).  That is, one process involves actively directing attention to 
what one is trying to think about, and the other involves actively suppressing attention to what one is trying to 
ignore, such as the influence of an implicit association.  (We can imagine the empirical chips having fallen another 
way; it could have turned out that attending and ignoring were both undergirded by the same psychological process, 
such that it was by virtue of attending to one thing that we blocked other things out.)  My tentative suggestion is that 
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in the previous paragraph, that genuinely ethical action requires doing things for the right, 
reflectively appreciated reasons.  I do not claim that our reflectively endorsed intentions have no 
role to play in guiding ethical action, nor that we should aim to cultivate a state of virtual 
“unconsciousness” in our social interactions.  If there is an important role for our reflective 
intentions and self-regulative powers, it may lie primarily in directing us to attend to what is 
relevant rather than ignoring what is not. 
There are further potential benefits of self-control, which are also best appreciated by 
bearing in mind how limited our capacity for self-control is.  Local efforts of self-regulation are 
valuable in at least three additional respects.  First, over the long term, repeated efforts to exert 
control over our immediate responses may contribute to the formation of more virtuous 
automatic dispositions.  For example, some evidence suggests that the repeated pursuit of 
egalitarian goals can go some distance towards making our automatic reactions more 
egalitarian.27  Thus, our self-regulative powers may be instrumentally valuable insofar as they 
bring us closer to interpersonal fluency.  On this picture, self-mastery does not itself constitute 
our ethical ideal; it is a valuable resource that we can draw on to promote the unreflective habits 
                                                                                                                                                             
the ideal egalitarian agent primarily makes use of her powers for self-regulation in the former rather than the latter 
sense—directing her attention to what matters rather than ignoring what does not.  The pivotal role for our self-
regulative powers can only be appreciated once we understand how severely limited such powers are.  The capacity 
for actively directing attention can become depleted in some of the same ways as the capacity for actively ignoring 
things.  However, while the ironic effect of ignoring is to end up being influenced by precisely what one is trying to 
ignore, the unintended effect of concentrating would instead be simply that one’s mind wanders to some other topic, 
or, to the extent that changing the subject matter with tact can at times be difficult, the effect might be that one 
dwells on the current topic a little too long.  These unintended effects of self-regulation would not seem to be as 
ethically problematic as those associated with actively ignoring things.  The effect of depletion might just be to lead 
one to change the subject matter and talk about something less cognitively demanding. 
27 See Moskowitz et al. (2000) for research on individuals who have automatized the goal to be egalitarian.  
However, I am not sure that these individuals are fully virtuous in the way we want to be, because their stereotypical 
associations were not sufficiently unlearned.  It is not that their bad associations were undone, but that they 




of thought, feeling, and action that do constitute the ideal.28  What we want to improve is not 
control per se, but our ability to engage with others in automatically fair and unbiased ways.   
Second, since our capacity for self-regulation can be effective in the short term, we may 
be able to rely on it more in highly novel and unfamiliar situations, where the right sorts of 
habitual responses have not yet been formed.  If that is right, then it requires that we to some 
extent “conserve” our self-regulative powers, and do not rely on them too heavily in familiar, 
everyday contexts.  Keeping our self-regulative powers in reserve might make us better prepared 
to navigate unfamiliar terrain.29   
Third, maintaining a significant but circumscribed role for self-regulation can prevent 
agents from falling into the trap of thinking things are too easy.  The effect of “processing 
fluency” in psychology refers to a range of biases that result when agents experience a given 
problem as easy or familiar.  For example, as Christian Unkelbach explains, “Fluently processed 
statements are judged to be true, fluently processed instances are judged to be frequent, and 
fluently processed names are judged to be famous.”30  When a problem seems easy or familiar, 
we are more likely to use a cognitive shortcut to solve it than to think it through, and to 
overestimate our accuracy in doing so.  For example, if a person thinks it is obvious that a man 
would be better qualified for the position of police chief than a woman, he may only skim the 
                                                 
28 Arpaly (2004) makes an even stronger argument against the ethical significance of self-control.  She argues that it 
is an ethically neutral capacity, because one can exercise it toward either good or bad ends (such as the Nazi soldier 
who suppresses his impulse to feel compassion toward his victims).  I think Arpaly’s case against self-control is too 
strong and underestimates the essential contributions our self-regulative powers make to a well-lived life.  But I 
agree at least that “maximizing control” is not a self-standing ethical aim. 
29 But see Brownstein and Madva (2012, especially §(7.1)) for important qualifications to this claim.  Our automatic 
dispositions may be better suited than our reflective dispositions to handle certain sorts of unfamiliar contexts, for 
example, those that require immediate action.  It should also be noted that our powers for self-regulation are 
themselves learned skills, which practice can improve over time.  Maximizing self-control will be as much a matter 
of practice as will working towards interpersonal fluency. 
30 (2006, 339).  For a comprehensive review of fluency effects, see Alter & Oppenheimer (2009). 
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résumés rather than read them carefully.31  We are more susceptible to biases when things seem 
unchallenging.  This suggests a certain danger in striving for a state of utterly effortless, 
automatic responsiveness to our social environment, because it can make us more likely to rely 
on stereotypes and biases.  The ability to devote one’s self-regulative powers to the subject 
matter at hand, rather than to avoiding referring to social categories, can enable agents to 
minimize the pitfalls of these “fluency effects.”32  
Despite the limitations associated with effortful self-control, there is evidence for 
alternative ways of managing our biases that are not so taxing or self-defeating.  For example, we 
can form if-then plans that link specific cues to concrete actions.  In the context of the shooter 
bias task, as I explained in Chapter 1 (§IV), participants can become more accurate by rehearsing 
the intention, “If I see a person a gun, then I will shoot!”  These if-then plans can, in a certain 
sense, improve our control over biases, but they have a very different flavor from, say, strategic 
colorblindness.  They seem to be effective by virtue of “abdicating” a degree of local, moment-
to-moment control over our thoughts and actions, and by changing our underlying associations.  
In other words, they seem to be effective by virtue of promoting interpersonal fluency.  I will say 
more about them when I discuss practical strategies for becoming more interpersonally fluent in 
Chapter 5. 
 
II.C. RECONFIGURING CONTEXTS.  
                                                 
31 See Petty et al. (2012) for helpful discussion of the conditions under which individuals are more likely to engage 
in “cognitive elaboration” and think through a problem carefully.  They do not use the police-chief example, which I 
mentioned in the Introduction to the dissertation (Uhlmann and Cohen 2005). 
32 So, as in the case of spreading knowledge, maximizing individuals’ capacity to engage in fluid social interactions 
will only be an effective strategy if it is conjoined with a strategy for unlearning our biases.  Note, however, that this 
sort of fluency effect differs significantly from what I identify as interpersonal fluency.  What is effortless, for fluent 
interpersonal agents, is, for example, their sensitivity to socially meaningful gestures—not their perception of how 
much effort is required to think through the problem they are trying to solve.  (Perhaps interpersonal fluency is, like 
many other skills, the sort of thing that only looks easy when we observe experts.) 
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In light of the difficulties that individuals are likely to encounter in actively suppressing their 
biases, another popular proposal for combating implicit bias is to restructure social environments 
in order to activate different sorts of associations and encourage different sorts of interactions.   
Subtle environmental cues can exert dramatic influences on how people think and act, 
which suggests that we should shift the balance of cues individuals encounter on a regular basis.  
For example, in several studies, Sapna Cheryan and colleagues (2009, 2011) have found that 
computer science classrooms containing objects associated with science fiction and video games, 
such as posters of Star Wars, Star Trek, and Pac-Man, lead female undergraduates to report 
significantly less interest and anticipated success in computer science, which is a field marked by 
one of the most dramatic gender disparities.  In one study, Cheryan tested the effects of “virtual 
classrooms” that students might encounter in online courses or in the websites for regular 
courses.  Compare:   
 




          
 
The presence or absence of these stereotypical objects had no effect on male interest in computer 
science, but replacing the stereotypical objects with neutral ones significantly increased women’s 
reported interest.  Cheryan suggests that these environments “influence students’ sense of 
ambient belonging… or feeling of fit in an environment.”33     
Part of the reason these studies are striking is that there is generally, I think, an 
inclination to see the social types of the “science fiction geek” or the “computer nerd” as 
innocuous.  The stereotypical image of a computer nerd is someone who is well-intentioned and 
very intelligent, but socially awkward.  The nerd is the one who gets bullied by the arguably 
more “masculine” male (who is aggressive, athletic, etc.).  But studies like this suggest that this 
stereotype is nevertheless a deeply gendered one, and the cues associated with it may do real 
                                                 
33 (2011, 1826).  The images can be found on (2011, 1828).  In the Appendix to Chapter 5, I argue that interpersonal 
fluency is well-suited to promoting feelings of ambient belonging within one’s social environment. 
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harm by discouraging women from pursuing careers in stereotypically male areas.34  This finding 
is also striking in that the images in the science-fiction room above are not explicitly “gendered” 
in the way that, for example, the following Star Wars poster by Kazuhiko (1983) is: 
                     
  
Besides removing stereotypical cues from social environments, we can also introduce 
counterstereotypical cues.  In one of the landmark early studies on influencing implicit attitudes, 
Nilanjana Dasgupta and Anthony Greenwald (2001) instructed participants to identify “images 
of famous and admired African Americans as well as infamous and disliked European 
                                                 
34 Characters like this are on full display in the popular sitcom The Big Bang Theory, whose principal actors are four 
different subtypes of brilliant, academically accomplished male nerds—and one blonde waitress with no interest in 
math or science whatsoever.  According to Wikipedia, “The geekiness and intellect of the four guys is contrasted for 
comic effect with Penny’s social skills and common sense.” 
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Americans.”  This exposure to images of counterstereotypes successfully reduced participants’ 
implicit measures of bias immediately after the test and for at least an additional twenty-four 
hours.  Taking findings like this into account, psychologists Mazarin Banaji and Brian Nosek 
have set their screen savers to continuously play counterstereotypical images.  This is one 
example of a way to gain regular exposure to such cues.35 
Beyond replacing situational cues in this way, we might encourage individuals to 
increase their contact with members of different social groups in order to encourage cooperative 
intergroup interactions.  I have in mind here the whole range of interventions studied under the 
auspices of “the contact hypothesis,” which is, broadly speaking, the hypothesis that increasing 
intergroup social contact, and organizing the structure of that contact in just the right way, can 
reduce prejudice.  The contact hypothesis is articulated in Allport’s (1954) writings on prejudice, 
and has been cited as a major consideration in Supreme Court cases such as Brown v. Board of 
Education and Grutter v. Bollinger.  It was set in motion in part by findings that white soldiers 
from World War II who had served in the same platoon as black soldiers reported significantly 
greater comfort with racial integration than soldiers who had not served in mixed-group 
platoons.36 
The evidence that intergroup social contact can reduce prejudice is mixed, however.37  
For example, Henry and Hardin (2006) found that, while intergroup contact generally reduced 
explicit reports of prejudice, its effects on implicit prejudice were mediated by the social status of 
the participants.  Intergroup contact reduced the implicit prejudice of black Americans toward 
white Americans, but not of white Americans toward black Americans, and it reduced the 
                                                 
35 A file full of such images—e.g., of prominent women in the military—is available for download from the website 
for National Center for State Courts (http://www.ncsconline.org/D_Research/ref/implicit.html). (I set it up as my 
screen saver, too.) 
36 Stouffer (1949), cited by Putnam (2007). 
37 See Pettigrew and Tropp (2006) for a meta-analysis.  See Kelly et al. (2010) and Putnam (2007) for reviews.  
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implicit prejudice of Lebanese Muslims toward Lebanese Christians, but not of Christians 
toward Muslims.  In both cases, the implicit biases of the higher-status group were unaffected by 
social contact.  These findings fit in with a broader pattern of evidence that intergroup contact 
does work, but only when a relatively demanding set of further conditions are met, including that 
the interacting groups have equal status, common goals, and a social norm permitting or 
compelling intergroup interaction.  Such conditions are much more likely to be met for soldiers 
serving in the same platoon than for students being bused across town to a different school.  To 
the extent that interactions that meet these sorts of conditions can be arranged, it is worthwhile to 
do so.  But it is fair to wonder how feasible it will ordinarily be to configure environments in just 
the right way.  Even when the conditions are met, the average effects of, for example, interracial 
contact on racist attitudes are often small, statistically speaking.38  In fact, social scientists 
disagree about the effectiveness of intergroup contact to such an extent that some defend the 
“conflict” theory, according to which social contact often increases intergroup animosity and 
prejudice.39 
It is also reasonable to wonder whether the contact hypothesis can be generalized to apply 
to gender biases.  In certain respects, it is hard to imagine people having more contact with “the 
opposite sex” than they already do.40  So much depends on what goes on during contact, such 
that the interactions can be as likely to reinforce stereotypes and biases as they are to undermine 
them.  
                                                 
38 As Kelly et al. (2010) explain, citing the meta-analysis on the contact hypothesis by Pettigrew and Tropp (2006), 
“the mean effect size is r = -.2, which in the social sciences is small… Although surely not negligible from a 
practical point of view, this effect size seems disappointingly small to us, especially in light of the amount of 
attention the contact hypothesis has received.” 
39 See Putnam (2007) for a review. 
40 See Valian (1998) for all the ways in which gender biases are created and reinforced by social interactions.  There 
are, nevertheless, certain other kinds of gender segregation that are still prevalent and might be important to 
discourage, such as having birthday parties with all boys or all girls. 
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Ultimately, I do not see strategies for reconfiguring social environments as being in 
competition with the promotion of interpersonal fluency.  To the contrary, they seem to be 
valuable precisely insofar as they promote it, and problematic insofar as they hinder it.  The 
underlying rationale is that these sorts of exposure can go beyond merely spreading knowledge 
about, say, the internal heterogeneity within different social groups.  The aim is not just for 
individuals to acquire declarative knowledge that certain stereotypes are misleading, but to 
acquire this knowledge in an intimate, embodied, socially situated way.  Nor does it seem that 
the aim of this exposure is for people to practice suppressing their biased impulses.  The hope is 
that repeatedly encountering counterstereotypes and engaging in cooperative intergroup contact 
will lessen the strength of individuals’ undesirable automatic associations and strengthen their 
pro-social dispositions.  This suggests that something like interpersonal fluency is already the 
ideal toward which this class of interventions aims.  Changing situational factors in these ways is 
(already thought to be) valuable if it cultivates more fair and unprejudiced automatic 
dispositions, and not if it fails to cultivate these dispositions.  When theorists suggest that 
intergroup contact begets intergroup conflict, the practical concern is that these interactions are 
hindering the possibility of open, equitable, and trusting communication between members of 
different social groups.  The worry is that contact might increase interpersonal disfluency.  
Nevertheless, to the extent that this worry can be addressed, reconfiguring contexts is part of 
what we ought to do at a structural level, external to individuals, to facilitate intra- and inter-
personal change. 
While the reconfiguration of contexts is not ultimately in competition with the promotion 
of interpersonal fluency, there would be, all the same, something unsatisfactory in restricting our 
aims to merely shifting the preponderance of social cues and restructuring social environments.  
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Something important would be left out if we confined our attention to the forces external to the 
individual.  An additional aim should be to limit the influence that these external forces have on 
us.  For some purposes, our sights should be set on becoming less susceptible to the cues that 
activate biased ways of thinking and acting, and being prepared for how to react when we step 
out of carefully arranged social environments.  We can remove the Star Trek posters from comp-
sci classrooms, but should we remove them from dorm rooms?  Surely, in some cases, a more 
preferable alternative would be to give individuals likely to be negatively influenced by certain 
ambient cues the resources to prevent that influence, if possible.41  We will never become 
impervious to the influence of our social environments, nor should we aim to become so, but in 
some contexts and for certain purposes we should aim to be less susceptible to certain influences 
than we are.  This suggests that, while reconfiguring contexts can make an important 
contribution to our broader egalitarian aims, it will not get us all the way there.  It partially 
contributes to the more fundamental aim of attaining interpersonal fluency, but more will be 
needed beyond reconfiguring contexts to get there.  We cannot, therefore, shirk the mandate to 
cultivate in ourselves more virtuous automatic dispositions of thought, feeling, and action.  I next 
say more about precisely what interpersonal fluency consists in.  In the next chapter, I say more 
about how we can come closer to achieving it. 
                                                 
41 Many think that findings on implicit cognition support the institution of forms of “soft” or “libertarian” 
paternalism, which “nudge” people into acting in more desirable ways.  See Thaler & Sunstein (2008) for an 
accessible review.  I am inclined to agree, but there is, realistically speaking, considerable and not-entirely-
unreasonable political opposition to mandating that social institutions implement these nudges.  There is much more 
to say about these issues, but I think many would agree that we neither can nor should aim to “nudge” or otherwise 
control all the potentially influential cues and interactions individuals might experience.  We can, however, bracket 
these vexed issues to the extent that we can identify concrete strategies for individuals to employ on their own to 
transform their underlying biases and arm themselves against the pernicious influence of implicit bias and stereotype 
threat, without relying on elaborate environmental changes.  I think there is a straightforward analogy to be drawn 
with institutional vs. individual approaches to curbing drug abuse and improving diet.  No one thinks that 
institutional nudges and laws meant to combat obesity and drug addiction obviate the need for (voluntary) programs 
for losing weight or overcoming drug addiction; in just this way, programs for de-biasing and self-protecting against 
stereotype threat should be widely available to individuals who want to undergo them, regardless what institutional 




III. Interpersonal Fluency in Outline 
 
The overarching aim of interpersonal fluency is to transform our underlying social attitudes, such 
that our patterns of thought, feeling, and action are immediately and intuitively egalitarian and 
unprejudiced.  In this section, I describe interpersonal fluency via analogy with acquiring fluency 
in a second language (§III.A), and I explain in greater detail some of the skills essential to this 
virtuous ideal.  The first is a relatively cognitive skill that I refer to as the category-access 
component of interpersonal fluency (§III.B), according to which an agent accesses social 
categories, concepts, and beliefs just insofar as they are relevant.  The second is a more 
embodied skill that I refer to as the affective-behavioral component of interpersonal fluency 
(§III.C), according to which an agent cultivates a perceptive sensitivity to the subtle gestures and 
cues of social interactions, and responds to those cues in automatically unbiased and empathetic 
ways.  I also explain how the skills constitutive of interpersonal fluency include both self-
directed as well as other-directed aspects (§III.D), in that one must be attuned both to one’s own 
social identity and to the social identities of others. 
My account of interpersonal fluency draws inspiration from Hubert Dreyfus’ general 
conception of “ethical expertise” as consisting in “an immediate intuitive response to each… 
concrete situation.”42  The aim of egalitarian agency is not to maximize self-control but to 
respond automatically without the need for self-control.  I invoke automaticity here to emphasize 
that the virtuous responses of the fluent interpersonal agent (or, as I will often say, the FI-agent) 
are fast, effortless, and often unfold without conscious attention or intention. 
                                                 
42 Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1992).  They in turn explain the nature of ethical expertise by analogy to expertise in other 
domains, such as playing chess and driving automobiles: “Like any skill, ethical comportment has its telos in 




III.A. EGALITARIAN AGENCY ON THE MODEL OF LINGUISTIC FLUENCY 
Interpersonal fluency is a skill.  The best analogy for understanding the movement toward 
interpersonal fluency is the acquisition of fluency in second language.43  Two central points of 
comparison suggest themselves.  The first is a kind of phenomenological immediacy.  Just as 
fluent speakers need not consciously reflect, for example, on the meanings of words, FI-agents 
need not reflect on which social categories to apply.  The second point of comparison is the 
sensitivity to an open-ended array of expressive gestures and subtle behavioral cues.  In 
acquiring fluency in a second language, a speaker must not only comprehend the language’s 
semantics and syntax but “pick up” the habitual gestures and cadences of speech in a region.  In 
a similar vein, all the nuanced responses of FI-agents will be effortlessly unbiased and hang 
together in a fluid way. 
Although in Chapter 3 (§VI-§VIII), I emphasized how agents who act in implicitly biased 
ways have the freedom to act otherwise, it is fair to wonder how much freedom is really desirable 
when it comes to acting in unbiased ways.  If someone speaks to me in perfectly intelligible 
English, I understand automatically.  I am not free to decide whether or not to understand what 
they are saying.  When I am trying to work in a public café and cannot concentrate because I 
cannot avoid overhearing a nearby conversation, I may wish to be free to choose to not 
understand them.44  But it is not clear, all things considered, that this degree of freedom in 
language or in one’s ability to interact with others is really desirable.  Having total freedom to 
decide whether to understand others’ speech and gestures would create a kind of interpersonal 
                                                 
43 For empirical discussions of second-language acquisition, see Norman Segalowitz and colleagues (2005, 2007), 
who have introduced the concepts of automaticity and dual-process psychology into research on attaining fluency in 
a second language, making clear how these explanatory notions play much the same role in second-language 
acquisition as they do in social cognition more generally. 
44 I owe this example to Alice Crary. 
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distance between agents by introducing a new level of deliberation into every social interaction.  
If one had the freedom not to understand, the first questions of social interaction might be: 
“Whom should I listen to?  Are people of this sort credible sources of information?  How should 
I act so as to be respectful to people of this sort…?”   Instead, for the FI-agent, the questions are 
simply, “What is my interlocutor saying about this?  What do I think about it?  How can we 
solve this problem…?”  I do not mean that the FI-agent actually poses these questions to herself, 
but that her attention is directed, as these questions are, to the subject matter of the conversation.  
In such cases, the ideal is not to obtain the perfect freedom to act otherwise, in language or in 
unreflective social interactions.  The ideal is instead to respond in automatically unbiased ways.  
If this ideal is the right one, then the inability to step back and choose how to respond to others 
might not be a constraint on our freedom, but rather an expression of it. 
 As things stand, most of us are already accustomed to certain styles of interaction with 
members of different groups.  Certain social concepts and beliefs come to mind more readily 
than others, and we have certain default modes of understanding and responding to others’ 
meaningful social gestures.  But, research suggests, these automatic modes of interpreting and 
interacting with others are often pervaded with implicit prejudice.  This is why the central 
analogy is with becoming fluent in a second language.  We are, in a sense, already fluent in the 
language of “prejud-ese,” insofar as we have already acquired automatic social dispositions that 
lead us to treat others in biased ways.  The ethical imperative is for us to revise our standing 
dispositions, and learn the basics of “egalitarian-ese.”45 
                                                 
45 Another way to think of this might be that prejudese and egalitarianese are dialects of the language of the “citizen 
of the contemporary liberal democracy.”  (The relevant transformation might then be comparable to Eliza Doolittle’s 
transformation in My Fair Lady.)  Katie Gasdaglis pointed out to me that the analogy breaks down insofar as we 
want to “forget” our first language of prejudese altogether, and replace it with egalitarianese.  Normally, one does 
not forget one’s first language in acquiring the second.  It is true in one sense that our aim is to forget prejudese 
entirely, in that we want to respond in automatically unbiased ways and be unable to choose to respond in prejudiced 




III.B. CATEGORY-ACCESS COMPONENT OF INTERPERSONAL FLUENCY 
Cognitively, being fluent in the living language of egalitarianism requires that an agent access 
social categories and beliefs when it is situationally appropriate to do so, and ignore them when 
it is not.  The central concept here is accessibility, which refers to “the ease with which a 
particular unit of information is activated or can be retrieved from memory.”46   
For the FI-agent, social categories such as race or gender are often simply not accessed 
(they do not come to mind at all), and so do not manifest in subtle, unintentional affective and 
behavioral responses.  When social categories are accessed, their associated traits and 
stereotypes may still not be.  This is the case when an agent is just using the categories to 
identify people in the game of Guess Who? or choosing between the pronouns “he” and “she”— 
but not thinking about any of the features and traits stereotypically associated with members of 
those groups.  When stereotypical traits are accessed, they need not also be applied, in the sense 
of being used in problematic judgments (e.g., judging that, “That elderly person must be a 
terrible driver”).  Rather, they can just be accessed when the agent identifies that someone else is 
applying them, and perceiving another in a stereotypical light (e.g., judging that, “That elderly 
person is being perceived in terms of a stereotype”).  Sometimes these associated traits will in 
and of themselves be relevant (the elderly are more likely to be involved in car accidents, and 
sometimes we should take that statistical information into account: if an elderly family member 
has recently gotten into a car accident, it might be a good idea to (diplomatically) encourage him 
                                                                                                                                                             
when others are acting in biased ways.  We would still have to be able to understand and recognize prejudese, even 
if we were never to speak it again. 
46 Morewedge and Kahneman (2010, 435).  I will say more about the nature of accessibility in Chapter 5, although I 
suggest there that our theoretical understanding of the notion has not advanced much beyond the vague but intuitive 
idea that some bits of knowledge “come to mind” more readily than others.  I intend to say more in future work. 
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to go in for an eye examination47).  Sometimes people might even be offended if they are not 
assumed to have the traits typically associated with members of their social group (and 
sometimes it might be good to offend them a little). 
Thinking of social categories when relevant, and not when not, is in large part a matter of 
cultivating social know-how, but in the next chapter, I describe an array of concrete strategies 
that individuals can employ to influence the relative accessibility of their social concepts, beliefs, 
and attitudes. 
 
III.C. AFFECTIVE-BEHAVIORAL COMPONENT OF INTERPERSONAL FLUENCY 
The second core component of interpersonal fluency is a matter of embodied know-how.  I refer 
to the affective-behavioral components together because, for the ideal agent, they are intimately 
linked: having the appropriate affective response to the situation is joined to reacting 
automatically in the right sort of way, with the appropriate affect-expressive gestures.  FI-agents 
have both a perceptive capacity to pick up on meaningful social gestures and cues, and an 
expressive capacity to respond automatically to those cues with appropriate and sincere 
behaviors, of gaze, tone of voice, posture, and so on.48   
                                                 
47 See (http://www.smartmotorist.com/traffic-and-safety-guideline/older-drivers-elderly-driving-seniors-at-the-
wheel.html) for discussion of the statistics about elderly drivers, possible institutional redresses (such as a law in 
California that requires individuals over 70 to take a driving test if they have been in two accidents in the past year) , 
and how one might broach the topic with an elderly loved one. 
48 The distinction I am making between “perceptive” and “expressive” capacities is roughly aligned with the 
distinction researchers draw between “social perceptivity” and “social competency”—seeing what is going on and 
knowing how to respond.  See Firth et al. (1983), who also found that, while male and female psychology students 
were equally perceptive, the males tended to be less socially competent.  They could decode nonverbal expressions, 
but exhibited fewer friendly and skilled nonverbal behaviors in a social interaction.  Note that the first capacity is 
perceptive, but not necessarily purely perceptual; that is, I am not interested here in engaging debates about whether 
the capacity lies purely within the domain of perception (for example, John McDowell (1998a) claims that the 
virtuous agent literally sees what to do), or whether it also draws on certain cognitive-recognitional capacities.  I am 
not claiming that this capacity is not cognitive, but that it is embodied.  It may draw on certain cognitive abilities, but 
they are different abilities from those involved in what I call the “category-access” aspect of interpersonal fluency.  
See note #2. 
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These capacities are joined in the ideal case, but can easily come apart in suboptimal 
cases.  Individuals can be highly perceptive and attuned to the meanings of facial expressions 
and social cues, although they themselves do not know how to respond, or perhaps respond in 
ways that seem insincere or callous.  Individuals can also seem highly sincere and empathetic but 
be oblivious to the expressive gestures and social cues around them.  Mistakes can be made in 
exercising either capacity, and in linking them together.  One might mistakenly identify the 
import of an expressive gesture, for example, by interpreting the narrowed eyes of absorbed 
concentration as an expression of distrust or hostility—and evidence suggests that one might be 
more likely to make such a mistake in an interracial context.49  One might also mistakenly 
express the wrong gesture, for example, by smirking smugly rather than smiling genuinely.  
Finally, one might make mistakes in linking perceptions and expressions together, for example, 
by expressing amusement at another’s misfortune, or expressing resentment at another’s good 
fortune.  
Of course, the meanings of social gestures and cues are often highly culture- and context-
specific, and one can therefore only be fully, automatically attuned to those meanings within that 
culture—just as one can become fluent in the Spanish of Madrid without becoming fluent in the 
Spanish of Guatemala City.  Similarly, a gesture expressive of friendliness in some settings 
might be perceived as impertinent in others.  In this way, to a degree, a person who is a FI-agent 
in one context might not be so in another.  Interpersonal fluency is thus first and foremost an 
ideal to be achieved within a circumscribed set of social settings (such as home, school, work, 
etc.).50 
                                                 
49 E.g., Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003). 
50 At present, I do not have a proposal for how to individuate “cultures” or “contexts,” but am just operating with the 
intuitive thought that in different contexts, different behaviors are expected, permitted, etc.  I am slightly worried 
about conceding too much ground to culture-specificity insofar as that suggests a kind of relativism as well as an 
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At the same time, however, working toward the achievement of FI-agency requires a 
relatively global kind of fluidity or practical flexibility, in the sense of being able to learn new 
social meanings and revise one’s grasp of inherited meanings, for example, in coming to find 
certain sorts of jokes as not-so-funny anymore.  Part of the movement toward interpersonal 
fluency is a flexible openness to alternative ways of being in the world, and therefore being able 
to adapt quickly to cross-contextual variations in social meaning.  The agent who is 
interpersonally fluent in some specified range of contexts may not, when placed in a sufficiently 
novel context, be able to respond automatically with just the right microexpression or posture, 
but she will nevertheless be able to detect when social meanings differ, and be ready to learn 
anew.  Even an agent who “stays within her own milieu” will, unless she is a complete hermit, at 
times find herself in relatively unfamiliar situations that call for novel modes of response.  An 
important degree of social fluidity is vital insofar as one’s social environments are always 
changing.  Working toward interpersonal fluency does not involve acquiring automatic 
dispositions that are, like Aristotle’s phronimos, extremely “firm and stable,” but rather, one 
might say, a little “loose and unstable.”  In the Appendix to Chapter 5, I further explain why we 
should all be a little more loose and a little less stable. 
   
III.D. SELF-DIRECTED AND OTHER-DIRECTED ASPECTS OF INTERPERSONAL FLUENCY 
Being a FI-agent is not just culturally specific in the sense that it is relative to geographic 
regions, areas of occupation, etc.  It is also identity-specific in the sense that, within different 
social milieus, there are different norms and expectations for how members of different social 
groups should behave.  How one ought to act is a matter both of appreciating one’s own social 
                                                                                                                                                             
artificial divide between different nations and geographic regions that might nowadays be deeply intertwined and, 
therefore, in some respects, be part of the “same culture.” 
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identity and the social identities of one’s interlocutors.  Interpersonal fluency thus includes both 
self-directed aspects, which regard how one appreciates one’s own social identity and position, 
and other-directed aspects, which regard how one perceives others. 
A clear failure to take into account the social positions of others relative to oneself is 
evident in the following experience recounted by Patricia Williams: 
Not long ago, when I first moved back to New York after some twenty years, I 
decided to go on a walking tour of Harlem.  The tour, which took place on Easter 
Sunday… was, with the exception of me, attended exclusively by young white 
urban-professional real-estate speculators… Halfway through the tour, the guide 
asked the group if they wanted to “go inside some churches.  It’ll make the tour a 
little longer; but we’ll probably get to see some services going on… Easter 
Sunday in Harlem is quite a show.”  A casual discussion ensued about the time it 
might take. 
 
What astonished me was that no one had asked the churches if they wanted to be 
stared at like living museums.  I wondered what would happen if a group of blue-
jeaned blacks were to walk uninvited into a synagogue on Passover or St. 
Anthony’s of Padua during high mass—just to peer, not pray.  My feeling is that 
such activity would be seen as disrespectful, at the very least.  Yet the aspect of 
disrespect, intrusion, seemed irrelevant to this well-educated, affable group of 
people.  They deflected my observation with comments like “We just want to 
look,” “No one will mind,” and “There’s no harm intended.” (1991, 71-2)  
 
Although they did not intend to do harm, the tourists in this anecdote clearly failed to appreciate 
the role of social identity in shaping their interpretations of the situation and the significance of 
their actions.  They do not appreciate the identity-specificity of egalitarian agency, according to 
which what they ought to do is constrained by their own social identity as well as the social 
identities of those around them. 
 A more complex example comes from research on the ways in which social identity 
shapes our perception of individuals in leadership roles.  Evidence suggests that people tend to 
react positively to an assertive leadership style from white men, but negatively to the same 
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behavior from black men and white women.51  The identity-specificity of such phenomena 
cannot be overstated, however: a recent study suggests that people also react positively to 
assertive leadership from black women.52  The basic injustice here is that we tend to respond 
differently to people in leadership positions in virtue of their race and gender, and so the primary 
ethical imperative is for us to unlearn those biased expectations.  When we hear a woman or 
minority member in a leadership position being described as “pushy” or “aggressive,” our first 
instinct should be to suspect that the leader’s behavior is being perceived unfairly.  Revising our 
tacit expectations and automatic affective responses to others qua members of social groups 
makes up the other-directed aspect of interpersonal fluency. 
 Nevertheless, findings like this also pose normative constraints on the would-be leaders, 
not just the followers.  For the leaders, knowing how to act requires an intuitive grasp of the 
norms and expectations others place on them, which may be inappropriate or unfair.  This self-
directed aspect of interpersonal fluency is where matters become complex.  The upshot is not 
simply that black men and white women should avoid assertive leadership styles, but rather that, 
one way or another, one’s own social identity plays a role in determining how to act.  
Sometimes, perhaps, it might be good for white-female and black-male leaders who occupy such 
positions of power to act assertively and thwart others’ expectations.  On the other hand, doing 
so might incur costs for those individuals.  There may in some cases be a kind of middle way in 
which members of disadvantaged social groups can act contrary to others’ biased expectations 
without incurring personal costs.  Valian suggests, for example, that, “A woman who tempers her 
assertiveness with a friendly, respectful manner… can counteract some of the negative reactions 
                                                 
51 See, e.g., Butler and Geis (1990). 
52 Livingston et al. (2012). 
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and thereby maintain her leadership.”53  I will not here make any substantive recommendations 
about which sort of leadership style different sorts of individuals should adopt in particular 
contexts, but what I can say with confidence is that individuals’ own social identities matter for 
how they ought to act.  Just as they cannot and should not (try to) be blind to the colors and 
categories of others, they cannot and should not be blind to their own.  Sometimes that might 
amount to accommodating others’ expectations; sometimes it might amount to subverting them. 
Taking one’s own social identity into account in this way does not mean fixating on the 
fact of being a member of such-and-such group; the right sort of taking-into-account can be 
entirely tacit and automatic.  Individuals already exhibit the capacity to take their and others’ 
social identities into account when they immediately switch from, say, acting one way in a 
meeting with their boss and another in their meeting with their client, or acting one way with a 
student and another with a dean.  I hope to try to say more concretely about these issues in future 
work, although there will clearly be nothing like an exhaustive set of rules that specify how 
individuals of such-and-such social group ought to behave in such-and-such context. 
Interpersonal fluency is thus not just a matter of exploiting others’ expectations in order 
to achieve our own ends.  In this way interpersonal fluency differs crucially from the “social 
virtuoso” envisioned by Pierre Bourdieu (1977), although his account is an inspiration for mine.  
Interpersonal fluency as I use the term refers to a normative kind, which goes beyond “social 
mastery,” in the sense of being a socially skilled or graceful agent.  Such agents can persuade or 
even manipulate others, and can apply their skills in order to achieve objectionable ends.  
                                                 
53 (1998, 324).  Valian also suggests that, “An impersonal but friendly speaking style that conveys respect for others’ 
opinions can help a professional of either sex be perceived as a leader” (323).  This raises the possibility that, in 
some contexts and for some purposes, the ideal leadership style will be neutral or indifferent to the particularities of 
the leader’s social identity.  It seems reasonable to think that most leaders, regardless of race or gender, should be 
friendly and respectful.  It will nevertheless still be true that, in other contexts and for other purposes, the 
particularities of one’s social identity matter for how one ought to act. 
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Interpersonal fluency includes a largely overlapping set of skills, but it also requires that 
individuals’ automatic dispositions be oriented in an egalitarian and unprejudiced way. 
Plato and Aristotle argued that our capacity for rational deliberation exhibits the same 
dual potential to be directed toward good or bad ends that I am now ascribing to social skills.  
They argued that deliberative rationality is a fundamental virtue of human agency, but that it can 
nevertheless be employed to “serve evil ends.”54  Being good at deliberating and calculating is 
not sufficient for being ethical, although it is profoundly necessary.  In a similar way, I argue, 
social virtuosity is a fundamental virtue for treating others fairly, although it could be employed 
to do just the opposite.  Such virtuosity is therefore no ordinary skill, of merely prudential and 
non-ethical significance.  Rather, it is an integral and necessary condition for living as we ought.  
Although a social virtuoso can in principle direct her social skills toward undesirable ends, she is 
also, other things equal, better poised to live in accordance with the ethical demand to treat 
others fairly and equitably.  She is, for example, better poised to notice when someone is doing 
harm by interrupting or talking down to another, and better poised to respond to that situation in 
a decisive and sensitive way.  Etiquette is ethical, and being appropriately attuned to these subtle 
gestures and cues is essential to egalitarian agency. 
Indeed, the power of socially skilled agents to manipulate others successfully provides a 
measure of support for the claim that being interpersonally fluent can make a difference.  If you 
believe that socially skilled agents can be effectively manipulative, by subtly guiding people 
toward acting and thinking what they want, then you already believe in the unethical counterpart 
to the fluent interpersonal agent.  The FI-agent is neither subtly guiding people to act as means to 
her own ends nor subtly encouraging them to act in conformity with stereotypes.  With some 
qualifications, the FI-agent is instead acting in a way that unobtrusively encourages others to 
                                                 
54 Plato (Republic, 518e-519).  See also Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics VI.9). 
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state their own views, offer their own insights, pursue their own reflectively endorsed ends, and 
so on.55 
Hagop Sarkissian (2010a,b) argues, citing Confucius as an inspiration, that we can derive 
much the same conclusion about the potential for one individual to positively influence others by 
reflecting on the situationist literature, which emphasizes the dramatic ways in which subtle cues 
guide our thought and behavior.  Although this literature purports to privilege the influence of 
situations over individuals in determining human behavior, one upshot is that our actions can be 
the subtle influences that shape how others react, which will encourage us to react in certain 




The proposals of spreading knowledge, strengthening self-control, and reconfiguring contexts are 
in many ways compatible with the aim of transforming our underlying biases.  There are various 
ways these proposals can work in concert, and it is reasonable to think that they are all separate 
ways of contributing to the larger end of overcoming prejudice.  But there are remaining 
questions about their relative priority, both practically and normatively.  The cultivation of 
interpersonal fluency is a (perhaps the) fundamental ethical ideal of egalitarian agency.  By 
contrast, the other strategies I have reviewed are in many respects valuable precisely to the extent 
that they promote interpersonal fluency and to the extent that they can serve as temporary, local 
salves to deeper social and psychological ills. 
                                                 
55 The qualifications will have to do with cases when someone’s reflective views and ends are problematic or 
objectionable, for whatever reason (or when someone is overly aggressive in stating his own views, not listening 
respectfully to others, etc.; in such cases, one person’s excessive assertiveness is another person’s inability to get a 
word in, and the FI-agent will recognize as much). 
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In the paradigmatic case, it is false that well-intentioned but biased people lack the 
knowledge, commitment, or self-control necessary to address their biases; rather, they lack 
interpersonal fluency.  Treating others and ourselves fairly requires that we transform our 
underlying attitudes by reconfiguring our automatic dispositions of thought, feeling, and action.  
But can we as individuals do anything to work toward this transformation?  In the next chapter, I 
argue that we can.
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Chapter 5: Virtue & Social Knowledge 
 
[T]o operate within the matrix of power is not the same as to replicate uncritically relations of 
domination. 




In Chapter 4, I began my defense of interpersonal fluency by reviewing a range of alternative 
proposals for addressing the harms of implicit bias, arguing in each case that the proposals are 
valuable to the extent that they promote interpersonal fluency and the transformation of our 
underlying social attitudes.  In this chapter, I address potential concerns about the normative 
legitimacy and practical feasibility of interpersonal fluency.  Then, in the Appendix, I articulate 
some crucial respects in which interpersonal fluency differs from virtuous traits of character as 
traditionally conceived in moral philosophy, and how interpersonal fluency promotes broader 
ethical goods over and above the reduction of prejudice. 
Recently, Tamar Gendler and Andy Egan have argued that implicit biases put us in a kind 
of tragic normative dilemma, in which we cannot jointly satisfy all of our moral and epistemic 
requirements.1  Their arguments are, in part, responses to the alarming evidence I mentioned in 
Chapter 4 (§II.A), about the undesirable effects that social knowledge can have on behavior.  For 
example, simply knowing the content of prevalent stereotypes seems to make individuals more 
likely to act in biased ways. 
 These findings suggest an opposition between social knowledge and virtue, and the virtue 
of interpersonal fluency in particular.  If mere knowledge of stereotypes hinders the possibility of  
acting ethically, should an individual with egalitarian goals aim to forget all she knows about 
                                                 
1 See Gendler (2008b, 2011) and Egan (2011).   
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discrimination and stereotypes?  Returning to such a state of ignorance would incur serious costs.  
In such a state, she would not, for example, be in a position to recognize the injustices 
individuals suffer in virtue of being perceived in a stereotypical light.  If, then, she ought not 
surrender her social knowledge, must she simply learn to live with the unfortunate effects that 
knowledge has on her biased state? 
 I  argue that this apparent opposition is misguided.  Social knowledge as such poses no 
obstacle to virtue, but rather the relative accessibility of such knowledge does.  In psychology, 
accessibility refers to “the ease with which a particular unit of information is activated or can be 
retrieved from memory.”2  Certain bits of knowledge “come to mind” more readily than others.  I 
intend to argue that the seeming tension between virtue and knowledge of stereotypes arises only 
insofar as that knowledge becomes too readily accessible.  It is possible for social agents to 
acquire knowledge about the existence and effects of stereotypes, while working effectively 
toward being more virtuous, so long as that knowledge remains relatively inaccessible. 
 In what follows I recount the moral-epistemic dilemma posed by Gendler and Egan,  
which threatens to undermine the normative legitimacy of interpersonal fluency (§II).  They 
argue that working toward the ethical ideal of being unprejudiced will inevitably incur certain 
“epistemic costs.”  I then critically examine the notion of an epistemic cost (§III), and I describe 
how an agent could, in principle, pursue her ethical aims without incurring any (§IV).  Working 
toward this ideal ethical and epistemic state is no mere pipe dream.  To demonstrate the practical 
feasibility of interpersonal fluency, I describe a range of concrete strategies individuals can 
implement to better approximate it (§V; §VI).  Finally I consider in greater detail some of the 
                                                 
2 Morewedge and Kahneman (2010, 435).  Gendler and Egan refer to accessibility and related notions at several 
points in their treatment of these issues.  For example, Gendler notes that part of the problem is that social 
information is “encoded in ways to guarantee availability,” i.e., learned in such a way as to be highly accessible 
(2011, 37).  But it seems that Gendler and Egan do not fully appreciate the potential to regulate the accessibility of 
social knowledge in order to have that information available when and only when we need it. 
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contexts in which our ethical and epistemic aims are alleged to come into conflict, and argue that 
these apparent conflicts can be satisfactorily resolved (§VII). 
 
II. A Moral-Epistemic Dilemma? 
 
First I describe the moral-epistemic dilemma presented by Gendler and Egan (the “dilemmists,” 
as I will call them).  The dilemmists’ point of departure is empirical research on the undesirable 
effects that social knowledge can have on behavior.  Some research suggests that the strength of 
implicit biases correlates with the mere knowledge individuals have of prevalent stereotypes, 
regardless whether they reflectively reject or endorse the content of those stereotypes.  For 
example, Correll and colleagues (2002) found that the magnitude of individuals’ implicit racial 
bias did not correlate with their self-reported racial beliefs but did correlate with their reports of 
what most white Americans believe.3  In other words, it seems that merely knowing what many 
others believe about a group leads individuals to act in some respects as if they themselves 
believed it, too. 
Another problematic type of social knowledge might be knowledge of statistical 
regularities of demographic variation, such as average differences between social groups in 
crime rates and math SAT scores.4  In an example I first discussed in Chapter 4 (§II.A), it seems 
that the knowledge that women are less likely to occupy leadership positions makes people (men 
and women alike) less likely to treat women as leaders.  In other words, it seems that merely 
knowing what is statistically likely about a group leads individuals to act in some respects as if 
those statistical generalizations were normative, as if members of that group ought to be treated 
                                                 
3 See Arkes and Tetlock (2004) for a review.  See Nosek and Hansen (2008) and Jost et al. (2009) for responses to 
Arkes and Tetlock’s proposal that implicit measures reflect nothing but cultural or “extrapersonal” knowledge. 
4 See Gendler (2011, 56). 
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in a certain way.5  The general upshot seems to be that merely knowing certain social facts 
makes individuals more likely to act in biased ways.  In what follows, I will, for ease of 
presentation, often use the phrase “knowledge of stereotypes” as an umbrella term to refer jointly 
to all of these potentially problematic forms of social knowledge. 
The dilemmists claim that findings like these, together with some very plausible 
assumptions about the functioning of our finite minds, put us in an inescapable moral-epistemic 
bind.  Their arguments pose a serious normative challenge for interpersonal fluency, which 
requires that an agent attends to social categories if and only if they are relevant.  If the 
dilemmists are right, then cases will almost inevitably arise in which social categories are 
epistemically relevant but ethically objectionable.  Interpersonal fluency could at best be an 
ethically ideal but epistemically suboptimal state. 
Roughly, the dilemmists offer three ways we might respond to these findings, all of 
which come at a price: (STATUS QUO) We could continue unreflectively using stereotypes, or 
perhaps even come to reflectively endorse their content; (SUPPRESSION) We could actively try to 
suppress the expression of our stereotype-consistent thoughts and impulses; or (IGNORANCE) We 
could aim to ignore or forget the stereotypes altogether.6 
I assume that (STATUS QUO) does not strike my readers as an attractive option.  It amounts 
to waving the white flag in the fight against prejudice.  The drawbacks of (SUPPRESSION) should 
also, by now, be familiar.7  Among them, perhaps the most relevant in this context is that 
actively trying to suppress our stereotype-consistent thoughts and behaviors threatens to make us 
so cognitively exhausted that we become less effective in reaching our other epistemic aims.  For 
                                                 
5 Or that the statistical generalizations constitute evidence for “essential” differences between social groups such as 
race and gender. 
6 They describe the dilemma (or “trilemma”) in slightly different ways at different times.  See Gendler (2008b, 578; 
2011, 37-38, 57) and Egan (2011, 72-3), where Egan also notes that these responses need not be mutually exclusive.   
7 See Chapter 3 (§II) and Chapter 4 (§II.B). 
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example, the cognitive depletion of an interracial interaction can lead individuals to persevere 
less on subsequent problem-solving tasks.8  So by trying to become ethically better we might 
become epistemically worse.  But what about (IGNORANCE)?  Suppose that we could erase 
knowledge of stereotypes from our minds, and by doing so, eliminate all of our implicitly biased 
behaviors.  Our automatic, intuitive responses would be perfectly aligned with our reflective 
commitments.  Egalitarian sunshine of the spotless mind.  What would be the downside? 
The dilemmists suggest that this option would also be epistemically suboptimal.  We 
would be losing out on information, namely, knowledge of what others believe, knowledge of 
statistical regularities of demographic variation, and so on.9  By losing this information we suffer 
an epistemic cost.  Ultimately, the dilemmists seem to think that we should embrace some 
combination of (SUPPRESSION) and (IGNORANCE), and just live with the epistemic costs.10  But in 
what sense is (IGNORANCE) an epistemic cost?  For that matter, what is it to be an epistemic cost?  
I think answering this requires taking a stand on some broader issues in epistemology. 
 
III. The Aims of Knowledge 
 
Our epistemic aim is not, I take it, to know everything.  Perhaps this is contentious, but it does 
not seem true that we have an omnipresent epistemic goal to achieve universal knowledge of all 
                                                 
8 Follenfant and Ric (2010). 
9 See Gendler (2011, 56). 
10 See Egan (2011, 78).  Much of my concern in this chapter has to do specifically with the claim that these 
responses are inherently epistemically costly, insofar as this constitutes a threat to the legitimacy of interpersonal 
fluency as an ideal normative state.  I have benefited much from reading a longer, unpublished manuscript of 
Gendler (2011), in which she considers in greater depth some of the strategies we might pursue in order to make our 
behavior more aligned with our ethical aims (even as we recognize that these strategies incur epistemic costs). 
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the facts there are.11  This is neither true of our everyday epistemic practices nor of our scientific 
inquiries (nor of our theories of the theory of knowledge). 
Given that we are not out to know it all, the sheer loss of information is not, just as such, 
an epistemically bad turn of events.  There are lots of facts we simply do not care about, such as 
whether the number of oxygen atoms in the room is even or odd.  Doubtless there are many facts 
out there that we do not care about but should.  I should invest more effort than I do in 
determining how big my carbon footprint is and what I can do to reduce it.  At the same time, 
however, there are lots of facts we do care about, but should not.  I know plenty of facts that I 
could do just as well without.  Once upon a time it seemed important to memorize all the lyrics 
to the opening theme song of The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, but I would gladly trade in that 
knowledge now to free up mental space for something else.12  How many hours did I spend 
learning to write in cursive as a child only for it to become an almost perfectly useless skill as an 
adult?  Whether bits of knowledge like these are worth seeking or keeping is not a matter of their 
intrinsic value, but of their value relative to some further aim.  I think that memorizing that 
theme song seemed important to me because I hoped it would impress my friends, but knowing 
the lyrics is of little use to me now. 
To consider examples nearer to the topic at hand, take our basic cognitive dispositions to 
sort people into categories.  From the beginnings of infancy, we start making distinctions 
between ingroups and outgroups, and forming specific expectations about how respective 
                                                 
11 For a helpful survey of issues surrounding the value of knowledge and true belief, see Pritchard and Turri 
(2007/2012). 
12 There are a handful of documented cases of individuals with hyperthymesia, who seem to remember almost 
everything they have experienced, such as Marilu Henner of the 1970s sitcom Taxi (Derbyshire 2011).  The sample 
size is too small to generalize about, but their personal lives often do not go that well, and it is not hard to imagine 
why: pretty tough to forgive if you can’t forget. 
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members of these groups will behave.13  These cognitive dispositions are surely indispensable, 
enabling us to deal with the overwhelming complexity of information in the world as well as the 
underwhelming poverty of information that confronts us at any given moment.  We could not 
accomplish much of anything without them; they serve some pretty fundamental aims.  
Nevertheless, to grant that these cognitive dispositions are indispensable on the whole is not to 
say that their exercise on any particular occasion is useful or accurate.  While there are plenty of 
useful categories and regularities that we pick up on, there are plenty of useless ones to which we 
devote undue attention and plenty of useful ones that we miss altogether.   
An example of our propensity to hone in on less useful or predictive categories and 
ignore more predictive ones might be in the evolution of arguments that capital punishment in 
the US is a racist practice.  Historically, opponents of capital punishment emphasized the 
disproportionate number of black men who received the death penalty.  For example, from 1930 
to 1990 black people accounted for just 12% of the national population but 53% of the 
executions.14  Recent analyses suggest, however, that the stronger predictor of death sentences is 
not that the offender is black and male but that the victim is white and female.15  The statistical 
regularity was there but it took activists quite a long time to even look for it; they were zeroed in 
on the social identity of the defendants.  It is striking that it took until 2004 for researchers to 
                                                 
13 See, e.g., Leslie (forthcoming) and Valian (1998).  In a December 2011 lecture, Yarrow Dunham suggested that 
our implicit biases against outgroups form very early on in response to “automatic ingroup-related positivity” and 
“rapid internalization of (directional) group status,” meaning our assessment of the status of other social groups 
relative to our own.  And once we form these implicit intergroup attitudes in childhood, they remain pretty stable for 
the rest of our lives.  If Dunham’s account is right, then I have to say that, while I can see how the early 
development of these ingroup-outgroup implicit attitudes is adaptive from an evolutionary perspective, they seem, 
prima facie, to be pretty bogus from a normative (e.g., moral and epistemic) perspective. 
14 Bedau (2010, 362). 
15 Williams and Holcomb (2004).  (The disproportionate number of black people getting the death penalty is 
supposed to be explained in part by the fact that they are disproportionately more likely to be charged with the 
relevant crimes, so one might also try to identify an injustice at that stage in the legal process.) 
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publish a paper on the interactive effects that victim race and gender might have on death 
sentencing. 
(This case is only a partial fit for my argument, insofar as research suggests that the race 
of the defendant has some (statistically marginal) relation to death sentencing.16  The attention 
given to the social identity of defendants was not epistemically baseless or completely useless.  
In this case, the best predictive model of death sentencing will likely appeal to a complicated 
intersection of many factors, including the social identities of both the victim and the defendant.  
My point is not so much that the social identity of the defendants is irrelevant but that the social 
identity of the victims is relevant, and the interaction of victim race and gender went decades 
without being explored.  It is not so much that defendant identity is a “false positive” but that 
victim identity is a “false negative.”  Part of what gets the normative dilemma off the ground is 
that our social-cognitive dispositions simplify the overwhelming complexity of the world.  Since 
we are finite, we have to hone in on a few of the most predictively useful categories to navigate 
the world, and ignore many of the less predictive categories, but errors here are inevitable.) 
In this case, people were focusing too much on the social identity of the defendants and 
not enough on that of the victims.  This distortion prevented researchers from advancing properly 
toward the aim of knowing which factors predict death sentences.  Of course, knowledge of these 
factors is not being pursued “for its own sake,” but because we want to know whether the 
practice is fair.  If the race and gender of defendants or victims are strong predictive factors, that 
gives us reason to believe that the practice is not fair.  The epistemic project of determining the 
                                                 
16 A better fit for my argument might be research on the comparative difficulty people have in recognizing the faces 
of “outgroup” members as compared to “ingroup” members.  Evidence suggests that part of the reason people have 
difficulty in recognizing the faces of members of different races is that the face gets coded as a member of an 
outgroup.  This outgroup-face recognition deficit also occurs for faces from different classes.  Middle-class white 
participants had a harder time recognizing faces seen in “impoverished contexts” than in “wealthy contexts” (Shriver 
et al. 2008).  Their default disposition to attend more to the poverty of the social context led them to attend less to 
the distinctive facial features of the individuals.  They were honing in on the contextually irrelevant outgroup status 
of the person at the expense of noticing more relevant personal features.  See Gendler (2011) for further discussion. 
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factors that predict death sentences is, in other words, set in motion by ethical aims.  Whether the 
facts about death sentencing are worth knowing or ignoring depends on their relation to these 
further aims. 
This case of excessive attention to the wrong categories, and inattention to the right ones, 
is just one example of a more general feature of our epistemic state: that we know and attend to 
lots of things we should not, and don’t know and ignore lots of things we should.17  There are 
lots of facts that we would do just as well to forget or ignore because our preoccupation with 
them prevents us from seeking out and remembering other facts more relevant to our considered 
ends.  This is not to assume that it is always straightforward to determine which information is 
relevant for which aims.  But the difficulty of figuring out what is relevant cuts both ways.  It is 
not as if we should just think about as much as we can, as the phrase “all things considered” 
suggests.  Considering as much as you can because anything could be relevant is obviously going 
to be self-defeating.  And considering things that are patently irrelevant, such as considering 
whether you need to get a haircut when you are trying to decide what to eat for dinner, is, on its 
face, a bad epistemic practice, not just a gratuitous one.   
The upshot is that the loss (and the acquisition) of information is not epistemically good 
or bad in itself, but only so relative to some more particular aims or values.18  Is it an epistemic 
deficiency not to know the names of foreign countries and their leaders?  If you want to be a 
public official, definitely yes.  If you just want to run a chain of pizza restaurants, perhaps no.  
                                                 
17 See Chapter 3 regarding the moral culpability we can bear for such acts of selective attention and ignorance. 
18 Here I am taking cues from Brian Kim’s (2012) account of “other-things-neglected” rationality.  Kim argues that 
epistemology is profoundly goal-dependent and that the ideal of “all-things-considered” rationality—of ideally 
taking everything into account—is ultimately incoherent.  In some respects, I am trying to apply his general theory 
of knowledge to the particular case of knowledge of stereotypes. 
 I grant that, at the level of scientific and communal pursuits of knowledge, it might be worthwhile to err on 
the side of taking in too much information than too little.  One never knows if something that seems irrelevant now 
might turn out to be important later.  But this consideration typically does not apply at the level of noticing social 
categories during interpersonal interactions (unless one person is investigating another, as a doctor to a patient or a 
detective to a suspect, etc.). 
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Maybe there are some things worth knowing for their own sake, without qualification, such as 
the Form of the Good envisioned by Plato.  But stereotypes, for example, do not fall into that 
category. 
 
IV. The Right Thought at the Wrong Time? 
 
The sheer loss of information does not just as such constitute an epistemic cost, and that goes as 
much for the loss of information associated with forgetting or ignoring stereotypes as it does for 
anything else.  Stereotypes might seem to be just the sorts of items we would be eager to forget.  
Insofar as they are often false or misleading, who needs them?  Unfortunately, matters are not so 
simple.  For one thing, as I mentioned in Chapter 4 (§II.A), it is not obvious that they are 
generally false (although they may still often be misleading).  We can, however, bracket 
questions regarding their accuracy, because it is clearly important for individuals with egalitarian 
aims to know about stereotypes at least insofar as such knowledge enables them to recognize 
cases when someone suffers by virtue of being perceived in a stereotypical light.  For example, 
suppose a job candidate is not hired because the employer judged, on the basis of an 
objectionable stereotype, that people from the job candidate’s race or gender are ill-qualified for 
the job.  We lose the ability to identify that event as a harm or wrong if we cannot make 
reference to the stereotype. 
So stereotypes are worth knowing, not for their own sake, but for specific purposes.  
Does the importance of retaining our knowledge of stereotypes rule out an option like 
(IGNORANCE)?  It does insofar as we ought not forget about stereotypes altogether, but maybe we 
don’t really need to.  We simply need to be able to think about the stereotypes for certain 
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purposes and in certain contexts, and not in others.  We go epistemically astray, therefore, 
insofar as our knowledge of stereotypes is accessed or activated in the wrong contexts and for 
the wrong ends. 
The dilemma with which we began, however, was ethical as well as epistemic.  
Knowledge of stereotypes seems to make us act out of step with our considered ethical 
commitments.  However, a second look at the data suggests that that mere possession of 
knowledge of stereotypes does not just as such tend to lead to implicitly biased behavior—
anymore than mere possession of knowledge of the falsity of stereotypes tends to lead to 
implicitly unbiased behavior.  Typically, studies that find relationships between implicit bias and 
social knowledge are about highly accessible knowledge of culturally prevalent stereotypes.19  
The problem is not mere social knowledge, but rather hyperactive social knowledge, agitating 
our minds in moments when it ought to keep silent.  The normative costs of social knowledge 
arise only insofar as that knowledge becomes too accessible.  We ought to access the stereotypes 
when they are relevant, and ignore them when not.  And I take the operative “ought” here to be 
both epistemic and ethical.  We should, if possible, embrace the horn of the dilemma that 
involves giving up some measure of cognitive access to our social knowledge. 
But this is precisely what I identified in Chapter 4 as a core component of interpersonal 
fluency.  We want to reduce the accessibility of knowledge of stereotypes, such that it is not the 
first thing that comes to mind, but not lose access to it altogether.  So how might this be 
possible?  By way of suggesting that and how it is, I try to say something, first, about how this 
sort of cognitive access is understood in psychology (§V), and second, about what we as 
                                                 
19 I put the question (of how much evidence actually supports, or purports to support, the claim that mere knowledge 
correlates with implicit bias) to social psychologists Keith Payne and Yarrow Dunham in personal correspondence, 
and the only study they could think of was Correll et al. (2002).  The other studies cited in, for example, Arkes and 
Tetlock (2004) tend to find correlations of implicit bias with highly accessible knowledge of prevalent stereotypes. 
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individuals can do to change the accessibility of our knowledge—in particular, our knowledge of 
stereotypes and other problematic social information (§VI).  I then conclude this chapter by 
considering in greater detail some putative cases of conflict between our moral and epistemic 
aims (§VII). 
 
V. Primer on Accessibility 
 
There is a substantial body of research showing that our decisions and actions are often swayed 
by the bits of knowledge that are most “accessible.”  In some sense, some ideas come to mind 
more “readily” or “easily” than others.  For example, I know that in the United States, 
individuals of Asian descent are stereotyped to excel in math.  I also know that this stereotype is 
less prevalent in Canada.20  Although I have not taken an IAT on Asians and mathematical 
ability, I should assume that I am like most Americans and that the American stereotypes of 
Asians are more accessible to me than the Canadian ones; I have been repeatedly exposed to the 
former and not the latter.  (And I do not predict that my IAT scores would shift, for example, 
were I to cross the border from Vermont to Quebec.)  Knowledge of stereotypical associations 
between Asians and math has been so pounded into our heads as to become chronically 
accessible.  It always comes easily to mind; the mere perception of a cue related to Asians or 
math might activate it.  This state of chronic accessibility is, to a large extent, the problem to 
which interpersonal fluency is the solution. 
                                                 
20 I learned about this from a study done on the accessibility and activation of math-aptitude stereotypes for women 
of Asian descent.  Shih et al. (1999) found that Asian-American female undergraduates whose “Asian identity” had 
surreptitiously been made salient to them performed better on a subsequent math test than those whose “Female 
identity” had been made salient and those who received no priming at all.  The experimenters ran the same study 
with high school students in Vancouver, Canada, and found that, in this case, subtly activating their Asian identity 
degraded mathematical performance.  They propose that the math-aptitude stereotype is less prevalent in Vancouver 
because “the Asian community is largely recently immigrated” (82). 
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Over the years we learn many stereotypes that do not stick in the same way.  I was once 
told that black people think that “white people smell like wet dogs when they come out of the 
rain.”  Hearing this certainly made an impression, but I can safely say that I have never tested it 
or modified my automatic dispositions (such as they are) to sniff or avert my nose around 
members of different races who have just come out of the rain, or to act insecurely around non-
white people after I myself have just come out of the rain.  Aside from being the first example 
that comes to mind when I try to think of a silly stereotype, this item of knowledge is not 
chronically accessible. 
Knowledge can also be temporarily or transiently accessible.  Suppose that upon arrival 
in Montreal, a number of locals, including a guide at the tourism information desk, offer me this 
inside tip: “You know, in Montreal, the elderly are exceptionally good drivers.  You should 
always try to hail taxis driven by very old people while you’re here.”  I might briefly, for the next 
fifteen minutes or so, show some increased disposition to look favorably upon cab drivers of 
advanced years, but it is unlikely that my newfound knowledge (of what the Montréalais believe 
of the elderly) would have any enduring effect on my behavior.  I might recall the information 
from time to time, but it would not remain close to the mental surface.  Given my extensive 
socialization into a world where the elderly are routinely depicted as bad drivers, this newfound 
knowledge would exert little influence on my day-to-day dealings.  Similarly, if I ask you to 
imagine yourself in a post-apocalyptic world in which all the flowers are poisoned with radiation 
and the insects are the only healthy things to eat, your typical preference for roses over roaches 
will briefly be reversed.21  You will, on some measures, temporarily show an implicit preference 
                                                 
21 Foroni and Mayr (2005).  See Chapter 2 (§V) on the typical preference for generic flowers over generic insects.  
See Han et al. (2010) for the interesting finding that, while these transient effects occur for the traditional IAT that 
uses word pairs such as “pleasant/unpleasant,” they do not occur for the “personalized” IAT that uses word pairs 
such as “I like/I don’t like.”  Han and colleagues take that to mean that the traditional IAT often only measures 
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for insects over flowers.  But this sort of imaginative exercise will not transform you into a bug 
lover if you were not one already; the thoughts and feelings that come most readily to mind when 
you think of insects will, in a few days at the most, be much as they were before.  In cases like 
these, a bit of knowledge is just transiently accessible, briefly rendered salient by virtue of some 
anecdote or exemplar.22 
It is fair to wonder, however, what this talk of accessibility really means.  The natural 
ways of explaining it are metaphorical.  Something is accessible, e.g., if it is hovering “in the 
back of your mind.”  The psychological definitions of accessibility are not entirely perspicuous, 
either.  For example, Morewedge and Kahneman define accessibility as “the ease with which a 
particular unit of information is activated or can be retrieved from memory.”23  I have some 
intuitive sense of what they are talking about, but the notion of “ease of access” seems rather 
obscure.  One thing this definition brings out is that accessibility is intimately tied to the notion 
of knowledge activation.  For example, Eitam and Higgins define accessibility and activation 
reciprocally: 
When initially conceived, accessibility referred to the ease with which a mental 
representation could be activated by external stimulation, and activation meant 
that a representation has been accessed for use… In other words, a mental 
representation’s accessibility referred to the amount of external stimulation 
needed for it to shift from a latent state (available in the mind but currently 
inactive) to an active one (involved in current thought and action).24 
 
Again, I more or less know what they mean, but in some ways these definitions are just cycling 
through synonyms: it is accessible in the sense that it is available; it is available in the sense that 
                                                                                                                                                             
“extrapersonal associations” (akin to knowledge of stereotypes), whereas others (Jost et al. 2009) take the 
grammatical sentences of the personalized IAT to induce greater self-regulation.  These are interesting questions for 
further research. 
22 The two types of accessibility, chronic and transient, are not in competition.  Some specific cue might 
contextually activate a deeply ingrained piece of knowledge. 
23 Morewedge and Kahneman (2010, 435). 
24 Eitam and Higgins (2010, 951, original emphasis).  They refer to these definitions in the past tense because they 
go on to criticize them.  See note #29 below. 
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it is easily retrieved; it is easily retrieved in the sense that it is easily activated.25  Other 
researchers seem to offer somewhat different accounts, such as Förster and Liberman: 
Generally, accessibility is a temporary state that is produced by prior processing 
of a stimulus and thus activates knowledge… We thus propose to define effects of 
accessibility as effects that are not affected by propositional value, are not logical 
(and cannot be defended on logical grounds), and are associative in nature.26 
 
Here accessibility is characterized not in terms of “ease of activation” but in terms of the 
propositional-associative distinction.  What it is to be an “accessibility effect” is to be an effect 
indefensible on logical grounds.  There is surely an important connection between accessibility 
and associative processing, but defining accessibility in those terms is an especially striking 
theoretical move, given that Förster and Liberman go on to review research (which I discuss in 
the next section) on the power that individuals’ goals can have on the accessibility of their 
knowledge.  How can accessibility be dependent on goals while the effects of accessibility are 
completely independent of propositional content? 
 Reflecting on the ways accessibility is measured may go some way toward illuminating 
what it is.  In effect, a bit of knowledge is said to be more accessible to the extent that an 
individual is better able to recall it upon request, or able to recall it faster.  (Thus, in the context 
                                                 
25 Computationally, accessibility is often referred to as “the probability of retrieval” (Bahrick 1971, emphasis 
added).  Thanks to Edouard Machery for pointing this out to me.  The notion of “ease” of activation would thereby 
get replaced with that of likelihood of activation.  But notice that the definition still refers to “retrieval,” which is 
effectively synonymous with “access” (as if to say, “retrieve-ability refers to the likelihood of retrieval”).  Other 
fine-grained distinctions between these terms (accessibility, availability, activation, retrieval) are sometimes made.  
For example, “accessibility” is sometimes used to refer to the probability of remembering a cue, in contrast to 
“availability” which is used to refer to the probability that seeing a cue will lead one to remember some further thing 
(Bahrick 1971).  Alternatively, information is referred to as “available” simply if it is possessed or “stored in 
memory” at all, whereas the “accessibility” of that (available) information depends on its “activation potential” 
(Nosek and Hansen 2008, citing Higgins 1996). 
26 Förster and Liberman (2007, original emphasis): “We would like to suggest that accessibility effects occur when 
people do not process, either consciously or unconsciously, the relevance of the antecedent (e.g., the prime) for the 
consequence (target). For example, in subliminal priming, when people are unaware of processing the prime, people 
are not considering the relevance of the prime to the target. This is similar to the unrelated tasks procedure in which 
people are aware of processing the prime but do not consider it relevant to the second phase when the target is 
presented. As a consequence of not addressing the question of relevance, the effects of knowledge accessibility are 
insensitive to the propositional content of the prime (e.g., to its truth value…)” 
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of interpersonal fluency, the aim is for problematic social categories to not be the fastest ones to 
reach the mental surface.)  Despite the variety of ways we have to measure it, however, I am not 
sure that our understanding of accessibility has advanced much beyond the vague but 
commonsensical idea of “coming more readily to mind.”  In future work, I intend to explore 
whether epistemological notions of accessibility might be useful for illuminating the 
psychological notions.27  For the time being, perhaps the best way to understand accessibility is 
to understand how to change it.   
 
VI. The Malleability of Accessibility: Concrete Strategies 
 
Interpersonal fluency involves giving up some measure of cognitive access to our social 
knowledge, and not just for the ethical benefit of making our behavior less biased.  The aim is 
not to simply unlearn what we know, and thereby surrender (potentially valuable) knowledge.  
We want to reduce the accessibility of knowledge of stereotypes, such that it is not the first thing 
that comes to mind, but not lose access to it altogether.28  Reducing the accessibility of our 
knowledge in this way only constitutes a normative cost, whether  epistemic or ethical, if we 
                                                 
27 Robert Stalnaker (1999a,b) introduces the notion of accessibility in response to the epistemic problem of logical 
omniscience, e.g., his theory of knowledge puzzlingly entails that an agent who knows any mathematical truth 
thereby knows all the mathematical truths.  Stalnaker’s response is not so much to solve the problem as to show that 
its reach extends beyond an esoteric logical puzzle.  A similar problem arises in everyday cases, as when a soccer 
player seems to both know and not know where a ball will land.  She knows where it will land, in the sense that she 
can run there and trap it, but also seems not to know where it will land, in the sense that she cannot just report its 
landing place without going there.  Her access to what she knows is profoundly limited.  This distinction between 
knowledge and accessibility has less to do with the obscure notion of “ease” of access to the recesses of our minds 
and more to do with differing types of access to facts in the world.  Knowledge can be accessible in some ways and 
for certain purposes but not others.  In thinking about these issues, I have also benefited greatly from a manuscript 
by Adam Elga on belief and accessibility. 
28 Such changes in accessibility might make it more like one of Schwitzgebel’s (2002) classic examples of “in-
between-belief,” where an individual can’t call up the last name of her old roommate to mind out of the blue, but 
could recognize it on a multiple-choice test, or recall it if given the first letter.  Schwitzgebel takes this kind of in-
between state to constitute a genuine change in an individual’s beliefs, in the nature of her doxastic attitude to the 
content.  That seems too strong. 
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cannot access that knowledge when we need it.  If we can intervene to influence the accessibility 
of our knowledge in just the right way, we can mutually satisfy (or at least come significantly 
closer to mutually satisfying) our epistemic as well as ethical aims.  Can we do this?   
It is not just wishful thinking to envision lining up the relative accessibility of our 
knowledge with our ethical aims.  There is a significant tradition of research suggesting that 
accessibility is often highly goal-dependent.29  What most readily comes to mind is often a 
function of what is most relevant to our aims. 
For example, one way to block the activation of stereotypical thoughts seems to be to 
adopt the aim of being creative.30  Stereotypical thinking is typical thinking; it is unoriginal.  
Agents who are motivated to think creatively will automatically ignore stereotypical 
associations.  In one study, some participants were put in a “creative mindset” by being asked to 
recall a few occasions in which they had been creative.  Participants next performed a lexical 
decision task, which required them to identify as fast as possible whether letters on a computer 
screen made up a real word or not.  They saw either a black or white male face immediately 
followed by a nonsense word, a stereotype-consistent word, or a stereotype-irrelevant word (for 
example, an image of a black face followed by the word “rhythmic” would be a stereotype-
consistent pairing).  Those who had been primed to be creative were significantly slower to 
identify stereotype-consistent words than stereotype-irrelevant words, whereas participants in 
other conditions exhibited the reverse tendency.  The stereotypical associations were irrelevant to 
                                                 
29 Kunda and Spencer (2003) give an extensive review and make a number of predictions about the goal-dependence 
of stereotype activation (which they define as “the extent to which a stereotype is accessible in one’s mind” (522)).  
From the looks of Moskowitz’s (2010) review, their predictions have largely been borne out.  Eitam and Higgins 
(2011) try to explain all the accessibility effects (and a number of additional phenomena) in terms of the 
motivational relevance of the knowledge to the agent.  At one point, they seem to recommend doing away with the 
term “accessibility” altogether, and just replacing it with “relevance” (e.g., distinguishing “chronic relevance” from 
“transient relevance”) (2011, 960).  Given the obscurity of the concept, abandoning the term “accessibility” might be 
the best way forward. 
30 Sassenberg and Moskowitz (2005). 
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the task of distinguishing words from non-words, and the goal of being creative enabled 
participants to ignore that irrelevant but otherwise chronically accessible knowledge.  Being in a 
creative mindset prevented the stereotypes from being the first thing to come to mind; the 
stereotypes were significantly less accessible.31 
In that case, the goal to be creative was more or less unwittingly activated.  Is there any 
way that our fully conscious and reflectively endorsed intentions can influence accessibility?  
Tom Webb and Paschal Sheeran (2008) argue that this is exactly the effect of implementation 
intentions, which I discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.  These are if-then plans that link a specific cue 
to a specific response, such as, “If I feel a craving for cigarettes, then I will chew gum!”  Webb 
and Sheeran suggest that part of the reason these plans are so effective is that they make the 
specified cue more accessible.  They found that participants who had formed an if-then plan to 
retrieve a coupon after the experiment exhibited heightened access to the “if” components of the 
plan on a lexical decision task like the one described above (they were also almost twice as likely 
to follow through on retrieving the coupon than were participants who did not form a special if-
then plan to do so).  So in contexts where we know we are wont to attend to the wrong 
categories, we can form if-then plans to guide our attention towards the right ones. 
                                                 
31 This study may also point to certain distinctively aesthetic implications of research on implicit cognition.  When 
we take seriously the idea that artistic and fictional representations of things might influence our biases in positive or 
negative ways (see my discussion of RECONFIGURING CONTEXTS in Chapter 4), then we are seriously thinking about 
whether art ought to answer to certain moral or political concerns.  The suggestion that we ought to resist relying too 
heavily on stereotypical representations of people in artistic depictions might ring in some ears as recommending the 
oppression of artistic creativity.  But stereotypes are precisely not creative.  Obviously, creativity can be a complex 
phenomenon, as when an artist uses a stereotypical representation in order to subvert it (Luvell Anderson (April 
2012) discusses how this subversion of stereotypes works in the context of humor that makes reference to race 
without thereby being “racist” or “racially insensitive”).  My point is just that we need not think that these 
considerations about social cognition immediately introduce any fundamental opposition between our aesthetic and 
ethical aims (just as I am arguing in this chapter that what we are learning about social cognition does not bespeak a 
fundamental opposition between our epistemic and ethical aims).  We might even think that changing the 
accessibility of stereotypes in the ways I discuss in this section will improve our creativity, by preventing us from 
falling back on hackneyed representations of members of social groups. 
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The use of implementation intentions to influence shooter bias, which I discussed in 
Chapter 1 (§IV) and the Appendix (§II.B) to Chapter 2, is a case in point.  Mendoza and 
colleagues’ found that participants showed reduced shooter bias when they formed such 
intentions as, “If I see a gun, then I will shoot.”  This intention, for example, plausibly makes the 
relevant cue (the gun) more accessible, and makes the irrelevant cues (such as the race of the 
person holding it) less accessible.  Stewart and Payne found that participants who formed the 
intention to think the word “safe” when they saw a black face also showed significantly reduced 
implicit racial bias in a similar weapon identification task.  They hypothesize that this reduction 
in the accessibility of the association of black faces with danger depends on a kind of “lateral 
inhibition” in which thinking counterstereotypical thoughts inhibits stereotypical ones.32 
Insofar as we already know the content of many stereotypes, and we are learning more 
and more about the contexts in which stereotypes do harm, then we can formulate 
implementation intentions that pick out those contexts and specify responses.33  In the case of the 
shooter bias, researchers identified a context in which racial stereotypes and biases are highly 
accessible (that of distinguishing between guns and non-guns), and specified a response that 
counteracts the stereotype.  Generally speaking, in cases where stereotypes are apt to do harm, 
the right if-then plans might have a structure along the lines of, “If I see a member of group G 
being treated in way W in context C, then I will perform action A!!”  At the Eastern APA in 
December 2011, Louise Antony proposed that a person concerned to avoid over-interrupting 
women could form the plan, “If she’s talking, then I won’t!”  In light of the findings that we are 
                                                 
32 Stewart and Payne (2008, 1344). 
33 Of course, any stereotype could somehow end up being relevant in any context, but what, exactly, is this supposed 
to show?  See my discussion in (§III) about how relevance cuts both ways.  My claim is that these strategies bring us 
closer to the ideal state of accessing social knowledge just insofar as it is relevant, not that they will make us ideal. 
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less likely to identify a woman at the head of the table as a leader, perhaps an appropriate if-then 
plan might be, “If I see a woman at the head of the table, I will treat her like a leader!”34   
Such plans would improve the other-directed aspects of interpersonal fluency that I 
discussed in Chapter 4 (§III.D), regarding how we perceive others, but individuals can likewise 
form self-directed if-then plans, to arm themselves against potentially harmful environmental 
cues and stereotype threat.  For example, a person stereotyped to underperform in math can form 
the following if-then plan for taking a math test: “And if I start a new problem, then I will tell 
myself: I can solve it!”35  Ultimately, figuring out precisely which intentions to implement is a 
substantive project that I have not begun to work out, but I see no reason to be pessimistic about 
taking that project pretty far. 
Employing these if-then plans constitutes a kind of self-control.  But a key feature of 
these plans is that they do not sap our limited capacities for self-regulation.  Implementing them 
is not a matter of engaging in (SUPPRESSION), the exercising of local self-control.  They are plans 
we form in advance, and once formed, often do not require additional effort to put into action.  
Gollwitzer and Sheeran (2006) refer to these if-then plans as a form of “strategic automaticity,” 
such that implementing the plan becomes an “instant habit” that thereafter unfolds 
automatically.36  The analogy with habits makes vivid the fact that forming if-then plans does not 
                                                 
34 Perhaps we would do better to make the if-then plan refer generically to seeing a person at the head of the table.  
This points to substantive empirical questions about which if-then plans are best to implement.  On the one hand, 
referring specifically to the gender of the person might heighten the overall accessibility of gender in problematic 
ways.  On the other hand, if the plan only refers to a “person” at the head, and if men are more likely to be sitting at 
the head of the table, the if-then plan might heighten our tendency to attend to male leaders.  I am skeptical that 
either of these formulations would bring such normative costs in tow, but it is an open empirical matter. 
35 Bayer and Gollwitzer (2007) found that participants who formed this if-then plan correctly solved significantly 
more problems on a test of logical reasoning (the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices test) than those who 
formed other sorts of plans, such as “I will correctly solve as many problems as possible!” and “And I will tell 
myself: I can solve these problems!” 
36 In personal correspondence, Paschal Sheeran suggested that the imagery of “instant habits” was too strong.  
Clearly there are limitations to how radically an if-then plan can reconfigure our automatic dispositions, but the view 
that these plans provide a powerful way to influence accessibility, automaticity, and associative psychological 
processes is not in doubt.  And that is all I am trying to show: we can make meaningful progress towards lining up 
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merely “leave our automatic associations as they are” but changes them, by forming new 
associations or reinforcing old-but-weak ones.  And once we start putting them into practice, 
they become stronger over time, just as regular habits do.37 
Putting these if-then plans into practice is, I submit, the anti-prejudicial equivalent of 
using flashcards to memorize a new vocabulary.  The expectation is not that implementing these 
cue-behavior rules of thumb will transform an individual into a fluent interpersonal agent, any 
more than memorizing a set of rules and words will transform an individual into a fluent speaker 
of a second language.  But they enable an individual to make progress in that direction. 
Another way to influence the accessibility of knowledge, and which is most hospitable to 
the central analogy I draw between egalitarian agency and linguistic fluency, is to practice.  A 
tradition of research, which I first discussed in Chapter 1, suggests that individuals can practice 
repeatedly affirming and approaching counterstereotypes in order to make stereotypical thoughts 
less accessible.  In one study by Kerry Kawakami and colleagues, participants repeatedly 
“affirmed” counterstereotypical associations by pressing a button labeled “YES” whenever they 
saw a racially typical face paired with a counterstereotypical trait, e.g., a black face paired with 
the word “friendly” or a white face paired with the word “athletic.”38  Researchers subsequently 
found that the accessibility of stereotypes was substantially reduced. 
Beyond “affirming” counterstereotypes, evidence also suggests that participants can 
change their implicit attitudes and intuitive social behavior by practicing “approach” and 
                                                                                                                                                             
our automatic dispositions and accessible knowledge with our considered aim of being egalitarian without incurring 
epistemic costs. 
37 Actually, there has not yet been much compelling empirical research on the extent to which successfully 
implemented if-then plans “snowball” into strong habits, or attempts to tease apart the documented long-term effects 
of if-then plans from the effects of gradual habit formation.  For some discussion, see Adriaanse et al. (2011). 
38 See Kawakami et al.’s (2000) study on reducing stereotype activation, where they define activation in terms of 
“the accessibility of information stored in memory and its fit to the target object” (871).  As I explained in Chapter 
1, a follow-up study by Gawronski et al. (2008) suggests that repeatedly affirming counterstereotypes reduced the 
accessibility of stereotypes, while negating stereotypes enhances their accessibility.  I ignore this complication here. 
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“avoidance” behaviors.  In another series of studies, participants repeatedly pulled a joystick 
toward themselves when they saw black faces and pushed it away when they saw white faces.39  
Researchers believe that these movements tacitly express “approach” and “avoidance” responses 
to the images.  In pulling the joystick in, for example, it is as if participants are bringing the 
perceived image closer, or approaching it.  This training influenced not only their performance 
on a computerized measure of bias but also led white and Asian participants to sit closer to a 
black experimenter and face him head-on, rather than at an indirect angle.  In some cases, the 
participants were explicitly told that moving the joystick would metaphorically signify either 
approaching or avoiding the images of faces, while in other cases they were merely instructed 
how to move the joystick, without any explanation of why.  (In one condition the images of the 
faces were “masked” and shown so quickly participants didn’t notice them, and instead thought 
they were just moving the joystick when they saw certain words.)  Significant effects were found 
in all conditions, regardless whether the meaning of the training was fully explicit or subliminal.  
(Subjects were also interviewed regarding whether they knew what the point of the experiment 
was; in the subliminal condition, they didn’t.) 
These forms of approach-avoidance training are most directly applicable to influencing 
the other-directed aspects of our implicit attitudes—how likely we are to intuitively approach or 
avoid members of various social groups.  However, this training can, just like if-then plans, also 
be employed in self-directed ways.  Kawakami and colleagues (2008) studied the effects for 
female undergraduates of repeatedly approaching math-related images.  Those who initially 
reported that they did not like math and were not good at it tended, after the training, to identify 
with and prefer math on implicit measures, as well as to answer more questions on a subsequent 
                                                 
39 Kawakami et al. (2007). 
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math test.  This constitutes another way in which individuals can prepare themselves for contexts 
in which they are stereotyped to underperform or are otherwise likely to be harmed by 
environmental cues. 
Approach-avoidance training, like the acquisition of any skill, requires practice.40  It 
takes roughly 480 trials and lasts about 45 minutes, although this doesn’t strike me as a terribly 
long time to spend, if the outcome will be unlearning one or two objectionable but otherwise 
entrenched implicit biases.  Compare it to the amount of time and effort we invest in learning 
new languages, sports, and musical instruments.  Compare it to the investments we make in 
dieting, therapy, and breaking bad habits and addictions.  45 minutes is less time than many 
people spend per day on exercise and the honing of other skills, and this training seems to 
require as little as a single afternoon. 
Such extensive training might not even be necessary.  In contrast to the massive number 
of trials necessary for successful approach-avoidance training, Olson and Fazio (2006) were able 
to reduce automatic biases after just 24 subliminal exposures to counterstereotypical pairings.  
They write that: 
such condensed or “focused” learning situations may have unique power in 
changing relatively stubborn, long-term associations in memory… Thus, even 
well-learned associations may be susceptible to change given the appropriate 
kinds of input. The rigidity that tends to characterize the human mind, then, may 
be more a reflection of a stubborn environment than a stubborn psyche.41 
 
                                                 
40 See Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) for classic work on the cognitive effects of skill-acquisition and practice. 
41 (431, emphasis added).  In this passage, Olson and Fazio cite McClelland and colleagues’ (1995) work on neural-
network modeling as support for their claim that these biases can be quickly overhauled during condensed learning 
sessions.  Olson and Fazio also speculate that part of the reason they were able to change implicit attitudes with so 
few trials might be that participants were unaware of the training.  This is broadly consistent with some of 
Kawakami and colleagues’ findings that subliminal training was more effective than intentional training, because the 
latter can backfire in certain respects: when people think they are being “brainwashed” by scientists, they may 
consciously try to resist the influence.  (This also suggests that we might be more successful at unlearning our social 




The apparent durability of implicit biases may thus say more about an agent’s environment than 
about the psychological entrenchment of her associations.42  Olson and Fazio suggest that these 
“focused” learning situations might be especially powerful because in these experiments the 
pairings of faces and words are universally counterstereotypical.  This is in stark contrast to 
contexts more akin to everyday life, where we tend to encounter a mix of stereotypical and non-
stereotypical phenomena. 
 A natural response to these sorts of retraining procedures is that individuals will, sooner 
or later, “re-learn” their biases after they leave the lab.  But the fact that people ordinarily 
encounter a mix of stereotypical and non-stereotypical phenomena suggests that these 
interventions will be more durable than many are inclined to think—and perhaps almost as 
durable as the original biases were.  According to the confirmation bias I described in Chapter 2 
(§IV), people are more likely to seek out and attend to the information that is consistent with 
what they already feel, believe, and expect than they are to reflect seriously on evidence that 
contradicts those beliefs and expectations.43  Normally, this sort of bias works against egalitarian 
agency, by leading us to pay more attention to stereotype-confirming instances.  But once we 
become sufficiently de-biased, we should predict that these very same cognitive dispositions will 
now work in favor of egalitarian agency, by making us more likely to notice the real-world 
exemplifications of our de-biased expectations.  The same “self-fulfilling prophecies” that lead 
us to see what we expect to see, and lead others to act how we expect them to act, should, after 
retraining, lead us to notice counterstereotypes and encourage counterstereotypical behavior.   
  Nevertheless, these sorts of interventions will not have the cognitive effect of making 
participants completely forget about stereotypes, but only of making those stereotypes less 
                                                 
42 If this is right, then RECONFIGURING CONTEXTS (Chapter 4, §II.C) is extremely important. 
43 See Valian (1998) for extensive discussion of how this tendency supports gender biases. 
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accessible.  It is implausible that a person with the right counter-training, mindset, or 
implementation intention would somehow cease to know the contents of prevalent stereotypes.  
She would not suddenly profess ignorance about stereotypical associations of, say, Asians and 
mathematical aptitude.  What she might do, however, is have a harder time coming up with a list 
of stereotypes out of the blue.44  And this is, I suggest, essentially what we are after in trying to 
line up the accessibility of our knowledge with our ethical aim of treating others fairly. 
These forms of practice also bring out how the category-access and affective-behavioral 
components of interpersonal fluency are deeply intertwined.  Practicing approach and avoidance 
is as much a matter of training (in a very crude and simplistic way) our socially situated motor 
skills as it is a matter of changing the accessibility of our mental states.  (And engaging in this 
motor-skill practice requires, in turn, a great deal of cognitive activity.)  In such cases, changing 
the cognitive accessibility of our knowledge goes hand in hand with changing our automatic 
affective-behavioral dispositions.  Similar cognitive-motor intertwining is at work in the 
acquisition of fluency in a second language, as when we simultaneously learn what to say and 
how to pronounce it, which sorts of intonation are appropriate, and so on.  Other sorts of 
embodied skills that improve with training and will help us to better approximate interpersonal 
fluency include the capacity to better identify facial microexpressions, to better recognize 
individuals from different ethnicities, and to improve social competence more generally.45 
I mentioned at the beginning of this section that the accessibility of knowledge is highly 
goal-dependent, but I have not discussed the aims that we might take to be most relevant to 
                                                 
44 I am not sure if this has been tested, but I predict that they would still be able to check off a list of stereotypes that 
was put in front of them, but be less able to think of an extensive list without prompting. 
45 See Paul Ekman’s website for microexpression training (https://face.paulekman.com/face/products.aspx).  For 
promising research on overcoming the deficit in cross-race facial identification, see Hugenberg et al. (2007) and 
McGugin et al. (2011).  For an interesting longitudinal study on social competence training for aggressive 
adolescents, with a review of relevant literature, see Mario Gollwitzer et al. (2007). 
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reducing the accessibility of stereotypes, namely, the aims to be fair and unbiased.  But there is 
substantial evidence that these aims are effective as well, whether they are held chronically or 
transiently.46  The goal to be unprejudiced can be induced, for example, by having participants 
contemplate a time when they failed to live up to this ideal (as I mentioned in Chapter 3 (§IX)).  
And some agents seem to have chronic egalitarian goals that are automatically activated when 
they find themselves in a situation in which they might be inclined to act in a biased way. 
I by no means intend to suggest that implementing these and other strategies will swiftly 
transport us to an ideal state of moral-epistemic virtue where we can access our knowledge at all 
and only the right times and where all our microbehaviors will be effortlessly unprejudiced.  But 
they certainly point in the direction of suggesting that these challenges are manageable.  We can 
significantly close the distance between our current sorry state and our normative ideals.  And 
perhaps in closing this distance we will not need to make a forced choice between pursuing our 
ethical and epistemic aims. 
 
VII. Tragic Cases? 
 
In discussing concrete strategies for regulating the accessibility of stereotypes, I emphasized 
cases, like the influence of a creativity mindset, where the stereotypes are irrelevant.  What 
happens in cases when the stereotypes are relevant to the task?  Not to trivialize the issue, but I 
think those are the cases where we should access them.  The dilemmists, however, seem to have 
cases in mind where stereotypes are, specifically, epistemically relevant but ethically 
objectionable.   
                                                 
46 See Moskowitz (2010) for a review. 
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I do not have a principled argument that our epistemic and ethical aims cannot come into 
conflict in this way, but I am not sure that the dilemmists have provided compelling examples.  
A prominent case that Gendler and Egan discuss is Philip Tetlock and colleagues’ (2000) study 
on “forbidden base rates.”  Participants are asked to imagine an executive who is trying to 
determine how high to set the premiums on home insurance in various neighborhoods.  All of the 
participants are told that some of the neighborhoods are higher risk than the others, with more 
fires and break-ins.  Some of the participants are also told that these high-risk neighborhoods are 
85% black.  Participants who are not given any race-related information tend to say that the 
executive should charge a higher insurance premium for the houses in the high-risk 
neighborhoods, but those given the information about race insist that he should charge the same 
premium for all (this was especially true for politically liberal participants).  Gendler refers to 
this as “a kind of epistemic self-censorship on non-epistemic grounds.”47 
However, it is not clear why we should think of this as a dilemma between epistemic and 
non-epistemic (moral) requirements.  In fact, we don’t know which requirements are at issue 
because we don’t know which problem the participants took themselves to be solving.  We don’t 
know what their aims were.  The participants were not, for example, told in advance that they 
should make the decision in the best economic interests of the insurance executive.  All they 
were told was that “the research goal was to explore how people make judgments.”48  Plausibly, 
the participants who just read about high-risk neighborhoods and insurance premiums, without 
any reference to social categories, thought the task was just how to maximize profits, or 
something similar.  But once race was introduced, they may very well have thought the task was 
                                                 
47 2011, 55.  Tetlock and colleagues also suggest that these “people are striving to achieve neither epistemic nor 
utilitarian goals,” (2000,853), and specifically compare this case with the classic base-rate neglect literature (854).  
(The classic base-rate neglect findings do, I think, often involve normatively suboptimal cognition.) 
48 Tetlock et al. (2000, 860). 
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how best to avoid being prejudiced, or even how to compensate for systemic racial injustice!49  
And in that case, relative to that aim, there is nothing epistemically deficient about discounting 
the background information about high-risk neighborhoods.  They may even have been explicitly 
counting that information as part of the justification for charging the same premiums, because 
this policy would prevent the exacerbation of injustice.  The real test would be if participants 
who had categorically adopted the goal of maximizing profits still overlooked this information 
when race was introduced. 
 If I am right about the Tetlock study, then its failure to constitute a genuine moral-
epistemic dilemma is telling.  Such cases might be harder to find than one might think.  My 
suggestion is that what seemed like a moral-epistemic dilemma might be no dilemma at all, 
because a morally tinged aim sets the epistemic agenda.  There is nothing inherently wrong with 
the epistemic agenda being set by a moral aim; there has got to be some aim or other, and it 
might as well be a moral one. 
The role of ethical aims in setting the epistemic agenda seems to apply more generally to 
other putative cases of conflict between our epistemic and ethical requirements.  To take a very 
low-stakes case, consider a restaurant employee who is delivering food to a table with one man 
and one woman.  The server is bringing a steak and a salad to the table, but did not take their 
orders and so does not know in advance who ordered which.  Suppose that, as the server says 
                                                 
49 The reference to race was so overt that it is quite plausible that participants thought their aim was how best to 
avoid or combat prejudiced insurance practices, and this is roughly what Tetlock and colleagues seem to say.  Here 
is the complete scenario participants read in the race-relevant condition: “Dave Johnson is an insurance executive 
who must make a decision about whether his company will start writing home insurance policies in six different 
towns in his state. He classifies three of the towns as high risk: 10% of the houses suffer damage from fire or break-
ins each year. It turns out that 85% of the population of these towns is Black. He classifies the other three towns as 
relatively low risk: less than 1% of the houses suffer fire or break-in damage each year. It turns out that 85% of the 
population of these towns is White” (Tetlock, 2000, 860-1).  In keeping with my interpretation, Tetlock et al. explain 
that, “liberals did not indiscriminately embrace any justification for not using the base rates. Liberals viewed the 
pragmatic or empirical grounds offered for dismissing the base rates as implausible. They were not more inclined to 
challenge the statistics or to argue that the best long-term profit-maximizing strategy is to charge the same price. 
Instead, liberals invoked a straightforward moral defense against policies that harmed the already disadvantaged” 
(863-4).  This looks like they were responding rationally to the information in light of its relevance to their aims. 
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“Steak…,” he has already initiated the motor routine of placing the steak in front of the man.  His 
automatic disposition was to associate the steak with the man.  Has the server committed an 
epistemic error?  Base-rate information suggests that men are more likely to order steaks and 
women are more likely to order salads.  So if the server’s goal is to use a rule of thumb to 
identify, as quickly and efficiently as possible, which types of people are more likely to order 
which foods, perhaps it would indeed be instrumentally rational for him to take the base rate into 
account.  Perhaps servers tend, on average, to get better tips if they make such assumptions about 
people (“For monsieur, I’d recommend the steak; for madame, I’d recommend…).  But if the 
server’s aim is to be respectful to his customers, and he believes that this includes limiting the 
number of gendered assumptions he makes about them, then the base-rate information may very 
well be irrelevant to his aims.  It is a further question whether he can take steps to prevent these 
gendered thoughts from coming so readily to mind, but the research I considered in (§VI) 
suggests that he can. 
The case of the server is a low-stakes version of a high-stakes problem: profiling.  Ought 
we to take background statistical information into account, regarding which social groups are 
more likely to be criminals or terrorists, in deciding whom to stop and frisk?  Although I lack the 
space to address this issue in sufficient depth, I would argue that such base-rate information does 
not automatically qualify as “epistemically relevant.”  We cannot determine whether this 
information is epistemically valuable until we know which aims it is meant to serve.  And the 
relevant aim here is not just that of, say, the particular police officer trying to determine, as 
quickly and efficiently as possible, whether some particular individual is more or less likely to be 
a criminal.  The relevant aim might be the prevention of harm or the maintenance of an overall 
just state.  And then the question is whether a practice of profiling that takes such base rates into 
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account will, on the whole, do more harm or good for its citizens, or treat its citizens as ends in 
themselves, and so on.   
Suppose we take a consequentialist approach to the issue.50  One range of harms to be 
considered are those done to the would-be victims of crime or terrorism that will be avoided by 
profiling; another range of harms are those done to the members of social groups who are subject 
to profiling; another is the harms done to those who merely observe profiling (the child who only 
sees dark-skinned people pulled aside at the airport);51 and the harms that those who develop 
implicit biases because they observe or engage in profiling do to others, and so on.  How great 
the harms of profiling would be is an empirical question, but the research on implicit cognition 
that I have analyzed in this dissertation makes me skeptical that they are so modest as some have 
suggested.52  Consider, for example, the research I discussed in Chapter 2 (§IV) regarding how 
our expectations of hostility lead us to treat others as if they are hostile, to notice only the cues 
that confirm our expectation of hostility, and indeed to lead others to behave in hostile ways.  
Findings like this suggest that profiling could directly contribute to intergroup animosity, or 
worse.  If we determine that profiling brings about more harms than it prevents, then the police 
officer who ignores the base-rate information is not incurring an epistemic cost.  It is not making 
it harder for him to do his job.  If he did engage in profiling, then he would be, according to our 
calculations, helping to bring about worse consequences overall.   
Suppose we do adopt a utilitarian perspective on profiling, and suppose instead that, 
according to the final calculus, the practice of profiling prevents more harms than it causes.  If 
the state authorizes profiling on such grounds, then presumably the individuals charged with the 
                                                 
50 See Risse and Zeckhauser (2004) and Lever (2005) for discussion. 
51 In the context of workplace civility, Cortina and colleagues (2008, 2011) discuss how even observing 
mistreatment reduces job satisfaction and increases intentions to quit. 
52 See Risse and Zeckhauser (2004). 
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responsibility to engage in profiling would, in order to be efficient, have to strengthen their 
automatic skills for identifying people likely to commit crimes.  This would, for these specific 
individuals, result in the heightened accessibility of many of the problematic forms of social 
knowledge I have considered in this chapter.  Would the cultivation of these automatic skills for 
categorization “damn” these individuals, such that social cues of criminality became chronically 
accessible, and, e.g., the mere perception of a person of color or a turban would, regardless of the 
context, automatically activate thoughts of guns or bombs?   The research I discussed in (§VI) on 
influencing the accessibility of knowledge suggests not.  The goal-dependence of accessibility 
suggests that even these individuals, assigned with the task of thinking about problematic social 
categories for their day jobs, could take steps to ensure that their problematic knowledge was 
accessible for certain purposes and in certain contexts, but not others.  Perhaps they could form 
if-then plans to quarantine their automatic biases, such as, “When I am off-duty, I will assume 
that everyone is innocent!”   
Even if these individuals had to resign themselves to being biased in certain ways as a 
result of cultivating these automatic dispositions, this doesn’t say anything about the automatic 
dispositions of the rest of us living under the government that authorizes profiling.  
Notwithstanding the signs that say, “If you see something, say something,” it would not be our 
job to remain constantly on the lookout to quickly and efficiently identify potential terrorists.  If, 
however, I am mistaken and we would be ethically required to be on the lookout in this way, the 
only reason to take the profiling case seriously in the first place is that we are assuming that a 
great many lives will be saved by instituting the practice.  Nothing so consequential is at stake in 
our everyday practices of automatic categorization, such as the server making assumptions about 
steaks and salads. 
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I believe that there can be tragic normative conflicts with no ideal solution, such as 
Sartre’s classic example of the individual torn between fighting in the revolution and staying 
home to take care of his mother.  Indeed, I suggest in the Appendix that fluent interpersonal 
agents might be particularly well-poised to navigate many such conflicts.  So there probably can 
also be tragic cases that have morality on one side and epistemology on the other.  But I do not 
think we have been given definitive examples of these which put the ethical fight against 
prejudice at odds with the epistemic project of identifying the properties that give us the most 
inductive bang for our buck. 
Insofar as genuine conflicts between epistemic and ethical aims do arise in lived 
experience, solving them may often not be a matter of choosing which one to pursue and which 
to sacrifice, but reconsidering the merits of the aims themselves.  So far I have mostly assumed 
that we are holding our aims fixed, but they themselves can be called into question.  To the 
extent that our ethical and epistemic aims do come into conflict, then we have reason to think we 
may have been operating with the wrong aims.  The participants who ignored the information 
about high-risk neighborhoods may not have been censoring their epistemic aims; they were just 
revising them. 
Again, I do not take the foregoing considerations to have completely dissolved the moral-
epistemic quandaries described by the dilemmists.  But I hope these considerations suggest that 
the problem is a little less of a theoretical one, about the principled impossibility of jointly 
satisfying our moral and epistemic aims, and a little more of a practical one, about what we can 
do concretely to thwart the pernicious influence that knowledge of stereotypes has on our 
judgment and behavior.  There is reason to be optimistic that we can improve along this ethical 
front, and that we can do so without compromising our epistemic aims.  I hope to have made it 
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plausible that interpersonal fluency is an ideal worth pursuing in the fight against prejudice, and, 
moreover, an ideal toward which we can make significant strides, if only we try.   
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I have argued that working toward the ideal of interpersonal fluency is an integral component of 
the struggle against prejudice.  Treating others and ourselves fairly requires that we transform 
our underlying attitudes by reconfiguring our automatic dispositions of thought, feeling, and 
action.  Interpersonal fluency is not, however, just the antidote for our undesirable implicit 
biases.  It is a more general and fundamental ethical aim, that would be of value even in a world 
devoid of prejudice.1  To get a better sense of interpersonal fluency and what it entails, I 
conclude with some preliminary remarks about how this ideal might differ from the virtuous 
states of character envisioned by Aristotle and contemporary virtue theorists (§II), and by 
explaining some of the goods, over and above combating prejudice, that interpersonal fluency 
promotes (§III; §IV). 
 
II. Elastic and Unstable Dispositions 
 
Aristotle acknowledges “the possibility of having knowledge in a sense and yet not having it.”2  
Akrasia, he argues, results when an agent’s knowledge of what to do is temporarily inaccessible.  
However, Aristotle does not seem to consider how this sort of inaccessibility could be more than 
                                                 
1 To say it is more general and fundamental is not to say that it is the most general and fundamental.  I do not claim 
that this ideal is the sole “source of normativity.  It might itself be justified by some other more basic ideal, be it 
deontological, consequentialist, virtue-theoretic, or otherwise. 
2 Nicomachean Ethics, 1147a10-15. 
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an obstacle to virtue.3  The situations of present-day conflicted agents, which I described in 
Chapter 5, suggest otherwise.  Being able to temporarily forget, ignore, or otherwise fail to 
integrate information makes possible a kind of positive ethical phenomenon.  Agents might 
benefit from temporarily forgetting about stereotypes—maintaining access to that knowledge for 
some purposes but not others.  Whenever attending to certain sorts of information is problematic, 
because occurrent awareness of the information leads one to act in undesirable ways, it might be 
better not to know, in the sense of lacking immediate access to that knowledge.  In these cases, 
inaccessibility is a virtue, while accessibility is a vice.   
Making progress toward the proper balance between accessible and inaccessible 
knowledge, however, requires a more general kind of practical flexibility, which Aristotle’s 
emphasis on striving for “firm and stable dispositions” may exclude.  Aristotle envisions the goal 
of a moral upbringing to be the achievement of a set of firmly established and unwavering habits 
of judgment and action.  The need to stay resolute is intuitive in certain cases, such as the soldier 
who charges bravely into battle without hesitating, and the committed activist who endures 
setbacks in the cause without wavering.  In the context of contemporary prejudice, an analogous 
case might be the person who speaks out and intervenes when someone is acting in a biased way, 
                                                 
3 This is how I read him, anyway.  According to McDowell’s reading of Aristotle, the virtuous person’s perception 
of what he ought to do “silences” all other competing considerations, which suggests that those considerations are, 
in my sense, inaccessible, and that their being inaccessible is integral to the person’s being virtuous (McDowell, 
1998a, 18).  My view of virtue has surely been influenced by McDowell’s, as well as by other thinkers who were 
themselves influenced by Aristotle, including Heidegger (1997), Merleau-Ponty (1945[2002]), Dreyfus and Dreyfus 
(1992), and Carman (2008).  I plan to pursue these issues in future work.  I am mainly using the accessibility versus 
inaccessibility dichotomy as a point of departure into what I take to be a more substantive disagreement, which is 
that Aristotle’s position does not leave room for the kind of openness to revising one’s social dispositions that I 
endorse in what follows.  As evidence that Aristotle is not appropriately sensitive to the possibility that his 
impressions of the social world could be radically mistaken, I would point to his defenses of slavery, of the 
subjugation of women, and of the barbarism of foreigners in the Politics.  (Pretty low-hanging fruit, as criticisms 
go.)  I think, moreover, that his narrow-mindedness on these issues is non-accidentally related to his emphasis on the 
importance of cultivating firm and stable dispositions.  Being prepared to transform one’s social attitudes requires 
that one’s dispositions retain an important degree of elasticity.  
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even if it will make things awkward (or worse).4  But Aristotle is not, I think, sufficiently alive to 
the possibility that one might be required to transform the sedimented social dispositions 
accreted in one’s youth (or alive to the possibility that one can transform such dispositions).   
None of us is interpersonally fluent, and although we can get closer, I want to suggest 
that we should eschew the notion of “graduation” from our moral education.  We have to be 
ready to (continue to) discover that the social world was not as it seemed, and with that 
discovery, ready to overhaul our social dispositions.  The readiness to transform our social 
dispositions often requires an openness to being called out by others, or to be implicated by new 
empirical evidence.  A person who grows up thinking a certain type of joke, or a combative 
conversational style, is harmless might have a hard time accepting the evidence that these 
activities are ethically problematic.  A person who decorates the computer-science classroom 
with science-fiction posters might be inclined to dismiss the empirical evidence suggesting that 
they do harm.  Working effectively toward interpersonal fluency requires being open to revising 
those habits of thought and behavior that one might have taken to be innocuous or simply 
idiosyncratic.  There is every reason to think that we will continue to learn anew that features of 
the social world were not as we thought.  In order to respond appropriately to what we learn, we 
have to retain a high degree of elasticity in our social dispositions. 
In some cases, this means being open to being called out by others.  In what follows, I 
compare two cases in which a well-meaning but possibly biased individual gets called out.  None 
of the agents in these cases is interpersonally fluent, but some of them are less disfluent than 
others:   
I [Derald Wing Sue, the senior author, an Asian American][5] recently traveled 
with an African American colleague on a plane flying from New York to Boston. 
                                                 
4 Thanks to Katie Gasdaglis for this example. 
5 The bracketed insertion identifying the author is in the original passage as cited (Sue et al. 2007, 275). 
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The plane was a small “hopper” with a single row of seats on one side and double 
seats on the other. As the plane was only sparsely populated, we were told by the 
flight attendant (White) that we could sit anywhere, so we sat at the front, across 
the aisle from one another. This made it easy for us to converse and provided a 
larger comfortable space on a small plane for both of us. As the attendant was 
about to close the hatch, three White men in suits entered the plane, were 
informed they could sit anywhere, and promptly seated themselves in front of us. 
Just before take-off, the attendant proceeded to close all overhead compartments 
and seemed to scan the plane with her eyes. At that point she approached us, 
leaned over, interrupted our conversation, and asked if we would mind moving to 
the back of the plane. She indicated that she needed to distribute weight on the 
plane evenly. 
 
Both of us (passengers of color) had similar negative reactions. First, balancing 
the weight on the plane seemed reasonable, but why were we being singled out? 
After all, we had boarded first and the three White men were the last passengers 
to arrive. Why were they not being asked to move? Were we being singled out 
because of our race? Was this just a random event with no racial overtones? Were 
we being oversensitive and petty?  
 
Although we complied by moving to the back of the plane, both of us felt 
resentment, irritation, and anger. In light of our everyday racial experiences, we 
both came to the same conclusion: The flight attendant had treated us like second-
class citizens because of our race. But this incident did not end there. While I kept 
telling myself to drop the matter, I could feel my blood pressure rising, heart 
beating faster, and face flush with anger. When the attendant walked back to 
make sure our seat belts were fastened, I could not contain my anger any longer. 
Struggling to control myself, I said to her in a forced calm voice: “Did you know 
that you asked two passengers of color to step to the rear of the ‘bus’”? For a few 
seconds she said nothing but looked at me with a horrified expression. Then she 
said in a righteously indignant tone, “Well, I have never been accused of that! 
How dare you? I don’t see color! I only asked you to move to balance the plane. 
Anyway, I was only trying to give you more space and greater privacy.”  
 
Attempts to explain my perceptions and feelings only generated greater 
defensiveness from her. For every allegation I made, she seemed to have a 
rational reason for her actions. Finally, she broke off the conversation and refused 
to talk about the incident any longer. Were it not for my colleague who validated 
my experiential reality, I would have left that encounter wondering whether I was 
correct or incorrect in my perceptions. Nevertheless, for the rest of the flight, I 
stewed over the incident and it left a sour taste in my mouth… (2007, 275)  
 
The question we pose is this: Did the flight attendant engage in a microaggression 
or did the senior author and his colleague simply misinterpret the action?... The 
interaction between the senior author and the flight attendant convinced him that 
she was sincere in her belief that she had acted in good faith without racial bias. 
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Her actions and their meaning were invisible to her. It was clear that she was 
stunned that anyone would accuse her of such despicable actions. After all, in her 
mind, she acted with only the best of intentions: to distribute the weight evenly on 
the plane for safety reasons and to give two passengers greater privacy and space. 
She felt betrayed that her good intentions were being questioned… Herein lies a 
major dilemma. How does one prove that a microaggression has occurred? What 
makes our belief that the flight attendant acted in a biased manner any more 
plausible than her conscious belief that it was generated for another reason? If she 
did act out of hidden and unconscious bias, how do we make her aware of it? 
(277) 
 
This story captures a number of the harms and challenges that arise from ambiguously uncivil 
conduct.  The ambiguity of the behavior was a source of distress for Sue and his companion.  It 
strikes me as commendable that Sue spoke up, but, at the same time, there may have been a more 
diplomatic way of doing so.  The overt accusation of racism not only elicited staunch 
defensiveness from the flight attendant; it also seemed to exacerbate his own anxiety.  In 
Aristotelian terms, perhaps he was doing the right thing at the right time but not in the right way.  
Yet it is also unclear what a more diplomatic way of handling the situation would even have 
been.  As Sue and colleagues later explain, 
not doing anything has the potential to result in psychological harm… [but] 
responding with anger and striking back (perhaps a normal and healthy reaction) 
is likely to engender negative consequences for persons of color as well… What 
is lacking is research that points to adaptive ways of handling microaggressions 
by people of color and suggestions of how to increase the awareness and 
sensitivity of Whites to microaggressions so that they accept responsibility for 
their behaviors and for changing them. (2007, 279) 
 
As I read them, Sue and colleagues are suggesting that what is lacking—what everyone is 
lacking—is interpersonal fluency.  But the flight attendant in this case both lacked the skills 
necessary for handling the situation and the ability to accept that she might have done something 
wrong (of course, having one’s well-intentioned actions compared to segregationist practices is 
quite an indictment, and it is understandable that the truth of the accusation would be difficult for 
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one to believe of oneself).  Without an openness to being called out in this way, one would not, 
as Aristotle says in a different context, “have even a prospect of becoming good.”6 
 Contrast this with another case, recounted by Marilyn Frye, on learning what it means to 
be a white feminist:   
Conscientiously, and with the encouragement of various women of color—both 
friends and women speaking in the feminist press—a group of white women 
formed a white women’s consciousness-raising group to identify and explore the 
racism in our lives with a view to dismantling the barriers that blocked our 
understanding and action in this matter. As is obvious from this description, we 
certainly thought of ourselves as doing the right thing.  Some women of color 
talked with us about their view that it was racist to make it a group for white 
women only; we discussed our reasons and invited women of color who wanted to 
participate to come to the meeting for further discussion. 
 
In a later community meeting, one Black woman criticized us very angrily for 
ever thinking we could achieve our goals by working only with white women. We 
said we never meant this few weeks of this particular kind of work to be all we 
ever did and told her we had decided at the beginning to organize a group open to 
all women shortly after our series of white women’s meetings came to a close… 
[W]e could hardly have said anything less satisfying to our critic. She exploded 
with rage: “You decided!” Yes. We consulted the opinions of some women of 
color, but still, we decided. “Isn’t that what we are supposed to do?” we said to 
ourselves, “Take responsibility, decide what to do, and do something?” She 
seemed to be enraged by our making decisions, by our acting, by our doing 
anything. It seemed like doing nothing would be racist and whatever we did 
would be racist just because we did it. We began to lose hope; we felt bewildered 
and trapped. It seemed that what our critic was saying must be right; but what she 
was saying didn’t seem to make any sense. 
 
She seemed crazy to me. 
 
That stopped me. 
 
I paused and touched and weighed that seeming. It was familiar. I know it as 
deceptive, defensive. I know it from both sides; I have been thought crazy by 
others too righteous, too timid and too defended to grasp the enormity of our 
difference and the significance of their offenses. I backed off. To get my balance, 
I reached for what I knew when I was not frightened. 
 
                                                 
6 (NE 1105b9-15) On the importance of practicing the performance of just acts. 
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Without knowing the details of the case, Frye’s group may have been seriously shortsighted in 
intentionally excluding women of color and deciding on their own what to do.  It may, then, have 
been admirable of the black woman to speak up and suggest that Frye’s group was operating 
under unnoticed assumptions about the scope and power of white racial privilege.  But it is also 
noteworthy how differently Frye handled the accusation than did the flight attendant in the 
previous case.  While Frye clearly did not exhibit the automatically unbiased associations of 
interpersonal fluency, she possessed a degree of practical flexibility that is integral to working 
toward fluency.  Her instinctive and potentially biased impression of another as being crazy led 
her, not to be dismissive, but to call into question the validity of her impression.  She did not 
figure out the right way to handle the situation immediately, but she was open to being put off 
balance, backing off, and appreciating the genuine ambiguities and opacities of the situation.  
The situation was (it seems to me) genuinely difficult, and she treated it as such. 
The flexibility necessary to work toward a more egalitarian agency thus requires being 
open to being wrong or shortsighted.  Working toward interpersonal fluency calls for a degree of 
intellectual humility, a preparedness to discover that an implicit bias has unwittingly misled 
one’s judgments, leaked into one’s behavior, or, more broadly, that the social world is different 
from what one thought.  Being open in this way need not amount to constantly second-guessing 
oneself.  Practically speaking, it might often consist in a readiness to encounter those who thwart 
one’s expectations and to take seriously the suggestions, opinions, and criticisms of others when 
one’s immediate inclination is to dismiss them.  At other times, it might consist in learning to 
reverse the default inclination to second-guess oneself.  Although the kinds of transformation 
necessary will differ from case to case, what is globally required is a degree of elasticity in one’s 
social dispositions, a readiness to transform. 
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 Contemporary virtue theorists have tended to respond in a very different way to social-
psychological research revealing how situational features powerfully influence behavior.  They 
often respond by placing a renewed emphasis on the importance of cultivating firm and stable 
dispositions.7  These findings, they suggest, make vivid how strong the need for true stability 
really is; we should strive to become impervious to the allegedly ethically trivial cues.  But 
matters are clearly more complicated.  We should, indeed, strive to become impervious to some 
cues, as when an individual can benefit from implementing a plan to arm herself against social 
identity threat (i.e., a situation wherein being reminded of her social identity brings harm).  But 
we should also become more sensitive to other cues, and expand our appreciation of what counts 
as an ethically significant feature of the situation.  Etiquette is ethical, and we might learn that 
some apparently trivial situational feature matters a great deal.  We must be open to the 
possibility that new findings might flout commonsense, and even overturn relatively sedimented 
empirical hypotheses, such as the idea that, once formed, our undesirable automatic dispositions 
are here to stay (which finds articulation in thinkers from ancient philosophy to contemporary 
psychology). 
We should take the evidence, on how subtle features of our situations can powerfully 
influence our behavior and do harm, to call for greater practical flexibility.  We have to be ready 
to discover that the social world was not as it seemed, to be humbled by such discoveries, and to 
reconfigure our dispositions as necessary.  Given our tendencies to distort evidence in self-
serving ways, we will often be inclined to cling rigidly to dispositions of thought and action that 
evidence has revealed to be problematic.  We have to be more elastic.   
                                                 
7 See, e.g., Kamtekar’s (2004) excellent paper, who points out that Plato and Aristotle were already well aware of 
many of the problems that situationists subsequently raised.  See also Sarkissian (2010a) and Slingerland (2011) for 
similar ideas in the context of Confucian virtue theory. 
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Working towards interpersonal fluency is an indefinite project that requires flexibility in 
an our social dispositions, such that we come to ignore contextually irrelevant social categories 
that we have been disposed to notice, and that we come to recognize and react properly to 
relevant social cues that would otherwise escape our awareness.  It will require forming 
favorable, affirmative dispositions toward phenomena we might be disposed to dislike, and 
forming disapproving dispositions toward harmful phenomena we might be disposed to find 
innocuous.  The ongoing project of working toward egalitarian agency involves being able to 
reconfigure our sensibilities upon learning that the social world is different from what we 
thought.8  (One way to describe this might be to say that we need to acquire a meta-disposition to 
change our automatic dispositions as (our understanding of) the social world changes.)   
Ultimately, this requires that we eschew the notion of “graduation” from moral education.  
Our implicit and explicit attitudes must be in perpetual flux.  Aristotle’s claim that the ideal 
moral agent should not be “many-colored and changeable” may be appropriate in some contexts 
but not others.9  A capacity for practical flexibility may in fact be crucial to present-day virtue.  
Even a world devoid of prejudice would still be constantly changing, and our social dispositions 
would need to be equally elastic.10 
                                                 
8 To fully explore this notion of practical flexibility, I think we need to consider theoretical approaches outside 
mainstream Anglo-American philosophy, including the work of Pierre Bourdieu and Judith Butler, who make the 
compelling case that interpersonal flexibility is a fundamental component of practical wisdom and present-day 
virtue.  I hope to pursue this broader exploration in future work. 
9 NE (I.10).  Aristotle says this specifically in the context of describing happiness, and explaining that a truly happy 
individual will not shift too easily from a happy to an unhappy state.  But in the context of, say, being sympathetic to 
the suffering of others, the ability to share another’s pain might indeed call for an agent to change quickly from a 
relatively happy state to a relatively sad one.  This speaks to the importance of cultivating ambient harmony between 
individuals, over and above internal harmony within one’s own psyche, as I explain in the next section (§III). 
10 Katie Gasdaglis (p.c.) has suggested that I may be confusing two sets of norms: “Norms for approaching fluency 
developmentally speaking (norms for learning a language – practice flashcards) and norms that constitute fluency 
(norms of the language)… It seems at this point you are talking about intermediary steps towards change and not 
about the overarching norms.”  The norms I discuss here are those necessary to make progress toward fluency, not 
constitutive of fluency itself.  The possibility I mean to raise here is that, given that the social world will inevitably 
continue to change, and that we will inevitably continue to encounter unexpected features of this world, there is no 




III. Ambient Harmony: Fluency as the Fuel that Forges Unity11 
 
Being sensitive to a wider range of subtle cues is not just important for putting ourselves in a 
position to avoid being prejudiced and avoid being harmed by prejudice.  It is not just a matter of 
avoiding harms.  Interpersonal fluency also makes positive, self-standing contributions to a well-
lived life by promoting a kind of ambient harmony between individuals. Interpersonal fluency 
can create and solidify a sense of interconnectedness between individuals, which would also be 
of value even in a prejudice-free world.  Interpersonal fluency arguably contributes to the 
broader end of engaging intuitively and openly with friends, family members, and romantic 
partners.12 
Consider some of Augustine’s ([401]1998, 60) praise of friendship in the Confessions, as 
he was working through a period of grief after the death of his friend: 
There were other things which occupied my mind in the company of my friends: 
to make conversation, to share a joke, to perform mutual acts of kindness, to read 
together well-written books, to share in trifling and in serious matters, to disagree 
without animosity—just as a person debates with himself—and in the very rarity 
of disagreement to find the salt of normal harmony, to teach each other something 
or to learn from one another, to long with impatience for those absent, to welcome 
them with gladness on their arrival.  These and other signs come from the heart of 
those who love and are loved and are expressed through the mouth, through the 
tongue, through the eyes, and a thousand gestures of delight, acting as fuel to set 
our minds on fire and out of many to forge unity. 
 
Augustine here expresses an awareness of some of the key benefits of interpersonal fluency, in 
creating and solidifying an interconnectedness between agents.  Augustine reflects an 
                                                                                                                                                             
improvement, not of success.  The mandate to transform our automatic social dispositions still stands; we just have 
to be ready to keep transforming them. 
11 Some of the ideas in this section and the next were originally developed in concert with Michael Brownstein.  
These sections develop suggestions we made in the conclusion of our (2012, 26). 
12 For a review of how automaticity and dual-process psychology are empirically investigated in the context of 
intimate relationships, see, e.g., Chen et al. (2007).  
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understanding of how these automatic dispositions create shareable moods and attunement to our 
social world.  These dispositions are an integral part of the experience of unity Augustine 
describes.  The harmony he found with his friends was not just achieved through their explicit 
agreement on matters for serious reflection, but also through their ability to share a joke.  The 
fuel that forged unity did not just consist in the intentional utterances made with their mouths but 
also in the unintended expressions in their eyes and in a thousand other automatic gestures of 
delight.   
The automatic gestures that unify and solidify friendship do not exude the hallmarks of 
reasoned moral agency.  They are not the sorts of things that one can easily intend or try to do.  
Trying to control one’s immediate gestural reactions or to find a joke funny can just as easily 
result in one seeming insincere as they can convey what one intends.  (One might even think that 
the mere fact of intending them already makes them insincere.  That seems too strong, but it 
nevertheless seems that intending in this way is often as likely to be disrupt the harmony between 
agents as it is fortify it.)  By contrast, the automatic attunement of interpersonal fluency works in 
the service of social connection with the others in a shared situation, and promotes living in 
ethically desirable ways.13  We affirm our respect for others as persons, for example, when we let 
ourselves become absorbed in dialogue with them, unfettered by concerns about their 
membership in social categories. 
                                                 
13 One feature of the social environments to which fluent interpersonal agents might be particularly attuned is the 
discomfort and suffering of others.  Our automatic social dispositions might be in a privileged position to detect the 
suffering of others, relative to our capacities for reflection.  My views about interpersonal fluency may be moving in 
a somewhat Rorty-an direction.  From Ramberg’s (2001/2007) summary: “The key imperative in Rorty’s political 
agenda is the deepening and widening of solidarity…The task of the intellectual, with respect to social justice, is not 
to provide refinements of social theory, but to sensitize us to the suffering of others, and refine, deepen and expand 
our ability to identify with others, to think of others as like ourselves in morally relevant ways… with a commitment 
to reducing suffering—in particular, with a commitment to combatting cruelty.”  I hesitate to overemphasize the 
continuity between my view and Rorty’s, insofar as his work is associated with contentious forms of relativism and 
anti-realism about normativity.  I intend to say explore this further in future work. 
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This forging of interpersonal unity is most clearly on display in the interactions of good 
friends and loved ones, who share so many automatic dispositions of thought, feeling, and action.  
They find the same jokes funny and agree on many things, and when they do not agree, when 
there is a sort of disharmony, they can navigate it well, knowing best what someone else means 
by a certain gesture, etc.  (The importance of these social gestures and cues is especially visible 
when absent, for example, due to misunderstandings and arguments that unfold through emails 
and blogs.)  Friends can navigate discord in a harmonious way.  But the forging of interpersonal 
unity is, although easier and more natural among one’s friends, perhaps of more importance, and 
of distinctly ethical importance, for an agent interacting with those who are not familiar friends.  
An agent who is not “in her element” is perhaps most likely to misunderstand or be 
misunderstood.  The potential for microinequities and breakdowns in open communication are 
significant when one is not with one’s familiars. 
It also must be acknowledged, however, that the attunement between familiar individuals 
can itself be a source of harm.  The people with which individuals spend the most time are in the 
best position to shape them and be shaped by them, which means that their tacit expectations and 
automatic affective dispositions are most powerful.  If a friend or family member’s social 
dispositions are biased in important respects, then becoming attuned to them may mean 
absorbing those biases in harmful ways.  The company of family, friends, and romantic partners 
familiarizes individuals with the sorts of automatic connections that are integral to interpersonal 
fluency and egalitarian agency—but also presents contexts in which individuals can be misled by 
that level of comfort and connection into adopting and reinforcing problematic biases.  As 
Virginia Valian explains, “gender begins—and continues—at home.”14  The need to be 
practically flexible even in these comfortable contexts is thus also of great importance.  The 
                                                 
14 Valian (1998, Ch.2).   
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difficulty of revising our automatic dispositions in such cases is greater, as is the importance of 
doing so.  Practical flexibility is both more important and more challenging when one is in one’s 
element. 
 
IV. Internal Disharmony 
 
The importance of ambient harmony between individuals and the need to retain elastic and 
unstable dispositions point to a further profound difference between traditional understandings of 
virtue and my account of interpersonal fluency.  Of central importance in traditional conceptions 
of virtue is that the ideal agent attains an internal state of “harmony of the soul.”  The ideal agent 
is supposed to feel no internal emotional conflicts.  This might be an appropriate ideal for a 
soldier who must not feel fear as she charges into battle, but in many other contexts, it might be 
ethically desirable to experience a state of internal discord, and to do so precisely for the sake of 
promoting greater ambient harmony.  In the example above, it seems that Frye’s state of internal 
disharmony was an appropriate response to the charges of the woman of color, or at least an 
appropriate response to her initial impulse to dismiss her.  Her state of internal discord may have 
been integral in guiding her to transform her social dispositions.  In such cases, the movement 
toward interpersonal fluency does not require the internal harmony advocated in traditional 
conceptions of virtue.  It requires being open to disharmony. 
There seem to be many cases in which acting to promote ambient harmony between 
individuals in a shared social situation will bring about a kind of internal disharmony for the 
individual herself.   In such contexts, internal disharmony might make a positive contribution to 
a well-lived life.  The familiar term for the sort of psychic disharmony I have in mind is 
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ambivalence.  Familiarly thought of as “being torn,” ambivalence is roughly defined by 
psychologists as the state of simultaneously holding strong positive and negative feelings toward 
an object.15  Aversive racism is one kind of ambivalence, wherein many white Americans have 
both positive and negative attitudes toward black Americans.  Felt ambivalence seems to be a 
clear case of psychological disharmony; is it necessarily an ethically pernicious phenomenon? 
 Frye’s experience suggests not.  Greg Maio and Geoffrey Haddock (2004, 435) propose 
that: 
Ambivalence may be desirable when an issue is controversial. In this situation, 
people who appear ambivalent may give the impression of being fair and 
knowledgeable.  These individuals may also be inoffensive to others because they 
“agree” with everyone to some extent. 
 
This is a nascent empirical hypothesis (and the talk of merely giving off impressions of fairness 
sounds somewhat cynical), but it raises the possibility that ambivalence might be ethically 
beneficial or even admirable in virtue of playing a certain social role.  In particular, when we are 
faced with complex decisions, or when we are accused unexpectedly of being wrong or 
shortsighted, our visible expressions of ambivalence may signal to others that we recognize the 
importance of the competing interests and the value of individuals’ perspectives.  We make it 
clear, for example, to those who may suffer some loss because of our decision that we recognize 
that loss.  Seeing the anguish written on another’s face when she has made a momentous 
decision that goes against our local interests or differs from what we would have done can 
provide a kind of comfort.  And in such cases we can often distinguish between genuine and 
                                                 
15 See van Harreveld et al. (2009) for a review.  They write that, “Research on ambivalence has spawned from the 
observation that bipolar measures of attitude have an inherent limitation. Several researchers have argued that the 
common bipolar measures of attitude fail to distinguish between people who are torn between two sides of an issue 
and those who simply do not care” (46).  People are often asked to rate their attitudes toward something on a single-
dimensioned scale, such as, “Rate your support for immigration reform on a scale from 1 to 5.”  Suppose a person 
chooses “3.”  Is the person simply indifferent to the issue of immigration reform, or is the person palpably torn 




feigned ambivalence (between real and artificial ways of saying, “this wasn’t an easy decision”).  
This kind of comfort, furthermore, is not merely a means to a socially fortuitous end.  Many 
decisions, actions, and situations, such as the experience reported by Frye, are deeply and 
unavoidably ambiguous.  Expressing ambivalence about them is often appropriate.     
 Approaching ambivalence from this socially embedded perspective might also provide 
some illumination on the traditionally vexed issues of “moral regret” or “moral residue” that are 
thought to arise in the sorts of tragic normative conflicts I discussed in Chapter 5 (§VII).  
Debates over the appropriateness or permissibility of moral regret typically operate in contexts 
far too solipsistic (with a small “s”).16  Often the only relevant consideration is thought to be 
whether an agent herself is permitted or required to feel a certain way about having made some 
weighty or tragic decision.  We cannot, however, overlook the social role that expressions of felt 
ambivalence, residue, or regret can play in such contexts.  During and after these potentially 
divisive actions, the occurrent experience of conflicting affective responses may not just be a 
manifestation of self-doubt, but instead be a fundamental way of expressing to others the felt 
importance of their perspective.  And it may go some way towards mending ensuing rifts as well. 
 Apart from ambient harmony, another good promoted by ambivalence is suggested by 
Stefano Pagliaro and colleagues (2012), who argue that taking an ambivalent stance toward one’s 
own social group can help one to manage situations of social identity threat.  Italian 
undergraduates  were led to reflect on how much worse average salaries and employment were in 
Italy than in Great Britain.  They were then more likely to report ambivalent feelings about being 
Italian as well as to report that Italians were a highly heterogeneous group of people.  The 
situation threatened to undermine their prospects for successful careers by reminding them of 
their Italian identity, but it instead led them to reflect on how diverse and multifaceted an Italian 
                                                 
16 For a review, see McConnell (2002/2010).  
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identity is.  It remains to be seen whether such ambivalent feelings about one’s own social group 
might help to reduce the experiences of stress and degraded test performances associated with 
identity threat.  Further research should investigate whether openness to ambivalence of this sort, 
wherein one feels a mixture of positive and negative feelings about one’s own social group, can 
help to navigate situations in which one might be harmed by being reminded of one’s social 
identity.  It is an open question for subsequent research and reflection just how important to a 
well-lived life a cultivated disposition to feel ambivalence and experience related sorts of 




Unlike Aristotle’s conception of virtue, interpersonal fluency places greater emphasis on 
cultivating a harmony between us than within us.  It requires a degree of practical flexibility, a 
readiness to transform our automatic social dispositions of thought, feeling, and action—an 
education in ethicality from which we will not graduate.  Still, interpersonal fluency shares much 
in common with Aristotle’s conception of virtue.  In both cases, “it is no easy task to be good,” 
and ethical interpersonal action requires that one “do this to the right person, to the right extent, 
at the right time, with the right motive, and in the right way.”17  But in that same passage 
Aristotle also suggests that this ideal is “not for everyone.”  I agree with him that virtue is “both 
rare and laudable and noble,” but this fact reflects less about the incorrigibility of our vice-ridden 
states of character than it does about our largely unexercised capacity for radical reinvention.  
Despite growing up in an unjust and prejudiced world, every one of us retains the potential for 
self-transformation, and for substantial progress toward the ideal of interpersonal fluency.   
                                                 
17 Aristotle NE II.9 (1109a24-30). 
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 I take for granted that most of us recognize the ethical demands to be unbiased and to 
treat others fairly.  I submit that working towards interpersonal fluency is necessary for meeting 
these demands.  Setting our sights on the virtue of interpersonal fluency will help us live the way 
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